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PREFACE

This volume is part of a series which will describe data sets and related
spacecraft and investigations from space science and applications flight
investigations. The series will describe tha data sets held by NSSDC, some of
the data sets held by NASA-funded investigators, and some of those held by
foreign investigators; and the series will serve as pointer documents for
extensive data sets held and serviced by other government agencies.

We would like to acknowledge and thank the many spacecraft experimenters and
their colleagues who have submitted their data for archiving at NSSDC. The
cooperation of the investigators in supplying current status information is
gratefully acknowledged. Thanks also are extended to the other NSSDC
personnel, employees of the on-site contractor, M/A-COM Sigma Data, Inc., who
have been involved in the information handling necessary to produce this
volume. Special acknowledgment is given to Mary Elsen for her extensive
editorial assistance.

The Data Center is continually striving to increase the usefulness of its data
holdings, supporting indexes, and documentation. Scientists are invited to
submit their space science data and comments to NSSDC. Catalog recipients are
urged to inform potential data users of its availability.

H. Kent Hills
Ronald G. Littlefield
Norman J. Schofield
James I. Vette

September 1982
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191 PURPOSE

The National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) was established by
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to provide data and
information from space science and applications flight investigations in
support of additional studies beyond those performed as the principal part of
any flight mission. This volume is one of a series of eleven that will
describe (1) the holdings of all spacecraft flight investigations for which
NSSDC possesses data or can direct people to the data source, (2) all data
sets held by NSSDC, (3) some of the data sets held and serviced by NASA-funded
investigators, and (4) some of the data sets held and serviced by foreign
investigators; and the series will serve as pointer documents for extensive
data sets held and serviced by other government agencies, particularly the
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). There is one
major omission from this series: the extensive set of data obtained from the
lunar missions conducted by NASA, supplemented by a few small photographic
data sets from Soviet missions. These are described in the Catalog of Lunar
Mission Data (NSSDC/WDC-A-R&S 77-02) and will not be repeated in this series,
except for a few cases. The data from IMP-E, Apollo 15 subsatellite, and
Apollo 16 subsatellite are included in the series, since these data are
important to disciplines other than those connected with lunar studies. Some
of the experiments of the Apollo ALSEP missions also yielded useful data for
magnetospheric and interplanetary physics, but these are not included in the
series, since the instruments were confined to the surface of the moon.
Readers should consult the Catalog of Lunar Mission Data if they are
interested in such data sets.

The series consists of (1) five volumes that describe the spacecraft and their
associated investigations (experiments) separated, mainly, into various orbit
categories, (2) five correspunding volumes that describe the various orbital
information and investigation data sets, and (3) a master index volume. In
some cases certain data sets appear in more than one data set volume, since
they are important to a discipline not normally related to most of the
investigations on a given spacecraft. The five categories of spacecraft are
(i)Planetary and Heliocentric, which include planetary flybys and probes,
(ii)Meteorology and Terrestrial Applications, (iii) Astronomy, Astrophysics,
and Solar Physics, which are all geocentric except the selenocentric RAE-B,
(iv) Geostationary and High-Altitude Scientific, and (v) Low- and
Medium-Altitude Scientific. It is impossible to provide an organization of
categories that separates the investigations cleanly into scientific
disciplines, since many missions were multidisciplinary.

Each volume is organized in a way that is believed to be most useful t-3 the
user and is described for each such volume in the Organization Sectior;. For
standard types of orbital information, i.e., predicted, refined, and
definitive, the information is given in a tabular form to avoid repeating the
same brief description an inordinate number of times. The standard

i	 description of a data set from an investigation is a free text brief
description, since the wide vaz•iety of instruments precludes using a tabular
format in most cases.

I
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This catalog series has been prepared following a two-year survey and
follow-up activity by NSSDC personnel to obtain information about the
completeness of the NSSDC holdings and to solicit the description of data sets
that will be serviced by individual investigators; these latter data sets are
referred to as directory data sets. This survey was conducted only for NASA
missions launched after December 31, 1962, but it includes the majority of
NSSDC holdings. Unfortunately, of the 100 investigators surveyed,
representing 346 inactive (no longer associated with an active science working
team or equivalent) experiments, a small percentage failed to respond in 17
•,months of concerted solicitation of information. Consequently, there are now
20 investigations for which NSSDC has no data that will be dropped from this
catalog series, since it would be irresponsible for NSSDC to send requesters
to a possible data source that no longer has data or is nonresponsive. The
investigations that are being dropped from the NSSDC catalogs are identified
in the appropriate volumes in the series. A small, but nontrivial, number of
investigations were identified for which data no longer exist or for which the
instrument failed at launch. These investigations are included in the
spacecraft/investigation volumes so that users will know that it is fruitless
to try to obtain such data anywhere.

The main purpose of this series is to identify the data and the contact from
whom the data can be obtained within the scope previously defined. In
addition, we have tried to identify the personnel involved with the
investigation, so that a user will know whom to contact for an obscure or
detailed piece of information relative to a given data set that NSSDC may not
possess. Consequently, we have tried to provide the current affiliation of
the investigators. In some cases we know that people have retired or have
gone into different areas of endeavor. The latter case is treated by showing
the last affiliation of such an individual and denoting that he is no longer
affiliated by printing NLA after the individual's name. Since this series is
oriented toward helping interested persons to obtain data from flight
investigations and helping NSSDC to serve as an effective switching center,
the spacecraft/mission personnel are identified at the institution where they
performed their relevant duties. The term NLA is printed with the names of
these personnel if they are no longer associated with the given institution.

It is hoped that this series will serve for many years as the source documents
for data in the disciplines that NSSDC handles. The annual NSSDC Data Listing
will be used to update the time intervals for which data are available and to
identify in brief form the new data sets that become available in the future.
The annual Report of Active and Planned Spacecraft and Experiments will be
used to describe the new spacecraft and experiments which are placed in orbit.

4



1.2 ORGANIZATION

This volume of the NSSDC Data Catalog Series deals with earth-orbiting
spacecraft and investigations mainly at geostationary and higher altitudes.
Also included are three lunar-orbiting spacecraft and some others whose
apogees did not attain the geostationary altitude. Section 2 contains
descriptions of only those investigations for which NSSDC has data sets, knows
of their location and has descriptions of them, or has notice that data no
longer exist. As noted above, there are several investigations for which
NSSDC has no data sets and for which no description or information on
availability of data could be obtained.	 These investigations axe as follows:

Spacecraft NSSDC ID of Investigation Name Principal Investigator	 f
Investigation

Hawkeye 1 74-04OA-01 Triaxial Fluxgate J. A. Van Allen
Magnetometer

IMP-B 64-06OA-04 Cosmic Rays F. B. McDonald
IMP-C 65-042A-04 Cosmic Rays F. B. McDonald
IMP-H 72-073A-09 Solar and Cosmic Ray F. B. McDonald

Particles
IMP-I 71-019A-16 Electrostatic Waves T. L. Aggson

and Radio Noise
IMP-I 71-019A-08 Solar and Galactic F. B. McDonald	

I

Cosmic Ray Studies
OGO 1 64-054A-17 Cosmic Ray Isotopic F. B. McDonald

Abundance
OGO 3 66-049A-06 Plasma Probe, H. S. Bridge

Faraday Cup
OGO 3 66-049A-02 Cosmic Ray Isotopic F. B. McDonald

Abundance
OGO 5 68-014A-10 Galactic and Solar F. B. McDonald

Cosmic Ray Studies

The organization of the deti:^riptions of the spacecraft in Section 2 is mainly
alphabetical by the NSSDC spacecraft common name. Those few spacecraft whose
names start with numbers are arranged numerically and placed before the
alphabetical listings. Under each spacecraft heading, the appropriate
investigation descriptions are arranged alphabetically by name of the
principal investigator. Each spacecraft description entry in Section 2
includes the spacecraft alternate names, NSSDC ID number, launch information,
sponsoring country and agency, initial orbital parameters, project personnel,
and a textual description of the mission. Each investigation description
entry in Section 2 includes the investigation name (as used by NSSDC), NSSDC
ID number, the experiment personnel, the pertinent scientific discipline, and
a textual description of the investigation.

The Index of Spacecraft and Investigations in Section 3 lists the spacecraft
and investigations described in this volume. Spacecraft common names and
alternate names are in numerical and alphabetical order. Included with each
spacecraft common name are the sponsoring country and agency, launch date,
orbit type, NSSDC ID number, and the page where the spacecraft description may

5
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be found in this volume. Grouped under each spacecraft name are the
particular investigations for that spacecraft which are to be dealt with in
this volume, arranged alphabetically by principal investigator's name. Each
of these entries also Includes the investigation name, NSSDC XO number, and
the page where the Investigation description may be found in this volume.

Certain words, phrases, and acronyms used 
in 

this volume are defined in
Appendix A

In this volume the principal subject areas are maqnetospheric physics, space
,plasmas # and fields and particles $ but 

the 
spacecraft selection is based on

the orbit category. No attempt has been made here to reference investigations
related to the above subject areas carried on other spacecraft, which are
described in other volumes of this series-

I
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1.3 NSSDC PURPOSE, FACILITIES, AND SERVICES

The National Space science Data Center (NSSDC) was established by the National.
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to provide data and information
from space science and applications investigations in support of additional
studies beyond those performed by principal. investigators. As part of that
support, NSSDC has prepared this series of volumes providing descriptions of
archived data, divided into five categories as presented in Section 1.1 (and
see inside front cover). in addition to its main f,7,nction of providing
selected data and supporting information for further analysis of space science
flight experiments, NSSDC produces other publications. Among these are a
report on active and planned spacecraft and experiments and various users
guides.

Virtually all the data available at or through NSSDC result from individual
experiments carried on board individual spacecraft. The Data Center has
developed an information system utilizing a spacecraft/investigation/data
identification hierarchy. This catalog is based on the information contained
in that system.

NSSDC provides facilities for reproduction of data and for onsite data use.
Resident and visit;ng resear f4,it^rs are invited to study the data while at the
Data Center. The Datia Centt-r staff will assist users with additional data
searches and with the use of equipment. In addition to spacecraft data, the
Data Center maintains some supporting information and other supporting data
that may be related to the needs of the researchers.

The Data Cen'ter's address for information (for TJ.S. researchers) follows:

National Space Science Data Center
Code 601.4
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Telephone: (301) 344-6695
Telex No.: 89675
TWX No.: 7108289716

Researchers who reside outside the U.S. should direct requests for information
to the following address%

World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites
Code 601
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 U.S.A.
Telephone: (301) 344-6695
Telex No.	 89675
TWX No.: 7108289716

7



1.4 DATA ACQUISITION

NSSDC invites members of the scientific community involved in spaceflight
investigations to submit;_ data to the Data Center or to provide information
about the data sets that they prefer to handle directly. The Data Center
assigns a discipline specialist to work with each investigator or science
working team to determine the forms of data that are likely to be most useful
to the community of users that obtain data from NSSDC. The pamphlet
Guidelines for Submitting Data to the National Space Science Data Center can
be provided on request.

8
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ORIGINAL PAGE 19
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SPACECRAtT COMMON NANt- IV16-049A
ALiLRNATt NAMLS- 08916, USA, UPtRAT19NAL SAT-76

N55OC lo- 76-059A

LAUNCHDATC- 06126116	 wt 14111- KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL# ON11CO $7AitS
LAUNCH VEHi^tC- IIIAN SC

SPONSORING COUN7RYIAGCNCV
UNIiED SIAM	 OOO-USA,

INITIAL BRUIT PARAMtICRS
ORBIT TYPE- GEtCCNIRIC	 tPUCH DATE- 061011,176
Will PERIOD- 1436. MIN 	 INCLINATION-	 o. OCG
PERIAPSIS- 36000. xN ALI	 APOAPSIS- 56000. KM ALT

PERSONNEL
1'M -	 SPACC DIVISION	 BSAf*LAS
a$ - w.0. 1,94145, 	 LOS ALAMCS NAT LAB

UNll# 0IRCRIP11ON
The sotrltite was p, pted in a Urostationary orbit with

tort station-thargtrg topabititira. It was spin ttabilireu at
6 r pm with lit spin vottor alioned alOno a radius vector t0 the
earth by an active control %ystr m . Kral-time particle data
wtrt used Br setrrtrd U.S. AgerCIes for s p ace disturhatice
monitoring And fortCASttnq.

....... 1976 . 0'SVA, Illbolt ....................... ...............

INVLSIWAIION NAML- ENENU TIC PARIICLL DtICCTUN.

NSSOC 10- 76-09A-Cl	 INVtUI14AIIVL 11NOuRAM
UPLRATIONAL ENVIRON. MONITORING

INVESTIUAlION 0IM PLINLSSI
PARi mrs AND rICLOS
MA4NLICSPIIERLC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI . P.R„ 111413IC	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LACE
Ili - R.D. ALLIAA	 LOS ALAMOS NATLAD
01 - O.N. TiALER	 LOS ALAMCS NAT LAU

PslEf DCt,CRIP'llON
the Enetgrtit Part We oelrct0r tonsisted Of four

sotid-state detector units to measure electron# proton# and
AtphA-OArtitte Ootutations. The low-tnrcoy etrtiron ILECS unit
was made with five tePArhlr wtemonls, each with A 4-dro
half-ongtr Cott10101tr	 (HAC)1 those setfctors Viewed at 0 nog#
plus and mtrrws At; deu# And plus and minus 6C doo latitude
rolAtive to the s1,4tttrAft equAtorial p iano. The LCE mrosured
rttetrone above seven thrrshot.o enorglrs ranBinO from 30 to 500
LcV,	 the high-rner,ly viectrtee unit consisted of One drtecttr
with An B-drq IIACi	 flutes Above %oven threshold filtrates
ritnoInq from 0.2 t 	 t.4 tieV #.eremeasured. The taw-enrrvy
p roton unit consisted di A ti fit Iit itetetIar with A guard
srintitLator, a 4-deU UACr still ditcriminAturs for It threshold
e perVies tAnginq tram 10 to 400 LtV. The hi gh-energy Vroton
011,h1 unit was a thrrt-rlfmrnt ielesco pe with A guard
sci p littAtor Ord a 1! -doll UAC that Afasured Protons within 16
energy Intervals rangin g from 0.3 to 100 MtV. On command, the
of 1 1 Could 0rAAur0, 41pha PArtIc101 	 In 16 enfriiy intervals
ra gging from 1.2 to 6110 MeV.

aaaaa}aa aaa*,.,^ u#,^la•••aa- 1977 . 0074 a - ua•aaaaa, aeaaaa^y•a ^e4

SPACECRAtI COMMON NAME- 1977-007A
ALTERNATE NAMLS- 09800, USAt OPERATIONAL SAT-77

NSW ID- 77.007A

LAUNCH bAIC- 02/06177	 ufltill- K6
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVE'RAlr UNWED STATES
LAUNCH VCIIICLE- TITAN U

SPONSORING CoUNtRY1AGENCI
UNI"00 STATES	 boo -USAr

INITIAL ORBIT PANAMEIERS
ORBIT tYPL- uCOCINTRtt	 EPOCH DATE- 02108/77
04Ull PE11100- 1136. MIN	 INCLINATION-	 0. 4Eh
PERiAPSIS . JA000. KM ALT	 APOAPSIS- 56000. KM AlT

PERSONNEL
PM -	 SPALL DIVISION	 USA,-LAS
PS - 4.0. (VANS	 LOS ALAMOS HA1 LAB

RRIEi DWRIP110h
the satellite was, it 144 in A ,T00% tot Ionary orbit 11th

some st,lttan-tha'agin q Capabilities. It wh y spin st gbititon AI
6 epu witn it% spin Vector Ali.tnad ?long A radlus vector to the
earth by vn ottilr toalrot systrA. R W -time partitlr data
were usas '' y %* hated U.S. 01,110ntif$ for spat, disturbance
ecnitorin4 ,0='d forrtottin0.

....... 1917 . 4014, H10NIL ......................................

INVZSIIGATION NAMC- tNtRGSTIC PANIICLE DETECTOR

NSSDC 10- 77-007A-01	 INVESTIGATIVI PROW"
OKIIAIIONAV CNVIRONa NONITORINO

INVEST140110N OISCIPLINI(S)
MARTICLLS AND fItL05
MAGNEIOSPNIR)C PHYSICS

P(IISONNtL
MI - P.N. 1116011	 LOS ALAMOS NATLAIC
Ui . R.O. OCLIAN	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAD
01 - O.N. OAKEN	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAD

BRIEF oCSCR1111lON
The Energetit p article Detector eonaiated Of four

totlU-,tale detector units 10 measure elettl'On, proton# and
alpha- portict* popuiatj000tt The low-energy electron SLED unit
was Bade with five •*Potato otem*nit# each with a 6-deg
half-ongte Collimator (MAC)) that* detectors viewed at I deg#
p tu4 *nil 50 dell, end plot and minus 40 deg tatituae
relative to the statecraft viluotoriat p lans. The LEE measured
et+Ctroot abate seven threshold energies ran g ing from 50 to 010
L*V.The hi gh-e grrgy electron unit tgnsitted of one detector
with en 0-000 HAC7 it uses above seven threthotd eneroloI
ranging from 0.9 to 0.0 Rev were measured. The low•onerVy
proton unit consisted of a single detector with A guard
scintitlator, a 0-dell HAC# and 01striminators for 11 threshold
rnortilet ranging from 40 to 400 1eV. the high.eno 1, proton
CHOP)	 unit	 we% a there -a ► anent telescope with a guard
sclntittator and A 14-uep HAC that measured protons within It
energy intervals rangin g from C.5 to 140 M*V. Oil the
IItP touts measure alpha particles tit 1.6 energy intervals
ranging from 1.9 to 600 NOV.

•aa•aeeearea,aaaa ► glaaaaaaea. APOLLO 14 SUOSAILILlltea+aaa+aaaa*

S7I ACECRAfT COMMON NAMC- APOLLO 11 SUUSATCLLITC
ALTCRhAlt NAMLS- APOLLO 160# 04377

P # f S

NSW to . 7t-11630

LAUNCH DATE- tN104171 	 WLIUIIT- 41. K6
LAUNCHSlit` Wit CANAVCRALe BNI7_l'u 9741113
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SATURN

SPONSORING COUNIRY W ENCY
UNITED StAIES	 NASA-ohSf

INITIAL ORBIT PARAKLTERS
ORBIT Wt- SCLENOCENINIC	 EPOCH DATE- 0610517/
ORBIT PERIOD- 119.11 MIN 	 INCLINATION- 141,128 W
1'CRiAPM - 103.49 KM ALI	 APOAPSIS- 156.90 KM ALI

PERSONNEL
I'M - d.11, JOaNSON	 NASA-JSC
P$ - NONC W.IU44n

HRICr DrSCR1P11On
Ili*	 ►ahsatetlfte Of the A pollo 14 at Won tarried

trpariments desi g ned to study interplanetar y magnolic fields
and solar flares. The subtateliitr was de p loyed from the
Command Sorvito Module's stientIfic instrument module bay white
Apollo 45 was in lunar orbit. The sp in asst was appro"Isstilly
porpendicular to the ecli p ti( p lane, The spin rate stabili#ed
at about 1p rfim After boom dtuloymont. The suhsoteltite had
there equally spaced# fotdod boons mounte d around its base.
These boom% estendrO Automatically at ueployment to a len g th of
about 11,'5 e. The AubsAtellite p rovidtsi about 4 eonlhs of data
coverage beiorr two futcoWor electronic tAitures tit
1972 ceuerd the toss of most Of the data channels. The
surwiving data channels were motiftortld intermittrnity until
Juno 1975 Ara than more or less continuously until 44owy
1975# when Orwund su pport was terminated.

------• APOLLO Ib SUOSATELL1T0 ANDERSON-------- •-----------

INVESTIOATION NAMC- LUNAR PARTICLE SHAROwS AND BOUNDARY
LAYER

HIM to . 71-0630-01	 INVESI16ATI9E PROGRAM
COPE tL* 4 r SCIENCE

► NVES1luA71ON DISCIPLINtfSI
PA91ICL[S ANO FIELDS
MAGNCTOSPHERIC PHYSICS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - K.A. ANDERSON	

it
	 CAL1rr UEKKELCY

OI - L.M. CHASt	 11 OF CALIfe BCRKCLEV
of - R.P. LIN	 u Of CALIF# O(RKELEY
Ol - J.	 McCoy	 NASA-JSC
01 - 4.	 SCHMUTNT	 u Of CALIF. LA
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DRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to study the plasma regimes

through which the noon moves * the interaction of the moon and
plasmaso and some features of the structure and dynamics of the
aagnttos p here.	 Toe 2-element solid-state particle telescopes
and four electrostatic analyzers were used. The two
telesco p es. which were atigntd along the spacecraft spin axis.
differed In that one had an organic foil in which incident
electrons lost relatively little energy and protons Lost
relatively nuch trergy. Each telescope was operated at six
discrimination levelso which corresponded on both telescopes tc
electron threshold energies of approximatel y 20, 40, 85, 155.
320, and 520 keV. The unshielded telescope was sensitive to
protons of approximately the sa g e energies aselectrons in the
six discrimination statese but 	 the shielded telescope was
sensitive to protons with six thresholds between about 340 and
7CO keV,	 Species resolution was cetermined from the relative
responses of the two telesco pes. The electrostatic analyzers
were ori el l. led perpendicular to	 the spacecraft spin axis and
measured both large fluxes of electrons in the energy windows
0.53	 to 0.611.	 1.75	 to 2.25.	 are 5.b to 6.5 keV, and small
fluxes of electrons in the windows 5.5 to 6.5 and 13.5 to 15.0
keV.	 These analyzers did not count protons. Spin-integrated

redunts were obtain,c for all energy windows except the 13.5 to
15.0 keV window in which four-sectored data were obtaired„
Except for an apparent temperature-aependent gain shift in one
telescope and a high-temperature-induced malfunction of this
telescope between October and December 1971, the experimert
worked as planned.

------- APOLLO 15 SUBSATELLITE, COLEMAN, JR--------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- BIAXIAL FLU%GATE MAGNETOMETER

NSSDC ID- 71-063D-C2	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-4, SCIENCE

INVESTIGAYION DiSCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNEIOSPHERIC PHYSICS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL

	

PI - P.J. COLEMAN, JR.	 U Of CALIF, LA

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Physical and electrical properties of the moon and the

irteractfdns of the solar plasma with the moon were aetermired
using a boom-deptoyed biaxial fiuxgate magnetometer. One
sensor was parallel tc the spacecraft spin axis and was sampled
once every 2 s or about two times per revolution, and the other
was perpendicular tc this axis and was sampled once per seccrd.
A	 sun-pulse	 generator	 was	 used to provide spin-phase

information needed	 for vector field calculations. The two
byname ranges et each sensor were plus or minus 50 nT and plus
or minus 200 nT.	 Data were obtained in real time at a high
information bit rata and in reeorced mode once every 12 or 24.
S.	 Failure of	 the telemetry system on February 3, 1972,
terminated the useful life of the experiment.

- - - - - - - APOLLO 15 SUBSATELLITE, SJOGREN-------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- S-BAND TRANSPONDER

NSSDC ID- 71 .063D-03	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-4. SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
CELESTIAL MECHANICS
FLANETCLCGY

PERSONNEL.
PI	 W.L. SJOGREN	 NASA-JPL

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The purpose of this experiment was to measure the lunar

gravitational field based on dynamical motion of the spacecraft
it	 free-tall orbit by precise earth-based radio trackirg
measurements. A stable frequency of 2115 MHz obtained from a
cesium reference was transmitted to the subsatellite which
transponded the received signal, after multiplying it by the
constant 2401221 (tc avoid se(f-lockup), back to earth. 	 At the

earth	 receiver,	 the	 initial	 transmitted	 frequency was
multiplied by 24V^22i and subtracted, and the resulting
cycle-count diffe/rences were accumulated for data reduction.
Because the frarticnal part of a cycle count was measured, the
resolution was 5.01 Hz, or 0.6 mm s.

- iM- •uuuxuuxu... *u- APOLLO 16 SUBSATELLITE-a- ► -v---ue

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- APOLLO 16 SUBSATELLITE
ALTERNATE NAMES- APCLL0.16D, 06009

NSSDC ID- 72-031D

LAUNCH DATE- C4124/72	 WEIGHT- 36. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE-.SIM

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES	 NASA-OMSf

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- SELENOCENTHIC 	 EPOCH DATE- 04!25/72
ORBIT PERIOD-	 119. - N	 INCLINATION- 169.261 DEG
PERIAPSIS- 91.026 KM ALT 	 APOAPSIS- 130.7b0 KM ALT

PERSONNEL
PM - J.H. JOHNSON	 NASA-JSC
PS - NONE ASSIGYED

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The subsatellite of the Apollo 16 mission carried

experiments designed to study interplanetary magnetic fields
and energetic solar particles. Tht subsatellite was dtploytd
from the Command Se-vice Module's scientific instrument module
bay while Apcllo 16 was in lunar orbit. The subsatellite spin
axis was approximately perpendicular to the ecliptic plane.
Its spin rate stabilized at about 12 rpm after boom deployment.
The subsatellite had three equally spacedo folaed huoms mounted
around its base. These booms extended automatically at
deployment tc a length of about 1.5 m. The subsatellite
prematurely impacted with the moon on May 29, 1972, after 34
Gays (425 revolutions) in orbit.

------- APOLLO 16 SUBSATkLLITE, ANDERSON-----------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME LUNAU PARTICLE SHADOWS AND UOUNDARY
LAYER

NSSDC iD- 72-031D-01	 INYLST14ATIVL PROURAM
CODE EL-4, SCIENCE

INVLS116ATION DI W PLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNEIOSPHERIC PHYSIC;
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI	 - K.A. ANDERSON U	 OF CALIF, FERKELEY
01 - L.M. CHASE U OF CALIF, BERKELEY

01 -	 P.J. COLEMAN,	 JR. U Of CALIF, LA

01 - R.P. LIN U OF CALIF, BERKELEY

01 -	 J. MCCOY NASA-JSC
UI - G. SCHUBERT U Of CALIF, LA

ERIEf DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to study the plasma regimes

through which the moon moves, the interaction of the moon and
plasmase and some features of the structure dnd dynamics of the
magnetosphere.	 Two 2-element solio-state particle telescopes
and four electrostatic analyzers were used. The two
telescopes, which were aligned along the spacecraft spin axis,
differed in that one had an organic foil in whict ,ncioent
electrons lest relatively little energy and protons lost
relatively much energy. Each telescope was operated at six
discrimination levels which corresponded on both telescopes to
electron threshold energies of approximately 20. 40, 05, 155,
320, and 520 keV. The unshielded telesco pe was sensitive to
protons of approximately the same energies as electrons in the
six discrimination states, but the shieldej telescope was
sersitive tc protons with six thresholds between about 340 and
700 keV. Species resolution was determined from the relative
responses of the two telescopes. The electrostatic analyzers
were oriented perpendicular to the spacecraft spin axis and
measured both large fluxes of electrons in the energy windows
C.53 to 0.68# 1.9 to 2.1, and 5.9 to 6.4 keV, and small fluxes
of electrons in the windows 5.E to 6.5 and 13.5 to 15.0 keV.
These analyzers did not count protons. Spin-integrated counts
we re obtained for a Ll energy winnows except the 13.5 to 15.0
keV window in which four-sectored data were obtained. The
instruments worked as planned for the life of the spacecraft.

------- AFOLLC 16 SUSSATELLIiE, CCLEFAN, JR --------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- BIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER

NSSDC 10- 72 . 03ID-02	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL -4, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIFLINE(S)
PARTICLES AID FIELDS
MAGNETUSPHERIC I)IYSICS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL

	

P1 - P.J. COLEMAN, JR.	 U Of CALIF, LA

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Apollo 16 Lunar-orbiting subsatellite magnetometer

was a boom-ceotoyedbiaxial ftuxgate instrument.. One of its
arts lay along the satellite spin axis. The other lay in the
spin plane.. A. sun-pulse generator provided the phase
information neeoeo to obtain the direction of the magnetic
vector.	 The spin period was 5.175 s. The dynamic ranges at
each sensor were plus or minus 50 nT and plus or minus iCO nT.

Otherwise	 it was identir.t to the Apollo 15 subsatellite
magnetometer (71-0630-02). The instrument's useful life was
terminated or tray 29, 1972, when the satellite impacted the
moon.
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INVESI14AIlUN NAME- S-NAND TRANSPONDER

NSSOC TO- 72-0310-C3	 INVES114ATVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-4, SCIENCE

1NVEST11.A1IVC PROGRAM
COPE EE-he SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(9)
#'ARTICLE$ AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PifYSICS

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PLANEICLCGY
CELESTIAL MECHANICS

PERSONNEL
PI - w.L. SJOGREN	 NASA-JPL

flitter DCSCR1filON
The puipoxa of this experiment iS-164> was to measure the

lunar gravitatiorat field based Cr dynamical motion cf the
s pacecraft to tree-fwti orb if by precise earth-bated radio
tracking measurements. A stable frequency of 2115 Mile obtained
from A craIum reference was transmitted to the subsatritite
which tronsponued the received sigral, after multiplying it by
the constant 2401221 (tit avoid Aelf-locku p )e back to earth. At
the earth receiver.	 the	 IitIIIat	 transmitted frequency was
multiplied b y 24C/221 and subtracted, and the resulting
cytle-count differences were accumulated for data reduction.
Uecause file fracticnal part of a cycle count was measured, the
resolution was 0.01 it,. at C.6 mm s. For 115-day period after
May 9e	 1972, subsateitite prriarvis attitudes near 1.2 Ile
provided new aataited ,gravity measurements ofmany near-side
features	 such	 as	 Copernicus,	 Sinus	 Mediie	 and Mara
fecunditotis.

,l++rr^rArw.Arxxa,rrxrarr*^^ A15 lxxrxr^ara^rxr+xamra,aarrrraaa

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ATS I
ALTERNATE NAMES- ATS-O, 02608

NSSDC to- ho-110A

LAUNCH DATE- 12107/f6	 WEIGHT- 352. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CAN t' c RAL, UNITED STAiCS
LAUNCH VCIiICLE- ATLAS

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES	 NASA-OSSA

OR011 PARAMETERS
09111T TYPE= GEUCEt;TR1C	 LVUCH DATE = 02//0167
OROIT PERIOP- 1436.1 MIN	 INCLINATION-	 0.1 AEG
PERIAPSIS- 357112. KM ALI 	 APOAPSIS- 35793. KM ALT

PERSONNEL
PM - R.J. PARCCY(NLA)	 NASA-GSFC
PM - C.M. MACKEN)IL	 NASA-uSFC
1'S - T.L. A66SON	 NASA-GSFC

p Rlff oLbCR1i'11ON
ATS I	 Cf. plicationc lechnolcgy Satellite) was desigrro

and launched for the purpose of (1) testing now concepts in
spacecraft	 design,propulsion,	 and	 stabilization,	 (2)
ccII Ceti no	 hi{.h-quAIIty	 cloud cover Ficturr,s and	 retayIrg
Processed 	 metrorotogicaL	 data	 via	 An earth-synthc.onous
satellite, (3) provieinq in situ measurements of the aerospace
ervironmont, an,1 (4) testing improved communication systems.
The spin-stabilized spacecraft was cytindrically shaped Ana
measured 139 cm tong and 142 cm 

lit
	 The primary

structural members were a honeycombed equipment shelf and
thrust tube. Suppert rods extended radially outward free the
thrust tube. Solar panel$ were affixed to the support rods and
formed the outer walls of the spacecraft. Inuipment compcnents
and payload were mounted in the annular Space between the
thrust tube and sclar panels. in accitice to solar panelse the
s pocec rata was eilu l tilted with two rechargeable niekrl-tadmiUm
batteries to provide electrical power. Eight 150-cm-long vhf
experiment whip antennas were mounted around the aft end of the
spAtrtraft, wItila tiitht telemetry and command antennas were
placed on the forward end. Spacecraft guidance and orbital
corrections were accomplished by 2.3-kg hydrogen peroxide and
hydrazine thrustertr which were activated by ground commora.
The $Ateltire was	 Initially ptated At 151.16 deg M longitude
over the Pacific Ocaan In a grostationary equatorial orbit. In
general,	 most of the experiments were successful. 	 Data
coverage des high until about 1910, after which IimItaQ
real-tuna data acou lit ltion was carried out by ItOAA until the
May 1974 launch of SMS I. Limited ATS 1 data ac quisition was

oe9u r by NAS A at ateut thot (ice fet AIS I	 ATS 6 correlative
studies.	 Tier spacecraft	 has served as a communications
satellite for a number of state, federal, and public
organizations up to the frrsent. It. is planned to continue
operations at its fira l. longitude at 164 deg E until September
1983 and than move tho spacecraft out of the grostationary
orbit.

------- ATS 1, VRUwN ------------------

INVESTIC,A'TION NAME- PARTICLE TLLESCOPC

PERSONNEL
PI - W.L.. OROV.N	 "ELL TELEPHONE LAU
01 - L.J. LAWER0111	 DELL TCLEPNONE LAO

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The instrumentation for the ex peri mrnt consisted of a

six-element semiconductor particle telescope mounted behind a
collimator with a hatf-anolr of about 20 de g . The six elements
oporated in nine modes - with five energy intervals per moue.
The instrument could detect Protons from 0.6 to 100 MrVe alpha
particle% free 2.4 to 400 Rev, and electrons from 0.4 to 3 NOW
Species discrimination was possible over most of the energy
ranges. One of the nine modes Provided data an detector noise
and particle background. One experimental mode was monitored
during one telemrtry sequence, Itie complete experiment
sequence readout required 16 telemetry sequences and was
repeated every 5.46 min. Once every 5.01 he the counters and
electronics were calibrated.

------ AIS 1, COLEMAN, JR. ----------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- UTAAIAL FLUXGAiE MAGNETOMETER

NSSDC 1D- 6G-110002	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-N. SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNEIOSPHIRIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
P1 - P.J. COLEMAN, JR. 	 U Of CALir, LA

IIRJCf DESCRIPIION
This	 biaxial	 fluxgate magnetame.ter measured vector

magnetic fields at synchronous attitude.	 One sensor was
mounted in the spin p lane of the spacecraft and one along the
:pin axis.	 Using the onboaed sun sensor, trioxial vector
measurements were deduced. As the sensor was mounted on only a
15-cm	 boame	 it	 has	 s u I f 

a 
r a d	 tram seri q us spacecraft

Interference. though measurement precision was about 0.9 n1',
int¢rfervncr- firlds were of the order of the ambient fiotds,
Procedures ter offset corrections have been developed Arid
implemented for about 951 of the interference sources to a 15-s
time resoluticn. Also, spectral analyses of wave modes present
were possible to a 0.32-s time resolution. Thus do fields were
obtainable from this data up 10 15-s time resolution, and wave
data up to 1.5 Hz.	 Certain n gnmachine-correctable offsets
Stitt plague reduced data from this experiment, but these are
identifiable and hand correctable.	 lite, onhoard sun sensor
fatted November 2, 1969. however, the 'sun caused a noise
.adulation of the spinning sververaft so that even after this
tfare. with some effort, vector data were extractable from the
telemetered data.	 Data coverage was about 902 through August
1968.. During August 1968 to November 1969, coverage dropped to
40%.	 Data were recordt-d by NOAA, Doulder, starting in October
1970. Coverage was about 80%,

------- AIS 1, fREEMAN---------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- SUPNATHERMAL ION DETECTOR

NSSDC 1D- 66-11DA-01 	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

1NVGSTIGATION DISCIPLINE($)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MA6NE1OSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - J.W. rRCCMAN	 RICE U

PRIEf DESCRIPTION
The ATS 1 Soprat, berm aI Ion Detector was designed to

sadrell	 for convective fluxes of	 low-energy	 ions in the
magnetosphere. The detector system consisted of a planar
retardin g potential Anatyaer, which fed into a channeltron.
The analyzer o perated in the differential mode ter 20 energy
windows from 0 to 50 vV and in An integral mode for two
windows, greater than C antl greater than be eV. The system was
sensitive to ions from 0 to 00 rVr electrons greater than 3
ke g , and ultraviolet radiation. The satellite spin rate was
about 97 r pm. The accumulated counts from the chonneltron ware
segmented it time so the direction of arrival of incoming
particles was divided into 30 discrete 12-deg (by 25-deg wide)
angular sectors. The time required for a complete set of
energy-angular scan data was 112.6 s, with 0.64 s every 5.120 s
re q uired for each energy window scam and 0.02 s required for
each angular window per energy window scan. The detector was
Pointed in a direction normal to the spacecraft spin axis.
Channeltrdns suffered degradation by high counting fluxes.
Because of the nature of its mission, the instrument was
designed	 tt	 accept	 large fluxes of particles, thereby
sacrificing tonnevity.	 The experiment was successful, having
detected fluxes of ions oil 	 occasions durin g its 5C days
of continuous operation.	 t'SSDC has all the data tram this
investi llotion.	 ror further details of this experiment, see J.

w,
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W. Freeman, et at., "On the variety of particle phenomena
discernible at geostationary orbit via the ATS 1 satellite.`
Extrsit des Annates de Geophystoo*, Tcme 24# 1968 (TRF UO2199).

--- ATS 1. PAULIKAS-----------------------------------------

INVf..`.IATION NAME- OMNIDIRECTIONAL SPECTROMETER

NSSDC ID- 66 -IICA-03	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE"r.- SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNE'iCSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - G.A. PAULIKAS	 AEROSPACE CORP
01 - J.B. BLAKE	 AEROSPACE CORP
01 - S.C. FREDEN	 NASA-bSiC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objectives of the omnidirectional spectrometer were

to study (1) the dynamics of the trapped ono quasi-trapped
electron populatic ► at the synchronous orbit. and (2) the
penetration of energetic solar protons to the synchronous
altitude. The instrueent was designed byAerospace Corporation
personnel, and ccnsisted of three small (1-mm, a-mm, and 3-mm
tubes)	 solid-state	 detectors.	 Each was surrounded by a
hemispherical shield of a different thickness. 	 Using the
various	 shield	 thicknesses,	 electronic	 biases,	 and
discriminator levels# the irstrwFent Ieasured the
omnidirectional fluxes of electrons with thresholds of 0.30,
0.45.- 1.05, and 1.90 MeV (channels E1, E2, E3, and E4,
respectively), and of protons in the energy ranges 5 to 21 MeV,
and 21 to 70 Mev (channels P1 and P2. respectively). The
quality 01 channels E1, E2, and PI became suspect in early 1969
due to radiation damage, and no data from anyelectron channel
were obtained after July 1, 1970. Useful proton data were
obtain*.: whenever data were acquired from the spacecraft.
NSSDC has all the reduced data from launch to December 1966
except the microfilmed data plots mounted on aperture cards.

------- ATS 1, SUOMI -------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- SPIN-SCAN CLOUDCCVER CAMERA (SSCC)

NSSDC ID- 66-IIOA-09	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8. APPLICATIONS

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
METEOROLOGY

PERSONNEL
PI - V.E. SUOMI	 U OF WISCONSIN
01 -	 NESS STAFF	 NOAA-NESS

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The ATS 1 Spin-Scan Cloudcover Caeers (SSCC) was desierec

to provide nearly continuous observations cf cloudcover
patterns over the whole sunlit earth disk. The optical system
consisted of a twc-etement Cassegrain-type telescope. Light.
entering the system was reflected from a 13.7-cm-diameter
025.4-cm local Length) primary parabolic mirror onto a flat
jeccndary quartz mirror to produce an image on the face of an
perture plate. The light teen passed through the
:.025-mm-diameter aperture and a haze filter to impinge on a
hotocathode in front of a photomultiplier tube. The telescope
)hotemultipLier asseci:ly could be tilted in discrete steps frce
•7.5 to -7.5 deg to produce a north-south scan, corresponding
to an earth coverage from 52 deg N to 52 deg S. The
east-to-west scan was provided by the spin of the satellite
itself. Twenty eirutes were required tc scan one picture, arc
2 min to retrace it at a nominal satellite rotation of SCO rpm.
From its geostationary equatorial orbit (approximately 33.000
kw above the earth), the camera system load a ground resolut:an
of better than 4 km at the subsatellite point. The experiment
was hi g hly successful.	 For a Listing and description of the
different forms of photographic data available from this
experiment and their	 location,	 see the "MeteorologicaL data
catalog	 for the Applications Technology Satellites" (IRF
009264), available through NSSDC.

------- ATS 1, WINCKLER -----------	 -------

INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRON SPECTROMETER

N55DC ID- 66-11OA-C4 	 INVESTIGATI.VE PROGRAM
CODE EE -d, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - J.R. WINCKLER	 U Of MINNESOTA

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure the trapped

electron comporert at 6.6 earth radii in the energy range from
50 to 1000 keV.	 The instrument was a high-time-resoLution
magnetic spectroeeter, where the electromagnet stepped
repeatedly through tour field values allowing determination of
backgrour.d-correctec electron flux measurements it each cf
three channels at 50 to 150 keV, 150 to 5CO keV, and 500 to

1009 keV. The flux in each channel was sampled for 40 ms once
every 160 ms. The detector system consisted of a shielded
plastic scintillator coupled to a photomuttiptiero whose signal
passed through a pulse-height anstyzer to an appropriate
stating circuit, The look direction made an angle of 74 deg to
the spacecraft s p in axis and the collimator had a hatf-angle of
about 7 deg.	 The stored digital counts were converted to
analog	 signals	 p rior	 to	 telemetry interrogation. 	 The
instrument measured electron fluxes fro g 0.4E0 to 1.OE+6
particles/(sq cm s sr keV). Typically the background
correctiontc the data was less than 1C%. NSSDC has data
through December 30, 1967.

•u urrrr.r^r^^^r^xrrrrrrrr ► ATS 2rurrrr^rrrrrrcrrrrri u••rru

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ATS 2
ALTERNATE NAMES- ATS-A, 02743

NSSDC ID- 67-031A

LAUNCH DATE-	 04/06/67 WEIGHT- 319.11 KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED	 STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETE!sS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 04/09/67
ORBIT	 PERIOD-	 215.9 MIN INCLINATION-	 26.40	 DEG
PER IAPSIS-	 178. KM ALT APOAPSIS-	 11124. KM ALT

PERSONNEL
PR -	 J.P..	 THOLE(NLA) NASA-GSfC
PM	 - R.J.	 DARCEV(NLA) NASA-GSfC
PS	 -	 T.L.	 AGGSON NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ATS 2 (Applications Technology Satellite) was a medium

altitudeo gravity-gradient-stabilized spacecraft designed to
(1) test new concepts in spacecraft design, propulsion. and
stabilization, (2) take high-quality cloudcover pictures. (3)
provide in situ measurements of the aerospace environments and
(4) test	 improved communication systems. The cylindrically
shaped spacecraft measured .142 cm in diameter and lb3 cm in
Length.	 The spacecraft structure consisted primarily of a
corrugated thrust tube with honeycombed bulkheads secured to
each end. Equipment components and payload were externally
counted on the outer surface of the thrust tubf as well as on a
structure that slid into the interior of the thrust tube.
Electric rawer was provided by two solar arroys mounted on
either	 end of the spacecraft's outer shell and by two
rechargeable	 nickel-cadmium batteries. 	 Extending radially
outward from the side of the spacecraft were four 26.2-m,
adjustable gravity-gradient booms. 	 The spacecraft telemetry
system consisted of four 2.1-W transmitters (two at 136.47 MHz
and two at 137.35 MHz), in addition to a microwave
communications experiment. ATS 2 was programmed to be launched
into an 11,000-km circular earth orbit. However, the second
stage of the launch vehicle failed to ignite, and this resulted
in an elliptical. orbit.	 Stresses induced by this unplanned
orbit eventually inducedspacecraft tumbling. 	 In spite of
these conditions, useful data were obtained from some of the
experiments. most notably the cosmic-ray and particle
experiments and the field detection experiments. The satellite
reentered the atmosphere on September 2, 1969.

------- ATS 2, MCILWAIN ----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- OMNIDIRECTIONAL PROTON AND ELECTRON
DETECTORS

NSSDC ID- 67-031A-05 	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-e. SCIENCE.

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - C.E. MCILWAIN	 U OF CALIF, SAN DIEGO
CI - R.w. FILLIUS	 U OF CALIF, SAN DIEGO

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed primarily to measure

fluctuations in 12-MeV protons on the time scale of their
aziauthat driftperiod. The particle fluxes were measured by
three s p herical plastic scintillators, each of which had five
associated electronic discrimination states. Each of two
scintillators, differing in their geometrical factors.
separately measured omnidirectional fluxes of protons above 12
MeV and of electrons above 0.44, 0.63, and 1.31 MeV. The third
scintillator separately measured omnidirectional fluxes of
protons above 20 MeV and of electrons above 1.10. 1.27, and
1.93 MeV. The fifth discrimination level of each scintillator
was used to check the relative setting of the main proton Level
and to check for electron contamination in the proton level.
Every 5.12 s, counts were accumulated for 4.46 s in the proton
d isc r iminat icr state of each of the three detectors and were
then telemetered. Every 61.92 s, counts were accumulated
during one or two 4.46-5 intervals in each of the other
discririnaticr states (and once in a calibration mode) of each
of the three detectors and were telemetered. Useful data were
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obtained from launch until October 23, 1967.

------- ATS 2, STONE------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- RADIO ASTRONOMY

NSSDC 10- 61-031A-C1	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EI-7

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SOLAR FHYSICS
ASTRONOMY

PERSONNEL
P1	 R.G. STONE	 NASA-GSFC

GRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment utiLited a 76-P dipole to observe radio

noise at 0.45. C.7, 0.9, 1.1, 1.6, 2.2, and 3.0 MHz. The
radiometer was of the Ryle-Vonberg type and it was stepped
through the seven frequencies plus an antenna capacitance
measuring chanrel it 40 S. Since the antenna was shared with
another experiment, this experiment was turned on only for
alternate 10-min .periods. The detector functioned normally,
although interference was often present in the 0.9-MHz channel.
NSSDC	 has bit the Useful data that now exist from this
investigation.

rurrr•arrrrrua^rarrurr*• ATS 5rrrarrr^^arruir^rr^rrrrrara

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ATS 5
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-6920, ATS-E

C4C68

NSSDC ID- 69-069A

LAUNCH DATE- 98/12/69	 WEIGHT-821. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES	 NASA-CSSA

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 	 EPOCH DATE- 11/01/69
ORBIT PERIOD- 1435.9 MIN	 INCLINATION-	 2.5 DEG
PERIAPSIS- 35777. KM ALT	 APOAPSIS- 35790. KM ALT

PERSONNEL
PM - C.M. MACKENZIE	 NASA-GSFC.
PM - D.V. FORDYCE(NLA)	 NASA-GSFC
PS -	 NONE ASSIGNED

GRIEF DESCRIPTION
ATS 5 was ar equatorial-orbitirg, synchronous-altitude

technology satellite intended to test various communications
and earth observational. systems. Also included on board were
particle, electric field, and magnetic field experiments..
Because of a malfunction. the intended gravity-gradient
stabilization mechanism could not be deployed, and ATS 5 was
Stabilized in a spinning mode about the spacecraft Z axis at
approximately 71 rpm. ALL experiments that depended on the
planned gravity-gradient stabilization were adversely affected
to varying degrees, and the mission was declared a failure.
However, some of the science ex periments. including the
magnetic field mcritor and the particle experiments * returred
usable data. ATS 5 was positioned at about 105 deg w longitude
over the eastern Pacific ocean.

------- ATS 5, AGGSON ------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRIC FIELDS MEASUREMENT

NSSDC ID- 69-069A-C1 	 INVEST16ATI.VE PROGRAM
CODE EE-B, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS

PERSONNEL
PI - T.L. AGGSON	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The purpose of this experiment was to make measurements

of	 the electric field	 in the eaenetosphere by using the
spacecraft's	 gravity-gradient	 booms	 as long cylindrical
Langmuir probes.	 Owing to failure of the gravity-gradient
stabilization system,the electric field antenna booms were not
deployed.	 No useful data were cbtaired fro g, this eaptrimert.:.

------- ATS 5, MCILMAIN ----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- OPNIDIRECTIONAL bIGH-ENERGY PARTICLE
DETECTOR

PERSONNEL
PI - C.E. MCILMAIN	 U OF CALIF, SAN DIEGO

GRIEF DESCRIPTION
Three plastic scintillator detectors each With a 2-pi-sr

solid-angle field of viers measured electrons in 12 intervals
in the energy range 0.5 to 5 Nev. Solar cosh c rays with
energies greater than 12, 16, and 24 MeV were also measured.
The s pacecraft spin did not degrade the experiment data.

------- ATS 5, MCILWAIN ----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- BIDIRECTIONAL LOW-ENERGY 'PARTICLE
DETECTOR

NSSDC ID- 69-069A-11	 INVESTIGATIVE 'HOGRAM
CODE EE-8r SCIENCE

!NVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE($)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
SPACE PLASMAS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - C.E. MCILYAIN	 U OF CALIF, SAN DIEGO
Ol - R.W. FILLIUS	 U OF CALIF. SAN DIEGO
OI - S.E. DEFOREST(NLA) 	 U OF CALIF, SAN DIEGO

P;t1fF DESCRIPTION
This detector measured electrons and protons in 62

logarithmically eyuispaced intervals in the ener gy range 50 eV
to 50 keV. Four curved-plate electrostatic analyzers and
channeltron multipliers were used. Two apertures with 5-deg by
b-deg view-angles looked parallel too and perpendicular for the
spacecraft spin axis.	 The deflection voltage was programmed
tar either a scan mode (one step per frame) or a peak-tracking
mode.	 Itt the scan mode, a complete sequence (62 steps) was
obtained in 2C.5 s.

------- ATS 5, MOZER -------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- TRI-DIRECTIONAL. MEDIUM-ENERGY PARTICLE
DETECTOR

NSSDC 10- 69-069A-04	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-S, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLESAND FIELDS
MAGNETOSP0ERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - F.S. MOZER	 U OF CALIF, e'cRKELEV

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment consisted of three essentially identical

scintiLlatior, photomultiplier detectors. Each detector
measured both electrons in three energy windows centered at 40,
75, and 120 keV and protons in three energy windows centered at
60, 120, one 165 keV. Two detectors, looking in opposite
directions, were tilted by 12 deg from the satellite Z axis and
one was oriented perpendicular to this configuration. Over
most of its dota-collecting lifetime, the satellite was
spinning about its Z axis, with a spin period of 0.78 s. Due
to an unplanned spacecraft spin soon after launch• a shutter
system was activated that rendered the perpendicular detector
ineffective.	 Therefore, measurements were made only in
directions approximately parallel and ontiparallel to the local
magnetic field. The species analysis was performed by a
three-channel pulse-height analyzer. and particle counts were
teleeetered in both analog and digital modes. The integration
time for each channel was 0.03 s. white the readout rate for
any one channel varied from 0.2 to 5.12 s, depending pn a
commandabLe readout mode. For information regarding experiment
design and construction. consult Motor, F. S., F. H. Bogott.
and C. W. Bates. Jr.. "Dewelopment of a double-layered
scintiltator for separating and detecting low-energy protons
and electrons-" IEEE Trans. on Nucl. Sei., V. NS-15, n. 3, p.
144, 1968.	 NSSDC has all the useful data that now exist from
this investigation.

------- ATS 5, SUGIURA-----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR

NSSDC 1D- 69-069A-13	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC .PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI -M.	 SUGIURA	 NASA-GSFC
01 - R.A. LANGEL	 NASA-GSFC

HR1EF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to study the processes

taking place on the auroral magnetic shells. It was also
intended to p rovide correlative data for the other experiments
on the satellite.	 The experiment was part of the magnetic
stabilization	 system	 that	 was	 the	 backup	 for	 the
gravity-gradient	 stabilization system.	 The sensor system
consisted of a triaxiaL fluxgate magnetometer. The system

NSSDC	 10-	 69-069A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE	 EE-6, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
^y
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measured the magnetic field along three axes by combining a
fine range (plus or minus 25 n't) and a coarse range of 32
ircreaents (32.8 rl each) to give a total range of p lus and
minus 500 nT, The fine and coarse readings were sampled on the
PFM telemetry at 5.12-s intervals. The fine readings only were
recorded on the PCM telemetry at 2.97-s intervals. The PCM
coarse readings were subcommulated at 95^s intervals. A IC-rT
calibration pulse was initiated twice a da y for 5.6 min. The
fast spin rate of the sateltite, the slow sample rate of the
data, and the resulting aligning problems degraded the data in
the s p in plane. NSSDC has all the Lseful data that now exist
from this investigation.

•ara•aarA•rJarurru • • r • +e rr ATS 6•rruraurruuua•rrru•aur

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ATS 6
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-71A, ATS-F

7318

NSSDC 10- 74-039A

LAUNCHDATE- 0513C/74 	 WLI6H1- 930. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE. CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- TITAN

SPONSORING COUNIRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES	 NASA-OSSA

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPCCH DATE- 05/31174
ORBIT PERIOD- 1436.5 MIN	 INCLINATION-	 .1.8 DEG
PERIAPSIS- 35763.0 KM ALT	 A.POAPSIS- 35810.0 KM ALT

PxwcnwNEL

FM - J.M. T HOLE(NLA)	 NASA-GSFC
PS - E.A. YOLFF(NLA)	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The primary objectives of ATS 6 (Applications Technology

Satellite) were to erect in orbit a large high-gain steerable
antenna structure capable of providing a good-quality TV signaL
to a ground-based receiver and to measure and evaluate the
performance of such an antenna. A secondary objective was to
demonstrate new concepts on space technology inthe areas of
aircraft control. laser communications, and visual and infrared
mapping of the earth/atmosphere s y stem. The spacecraTt was
else capable of (1) measurin g radio treauenc y irterfererice it
shared freuuenc y bands and propagation characteristics of
millimeter waves. (2) performing spacecraft-to-spacecraft
ccasunication and tricking exrerie.erts, !nd (3) making particle
,nd radiation measurements of the gecsynchronous environment.
Configured somewhat like an open parasol, the ATS 6 spacecraft
consisted of four major assemblies: (1) a 9.15-m-diameter dish
antenna, (2) two sctar cell poodles soLnted at right angles to
each other on opposite sides of an upper equipment module, (3)
an earth-viewing equipment module (EVM) connected by a tubular
east to the upper e q uipment module, and (4) on attitude control
and stabilization system. The EVM, in addition to housing the
earth-viewing experiments, provided support for the propulsion
system and tanks, batteries, a multitreouency transponder, and
the telemetry, comeane, and thereat control systems. The u;cer
eq uipment module provided a platform for the space-viewing
experiments. Inertia wheels were the prime means for torquing
the spacecraft, with both hydrazine and ammonia muttijet
thruster systems included to provide the necessary torques for
unloading the wheels.	 Also included was a small environment
measurement package containing a magnetometer and several
particle ex periments.	 The satellite was moved out of its
geostationary	 orbit	 on	 June	 30,	 1979.	 For detailed
descriptions of the spacecraft and of the individus(
experiments, see the IEEE Trans. on Aerosp. Electron. Syst., v.
AES-11, n. Be November. 1975, and also the "ATS-6 firal
Ergineering Per-foreance Report," NASA, RP-IO80, Wash., D.C.,
November, 1981 (TRF 813477).

------- ATS 6, ARNOLDY -----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW-ENERGY PROTOA/ELECTRON EXFERIMENT

NSSDC ID- 74-039A-03

	

	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
SPACE PLASMAS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - R.L. ARNOLDY	 U Of NEW HAMPSHIRE

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This investigation was designed to monitor spectra and

pitch angle distributions of both electrons and ;ratans from D
to 22 keV.	 Electron and proton data from the some direction
were obtained simultaneously using four double 90-deg
eyli:rdrical electrostatic aralyzers and ei g ht Bendix channet
electron multipliers. Sweep made detectors viewed pitch angles
of L and 90 deg, vhile the .pitch mode detectors viewed 45- and
165-del pfitch angles. the four pitch mode detectors stepped
through eight erergy levels at ere level/s. The four sere;
mode detettors swept from approximately 16. keV to & energy once
per seconc', and coulc be commanded to dwell at any of 16 levels

UP to approximately 22 keV. The s.eep mode detectors had two
high speed accumulators that read out eight times/frame* and
two accumutators that rend out oncelframe. four permutations
of detectors with accumulators were possible by command. when
the detectors arse sweeping, the slow accumulators provided
oats integrated over the spectrum. Background count rates were
ebtaineo for h s ap p roximately every 94 min by application of
a pproximatel y	10 V of constant reverse polarity on the
electrostatic analyzers.	 Gain level stability of the channel
electron multipliers could be checked by command to lower the
Preamplifier threshold discriminator settings. for further
details. see Arnoldy, R. L., IEEE Trans. on Aerosp. Electron.
Syst., v. AES-11, n. 6. pp. 1155 . 1157. November 1975.

------- ATS 6, COLEMAN. JR. -----------------------------.-----.

INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETUMETER EXPERIMENT

NSSDC ID- 74-03VA-02	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(SI
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - P.J. COLEMAN, JR.	 U Of CALIF. LA
01 - W.D. CUMMINGS	 GRAMBLING COLLEGE

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A three-axis, boom-mounted fluxgate magnetometer system

cbtaineo	 measurements	 of the ambient magnetic field at
sync.,r a n ous altitude.	 The detector was similar to that flown
Ly UCLA on 060 5 and ATS 1.	 It consisted of a basic
magnetometer with a dynamic range of -16 to 116 nT, and a
resolution of 1/16 ni. Coils were used to null the ambient
field such that the resultant was within the dynamic range of
the basic magnetometer. This offset field generator permitted
fields from -512 to +512 nT to be measured (in 1E steps). The
magnetometer was sam p led at d vectors-per-s, and the offset
field state vas sampled at 4 vectors-pens. The electronics
and sensor system was equipped with an 'aliasin4' filter, with
an upper limit of 2.25 lix.	 At 4 Hz, rejection Was 20 dg.
Offset stability Was estimated to be 1 nT per 6 months. The
spacecraft	 field was estimated, during a roll maneuver, tzl be
Less than 2 nl transverse and less than 5 nT earthward. The
nominal instrument noise level was estimated to be slightly in
excess of the 1116-nT digital resolution of the magnetometer.
For further detailsr see Hc.Pherron, k. L., h. J. Coleman, and
R. C. Snare, IEEE Trans. on Aerosp: Clectron. Syst., v. AES-11,
n. 6e p. 1110, November 1975.

-- --- ATS 6, FRIT2--- --------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- MEASUREMENT OF LOW-ENERGY PROTONS

NSSDC 1D- 74-039A-01	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM.
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSP14CRIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
Pi - T.A. FRITI	 NOAA-ERL
01 - A.	 KONRADI	 NASA-JSC
ul - D.J. WILLIAMS	 APPLIED PHYSICS LAO

GRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment consisted of four two-element solid-state

telescopes, mounted in a p lane such that two (A and H) Looked
radially away from the earth. The third telescope (B) was at
90 deg relative to A and H and Looked 13 deg east of south, and
the fourth telescope (C) looked northward, 4b deg from A and H.
Telescopes A, U, and C had geometric factors cG) of 6.6L-4
through 7E-4 so cm-sr, and telescope 11 had a G of IE-3 sq
cm-sr. The aperture of each telescope was a conical opening of
11-deg full-angle. Once every 4 s, telescopes A, B, and C each
measured proton fluxes in six contiguous, logarithmically
spaced energy channels between 25.5 and 234 keV ape-- once every
16 s, 0,234 to 2.b-MeW proton fluxes. Thee modes had no
electron or higher energy proton background.	 from the H
telescope, dE/dx vs E 	 fluxes of	 1.2- to i.h-, and 1.F- to
3.6-!'eV alpha particles and of heavier particles in the I
ranges 3 through 6 and 6 through b were obtained once each 128
s. In addition, five fluxes were determined from output of the
first if sensor only, but at five discrimination levels. These
corresponded mainly to alpha particles in the D.E- to 0.6-, and
C.R- to 2.7-MeV ranges and to heavier particles with X values
greater than 2, 5, and 8. Proton fluxes in seven additional
channels tetween 0.362 and 1.1 AeV were also oetermined once
each 5.3 s by use of appropriate if-telescope discrimination
Levels. For further detailsr see Fritz, T. A., and J. R.
Cessna, IEEE Trans. on Aerosp. Electron. Syst., V. ACS-11, n.
6, p. 1145, Acvember 1975.

------- ATS 6, MASLEY -- --

INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR COSMIC RAYS AND GEOMAGNETICALLY
TRAPPCD RADIATION

ORIGINAL PAGE 69
OF POOR QUALITY
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NSSDC 1D- 74 .03VA-06	 INVES111W IVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8. 3tirNCt

IW 611GATION OISCIPLINE(S)
PA011CLES ANo rIEIOS
SOLAR FRYWS
MAGNCTOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PLNSONNEL
PI- A.J. MANLEY	 TRW SYS/EMS GROUP
at - P.R. $AIICRBLOM	 KCDONNELL-DOUGLAS CORP

UR1EF OtSCRIPTION
The experiment contained two solid-state ttlestopeho one

li trecled prrpen4icutar to. And the other directed parallel to
the total magnetic field dlrecticr. Each telescope me a urto
p rotons from 0.2 t0 300 MrV in 12 ener gy intervals and alpha
particles from 1.2 to 180 MeV in 10 ener gy intervals. Alsoo
two magrctIt electron speetromaterse Oriented parallel to the
two telescapeso measured electrons from 50 to boo keV in four
energy intervals. For more detail see MAstey. A. J.. P. R.
Satterblam. and K. A. Pfitter. IEEE trans. an Aerosp. Electron.
Syst.. V. AES-1I0 r . 60 P.1110. hoveseer 1975.

------- ATS b. MCILwAIN- ----------------------------------------

INVESIIGATION NAME- AURORAL PARTICLES EXPERIMENT

NSSDC iD- 74-039A-05	 INVESi'16ATIVE PRObRAfI
COOL Et-8& SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE($)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
SPACE PLASMAS
MA6NETO$11HERIC PHYSICS
AERONOMY

PERSONNCL
11	 C.E. MtlLwAIA	 4 JfCALIF. SAN DIEGO
01 - R.W. rILL11JS	 U OF CALIto SAN DIEGO

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
the oblectivt at this experiment was to determirt the

p rocesses that accelerate cha ►Ued partitlos near the earth,
with particular toyhasts on processes associated with the
formation	 of	 auroras and suUstorms. 	 Five electrostatic
Analyzers were capable of aeasurirV particles ct energy toss
than 1 eV to $1 keV in 64 chanrirts with oil r"aaIution of
about 0.2E+2 eVo tilt, geometric factor was approximately 2.4E>4
so ca-sr for pratcrs and 1.6F-4 

to 
t4"4t, lot electrons. These

litre differentbecause. Matt of #sort electron aperture and
one-fourth of each fan aperture were covered in order to avoid
interfering equipment within tilt field of view. four of the
analytcrs were mounted in two rotating heads in sets of two
each. Ono of which was stnlitivt to electrons and one to
positive ions. the heads were mounted mutually perpendicular
to each Other and could be rotattd through 220 ueg each.the
experiment had many modes of o peration. for more detail see
Mark. U. 11.-. and C. E. Mtllwaln. IEEE Trans. on Aerosp.
Elettron, Syst., v. ACS-il. r. 6, p. 1125& November 1975.

--	 -- ATS b. PAULIKAS ----------------------------------------

INVEStlt.ATIQN NAME- ;FNIDIREtTIORAL SFECIROHETER

NSSDC ID- 74-039A-07	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-h, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE($)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNEtOSPHERiC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
1-1 - G.A. PAUl1KAS	 AEROSPACE CORP
01 - J.U. OLAKE	 AEROSPACE CORI'

BRIEF PESCRiPIION
this	 experiment	 consisted	 of	 four	 solid-state

instruments.	 One of these was a two-element telescope with A
St-deg cone-angle and the Other three were oanioiretticral
detectors. Por'tleles measured wort electrons between 140 and
6O0 keV, electrons above 0.7. 1.55& and 3.9 MrV, protons in the
Intervals from 1.3 to 5.3. 3.4 to 5.3. 12 to 26, 20 to 32, and
4C to 9C Nev, and alpha particles it the intervals from 9.4 to
21.2& 13.4 to 21.2, and 46 to 100 MeV. The lowest energy
electron Mode And the two lowest energy proton and alpha
partictt modts were d level ional. All other modes were
omnidirettianal. taunts were accumulated over 0.25 s every 4 s
for each electron made and ovtr 1 s every A s for each proton
mode.	 For Moro details set Paulikas. G. A., J. U. Utake, and
S. S. lmaeoto, -Alb 6 energetic particle radiatior n resurtmortt
at sync11r Ono n	 es altitud " IEEE Trans. On Aerosp. Electron.
Syst.. V. AtS-11, na 6, p.. 113b, November 1975.

ATS6, SHENK -----------------------..---------- „..----.

INVESTIGATION NAME- GEOSYNCHRONOUS VERY BIGH RESOLUTION
RADIOMETER (GVHRR)

ORIGINAL PAGe I&
OF POOR QUALiTY

r

NSW ID- 7411139A-OM	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EC-4

1NVESTIGAIION 0ISCIPLINE(S)
MIJEOROLOGY

PERSONNEL
PI - W.E. SIItNK	 NASA-GSFC
01 - A.W. MCCULLOCH	 NASA-GSfC
01 - I.L. GOLDOEAG	 NASA-6SFC

DkIEF OLSLR1P110N
The Goosynchronous Very Nigh Resolution Radiometer

iGVNRR) experiment p rovided both nay and night cloudcower data
for determining cloud motions& tropical and eatratropical store
life t ytteso and mesottate phenomena. The y were also used for
cloud climatology studies. The 0114R had one infrared channel
(10.5 to 12.5 micrometers) and one visible channel (0.55 to
C.?; micrometersb. The instantaneous field of view was 3.0E-4
rod for tte infrared channel (10.11-km resolution at
subsateltite point) and 1.5E-4 rod for the visible channel
19,4-km resolution at subsatellite point). The dynamic range
tar the infrared channel was from C to 340 deg K and 1 to 1061
albedo for the visible channel. The infrared channel had a
noise aquivatent temperature difference of 1.5 deg C at 200 deg
K and C.5 deg C at 300 deg K. Data from this experiment were
used to determine surface temperatures and h0ritontat wind
vectors based on cloud motions derived from se quential images
formed by both channels of the GVHRR. For further details see
Shenk. W. E.. et al.. IEEE Trans. on Aeros p . Electron. 5yst..
v. AES-11. n. 6. p. 1095. November 1979.

-----	 ATS 6. WINCKLCR-- °----------- 	 •-------------- -----

INVEStIGA1tCA NAPE- PARTICLt Att(LERATION MECHANISMS AND
DYNAMICS OF THE OUTER TRAPPING REGION

NSSDC TO- 14 . 039A-04	 INVESTIGAtIVE PROGRAM
CODE tE-d. SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINECS)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERiC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI- J.R. WINCKLER	 U Of MtNNESOi'A
Of - G.K. PARK$	 U Of WASHINGTON

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The instrument consisted of two nearly identiiCAt detector

assemblies to investigate the origin and dynamics of entruatic
etectrons and pro tans in the outer radiation belt and the
near-earth plasma shtet. Each of the detector assemblies was a
eAOnetic	 spectrometer	 containing	 four	 gotd-silicon
surface-barrier	 detectors.	 Lower energy electrons were
dettectcd into two of these detectors depending an their
aaeentum. Pare energetic electrons, and protons, moved
directly through the 10-deg angular aperture to a two-detector
telescope in which the front detector measured protons and the
rear detector sensed higher energy protons. Using pulse-height
analysis, the fallowing nominal ranges of particles were
measured; protons. 30 (0 50 keV. 50 to 160 koV. and 120 to 514
kill,	 electrons. 30 to 50 keV, 150 to 214 keV. and >500 keV.
Cne detector assembly was mounted in a fixed position and the
other was totaled through a 160-deg range. Data were
transmitted from the experiment at ratesas high as eight
measure m ents per second. The 150 to,214 keV a attron channel
Provided no data for the whole mission. Higher than
anticipated temperatures caused the proton detector in the
fixed spectremeter to fail about 9 months after launch, in
addition, the lower threshold channels could be operated only
during cooler periods as the mission progressed. Additional
details on this experiment may be found in Waikerr R. J.. at
of., IEEE Trans. on Atrosp. Electron. Syst., v. AES-11. n. 6.
p p . 1131-1137, November 19T5.

a ryaaa^a.aaamaaa4aaaanaaxau EpE.A^4aaaa u^aaa^amaaAm^aaAxa^4aa

SPACECRAFT CCPMON NAME- EPE-A
ALTERNATE NAMES- 1961 UPSILON 1. EAPLOREP 12

S 3, 00170

NSSDC ih- 61-020A

LAUNCH DATE- 00/16161 	 WEiGhT- 37.6 KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA

SPONSORIN6 COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNTIED STATES	 NA$A-CSSA

ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPO- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 01130162
QROII FERICO- 1587. MIN	 INCLINATION-	 33.4 DEG
PERIAPSIS-	 790. KM ALT	 APOAPSIS	 76620. KM ALT
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PERSONNEL
PM - P.	 UUTLER(RETIRED)	 NASA-GSFC
FS - F.U. MCDONALO	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Explorer 12 was a spin-stabilized, solar-cell-powered

spacecraft instrumented to measure cosmic-ray particles*
trapped particles, solar wind protons, and magnetospheric and
interplanetary magralic fields.	 It was the first of the 5 3
series of Jpacecraft, which also included Explorers 14, 150 and
26.	 A 16-channel PFM/PM time-division multiplexed tetemeter
was used. The time required to sam p le the 16 channels tone
frame period). was 0.324 a. Hatt at the channels were used tc
convey etOht-level digital information * and the other channels
were used for analog information, During ground processing of
the telemetered data, the analoginformation was digitized with
or accuracy of 111416th of full stele, One analog channel was
subcommutated in A 16-frame-long pattern and was used to
telemeter spacecraft temperatures, power system voltages,
currents, etc. A digital solar aspect sensor measured the spin
period and phase, digitized to 0.041 a, and the angle betweer
the spin axis and sun direction toabout 3-de g intervals. The
spacecraft functioned well until December 6, 1961, when it
ceased transmitting cats apparently as a result cf failures it
the power system. Good data were recorded for approximately
901; of the active lifetime of the spacecraft. The initlwl spin
rate was 28.0 rpm, and the s p in axis direction was right
ascension 48 deg, declination -28 deg. The directien was
nearly constant with time,. and the s p in rate slowly tncreased
with time to 34.3 r pm. Apogee direction varied from about 1200
h to C600 It LOCAL lire.

---	 EPE-A, CAHILL, JR- --------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETERS

NSSDC ID- 61-02DA-C2

	

	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8. SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE($)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
P1 - L.J. CAHILL, JR.	 U OF MINNESOTA

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experimert was designed to measure the magnitude and

direction of the earth's magnetic field between 3 and 13 earth
radii. It consistec of three orthogonal tluxgate magnetometers
mounted on the end of an 86.4-cm boom. One maTnetometer axis
was within 2 deg at the spacecraft s p in axis. Each at the
three sensors had a range of -1000 to ♦ LOCO nT with a
digitization uncertainty of 12 nT. The three components of the
magretic field were all measured within a 50-ms time period
once every 327 as. An inftight calibration system applied a
known magnetic field to each sensor in turn once every 115 s.
This experiment Performed normally from launch through December
6, 1961.	 For additional experiment details, see Cahill. L. J..
and P. G. Amazeen, J. Geophys. Res.. v. 68, n. 7, P. 1835,
1963.

------- EPE-A, DAVIS -------- 	 ------

INVESTIGATION NAME- PROTON-ELECTRON SCINTILLATION DETECTOR

NSSDC 1D- 61-02OA-05

	

	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCICNCE

INVESTIGATION OISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
P1 - L.R. DAVIS(RETIRED) 	 NASA-GSFC
01 - J.M. WILLIAMSON	 NASA-GSFC.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure the directioral

fluxes and spectra of low-energy trapped and auroral protons
and electrons.	 It employed a 5-mg-thick powder phosphor
scintillator covered with a 1600-A aluminum costirg.
Additional ahsorbers were inserted in the detector aperture by
a 16-position stepped sheet. The aperture was pointed at 45
deg to the spin axis. Due to the thinness and type of
phosphor, the aetectcr in the pulse trade would re word arty to
Low-energy ions, and, therefo n'.. e:aentially measured the flux.
of protons that penetrated the absorbers and stopped in the
phosphor. Both the pulse counting rate and the phototube
current were teleAetered orce each frame teriod. Sisteer
readings were telemetered in each wheel position, and thus one
comptete set of data was obtained every 256 frames font wheel
revolution	 dC s).	 Protons it seven energy ranges were
measured.	 The high energy limit was about 10 MeV far all
ranges, and the low-energy cutoffs were 100. 135, 186, 251,
512, 971. and 1668 keV. The energy fluxes of electrons in
three ranges were treasured separately using scatter geoaetry,
absorbers, and the phototube current. The low-energy cutoffs
were 15. 26, and 31 keVs and the high-energy cutoff was about
3CO keV for all three ranges.	 Except for saturation of some of
the proton channels in the heart of the outer bell- the
experiment	 worked	 properly	 throughout the life of the
spacecraft.

-- ----- EFE-A, MCDCNALO ---------- ------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC RAYS

NSSDC 1D . 61-020A-04	 INVCS516ATIVE PR06RAM
CODE EE -B, SCICNCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE($)
COSMIC RATS

PERSONNEL
PI - F.B. MCDONALD	 NASA-65FC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The	 irstrumentation	 for	 the Cosmic-Ray Lxperiment

consisted of (1) a double scintillation counter that measured
55- to 5C6-PeV protons in six mrer4Y intervals and protons
above 600 MeV, (2) a single scintillator that measured 1.4- to
22-HeV prolors at five energy thresholds and electrons above
150 keV, and (3) a GM taunter telescope that measured proton
fluxes above 30 MeV. A complete set of measurements was made
every 6.8 min. The experiment operated throughout the active
lifetime of the spacecraft. For further details, see Bryant,
D. A., et a(.. Ap. J., V. 141, p. 476, 1965.

------- EPE-A, VAN ALLEN ---------------------------------------

IhVESTI(,AT)Ch NAME- CHARGED PARTICLE$

NSSDC 1D- 61 .02OA-03	 INVESTIGATIVE PkO6RAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION n15CIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSP14EHIC PHYSICS

rERSOhNEL
PI	 -	 J.A. VAN ALLEN u OF	 IOWA
Oi	 - L.A. FRANK U OF	 IOWA
OS	 - U.J. O'URIEN DEPT OF ENVIRON PROT
01-	 C.D. LAUGHLIN MCDONALD OHS
of	 - J.W. FREEMAN RLCL U

BRIEF DCSCRIPTION
The experiment was designed to measure the flux and

energy spectrum of charged particles and cosmic rays and to
determine their spatlot and temporal distribution over the
spacecraft orbit. The detectors included (1) a shielded Anton
ty pe 302 omridireetional Geiger-rueller tube. which detected
Protons with E>23 MeV and electrons with E?1.6 MeV. (2) an
el'7, ctron magnetic spectrometer utilizing three thin-winnowed
Anton type 213 directional (tei ger-Mueller tubes sensitive to
elettrons with energies from 40 to 100 keV. and (3) three
directional cadmium sulfide crystals for measurements of the
tot,il	 flux of protons with energies from 1 keV to 10 MeV and
eLectrons with energies from 200 eV t0 $00 keV. ALL
dirt+ctionat detectors were mounted so that the axes of their
fiei,ds of view were perpendicular to the satellite spin axis..
STke	 initial spin period was 2.2 s.) 	 Counts in each detector
:ere	 accumulated for 10.24 s, and the contents of the
accumulators were telemetered at the end of each sanpling
interval. The encoder accumulators were time shared so that
each detector response was sampled once every 79 s. The
experiment o p erated satisfactoril; from launch until spacecraft
failure on December 6. 1961. for further details. see Frank.
L. A., J. Geophys. Res.. v. 71. p. 46:1, 1966..

•a4 u.•a,•••••.a•••••a•^u a+• EPE-Oaa•A ► •aaa••^•a••a••••a•^.••^•

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- EPE-B
ALTERNATE NAMES- 1962 BETA GAMMA 1, EXPLORER 14

S 3A. 00432

hSSDC ID- 62-051A

LAUNCH DATE- 10/02/62	 wL1GHT- 40.0 K6
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEIIICLE- DELTA

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
Uh1TED STATES	 NASA-CSSA

ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 02/15/64
ORG1T PERICD- 21x4.6 PIN	 INCLINATION-	 42.b DEG
PER.JAPSIS-	 2601. KM AL1	 APOAPSIS- 96169. KM. ALT

PERSONNEL
PM - P.G. 14ARCOTTE	 NASA-GSFC
PS - F.D. MCDONALD	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Explorer 14 was a spin-stabilized, solar-cell-powered

s p acecraft instrumented to measure cosmic-ray particlese
trapped particles, solar wind protons, and magnetospheric and
interplanetary magnetic fields. It was the second of the S 3
series of spacecraft, which also included Explorers 12, 15, ano
26.	 A 16-channel PFM/YM time-division multiplexed telemeter
was used. The time required to sampte the 16 channels. (one
frar.e period) was 0.323 s.Halt of the channels were used to
convey eight-level digital information, and the others we-e
used for anatoU information. During ground processing of the
teteretered cata, the analog information was digitized with an
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accurac y of 11100th of	 full state. one onalcg channel vas
subcommutated in a 16-frame-long pattern and was used to
telemeter spacecraft temperatures, power system voltages,
currents, etc. A cigital solar aspect sensor measured the spin
period and phase, digitized to 0.041 s, and the angle betwter
the spin axis and sun direction to about 3-deg intervals. The
spacecraft functioned well except for the period from January
IC to 24, 1963, ard after August 11, 1963, when the erccoer
malfunctioned terminating the transmission of usable data.
Good data were recorded for approximately 851 of the active
lifetime of the spacecraft. The spacecraft was coning (37-deg
maximum halt-angte) until January 10 . 1963, After January 24,
1963, it was spir-stabitized at a rate of 10 rpm. This rate
slowly decreased to 1 rpm on July 8, 1963. Inftlally, the
lccat tine of aCo9ee was 0700 h.

----- EPE-B, CANILL, JR --------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- fLUx4ATE MAGNETOPETERS

NSSDC ID- 62-051A-02	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIG0110h DtSCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - L.J. CANILL, JR.	 U Ot MINNESOTA

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure the magnitude and

direction of the earth's magnetic field between 3 and 13 earth
radii. It consisted of three orthogondL f(uxgate magnetometers
mounted on the end of an 86.4-cm boom. One magnetometer axis
was within 2 deg cf the spacecraft spin axis. Each cf the
three sensors had a range of -500 to •500 nT with a sensitivity
of 1 0. The three components of the magnetic field were all
measured within a 50-ms time period once every 127 ms. An
inllfght calibr 

all 
system applied a known magretic field tc

each sensor in turn once every 115 s. for further details. see
Cahill, L. J., S p ace Research VI. P. 662. 1966.

------ EPE-8, DAVIS-------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- PROTON-ELECTRON SCINTILLATION DETECTOR

NSSOC ID- 62-051A-05	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-b, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNE10SPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - L.R. DAVIS(RETIRED) 	 NASA-GSFC
01 - J.M. WILLIAMSON	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experimtnt was desigrec to erasure tte cirecticraL

fluxes and spectra of Loa-energy trapped and auroral protons
and electrons.	 It employed a 5-eg-thick powder phosphor
scintittator covered with a 1000-A aluminum coating.
AcditionaL obscrbers were inserted it the aetectcr uperture by
a 16-position stepped wheel. The aperture was pointed at 45
deg to the spin axis. Due to the thinness and type of
phosphor. the detector in the pulse mode would respond only to
low-energy ions, ard, therefore, essentially measured the flux
of protons that penetrated the absorbers and stopped in the
phosphor. Both the pulse counting rate and the photdtube
current were tetemetered once each frame period. 51xteen
readings were, telemetered in each wheel position, and thus cre
complete set of data was obtained every 256 frames (one wheel
revolution	 80 s).	 Protons in seven energy ranges were
atasured.	 The high-energ y limit was about	 10 MeV for all
ranges, and the low-energy cutoffs were 97,125o 168, 295, 495.
970.. and 1700 keV.	 The energy fluxes of electrons in three
ranges were measured separately using scatter yeometry^
absorbers, and the phototuoe currert. The low-energy cutclts
were 13'21. and 25 keV, and the high-energy cutoff was about
IOo keV for all three ranges. The electron measurements worked
thrcughout the lice of	 the satellite.	 The proton channel
SLOWLY became intermittent and by rid-Decemter 1962 was
inoperative. Due to the spacecraft coningr it was difficult to
obtain the directional intensities.

------- EPE-B, MCOONALD ----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC RAYS

NSSDC ID- 62-OSIA-04	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
COSMIC RAYS

PERSONNEL
PI - F.O. MCDONALD	 NASA-45FC

ORIGINAL RA,-
OF POOR 

QUALITY

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The instrumen,ation for the cosaic-ray experiment

tonsisted of (I) a doui,.e scintillation counter teltstops that
measured 55- to 500-PtV protons in six energy Intervals and
protons above 600 MOW, (2) a single scintillator that measured
1.4- to 22-MeV protons at five energy thresholds and o 0ctrons
above 150 keV, and (3) a GM counter telescope that measured
proton fluxes above 30 MeV. A complete set o/ measuremenls was
made every 6.3 min.	 the experiment worked throughout the
useful life of the spacecraft, October 2, 1962, to August 11,
1963.

------- EPE-B, VAN ALLEN-------------

INVESTIGATION NAPE- TRAPPED PARTICLE RADIATION

NSSDC. ID- 62-651A-03 	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8• SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DiSCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - J.A. VAN ALLEN	 U Of IOWA
01 - L.A. FRANK	 U OF IOWA

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The	 experiment	 Was	 desi g ned to obtain separately

definitive values of the absolute intensities of
geomagnetically trapped electrons (E>40 keV and 0-230 ke g ) and
protons (E>5C0 keV) particularly in the outer zone. The
experiment used an array of three thin-rindo wed Anton type 213
directional GM counters. The detectors were oriented
perpendicular to the spacecraft spin axis. (The spacecraft had
an initial spin period of about E s on January 24, 1963.) The
experiment was also designed to study the physical phenomena
near the boundary of the magnetosphere. An omnidirectional 302
GM detector was used to gather data for comparison with
reasurements cbtsined with the 302 type GM detectors on earlier
Satellites. Each detector was sampled for 10.24 s, and the
accumulated counts. were transmitted redundantly every 76.8 s.
The trapped particles experiment operated satisfactorily until
August 11, 1963, when modulation of the telemetry signal
ceased.

u uru rre^u uu urrru r ► r• EPE-Ge4 ru care urrrrr•rrrr uau^•

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- EPE-C
ALTERNATE RAPES- 1962 BETA LAMBDA 1, S 38

EXPLORER 15, 00445

NSSDC l0- 62-059A

LAUNCHDATE- 20/27162	 WEIGHT- 44.4 KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL. UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA

SFChSORING CCLNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES	 NASA-OSSA

ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 08109/64
ORBIT PERIOD- 311,4 MIN	 INCLINATION-	 115.0 DEG
PERIAPSIS-	 300. KM ALT	 APOAPSIS- 17438. KM ALT

PERSONNEL
PM - J.W. TOWNSEND(NLA)	 NASA-GSFC
PS - W.N. HESS(NLA)	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIF71ON
Explorer 15 was a spin-stabilized. solar-cell-powered

spacecraft instrumented to study the artificial radiation belt
produced by the Starfish high-altitude nuclear burst of July
1962. The backup payload for Explorer 14 was modified and used
for Explorer 15. The instrumentation included three sets of
particle detectors to study both electrons and protons, and a
two-axis fLuxgatt magnetometer to determine magnetic aspect. A
16-cbannel PFMIPM time-division multi p lexed telemeter was used.
The time required to sample the 16 channels (one frame period)
was 0.323 S.	 Half of the channels were used to convey
eight-level digital information, and the others were used for
analog information. During ground processing of the
trlemetered data, the analog information was digitized with an
accuracy of 1/IOCCh of full scale. One analog channel was
subcommutated in a pattern 16 frames long and was used to
telemeter spacecraft tem peratures, power system voltagese
currents, etc. A digital solar aspect sensor measured the spin
period and phase, digitized to 0.041 s, and the angle between
the spin axis and the sun direction to about 3-deg intervals.
During Launch the spacecraft failed to despin. The spin rate
ranged from 72.9 to 73.2 rpm during the life of the spacecraft.
The spin axis pointed at right ascension 80.97 deg and
declination 20.9 deg.

----'--- EPE-C, GROWN---------------------- ---- --

INVESTI6ATION NAME- ELECTRON AND PROTON SOLID-STATE
DETECTORS
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NSSDC 10- 62-059A-01	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8# SCIENCE

wamwaswwrawwwwwaue.wwmwwuw EPE-Ow.wuweuwwawwwauuwwaawaaww

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTICLE',: AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - Y.L. BROWN	 BELL TELEPHONE LAO
OI - U.D. DESA1	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Six diffused silicon p-n junction semiconductor diodes

were used to measure theenergy spectrum of electrons and
protons in the artificial radiation belt. Detector A was
sensitive to electrons in the erergy range 0.5 to 2.8 M W arc
to protons in the range 2.1 to 4.0 MeV. Detectors 0 through f
were sensitive to electrons in the range 0.5 to 2.9 MeV and to
protons in the range 2.1 to 22 MeV.	 The detectors were
operated in high arc low bias sodas, enabLiry discrimination cf
protons from electrons. 	 Detectors B and C were located on
protruding omnidirectional mounts with a look angle of about 2
pi. sr .	 the other tour detectors tcckec perpendicular to the
spin is of the sateilt". The detectors led through
presealers and log rate meters to 16 analog telemetr y channels.
Counts were accumulated for 0.15 s every 0.3 s. All data
transmission Was it real tis.e. usetLl aata were obtaincc lrow
the experiment from Launch through December 23, 1962.

------- EPE-C, DAVIS----------------------------------------^--

INVESTIGATION NAME- PR070N-ELECTRON SCINTILLATION DETECTOR

ASSOC ID- 62-059A-05

	

	 INVESTIC071VE PROuRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNE70SPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - L.R. DAVIS(RETIRED)	 NASA-GSFC
01 - J.M. WILLIAMSON	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure the directional

fluxes and spectra of low-energy trapped and auroral protons
and electrons.	 It employed a 5-mg-thick powder phosphor
scintitlator ceverec with a 1000-A aluminum cortirg.
AcditionaL absorbers were inserted in the detector aperture by
a 16-position stepped wheel. The aperture was pointed at 45
aeg to the s p ir axis. Due to the thinness and type of
phosphor, the detector in the pulse mode Would respond only to
low-energy ions, aro, therefore, essentia Lt y measured the flux
of protons that penetrated the absorbers and stopped in the
phosphor. Both the pulse CCLntirg rate and the phctotube
current were teleeetered once each frame period. Sixteen
readings were teleeetered in each wheel positione and thus one
complete set of data was obtained every 256 frames (one wheel
revoLution	 d0 s).	 Protons it seven enerey ranges were
measured.	 The high-energy Limit was about 10 MeV for all
ranges, and the Low-energy cutoffs Were 105, 140. 177, 254,
512, 971, and 1668 ke y . The erergy fluxes of electrons it
three ranges were measured separately using scatter geometry,
absorbers, and the phototube current. The low-energy cutoffs
were 15, 21, and 27 keV, and the high-energy cutoff was about
lee keV for all three rarges. 	 The experiment worked well
throughoutthe life of the spacecraft. However* the
directional resolution was poor because the spin race was
higher than planned.

- - - - - - - EPE-C, MCILwAIN-------

INVESTIGIoTION NAME- DIRECTIONAL AND CPhIDIRECTIONAL
ENERGETIC PROTONS AND ELECTRONS

NSSDC ID- 62-059A-C2

	

	 IhVEST1CATIVL PROGRAM
CODE EE-h., SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION D.ISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - C.E. MCILWAIh	 U OF CALIF, SAN DIEGO

BRIEF DESCRIPTION.
The UCSD Particle Experiment consisted of two plastic

scintitlator detectors. There was a two-level pulse-height
discriminator associated with each detector. One detector was
oriented perpendicLlar to the spacecraft spin axis and had a
16-deg lull-angle aperture.	 Counting rates from the two
uiscrimination levels of this detector yielded information cr
directional fluxes of electrons with energies above 0.5 MeV.
The second detector was omnidirectional, ono it eparatety
measured fluxes of protons with <nergies from 40 meV to 110 MeV
and of eLectrons with energies atcve about 4 MeV. Courts it
each of the four discrimination stales were accumulated for 9.3
s once each 69-S telemetry se q uence. In connection with the
directional fluxes, it is significart that 9.3 s is about 11.3
times the spacecraft spin period. The detectors functioned
normally from Ocicter 27, 1962, until January 3C, 1763, after
Which no further data were obtained.

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME EPE-D
ALTERNATE NAMES- EXPLORER 26, S 3C

00963

NSSOC ID- 64-C86A

LAUNCH DATE- 12/21/64	 WtIGHT- 45.8 KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL# UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA

SPONSOIATNG COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES	 NASA-055A

ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBITTYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATL- 11/01/76
ORBIT PERIOD- 184.5 MIN 	 INCLINATION-	 I11.1 DEG
PERIAPSiS-	 171. KM ALT	 APOAPSIS-	 6549. KM ALT

PERSONNEL
Pr - G. ► . LONGANECKEk	 NASA-GSFC
PS	 L.R. DAVIS(RETIRED)	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Explorer 26 was a spin-stabilized, sotar-cell-powered

s p acecraft instrumented to measure trapped particles and the
geomagnetic field. A 16-channel PFM/I ,M time-division
multiplexed telemeter was used. The time required to sample
the 16 charrels (one frame perioa) was 0.29 s.Halt of the
channels were used to convey eight-level digital information.
The other channels were used for analog information. During
ground p rocessing# the analog information was digitized with an
accuracy of 1 1600th of full scale. One analog channel was
subcommutated in a 16-frame-long pattern and used to telemeter
spacecrafttemperatureso power system votta g esr currents. etc.
A digital solar aspery t sensor measured the spin period and
phase. digitized to 0.036 s, and theangle between the spin
axis	 and	 sun direction to about 3-deg intervals. 	 The

s p acecraft	 systems	 functioned	 well,	 except	 for	 some
unaervoltage turnoffs. until May 26, 1967, when the telemeter
failed.	 The initial s p in rate was 33 rpmo and the spin axis
direction was right ascension 272.8 de g and declination 21.5
deg.	 The spin rate decreased With time to 2 rpm on September
9. 1965.	 Fer the balance of	 its lifer the spacecraft was
coning or tumbling at a rate of about I. rpm.

------- EFE-D, BROWN---------	 •------------	 ----

INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLID-STATE ELECTRON DE7ECTOR

NSSDC ID- 64-086A-01 	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNE70SPHERIC PHYSICS

FERSONNEL
PI - W.L. BROWN	 BELL TELEPHONE LAB
01 - L.J. LANIEROTTI	 BELL TELEPHONE LAB
OI - L.	 MEDFORD	 DELL TELEPHONE LAO

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Trapped electrons and protons in the earth's Van Allen

belts were measured using a combination of six omnidirectional
and directional solid-state Particle detectors (silicon p-n
junctions). Electrons were analyzed in the energy ranges E>1
Mew, E>3.5 Pe V, and E>2.5 MeV with the three omnidirectional
detectors (E1, E2, E3), and in the ranges 00.3 MeV, 00.45
MeV, and E>1.7 MeV with the three directional detectors (E5,
E6, E7). Protons were analyzed in the energy ranges E>10 tieV,
E>27 MeY, and E>21 MeV with the omnidirectional aetectors, and
in the ranges E>1.5 MeV, E>5.0 Mel', and E>16 MeV Wi t h the
directional detectors.	 Stecies discrimination was not always
possible. Omnidirectional data were accumulated and
teleeetered every 1.43 s. Directional data Were accumulated
for 0.1 0 5 s and telemetered every C.29 s. The spacecraft spin
period increased from 0.03 min to 0.5 minduring the spacecraft
Life.	 Proton data were primarily useful in identifying proton
contamination of electron counting rates. The instrument
behaved well throughout the spacecraft life. NSSDC has all the
data that exist from this investigation.

------- EPE-D, CAHILL, JR--------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- FLUKGATE MAGNETOMETERS

NSSDC ID- 64-066A-03	 INVESTICATIVE PRO6RAK
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION D.ISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAONETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

FERSONNEL

	

PI - L.J. CAHILLr JR.	 U OF MINNESOTA

WOUINAL PAGE !$
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION
In * purpose Of this ex periment was to measure the

ma gnitude and direttian of the earth's eagnetic fietd over the
spacecraft Orbit. Three orthogonal components vere measured by
a boom-mounted biaxfat asgnetometer during oath spacecraft
rtvclulion, tech axis had a range of plus ano minus 2COC nT
and an accuracy of 5nT. The samp))nq rate was 3.13 Ht. The
experiment provides useful data from launch until June 30*
1965, after which s pacecraft tumble rendered field direction
determination iepractical.

------ EPE-D, DAVIS ------------------- 	 ----	 --------

INVESTIGATION NAME- PROTON-ELECTRON SCINTILLATION DETECTOR

NSSOC ID-- 64-056A-04	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-B, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE($)
MAGNETO$PIIERTC PNYSICS
PARTICLE$ AND FIELDS

PERSONNEL
PI - L.R. DAVIS(RETIRED)	 NASA-G$FC
01 - J.M. wILLIANSON 	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
this experiment was g esfg(,wo to measure the directional

fluxes and spectra of low-enetyy trapped and auroral protons
Ord electrons.	 It em p lo yed a 5-eg-thick po ►dtr phcspAcr
svinttttator	 with a 1000-A aluminum coating.	 Additional
absorbers were inserted in the detector a perture by a
1E- position stepped wheel. The aperture was p ointed at 45 deg
to the spin axis. our to the thirress and type of phosphor*
the detector in the i:ulse mode would respond only to Low-energy
ions, and, therefc)e, esstntiall y measured the flux of protons
that penetrated tte absorbers arc stopped in the phosphor.
Both the pulse counting rate and the p hototube current were
telemetered once each frame petted. Sixteen readings were
telemetered in tech wheel position* and thus one complete set
of data was obtained every 256 bases tone wheel revotuticr -
eO s). Protons in seven energy ranges were measured. The
high-energy limit was about 10 MvV for all ranges* and the
tow-enorJy cutoffs were 97, 125, 16e, 295, 495, 970, and 170C
keV. The energy fluxes of electrons in three ranges were
measured separately t.sing scatter geometry, absorbers, and the
phototube current.. the low-energy cutoffs were 17, 33, and 75
keV, and the high-arergy cutoff was stout 100 kev for ALL three
range s.

---- -- EPE-D, MCILkAIN - - --------------------------------------
INVE$TIGATION NAME- OPNIDIREC71ONAL AND UNIOIRECTIONAL

ELECTRON AND PROTON FLUXES

N55DC to- 64-0d6A-D2	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-9, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - C.E. MCILwAIN	 U A.1F CALIF, SAN DIEGO
01 - R.W. FILLILS	 U OF CALIF, SAN DIEGO

URIEF DESCRIPTION
Omnidirectionat fluxes of 40- to 110-MeV protons and of

electrons greater thar about 4 MeV %ate separably eeatUrtC by a
plastic scintiliator. A second plastic scintit. r with an
e-deg half-angle aperture and a took cirection perpendicular to
the spacecraft spin axis separably measured protons above 5.2
MeV and electrons above 0.5 MeV. The ability to distinguish
between the particle types was due to the presence of two
discrimination	 levels	 associated	 with	 each	 dett(11,o,,
high-quality data transmission from this ex periment wys
essentially continLcas from launch until about the middle ct
1966, and then intermittent. NSSDC has all the data that exist
from this investigation.

aMi Ora t-•aar Fran*eau ur 4•+ • ERS 13x • + r am+u as ra4aaaraau ru aaa

SPACECRArT COMMON NAME- ERS 13
ALTERNATE NAMES- TRS 6, IRS 2(8)

C0R3b

NSSDC ID- 64-04CC

LAUNCH DATE- 0711.7164.	 VEI(,HT- 2.0 KG
LAUNCH SITE CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES	 DOD-USAF

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 07/17/64
ORBIT PERIOD- 2854. MIN	 INCLINATION-	 36.7 DEG
PERIAPSIS-	 250. KM ALT	 APOAPSIS- 120317. KM ALT

ORIGINAL PGI.:
OF 

POOR QUALITY

PERSONNEL
PM - J.M. DENNEY(NLA) 	 TRW SYSTEMS CROUP
PS - J.1. VETTEtNLA)	 AEROSPACE CORP

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ERS 13 was a spin-stabilized tetrahedron that welched 2.1

ka and measured 22.96 to along eac h triangular edge. The spin
fate was approximatety 10 rpm * and power was obtained by solar
cells. The setettit• carried a itintitlation counter and a
sotio-state p olestar to measure electrons and protons in the
radiation belts. Necause of the low (100 mW) transmitter power
at 136 Mile* ro data were obtained beyond 6 earth radii (40.290
ka). The transmission was normal from launch until October 20*
1964* when the transmitter became intermittent. A PAMI M/PA
telemetry system using TRIG (Inter-Range Instrumentation Group)
channel 5 was employed.

------- ERS 13* VETTE ----------------------------- -------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- CHARGED PARTICLE DETECTORS

:NSSDC 10- 64 . 0400-01	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
NUCLEAR DETECTION

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLESAND FIELDS
MAaNETOSPIfERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - J.I. VETTE	 NASA-GSFC
01 - J.N. GARDNER	 TRW SYSTEMS GROUP

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The experiment consisted of (1) a lithium-drifted silicon

detector to measure separately electrons above 700 keV and
protons between 12 and 23 MeV, and (2) a plastic scintillation
counter to measure separately electrons above 3.5 MeV and
protons between 39 and 50 MeV in the radiation belts. The
photomultiplier tube used with the scintillation counter showed
a change in gain around September 27, 1964, both detector
systems were omnidirectional and used logarithmic count rate
Peters to convert rates into analog signals. Two pulse-height
discriminators were used with each detector to provide the four
measurements. NSSDC has all the data that now exist from this
Investigation.

aaa•u•u•uraaraaraauauu ERS 1lraaruraaea^^aeaaa4aaaaaaraa

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ERS 17
ALTERNATE HAKES- ORS 3, ORS 3(A)

61460

NSSDC TO- 65.058C

LAUNCHDATE- 07/20/65	 WE1G0 - 5.5 KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL* UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES	 000-USAF

aNITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
BRUIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE" 07/20/65
ORBIT PERICD- 2591. MIN 	 INCLINATION-	 34.4 DEG
PERIAPSIS-	 207. KM ALT	 APOAPSIS- 112012. KM ALT

PERSONNEL
PPJ.M. DEhhEY(NLA)	 TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
PS - J.1. VETTE(NLA)	 AEROSPACE CORP

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Ervironmentat Research Satellite 17 carried a set of

fire radiation detettors designed to atasure cherged particles*
A	 rays, gaema rayse and cosmic ra y s in the near-earth
environment. The satellite was spin stabilized with a spin
rate of approximately 6 rpm. A 16-channel PAM/FM1PM telemeter
using a s6beommutator and TRIG (Inter-Range Instrumentation
Group) FM charnel 5 was employed. Each channel was sampled for
4,5 s every 72 6. Data coverage was obtained at about an 86%
Level for the initial 4 weeks of operation and at about a 26%
Level thereafter until November 3, 1965. when the transmitter
ceased. Approximately 1500 h of data were obtained.

------- ERS 17. VETTE ----------------------------------------- -

INVESTIGATION NAME- CHARGED PARTICLE DETECTORS

NSSDC 1D- 65 . 05SC-01	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
NUCLEAR DETECTION

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTiCLE5 AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSP11ERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - J.1. VETTE	 NASA--6SFC
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ORIE( IESCRIPTION
Detectors stnsttiVr to tra p ped particle$ included a

lithium-drifted silicon device for detecting electrons above
320 krV anti p roton!& from H to 21 MtV, a plastic scintillation
counter for electrcri above lo p keV And Croton% from 3.8 %a 27
MeV, And A shielded sodium iodide scintillation counter for
electrons above 3.2 M$V and protons above 3$ NOW. The pulse
signal from each of the three detectors was led to two integral
pulse-height discriainators. The culso outputs of the Icwer
level discriminators seasured electronso and those tram the
higher level discriminators meo$ur$d p rotons. Four of the six
out puts were fed separately into two logarithmic count rate
meters, one for high And one for tow count rates. The lithium
and sodium high-tOVtt discriminator cutputs were each tea into
tWO single-rate motet's. The 1.0 Anatol) voltages from the rate
$Otero and a cuasi-eigital output trot the lithium high-level
discriminator were each ttirmetered on a setarate channeland
sampled for 4.5 s every 72 a. the tow-count-rate channel for
electrons greater than 3.2 MOV failed an Jul y 23. 1965. Aft
other channels of this e ►peeimert eperatto until the cessaticr
of trtemetry.. Alt of these detector systems were
omnidirectional except for the plastic scintillation counter,
which had a coricat field of view with a 45-otg half-angle.
NSSDC has all the data that now exist from this invosts,4ticn.

------- Ell$ 17, VETTC ------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- k-RAT DETECTORS

KSSOC 10- 65-058E-C2

	

	 INVESTIGATIVE PROURAM
NUCLEAR DETECTION

INVCSTIGAtION OISCIPLINECS)
SOLAR rHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - J.I. VETTE	 NASA-GSIC
(11 - L.C. PETERSON	 U Of CA11f, SAN DIEGO
01 - J.L. MATTESON	 U Of CALIt, SAN DIEGO

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Three CON 6213 Gri g er tubts were mounted &tong three

mutually perpendicular axes. the conical field of view of tact
detector was alproxioatety a 50-deg half-angle. The out p uts at
these three detectors were added together and converted by a
toOarithait	 cruet	 rate meter iric or analog voltage. A
q Ua$i-ditlital output. for low rates was obtained by mea$utinj A
summed *Cate of § and scale of 64. The analog and
quasi-digital channels were samptea tar 4.5 s firkry 72 S. the
detector system was sensitive to solar X rays in the I • to 14-A
range and to electrons above 40 keV. This system forted an
September 150 1965.. Thr sum of the out put of the three
O y thegonal solar cells, with the sate took angles as the
detectors, an% used to give Crude solar aspect information.
NSSDC has all the rata that now exist from this investigation.

------- ERS 17, VETTE-------

INVESTIGATION NA 4 E- GAMMA-NAY DETECiOR

NSSDC t0- 65-058C-C3

	

	 INVCSTIGATIVE PRUUkAM
NUCLEAR DETECTION

1NvEST1 . 111 0 h DISCIPLINE(S)
HIGH ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS
GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY

PERSONNEL
P1	 J.1. VLTTE	 NASA-GSIC
Ot	 L.E. PETERSON	 U or CALIF. SAN DIEGO
01 - J.L. MAT1ESOh	 U OF CALIF, SAN bTEGC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
An omnidirectional phoswich-type scintillation counter

was used to measure gamma rays between 30 keV and 10 MeV and
also to provide a measure of tie total cosmic-ray flux ter
protons greater than 3C Moll. The fivr-level differential
analyzer provided an energy toss spectrum in the o.03- to
0.1-MeV, D.I- to 04-KeV, 0.3- to I-Kew, 1- Id 3-MOV, and 3- to
It-MeV ranges. Ar irtegrat aiscrieiratcr proviatd a tes$ic°ray
channel for energy tastes above 10 MrV. The Lowest level
channel was converted to an analog wattage using A Logarithmic
count rate mater. This chanret was exerted for 4.5 s every 12
S.	 The integral cosmic-ray chAnnet was converted to an analog
volta g e in a sisitar fashion but was sampled far 4.5 s every
576 s.	 All othtr ehannets were sealed down, and the Summed
cutout of $caters was sample% every 576 s. the ctargea
particle rejection feature of the phoswich Circuit failed at
launch& and the irtogral discriminator channel rate decreased
to nearly tero by August S, 1965* because of on Amplifier
saturation.	 The trterpretaticn of Ott data from this detector
Is difficult	 because Of Lite vatious malfunctions. NSSDC has
All the data that new exist from this investt,Taticn.

.....A. ..... *....a ... *.A ... ,u ESA-GEOS 1-4•"40....0,,.,,,.•..-.

SPACECRArT COMMON NAPE- ESA-GEO$ 1
ALYERNAIE NAMES- GEOS, ESGEO

09931, ESA GEO$
GELS 1

ORIGINAL PAGE 13
NSSDC 10- 17-M A 	 OF POOR QUALiTY
LAUNCH DATE- C§/20177	 wElutil- 273.6 k4
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAYERAL, UNITED STATES
LAVAtli VEHICLE- DELTA

SPONSORING COUNtRY/AGENCY
INTERNATIONAL	 ESA

INITIAL BRUIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- 6EOCCN1RIC COMMCNSURAT EPOCH DATE- 0§/25177
CRBIT FERICO . 7 0.G6 MAN	 INCLINATION-	 26.28 DEG
PEkIAPSIS-	 2110. KM ALT	 APOAPSI$- 0357. KM ALT

PERSONNEL
P ► - D.E. KULLINuEll	 ESA-ESTEC
PS - K.	 KNOTT	 ESA-E$TEC

PRIEF otICRIPTION
The ESA-4E05 I s pacecraft vas to have been the first

satellite plated it'. the equotorlal g rdstationary orbit that was
drdicateo toapielety to scientific measurements.
Lnfortunatety, A Launch vehicle failure aadr it lmrossible to
achieve this orbit and resulted it the decision to place the
s p acecraft In A 12-11, t ammen%Orate, finOt orbit where the
instruments could make the planned measurements for about 6 Of
each revOtutitn between w and 7 earth radii. In this orbit the
Aissial pas still able to serve as A tore or rettrente
spacecraft for the International Magnetosbheric Stud y (1MS),
and carried out planned correlative measurements with extensive
ground-based networks in Scandinaviaand tonju g Ate point
measurements between a station in let land and in Antarctfca.
I n addition, betou$t of a second catty apogee at a different
geographic	 position,	 correlative	 measurements	 with IMS
ground-based networks In Alaska Ord western Canada were also
carried out.	 the payload consisted at instru m ents to measure
(1) do and at electric and magnetic fiettis: (2) gradients of
ttie magnetic field; (3) thermal and %uprathermat ptaSma
p arallel and Perrenditular to the eagnetic field& (4) energy
s pectra* angula, distribution. and composition at positive
toll$;Ono	 in) angular distribution and One 

rgy spectra of
energetic electrons and )rotons. In the following NSSDC
experimcitt descri p tions, CSA fx p . b-300 was divided into five
teparateex p eriments: 77 . 029A-05, -06, -07, -10, and -11. A
orIaIIto or*(Yl,tion of thr payload can be found in K. knott,
ESA Scientiiip pod Technical Review, v. to )+ p . 173-IVh, 1975.
The s pacecraft was cylindrical with if height of 1.321 R. The
total mass exclusive at propeilants its 273.6 kq. There were
four irleseupic axial booms of 2.5-m length for the wire-mesh
spheres of an At Otettrie field rxperiment; two 20-m table
booms for magnetic and electric field sensors and for an
e nCitation drienna for plasma resonances; and two locking
roOlant booms of 3-m length for a variety of instruments.
Thera were six hyd rat Ior thrusters; two were to lilt and
process the spacecraft,	 two were used to modify the orbit so
the tonaitude of the apogee could be moved to different
he locations, and two were used for spin up and spin

down. The s pin rate was nominally to rpm. Since this mission
was planned ter the Otostationary orbit, no storage of data was
provided.	 Datawere tetemetered in real time At 137.2 Mill 1186
and 744 bps) and et 2299.5 P

i
ll (I1 .V1 at' 95.25 kDSl. Altttutle

measurement$ were obtained by a sun sensor, dual infrared tariff
sensor, And attel e,rometers. Powerwas suprlird by 7200 solar
Coils mounteo an the cylindrical spacecraft surtace. To
prevent spacecraft differential churging, 961 of the surface
was made electrically conductive. Because at the importance of
the magnetic field measurements, the spacecraft residual field
at the magretometer was made less than 0.3 nT. More ortviled
information on the s pacecraft can be found in ESA Uultetin, n.
9, May 1.977.

-,.--.--- ESA-6tOS 1, UEGHIN--.---------------' --.• ---I---------

INVES116ATION NAME- WAVE FIELD IMPEDANCE

MCC 10- 77-029A-i1	 1NVtS11CAI1VE fHOGRAP
SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINt(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS

PERSONNEL
PI- C.	 BEGNIN	 CvR$,. CYR FOR Sl I tCINUM
of - P.	 â ECREAU	 CNKS, CTR FOR SPECTROM

HRlff DESCRIPTION
This irveStigation (ta r t of k$A Lx p . $-300) P Ad e Use Of

one set of electric mesh spheres mounted on life end of the
axial booms (part of 77-C29A-10, Ungstru p ) and the two vitreous
carbon s pheres mounted an the end of the 2p-m rudiAt boom*
(77-029A-07, Pedersen). The mesh s pheres were used as
transmittin g elements for treuuenci15 from C.2 to 76 kill. The
stli-imped&nC. of these spheres and the mutual impedance
between the Aesh and tonq-hoom carbon spheres were measured.
Strongresonances at the hybrid resonance frequencies and
Intl -resonances at the gyro frequencies were used to determine
the density of the surround i ng p lasma, frequencies up to 450
tit could be letemetered directlyf one swerr-frenutncy analyzers.
And a di g itaL correlation COUld be emf.Loyed to obtain
auto-correlation and/or cross-correlation up to 77 kHz with
selectable bandwidths at 2.4, 5.0, at 10.0 kHt.
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ORIGINAL PALS 1
OF POOR QUALITY

....... ESA .GEOS le GEISS ......................................

INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW-ENERGY ION COMPOSITION

NSSDC ID- 77 . 029A-C3	 INVESTIGATIVE P004RAP
SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCiPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIt PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
P1 - J. GEISS U OF OERAE
P1 - H.R. ROSENSAUER MPI-AERONOMY
01 - P.X. EOERHAROT U Of DEANE
01 - H. OALSIGER U OF BERME
01 - A. GHIELMETTI U Of DEANE
01 - H. LOIDL MPI-EATRATERA PHVS
OE - D.T. YOUNG LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB

BRIEF DESCRIP1ION

	

This instrument (ESA experiment 	 5-303) measured the
energy, angular distribution, and composition of positive ions
using acytirdrical electrostatic analyzer followed by s
crossed electric and magnetic field analyzer to select the
energy and velocity. The energy (per unit char g e) rang ea from
0.001 to 17.2 kev In 32 ste p s Witt a delta E/E of 0.03 and a
mass range of 1 to 140 u in 64 logarithmically spaced ittra.
There was a thermal mode in which a retarding grid in the
entrance slit was used for analysis below 0.1 keV. All
particles that cvercaee this grid vcttage were acceterateo to 3
keV before enterin g the etectrostatic analyzer in its lowest
energy step, where both anal y zers were transparent. The device
viewed per p endicular to the spin (t) axis. For low-energy ions
the acceptance angles were p lus or mirus 6 deg In azimuth and
plus or minus 30 de g in elevation (referenced to the I axis).
for the highest energies, these an g les decreased to 3.5 and 7.1
deg, respectivel y . Three percert of the tors leaving the
electrostatic analyzer were counted by a channettron. The
remaining 97% entered the crossed electric and magnetic field
analyzer and the output was detected by an electron multiplier.
This signal was pulse-height analyxed by one fixed and coo
variable discriminator to obtain better mass discimfnation.
The main purpose of this investigation was to identify the
s*urees of	 low erergy particles it the eagnetcsphere. Time
variations of the helium/hydrogen ratf q* the degree of
ionization of helium and oxygen, and the isotopic abundance
ratio ofhelium 3/helium 4 could be measured to determine these
source_, Early it the life at ifs satettite, a correlative
experiment with the cesium ion neutralization gun onM6 was
performed when the two satellites were within several km and on
the same magnetic field line. The ATS 6 gun was fired for some
period commencing about 1 h prior to the ESA-GEOS 1 satellite
crossing the magnetic field line so that cesium ions would have
time to populate the flux tube ande subsequently, be detected
by this experiment.	 This was tte first of this type of
controtied active experiment between two satellites.

------- ESA-GEOS 1, GENORIN-------------

INVESTIGAt10N NAME- MAGNETIC NAVE FIELDS

NSSDC ID- 77-029A-06 	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTICLES AND FI'cLDS
MAGNETCSPHEkIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL

	

PI - R,E. GENDRIN	 CNET

	

01 - J.M. ETCHETC	 CNLI
01 - E.	 UNGSTRUP	 DANISH SPACE RES INST

bRIEF DESCRIPTION
the instrument (p art of ESA Exp. 5-300) used two seto of

three-axis search edit magnetceeters, ore for the ULF/ELF rorge
(0.1 to 450 if and one for the VLF range C0.3 to 30 kilt).
Each search coil consisted of a high-permeobility material with
a nigh density pick-up winding. Each set of the three coils
was built into a single asser-ly and mounted on the lacking 3-m
booms At a distarce at m frea the spacecraft. Typical
sensitivities of these sensors in units of nt per sq root of Nr
were I,CE-1 at 6.1 Hz, 2.0E-4 at It Hi, A po about 3.0E-6 at I
kHz. These sensors and some associated electronics consisting
of (1) a large number of channet-selection s6itches, (2) a
number of bandpass fitters, (3) six swept-frequency analyzers
(5FA), (4) a digital corretator. and (5) right stepped-gain
amplifiers, comprise p art of the ESA wave experiment 5-300.
These components were employed for the sensors described in
77-029A-07 (Pederser) and 77-0294-1C (Urgstrup), and also the
investigations described in 77-029A-05 (Petit) and 77-029A-13.
(Heghin). Six analog channels of 450 Ht bandwidth and the
digital correlatcr cutout wore trarsxitted via the 95.25 kbs
telemetry mode. The SFA covered the frequency range up tc 77
kha in 256 partly overlapping steps, The correlator provided
art auto-correlogram of 128 points within 29 ms. Its bandwidth
ccula be selected to be 2.5* 5.0, or 10.0 kHz.
Gross-corretagrams between two sensors could be provided. The
correlator could also operate in a time-sharing mode between
af,to- correlatior arc cross-correlation.

------- ESA-CEOs 1, HULTBVIST ----------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW-ENERGY ELECTRON AND PROTON PITCH
ANGLE DISTRIBUTION

NSSDC SO- 77 . 029A -04 	INVEST141,TIVE PROGRAM
SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION OISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
0116NCTOSPHERIC PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS

PERSONNEL
PI - R.K.G,NULTSVIST	 KIRUNA GEOPHYS INST
01 - H.	 BORG	 KIRUNA GEOPHYS INST
01	 L.A. HOLMGREN	 KIRUNA GEOPHYS INST

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This instrument (ESA experiment S-310) measured the

energy and p itch angle distribution of electrons and protons in
the energy range 0.2 to 20 keV with extensive angular coverage
concentrated in the loss cone re gion. The experiment of Hitken
(77-029A-01) was complementary to this one and extended both
electron and proton observations to higher energy ranges. The
purpose of this investir/stion was to improve the understanding
of auroral particle acceleration and precipitation mo0anisms
by somporirg near-equatorial particle distributions with
coordinated ground-based observations at the toot of the
magnetic field line. High temporal and spatial resotuticn of
the	 instrument	 wasprovided	 to	 study	 wave-particle
interactions. A total of 10 curved-piste analyzers with
channel etectron multfpliers for particle deiection mere used.
Although normally tight analyzers were used to detect electrons
and two to detect protons. A coeples arrangement with four
separate NV supplies allowed independent switching of four
detector groups. The analyzing plate voltages could operate in
a stepping lode, a sweeping mode, or a constant-vottage mode.
In addition# the time accumulation could be varied with a
nominat frame duration of 43 ms. However. this duration could
be decreased by a factor of four at the expense of obtaining
data from certain detectors in those cases where fast temporal
variations were encountered in the Loss tone. The energy
interwals in thestepping sod* consisted of 32 energy steps.
The eight normal electron analyzers, with a geometric factor
(G) of 3.0E-4 sq cm sr, consisted of four narrow-angle (2 deg x
2 deg, delta E/E of 0.11) and four wide-angle (8 deg x 7.5 dog.
delta E/E of 0.09) devices. The two normal proton analyzers had
delta L/C of 0.13, ap erture of 6 deg x 3 de g, and 6 of 1.0E -3
sq cm sr. A perture angular widths refer to elevation and
azimuth, respectively, in rotation to the spacecraft spin axis.
This ex periment planned to rely heavily on real-time ground
computer control. This was possible over the eastern longitude
apogee in view ofthe ESA-GEOS 1 ground station antenna at
Michristadt. Federal Republic of Germany. but not for the other
,aity a pogee ever the Pacific Ocean.

-- --- ESA -GEOS 1, MARIANI ------------------------------------

INVESTIGATICh NAPE- TRIASIAL FLUNGATE MAGNETOMETER

NSSDC ID	 77-029A-09	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - F,t	 MARIANI	 U Of ROME
01 - M.	 CANDIDI	 CNN, SPACE PLASMA LAB
OI - D.H. FAIRFIELD	 NASA-GSFC
OI - E.	 AMATA	 CNR. SPACE PLASMA LAB

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A triaxial ftuxgate magnetometer was em p loyed for

simultaneous measurements of the three components of the
magnetic field. The frequency range covered by the instrument
extended free do up to 5 Ha. In the normal orientation of the
satellite * the main component of the field coincided with the 2
axis of the instrument* which was Aligned with the spin axis of
the satellite. The ex periment we  designed with two
sensitivity ranges for the x and Y components for which the
magnetic field component was only a fraction of the total field
and was modulated by the rotation of the spacecraft. This last
feature made the range switch technique preferable to a bias
offset techni que. The two selected sensitivity ranges were
plus or minus 60 nT and plus or minus 180 nT respectively.
Along the I axis, where the field was higher and not modulated
by the satellite rotation* a single sensitivity ran ge of plus
cr minus 6C nT was used, The signal was kept within ran g e by
superimposing positive and negative bias levels of 60 nT each,
such that a range of plus or minus 480 nT with a constant
quantisation error of plus or minus 0.125 nT using a 9-bit
digitization was obtained. The noise level of the sensors was
comparable to this quantization error. This instrument become
saturated at geocentric distances less than about 4.5 earth
radii.
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ORIGINAL PAOL E3

OF POOR QUALITY
------- ESA-GEOS 1, PIDERSEN -----------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- OC FIELDS BY DOUBLE PROVE

NSSDC TD- 77-02YA-07

	

	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
IONOSPHERE$ AND RADIO PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - A.	 PEDERSEN	 ESA-ESTEC
01 - D.	 JONES	 BRITISH ANTARCTIC SURV
01 - K.	 KNOTT	 ESA-ESTEC
01 - R.J.L.GRARD	 ESA -ESTEC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This Instrucert (part of ESA EAr. S-300) corsisted of two

vitreous carbon spheres mounted at the tips of the 20-m cable
booms,	 which	 extended	 radially	 from	 the	 spacecraft
perpendicular to the spin axis. This investigation was
concerned with the do single-axis electric field analysis. the
two output signals were evaluated in terms of Oc electric field
and conditioned fcr further treatment in the analysis of at
electric fields. The output from one sphere was
signal-conditioned on a linear scale whereas the differential
Ot,tpul from the two spheres was compressed logarithmically. In
addition, the two outputs were passed through 450 Ha to 77 kHz
filters. These ffitered signals were differInced and atl three
signals #ere made available for analysis by the creep-frequency
anaa zer+ and digital correlator as part of the 71-029A-05
(Petit). 77-029A-10 (Ungstrup). and 77 . 029A-01 (Deghin)
investigations. The sensitivity of this probe was about I.OE-4
V/m at do and 1.0E-6 volts per meter per square root of hertz
for ac.

...... ESA-GEOS '1. PETIT------------------------------------

INVES71GATION NAME- VLF PLASMA RESONANCES

NSSDC ID- 77-029A-05

	

	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DlrCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC. PHYSICS
SPACE PLASHAS

PERSONNEL
el - M.	 PETIT	 CNET
OI - J.K. ETCHETO	 CHET

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This investigation ( part of ESA experiment S-3C0

utilized the 20-m bccrs (normat to t)e spacecraft spin axis) as
a dipole antenna, and the carbon spheres (part Of 77-029A-07,
Pedersen) as the receiving element. Frequencies from 0.3 to 77
kHz were employed. On transmissior c1 a VLF sigral of limited
duration, a transient signal was observed for a much longer
period than the pulse lengtho provided that the spectrum of the
transmitted signal included one of the resonance frequencies of
the plasma.	 The ambient plasma density could be inferrec from
the determination of the resonant frequencies. Received
frequencies up to 450 Hz were telemetered directly, and six
sweep-frequency analyzers and a digital correlator provided
auto-correlatiors and crcas-correlations up to 77 khz.
Bandwidths of 2.5. 5.0. or 10.0 kHz could he selected for the
correiator.

------- ESA-GEOS 1, UNGSTRUP------------------------.--.---------

1NVESTIGATI.ON NAME- ELECTRIC WAVE FIELDS

NSSDC ID- 77-029A-10

	

	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - E.	 UNGSTRUP	 DANISH SPACE RES INST
01 - A.	 BAHNSEN	 DANISH rdiACE RES INST

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This investigation ( pa r t of the ESA 5-300 wave

experiment) employed four mesh spheres mounted at the end of
the 2.5-m axial booms. Differential measurements from these
sensors provided the three vector components of the electric
field. Frequencies from 50 Hz to 77 kHz could be analyzed with
the sweep-frequency analyzer and the digital correlator.
Fre quencies up to 450 Hz could to telemetered directly, and
auto-correlation and/or cross-correlation of the sensor outputs
up to 77 kHz saute be accomplished with selectable bandwidths
of 2.5, 5.0, or iC.O kHz. The sensitivity of the mesh sphere
probes at 10 kHz waswas 1.0E-6 vctts per meter per square root of
Nz.

....... ESA-GEOS 1, WILKEN----°°-----

INVESTIGATICN NAPE- ELECTRON AND PROTON PITCH ANGLE
DISTRIBUTION

NSSDC ID- 71-029A-01	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - B. WILKEN MPI-AERONOMY
01 - G. PFOTIERtDECEASED) MPI-AERONOMY
01 -	 E. KEPPLER MPI-AERONOMY
01 - A. KORTH MPI -AERONOMY
01 - J, MUENCH MPI-AERONOMY

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This instrument (ESA experiment S-321) measured the

energy and pitch angle distribution of higher energy electrons
and protons than the experiment of Hultgvist (77-029A-04), and
was complementary to that instrument. The detector system
consisted of two separate magnetic spectrometers for electrons
with two p roton telescopes associated with each of the magnets
that served to focus the electrons away from the proton
detectors.	 There were five rectangular solid-state detectors
mounted along the focal line of each spectrometer to measure
the etectrors, Each spectrometer covered an angular aperture
in elevation angle (relative to the spin axis) of 60 deg. The
two deflecticr magnets were positioned so that elevation angles
(referred to the spin axis) from 10 to 120 deg. on 10 deg
centers, were covered for electrons, giving elevation angles of
23, 46r 83, and 106 deg for the proton telescopes. These
telescopes consisted of a front surface-barrier detector and a
rear solid-state detector. Electron energies from 30 to 2CO
keV and proton energies from 0.04 to 1.4 MeV were covered. The
effective angular aperture for protons was 10 deg x 4 deg
(elevation x azimuth) and for electrons was 6 deg x 4 deg.
Geometric factors in units of 1.CE-4 so cm sr were live for
protons and one for electrons. A 12-channel pulse-height
analyzer (PHA) for protons could be used for any one of the
four front detectors, provided a front-rear coincidencewas
detected, and a 15-channel PHA could be used for any one of the
10 electron detectors. The singles rate for one ofthe four
proton detectors and the coincidence rate from one of the four
proton telescopes could be selected. There were three modes
for data selection; mode 0, integral count rates and spectral
measurements for all 14 detectors; mode 1, integral count rates
and spectral measurements for four detectors (good time
resolution on integral rates); and mode 2. tntegval count rates
and spectral measurements (good time resolution for energy
spectra). The minimum time fora complete spectrum was 6d5 ms)
the minimum time for integral flux variations was 43 ms. The
spectral mea$Lrement5 had a resoluticn of delta E/E=C.35.

------- ESA-GEOS 1, WRENN --------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- THERMAL PLASMA FLOW

NSSDC to- 77-029A-02 	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNE706PHERIC PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS

PERSONNEL
PI - G.L. WRENN	 U COLLEGE LONDON
01 - R.L.F.80YO	 U COLLEGE LONDON
01 - K.	 NORMAN	 U COLLEGE LONDON
01 - W.J. RAITT	 UTAH STATE U

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This instrument (ESA experiment S-302) employed two

hemispherical electrostatic analyzers mounted on one of the
Iccking booms for the measurement of electrons or protons over
the range 0.5 to 500 eV arriving close to parallel and close to
perpendicular to the Local magnetic field. The energy range
was covered in E4 steps with a relative energy resolution of
0.11.	 One analyzer had its aperture pointing along the
negative I spin axis with an opening angle of lb deg x 15 deg
providing a geometrical factor (G) of 6.0E-4 sq cm sr. The
ether analyzer mace an angle of 100 deg with respect to the ♦ I
axis with an opening angle of d deg x 30 deg providing a G of
5.0E-4 so cm sr.. Both detectors had to measure the same type
of partieleu at the same time. The collimators of these
instruments could be set at any voltage from -28 to. ♦32 V in
steps of 0.1 V to compensate for the potential differepce
between the instrument and the undisturbed plasma environment.
This voltage was used to determine the spacecraft potential.

rrarrrrerraxrrrrrr+rAesr• u ♦ ESA-GE05 2rara^3++rrmrrr ► rarrraAra•

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ESA-GEOS 2
ALTERNATE NAMES- 10931
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NSSDC 10- 78-011A

LAUNCH OAT[* 971101114	 wCluelff. $13.6 Ku
LAUNCH $lit';- CARL CANAVCNALc UNITED STATES
LAUNCII VEHICIt- OCLIA

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AOLNCY
INTtRN M ONAL	 CSA

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETCNS
URUIT TYPO . (ICOCENINIC	 EPCCH DAtL- 111106011
ORBIT PLNiOD- 1131.2 MIN	 INCLINATION-	 0.773 wr0
PLRIAPSI$- 3416.5 KM ALI	 APOAPSiS- 30714.1 KM A,,T

Pf)(SONNCL
PM - O.L. MULLINGLR	 ESA-CSTCC
PS - K.	 KN01T	 CSA-LSILC

HRICf DL&CRIPTION
ESA-GLOS	 2 tits	 1Ito first opotetroft plated in an

equatorial	 geostottonAry	 arbiI	 dedicated	 tooPirt«l y to
ttlerliflt moaturanrr^ts, The spttteraft served as a tore or
refe r ence spacocroft for tilt Intornatlanol M Ag n p los p li p ric Study
(INS) and carrl y d out correlative teosuremenis with ext*nsive
orourd-odsrd nVi6tri,s In Scundlnavla, 	 1110 pit y load consisted of
instruments to meA%ure (1 ) do And me electric and a&gnelit
I Irlds	 (2;	 I	 a rod IInI	 of	 Ih: magnetic field; (3) ltiormot atilt
suprothormal PLASMA p arallel mild porcondicutor to the magnetic
iletd; (A) arrr%y scrctrs, orCutar 111Al.ribationsiare
campus It full of positive tons; And (5) angular distrlbuttool mild
on p rUy YPectro of rriorgetIt e loci rails and prolon%. In the
NSSov eap*rimert g is(riptlOrr% Whitt follow, ESA L A P. $-3(0 was
drscrfhedos live separate experimental 70 . 071A- g0, -060 -07.
-10, and -11. The sbACecrmll was cylindrical with a height of
1.301 m, the total ma%o, aAtluding p ra p ellontsr was 473.6 kg.
there ware .burr trttstooft OsIAL booms 2.5 s in loo g th Far the
Wire mesh spheres of &it ac electric field ex p eriment, two 20-m
canto uoomt for maonotic and electric livid srnsars And far An
excitation alltenra	 to p

 
p ietis m rosonantra1 and two taekiflq

pod 10111 booms 3 m in length for A varloly of instru:crts.
there Were six hydrotina tWootors; t1.0 to tilt. And Process the
t potacraIlr two t0 moUIIy the ot0i' to the tong,tudI of tilt
aI.oute could to th4 not u, And IVs 10r s p in up and 111,11 dvwn.
flip s p in rate was nominally 10 trims Pala wore telemetrred in
root time WI 131.0 Mil t (lR6 anal 744 laps) and at 2299,0 Ails
(11.91 or 95.0h kill). Altitude m p atarementw Wore obtainea by a
sun s$nsdr, u dual Infrared eArth tensor, lino Accelerametert.
Irayor	 was sufF p tIto fly 7030 ;afar oat it mauntel an in#
$I Acv[ raII
	

stir( site. 	 to prevent	 spacecraft differential
Charging, 9hl al	 Ilie	 surface wow	 tttctrica.tty conaucl,ive.
u p rauir of	 the importance 01 the moiinetIc /told are Sor p tion Is,
the	 s p Acetr4fl I'04I01.At field at the magnetometer was only 0.'3
fit.	 [xcelI	 for minor mtudllltalfoho to certain rxperlmvntt,
this spacecraft Arc its inttrunonts xcrr iocnticAt to ESA-ufVS
I (1 1 . 02VA). More detailed information can he found in LISA
Pu(letin, n. 'V, may 1977. necallso are solar pmrot devolopod a
short circuit soon After Iaunch, a number of thm experiments
wtro Ahlf (o chloir useful data for only one hell of (tit stir
period.

....... ESA-W15 2, VC410? ............................... .....

1NVC5tl4A17ON NAME- NAVE FIELD IMPLDANCL

NSSPC in- 711 . 011A-11	 INVLSTIGAIivk PROGRAM
SCILNcf

INVESTIGATION OISCiPLINC(S)
PARTICLLS Also fl[LPS
MA000SPHERiC PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS

IiEitSONN @L
Pt - G.	 OLUNIN
	

CNNS, CTN FOR SPOCTROM
01 - I t .	 DCCREAA)

	
CNN$, CfR FOR SPEC"TROM

p R(C1 DGSCRIPTION
Thix invasttgotion wa% Part of CSA ex p eriment S-300 &list

moor use of one sat of mash electric sphttre% mounted on the end
of	 the axial hacAs ((tort of 7M-071A-10, Unus.trup) and the two
vttcooua	 torhon Spheres malintod on the fall 0f this 20-m radial
booms (??t -071A-Q7# Pederso n ),	 1114, mesh Spheral Were Used at
Iran%mlttino oL*monts for Frequencies from 0.0 to 76 kilt.The
se Lt-tmtreoancc of these rrherot aro (ho mutual I ape d lit, ce
Ito iwoe n the meth And tong-Doom caroan s p heres were measured.
Strong re%omm^.os of the hybrid resonance froquetltles anti
it, ti-ro%ari onv:s at it* oyra froqu4nclos wrro a%rd to determine
trip density of the surrounding Plasma. frequencies up to 454
Ill liere tolomei.ored nlrettty, and xwten-fre quency onAtyters and
dlullot	 rorrelsition were emplo y ed to ahtain file Auto- and/or
trust-corretAtlon LI,	 to 77 kilt Witt seloctault Uancwlatns of
2.'t , 5.00 or 10.0 kill.

--- f5A-40S O, ur]$$ ...•••••.-- ........

INVES10tATION NAMC- LOW-(NtwtiY ION (CM PCSITION

NS$DC ID- 111-01IA-93	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
ScitNCE

iNVESTIGA7ION 015C1PL1Nf:(51
NAGNCtOSCNCNiC VMYSICS
PARTICLE; AND NUOS

PERSONN(L
PI J. GEi$$ U 01' OERNE
Il l -	 II.R. 90	 NUALICR MPI-ACNONOMYIII

P.N. tOCOPANDT U of OWE
01 -	 11. 11A1,316rN U Of BtNNt
01 - A. GIIIELMCIiI U Of OERNC
01 - N. LOIOL Mi'1-GNTNAIERN PHVS
of - DiT. YOUNG LOS	 ALAMOS NAT	 LAIC

BRIEF DCSCRIPIlON
This instrument (ESA experiment 5-303) measured the

r (it rgy, a ngu la r distsihutIon.- and composition of posit two ion%
using a t y lledrical atectrostotle snot y ter ((5A) Foliated by A
craxsell elp tiric and magnetic field enal y ter (CIA) to %*feet
the aneroy and velocity. the ener gy (Per unit charge) ranged
from 0.001 to I1.,,, krV In 32 steps with a deit y t1( of 0.03 and
a mass rang: of I to 140 u in 64 to g orithm,cally spaced *fell%,
Thar% L aas thermal mode is which a rot arllIng g rid in the
entrance tilt was used for Analv,is below 0.1 keV-. At 
yartickot that overcome this grid voltage wore occrirrated to 3
ArV before entering fli p ESA In Its lowest energyatop, when
p ath the 00 and CIA were it0natlarent. ilia d: Vice Viewed
Perpendicular to ta p %pin or i axis. for law-energy ions, the
accitp a nca arUtes were p lus or minus 6 deg In &rImoth and nkus
or minus 3C deg in *ItvAtidn (referenced to the 2 sills). For
the liid)le#I energies, these atlgles decreased to 3.5 and 1.1
deg, r*InecI Iwo ly. There percent of the tans leaving the W
warp cotiniwd by A thanneltron. The remainin g 979 entered the
CIA and the output w as doI:cted by an etectron multintipr.
11140 signal was pulse-holght anai y ted b y one fixed Ono one
variable discriminafor to obtain better mass di*crimination.
The main all r poso, of tills investlootian was to identify the
sources of low-energy particles in the ma gnetos phere, Tima
variations of the hrLfumlhyoragrn ratlo, the degrpo of
ionliatlon of helium and oxygen, and the isotopic abundance
r 
a 

I 
I 
a of lit Ilum 31 ti p Iluse A could h: measured to determine these

sources.

...... C5A-GE05 2, fiCNrnt y ........ ...........................

)NVI10loATION NAME- NAukfilt wAva rIFtp5

NSW 10- 78 . 017A-06	 INVt$TIGATIVC PROGRAM
SCICNCC

INYLST14AilON PISCiPLINC(S)
PARIICLGS AND FIELDS
MAtiNCTOSP11CRIC PHYSICS

PCRSONNEL
I l l - R.L.	 GLNORIN	 ChCI
01 - J.N. CTCIi(IO	 CNET
01 - C.	 UNUSINIII,	 AAN101 SPACC RCS INSY

(iHiLF DESCRIF110N
Ili* Instrument used two sets of three-axio search colt

mo gn&tome ► :rs, on* for the ULt1ELr range (0.1 t0 ADO lit) and
an a far the VLr rand« (0.3 10 30 kilt). cacti search coil
to
p
 fired of A high-permeahfkily material with A high-donefty

pick up windinn. tech lei of the three colts Was built into a
xinite Aoxembly And mounted on the lacking 3-m booms at A
uioloncw of 8 m from the s pacecraft. Typical sensitivities at
these sensors in unit# of OF per tq rout of Ili, were I11-1 at
0.1 iii ♦ OC-i Al 10 lit, And shout 3L-6 at 1 kilt. Ili«sr sensor%
And some associated etoclronics consisting of (1) A Jorge
number of channel-selection switch«%, (2) a number of bondpaoA
fitttrs, (3) Ala 1wcPt-frequency Analysers (S(A)r (A) a digital
correlator, and (0) right sitepPed-vain amrl,ifierse were a part.
91 the GSA wove experiment S-300. f^ietc components wore
eeptayru far the sensors dtocrlbed In 70-071A-07 (Pedersen) and
711-071 A-10 (unOmtrup ). and also tilt Investiaotions described in
7G-071A-00 (Petit) ono 70-071A-kl (Hooliin). Six analog
channels of ADD tit bandwidth and the diplU l correlator output
wore transmitted by I lit 95.25 kill teteaetry moat. The 

Itcovered the frequenc y range tip to 71 kilt	 In .56 parIIs
overlapping %to p s. The correlatorprovided An auto-corretourom
of 126 Points within .19 ms. Its bAhowidth coned be aetected to
no L'.S, 0.0, or 10.0 kilt. A cru%%-corretngraa between two
sensor% cqula be praviueo. Tho carrotator Also operated ill m
time-%haring node between autu- and cross-correlation.

------- FS4-6(05 2, HULTUVISt ..................................

INVCS1114110A Nast- LOW-1NIRG0 (LLCTRON AND PROTON 1111C1(
ANGLE 015TRIIJUVION

NSSDC 10- 18 1 071A-04	 INVEST'I(,A'tIVO PROGRAM
SCiFNC(

w..

INVLSIIGATION PISCIPLINE(S)
0ANW1,LS AND cl(LOS
MAGNITOSPI(ERIC PNYSICS
SPACC PLASMAS

ORiGINAL Foot~ f
OF POOR QUALITY
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PERSONNEL
PI - O.K.G.HULTGVIST	 KIRUNA GEOPHY6 INST
01 - H.	 bORG	 KIRUNA GEOPHYS INST
01 - L.A. HOLMGNEN	 KIRUNA GEOPHYS INST

URIEF DESCRIPTION
This instrument (ESA experiment 5-310) measured the

:erergy andpitch-argte distribution ci electrons and protons in
the energy range 0.2 to 20 keV with extensive angular coverage
concentrated in the loss-cone region. The purpose oP the
Investigation was to improve the understanding of auroral
particle acceleraticr and preclaitaticn mechanisms by comparirg
near-equatorial	 particle	 distributions	 with	 coordinated
ground-based observations at thefoot of the magnetic field
line.	 Hi g h terperal and spatial resolution was provided to
study wave-particle interactions. The experiment of Wilken
C76-OT1A-01) was complementary to this one, extending both
electron and proton observations to high energy ranges. A
tetal of SO curvet-ptste analyzers with channel electrtr
multipliers for particle detection were used. Although
normally eight analyzers were used tc detect electrons and two
to detect protons, a complex arrangement with four separate HV
su p;t ies alloweo ircependent switchirg of four detector groups.
The analyzing plate voltages could operate in a stepping mode,
a sweep ing mode, or a constant-vottage mode. In addition, the
time accumulation could be varied with a nominal frame duration
at 43 ms. However, this avraticr could be decreased b/ a
factor of four at the expense of obtaining data from Certain
detectors in these cases where fast temporal variations were
encountered in the loss cone. The energy intervals in the
step p in g mode ccrsisted of 32 or-or gy step s. The eight normal
electron analyzers• with geometric factor (G) of 3E-4 so cm sr,
consisted of four narrow-angle (2 deg x 2 deg, delta E/E of
0.11)	 and four wide-angle (b deg x 7x.5 deg, .delta E/E of 0.69)
devices.	 The two rormal proton analyzers had delta E/E Cf
0.13, aperture of 6 deg X 3 deg, and G of IE-3 so cm sr.
Aperture	 angular widths refer to elevation and azimuth,
respectively,	 in reIatIen to the spacecraft spin axis. This
experiment retied heavily on real-time ground computer control.

------- ESA-GEOS 2, MARIANI -----------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- TR/AXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER

NSSDC ID- 76-071A-.C9	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE($)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - F.	 MARIAN!	 U OF ROME
OL - M.	 CANDIDI	 CNR, SPACE PLASMA LAD
O1	 D.H. FAIRFIELD	 NASA-GSFC
01 - E.	 AMATA	 CNR, SPACE PLASMA LAB

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A triaxial iluxgate magnetometer was employed for

simultaneous measurgments of the three components of the
magnetic field. The frequency range covered by the instrument
extended from do Lc to 5 Hz. lr tre normal oriertation Cf the
satellite, the main component of the field coincided with the t
axis of the instrument, which was aligned with the spin axis of
the satellite.	 The experiment had been designed with two
sensitivity ranges for the x and Y components, for which the
magnetic field comrcnent was only a traction of the total field
and was modulated by the rotation of the spacecraft. This last
feature made the range switch tectrique preferable to a bias
offset technique. The two selected sensitivity ranges were plus
or minus 60 nT one plus or minus 18C nT. respectively. Along
the I axis, where the field was higher and not modulated by the
satellite rotation, a single sersitivity range of plus or mires
60 nT was used. The signal was kept within range by
superimposing positive and negative bias levels of 60 of each,
such that a range plus or minus 460 nT with a constant
quantization error of plus or minus 0.125 nT. using 9-bit
digits, was obrairec. 	 The noise level of the sensors was
ccmparable to this quantization error..

------- ESA-GEOS 2, PEDERSEN-.----------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- DC FIELDS BY DOUBLE PROBE

NSSDC ID- 78-071A-C7	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE($)
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS.
MAGNETOS.PHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - A.	 PEDERSEN	 ESA-ESTEC
01 - D.	 JONES	 BRITISH ANTARCTIC SOR:V
01 - K.	 KNOTT	 ESA-ESTEC
OI - R.J.L.GRARD	 ESA-ESTEC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This instrument ( p art of ESA Col.. $-300) consisted of two

vitreous carbon spheres mounted at the ti p s of the 20-n cable
booms,	 which	 extended	 radially	 from	 the	 spacecraft
retpendicutar to the spin axis. This investi g ation was
concerned with the de single axis electric field analysis. The
two output si gnals were evaluated in terms of do electric field
and conditioned for further treatment in the analysis of ac
electric	 fields.	 The	 output	 from	 one	 s p here	 was
signal-conditioned on a Linear scale: the differential output
from the two s pheres was compressed Lo g arithmically. In
addition, the two outputs were passed through 459-Hz to 77-kNz
filters. These filtered signals were ditterenced and all three
signals made available for analysis by the sweep-frequency
analyzers and digital correlator as part of the 76-OIIA-05
(Petit),	 78-07IA-10	 (Ungstrup),	 and 7b-071A-01 (Beghin)
Investigations. The sensitivity of this probe was about IC-4
V/m at do and lE-h volts per meter per square toot of Hz for
AC.

------- ESA-GEOS 2, PETIT --------------------------------------

INVESTIGATICA NAPE- VLF PLASMA RESONANCES

NSSDC ID- 78-071A-05	 INVESIIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS

PERSONNEL
PI - M.	 PETIT	 CNET
01 - J.P. ETCHETO	 CNET

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
T'nis investigation (part of ESA experiment 5-300)

utilized the 26-0 booms (normal to the spacecraft spin axis) as
a dipole antenna, and the carbon s p heres (p art of 78-OIIA-07,
Pedersen) as the receiving element. Frequencies from 0.3 to 77
kHz were employed. On transmission of a VLF signal of limited
duration, a transient signal was observed for a much longer
period than the pulse length, provided that the spectrum of the
transmitted signal included one of the resonant frequencies of
the ptasms.	 The ambient plasma density was interred from the
determination of the resonant frequencies. Received
frequencies sp to 450 Hz were telemetered directly, and six
sweep-frequency analyzers and a digital correlator provided
auto- and cress-correlations up to 77 kHz. Bandwidths of 2.5,
5.0, or 10.0 kHz could be selected for the correlator.

------- ESA-6EOS 2, UNGSTRUP-------------------------.----------

INVESTIGATION NAME ELECTRIC WAVE FIELDS

NSSDC ID- 70 -071A-10	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNEIOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PC - E.	 UNGSTRUP	 DANISH SPACE RES INST
01 - A.	 BAHNSEN	 DANISH SPACE RES INST

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This irvestigation was part of the ESA S-30C wave

experiment and employed four mesh spheres mounted at the end of
the 2.5-m axial booms. Differential measurements from these
sensors provided the three vector components of the electric
field. Frequencies from 50 Hr to 77 kHz were analyzed with the
sweep-frequency analyzer and the digital correlator.
Fre q uencies up to 450 Hz were telemetered directly, and aoto-
and/or cross-correlati o n of the sensor outputs up to 77 kHz was
accomplished with selectable bandwidths of 2.5, 5.0, and 10.0
kHz.	 The sensitivity of the mesh sphere probes at 10 kHz was
IE-6 volts per meter per square .root of Hz.

------- ESA-GEOS 2, WILKEN-------

INVESTIGATION NAME Et.ECTRON AND PROTON PITCH ANGLE
DISTRIBUTION

NSSDC ID- 78-071A-01	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS

PERSONNEL
PI - B. WILK'EN MPI-AERONOMY
01 - G. PFOTLER(DECEASED) MPI-AERONOMY
OI -	 E. KEPPIER MPI-AERONOMY
UI - A. KORT;f MPI-AERONOMY
01 -	 J. MUENCH MPI-AERONOMY

ORlia^ndf^3- ^^^tt ^:
OF POOR QUAL171-'
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OFICt DESCRIPTION
This Instrument (ESA rx p eriaen ► S-321) aratured the

energ y and pitch-argto distribution tl hi g her energy electrors
and protons than that of Hultovisl (78-071A-04). and was
complementary to that Instrument, The detector system
t0i,slsted of file secarate magretic tptelrometers for e(ectrons,
with two proton tetesto pes associated with each of the magnets
that lacutod the electrons away from the proton detectors.
There were five rectangular solid-state detectors mounted along
the total tine of each spectroerter to erasure the electrors.
Each spectroavtercovered all angular aperture in elevation
ingle	 (relative to the spin axis) of 60 deg. 	 The two
ueflection maortts were positioned to that elevation angles
(referred to the spin axis) fro$ 10 to 120 deg, oil den
centers, weer tuvtrfo for electrons, giving elevation angles of
23, 46o b3, and 116 deg for the p roton telescopes. These
telescopes consisted of a frort, surface-barrier detector *no a
rear+ solid-state detector. Electron energies fro g 30 to 200
ktv and proton energies from 0.04 to 1.4 MeV were tovereu. The
elfective angular aperture for recloos was 10 deg a 4 deg
(elevation x atlmvth) and for electrons was ti ded x 4 deg.
larometric	 tatters	 in units of	 It-iisq cm sr were five for
protons and one for rIrcIran%. A It-channrt putsv-height
Analyzer (PIIA) for protons could I;t used for any one of the
four front detettorsr provided a tront^rear coincidence was
detected, and a 15-channet P.IA could be used for any one of the
In electron dttectors. The singles rate for One of ilia four
trotan detectors and the, coincidence rats from ant of the four
proton Irlescopts could be selettte, There were filter modes
for date selrttion; made D, integral count rates and spectral
sraslresents for all 14 detectors; icoe 1. integral count rates
and spectral measurements for four detectors (good time
resolution of integral rates) and mode 8, integral count rates
and spectr&l. reasurements (good time resolution for energy
srrttro), The minimum time for a complete s pactrLm was 608 as;
the mini$um time for inte g ral flux variations was 43 ms. the
srrttral, measurements had a resolution of delta E/E00.35.

ESA-GEOS 2. WRENN------°

INVES116ATION NAME- THERMAL PLASMA FLOW

NSSDC ID- 70-071A-C2	 IhVES116A11V( PROGRAM
SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIP WIE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELOS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
SPACEPLASMAS

PERSONNEL
Pl - G.L. WRLNN	 U COLLEGE LONDON
01 - R40.110YO	 U COLLEGE LONDON
01 - K.	 NORMAN	 U COLLEGE LONDON
01 - w.J. RAiIT	 UTAN STATE U

BRiT DESCRIPTION
This Instrument (ESA experiment S-302) employed two

hemispherical rtectrustatic analyzers eounlrd on one cf the
locking booms (or the measurement of electrons or protons over
the range 0.5 to 500 eV arriving close to parallel and close to
perrendicuiar to the	 local eagretic title. The energy rangr
was Covered In 64 ste p s with a rotative energy resolution of
O.il. One anstyser had its Aperture pointing &tong the
negative I spin axis, with an o p enin g anute of 18 deg x 18 deg
Providing a groAetricat factor (G) Cl GC-4 so tm sr, The other
analyzer made An angle of IOD deg with respect to the ,1 axis,
with an opening angle of 8 deg X 30 deg, providing a G of 5E-4
so cm sr.	 Both detectors had to measure the some type of
part itits	 mat	 tilt	 same	 llae.	 ill coltimatcrs of	 these
instruments could be set at any voltage from -28 to 4 32 V in
steps of 0.1 V to tompensale (or the potential difference
between the tnstrl,xert and the undisturbed plasma environment..
This voltage was used to determine the si ,acecratt Potential.
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SPACECRAFT COMMON NA'MC- EXPLORER It
ALTERNATE . NAMES- ADLE 3r (959 DELTA 1

COC15

NSSDC TO- 59-00.4A

LAUNCH DATE- 081011E9	 WEIul4T- 64, KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVER AL, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VCHICLG- THOR

SPONSORING COUNTRYI W NCY
UNIICO STATLS	 NASA-OSSA
UNITED STATES	 DOD-11'SAr

INITIAL 0017 PARAPETkWS
0011 IYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATC- 12119159
ORBIT PERIOD-	 754. MiN	 INCLINAi'ION-	 47.0 DEG
PERIAPSIS- 231.CtO KM ALT	 APOAPS)S- 41900.0 KM ALT

PCR3aNNCL
MN - J.C. LiNDSAY(DECEASED)	 NASA-4$rc
PS	 J.';, LINDSAYO MASED)	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Explorer 6 was a smaite 4phertridal aalel ► ite designed to

study trapped radiation of various ener g ies• g atactic cosmic
rays, geomagnetism. radio propagation to the upper atmosphere,
and the flux of micromrteorites. it also tested a scanning
device tiesigreo for photographing the earth's cloud cover. the
satellite was launched into a highly elliptical orbit with an
initial total time of apogee of 2108 h. The es(ellite was spin
stabilised at 2.8 rpse with the direction of the spin axis
having a right &scansion of 217 deg and a declination of 23
deg.	 Four solar cell paddl,x mounted near its equator
retharged the, storage br;tterfes while in orbit. Each
experiment except the television scanner had two outputs,
digital and analog. A UNF transmitter was used for the digital
trlevetry and the TV signal. Two VH ► transmitters were used to
transmit the analog signal, The YHr transmittrrs were operated
continuously. The UHF transmitter was operated for only a few
hours each day. Only three of the solar cell paddles fusty
erected, and this occurred during spin up rather than prior to
s p in up as planned.	 Consequently, initial operation of the
Payload Power supply was 631 nominal, and this decreased with
tine. The decreasedpower caused it signal-to-noise ratio
ollectinq most of the dater esnecI" ly near apogee. one YNr
trana$itter lail0 on September I1, 1459, and the last contact
with the Payload was matte on octobar 6, 1959, at which time the
solar colt charging curreitc had tallen below that re quired to
eaintain the satellite e qui pm ent. A total of 597 h of analog
any 23 It 	 digital data was obtained.

EXPLORER 6e S ► MI'SON---

INVESTIGATION NAME- PROPORiIONAL COUNTER TELESCOPE

NSSDC 111- 59-004M01	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTICLE'S AND FIELDS
MAGNtTOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
T'1 - J.A. 51NPSON	 U Or CHICAGO
01	 C.Y. IAN	 U OF ARIZONA
01	 11.	 MEYER	 U Of CHICAGO

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

A tripir-coincidence omnidirectional p roportional counter
telesco pe wit used tr observe protons (with W5 MeV) and
electrons frith 013 MeV) in the terrestrial trapped radiation
region. Several magnetic storms occurred during the active
Me of the experiment. The data of transmission of the tart
useful inforaation was October 6, 1959, after which the
transmitter failed to operate. NS50C has all the useful data
that now exist.

------- EXPLORER 6. SONEIi -------------- ----------------------
IANESIIGATICh NAME- SCINTILLATION COUNTER

NSSDC ID- 59 . 004A-02	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-N, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S1
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNEIOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - C.P. SONCTT	 U or ARIZONA
Cl - A.	 ROSEN	 TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
01 - T.A. FARLEY(NLA)	 U Of CALIF, LA

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The scintillation counter tsperiment was designed to make

direct observations of electrons In the earth's radiation belts
with a detector insensitive to bremsstrahlung, This experiment
consisted of a cylindrical plastic scintillator cemented to a
photomuttiplier tube, the Instrument viewed space through a
foil-covered window in the payloaa shell, but the instrument
also responded to more energetic particles passing through the
payload shell. The minimum energies detectable were 200 kelf
for electrons and 2 MrV for protons. for electrons between 200
and 500 k0e the aetector efficiency times the oanidirectionst
geometrit factor was 0.0000 so cm count per electron; whereas
for tleclronsof energy greater than $00 keV, it was 0.16 so cm
count per electron. Ior very Penetrating particles, the
geoeetrical factor rose to its maximur value of 3.5 sit cm. The
scintilLation counter was sampled continuously for analog
transmission and intermittently (every 2 mine 15 s. or 1.9 s,
depending	 upon	 the	 satellite	 bit	 rata)	 for digit&(
transmission. The transmitter broadcasting the analog data for
this ext• erf m tnt fatted on September 11,, 1959.Data were
received on a limited duty cycle from the digital transmitter
until early Cctober. 1959. NSSDC hat all the useful data that
now exist.
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------ EXPLORER 6, SONETi ------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- SEARCH-COIL MAGNETOMETER

NSSDC 1D- 59-004A-04	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-J, SCIENCE

1NVE$TI6ATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNEiCSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
P1	 C.P. SONETT	 U Of ARIZONA
01 - E.J. SM17H	 NASA-JPI.
01 - D.L. JUDGE	 U Of SOUTHERN CALIF
01 -P.J. COLEMAN, JR.	 U Of CALIF, LA

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experimlent was designed to survey the gross magnetic

field of the earth, to investigate the interplanetary magnetic
field# and to cetect evidence of ar) lunar magnetic field. NC
interplanetary or lunar magnetic fields could he measured,
however.	 because	 of	 the spacecratl's low apogee.	 The
instrument was similar to that flown on Pioneer 1 and consisted
of a single search coil mounted se that it measured the
magnetic field perpendicular to the spacecraft spin axis. The
instrument had a range of 0.6 nT to 1200 nT. No intlight
calibration was prcvided.	 Some evEradation of the telemetry
signal occurred due to ionospheric effects. Insufficient
ground observations on the electron content of the ionosphere
prevented correcting the data for these effects. The experiment
had	 both	 digital	 and analog cutputs.	 The Ragnetcmeter
amplitude and phase were sampled continuously for analog
transmission and intermittently (every 2 mint 15 sr or 1.9 s,
depending on satellite bit rate) for digital transmission. The
magnetometer worked until loss of the telemetry signal in early
October. 1959.. For further details, see Judge and Coleman, J.
4eophys. Res.. v. 67. p. 5071, 1962. NSSDC has all the useful
data that now exist.

------- EXPLORER 6, WINCKLER ----------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- ION CHAMBER AND GM COUNTER

NSSDC ID- 59-OC1A-C3	 INVESTIGATIVF PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVES116ATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNEICSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
P1 - J.R. WINCKLER	 U OF MINNESOTA
OI	 R.A. HOFFMAN	 NASA-GSFC
01 - R.L. ARNOLDY	 U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The instrumertation for this ex p eriment consisted of a

Neher-type integralirg ionization chamber and an Anton 3C2
Geiger-Mueller tube. Due to the complex nonuniform shieldirg
of the detectors, orly approximate energy threshold values were
available. The ion chamber responded omnidirectionally to
electrons and prctcrs with erergies greater thor 1.5 and 23.6
MeV, respectively. The GM tube responded omnidirectionally to
electrons and protons with energies greater thar 2.9 and 36.4
MrV respectively.	 Counts from the GP tube and pulses from the
ion	 chamber	 were accumulated	 it separate registers and
telemetered by the anatog system. 	 The time that elapsed
between the first	 two ion chamber pulses following a data
transmission and the accumulaticn five for 1024 GM-tube courts
were	 telemetered digitally.	 Very little digital data were
actually telemetered. The ion chamber operated normally from
Launch through August 25, 1959. The GM tube operated normally
trot launch thrcugh October 6. 195 9 . NSSDC has all the useful
data that now exist.
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SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- HAWKEYE 1
ALTERNATE NAMES- INJUN-F, NEUTRAL POINT EXPLORER

EXPLORER. 52

NSSDC 10. 74-04CA

LAUNCH +,ATE- 06/03174WEI Gill - 22 .7 KG
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB. UNITED $TatES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOL1

SPONSORING ,OUNIRY/AGENCY
UNITED 'TATES	 NASA-CSSA

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOC.ENTRtC	 EPOCH DATE- 06/04/74
ORBIT PERIOD- 3032.4 MIN	 INCLINATION-	 89.6 DEG
PERIAPSIS-	 469.0 KM ALT	 APOAPSIS- 125570. KM ALT

PERSONNEL
PM - J.E. ROGERS	 U OF IOWA
PM - C.W. COFFEE. JR.	 NASA-LARC
PS . J.A. VAN A4lSN	 U OF IOWA

ERIEF DESCRIPTION
The primary mission objective was to conduct particle$

And fields Investigations of the polar mapnetosphere of the
earth out to 21 earth radii. Secondary objectives were to make
magnetic field and plasma distribution measurements in the
solar Wind. Ard to study type-3 radio emissions caused by solar
electron streams in the interplanetary medium. 10 accomplish
these objectives, the spacecraft was instrurenteo with a
magnetometer, an energetic plasm& analyzer, and an ELF-VLF wave
instrument.	 The spacecraft was s p in stabilized with a nominal
rotational period of 11 s. In celestial coordinates, the
positive spin axis coordinates were ri g ht ascension 2'19.4 deg
(plus or minus 1.1 deg) and declination 8.6 deg (plus or minus
1.5 deg). there was no onboard orientation or spin rate
control, but the orientation of the spin axis was stable. An
optical aspect system operated from launch until September 3,
1974.	 After tin s period, aspect had to be determined from
magnetometer measurements. The complete spacecraft with
instruments had a mass of 22.65 kg. Power of 22 to 56 w,
depending or solar aspect, was obtained from solar cells.
Hawkeye 1 p articipated in the International M69netosphrric
Study	 (IMS) and during the first half of 1977 data acquisition
was confined to IMS special intervals. Data were obtained in
real	 time arty, at frequencies of 136 MHz and 400 Mliz at JOB
bps (or 200 bps With convolutional codintt) talus wideband VLF
data.	 For more details see "Ho wkeYe I," U. of Iowa 77-6,
January 1977 '(1Rf E29176).

------- HAWKEVE 1, FRANK---------------------------------------

INVES:T16ATION NAME- !OW-CNEd(iY PNOICAS AND ELECTRON$

NSSDC to- 74-04OA-02	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-d, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINECS)
MAGNETUSPHERIC PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS

PLHSONNEL
PI - L.A. FRANK	 U OF IOWA
01C RAVENCRAVEN	 U Of IOWA
OI - O.M. YEAGER	 U Of IOWA

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This	 particlespectrometer	 (Low-Energy Proton and

Electron Differential Energy Analyzer - LEPEDEA) em p loyed two
electrostatic analyzers to measure preteens and electrons
simultaneously. A GM tube was an additional detector sensitive
to protons above 600 keV and electrons above 45 keV. The
sensors were mounted normal to the spacecraft spin axis.
An)u tar distributions of p articles were determined with a
sector resolution of 50 deg for analyzer voltage steps and 10
deg for analyzer voltage sweeps of its whole range. The
electrostatic analyzers had A field of view of 5 deg b y 33 der,
and measured p rotons. and electrons from 0.05 to. 40keV. The uM
tube had a conical   field of view of 15-deg half-angle. Two
codes of operation were used: one instrument cycle it 156
intensity measurements every 46 s, or one cycle of 312
intensitymeasurements every 92 s.. Data from this
investigation areavailable from the Principal Investigator.
for Rove details of the LEPEDEA instrument see Frank, L. A., J.
Geophys. Res.. v. 72, n. 1, p . 185, January 1967.

------- HAxKEYE 1, GURNETT -----------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- ELr/VLF RECEIVERS

NSSDC 1D- 74 . 040A-03	 INVESTICATIVE PR04RAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI. - D.A. GURNETT	 U OF IOWA
01 - G.W. PfE1rFER	 U OF IOWA

eRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment measured electric and magnetic fields

using a 42.7-m electric dipole (tip-to-tip) and a search coil
antenna deplcyed 1.58 m from tht spacecraft. The electric
field spectrum measurements were made in IG logarithmically
spaced fre q uency channels extending from 1.7h Hz to 178 kilt,
and do electric fields were also measured. The bandwidth of
these channels varied rom 7.5Y to 301 depending on center
frequency. Channel sensitivity and cynamic range were SE-6 Vim
and 100 db, respectively. A wideband receiver was also used,
with two selectable bandwidth ranges: 0.15 to 10 kilz or 1 to 45
kHz.	 The magnetic field spectrum was measured In eight
discrete,	 ltgarithmicatly spaced channels from 1.70 Hz to 5.62
kHz. The bandwidth of these channels varied f,=am 7-5X to SO%
depending on frequency.. The dynamic range was 100 dt:. and the
sensitivity rangeo from 0.1 nT at 1.7F Hz to 3.4E-4 nT at 5,62
k'I1. The wideband receiver described above could be used with
the magnetic antenna. Each discrete channel was sam p led once
every 11.Si; s. Data are available from the P1.
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SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- HEOS 1
ALTERNATE NAMES- HEOS-A1, HEOS-A

03595

NSSDC ID- 68-109A

LAUNCH DAiE- 12105168	 WEIGiiT- 105. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL# UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
INTERNATIONAL	 ESA

ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 12124/69
ORBIT PERIOD- 6E90. MIN	 INCLINATION-	 28,1 DEG
PERIAPSIS-	 6804. KM ALT	 APOAPSIS 227099. KM ALT

PERSONNEL
PM - J.	 vANDEhKERCKHOVE	 ESA-ESTEC
PS - B.G. TAYLOR	 ESA-ESTEC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
HEOS 1 was an earth-orbiting, spin-stabilized satellite

that was launched by ESA. it was basically cylindrical with an
axial boom supporting the antennas and the magnetometers. The
spin-axis attitude and spin rate were changed by onboard gas
Jets.	 The spacecraft objectives were to study interplanetary
magnetic fields. cosmic rays, the solar wind. and the
magnetosheath. The spacecraft operation was fully satisfactory
fcr 16 mcrths, after which interrittent loss of stmt solar gate
pulses (attitude reference) occurred. 	 By 1974• spacecraft
telemetry	 coverage was 50% and only the magnetic field
experiment was cptrational. 	 The spacecraft reentered the
earth's atmosphere on October 2d, 1975.

------- HEOS 1. BAROUCH ----------	 ---	 ------

INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC-RAY PARTICLE FLUX

NSSDC ID- 68-1C9A-C6	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8/CO-OP, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
SOLAR PHYSICS
COSMIC RAYS

PERSONNEL
P1	 -	 E.A. BAROUCH CENS
UI	 - L. KOCH CENS
01	 - J. ENGELMANN CENS
01	 -	 P. MASSE CENS
01	 - M. GROS CENS

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This	 experiment	 wasdesigned to measure solar and

galactic protons in several energy ranges between 3.8 and 22.8
MeV.	 The	 instrument	 consisted	 of	 a	 four-sensor
(lithium-drifted silicon) solid-state telesco pe with ar
anticoincidence shielc. The telescope look direction was along
the spacecraft spin axis (which was changed by commands at
varicus times). A ccmplete data ccllection cycle required 128
S. Five pulse-height discrimination levels were applied to the
signal coming from the first sensor (one level for each of five
sLceessive 24-s irtervals). During each 24-s intervalo four
count rates were obtained. These were counts in sensor 10 and
coincident counts in sensors 1 and 2, 1 and 3. and 1 and 1.
The Last count rate was roit reliable, because the counter
rclled over after SE COL,ntz. 	 4he instrument perfcrmed normally
until June 1971, when the anticoincidence element failed.

HEOS 1, ELLIOT----------------------------.-------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- FLU%GATE MAGNETOMETER

NSSDC ID , 68-109A-02	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-61CO-OP., SCIENCE

.INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - H.	 ELLIOT	 IMPERIAL COLLEGE

	

01. - P.C. HEDGECOCK	 IMPERIAL :COLLEGE

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment Was designed to measure magnetic field

components up to 64 nT with an accuracy of 0.25 nT using a
bcoe-mourted triaxiat fluxgate magnetometer. The PECS 1
spacecraft was launched into a highly eccentric orbit se that
the magnetometer reasured magnetic fields within the
magnetosphere and the transition and interplanetary regions.
The magnetometer ccerated continuoLsly in two modes. One gave
acontinuous series of vectors sampled at q6-s intervals. The.
other operated -via a 16-kb data store with a variety of
measurement programs and options including command or automatic
replay, shock	 ty p e event detecticre etc.	 The experimert
operation was norsaL until s p acecraft reentry (October 28,
1975).	 However, data acquisition became intermittent late it
the spacecraft lifer and data accuracy decreased somewhat. 	 fcr
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further details. see Nedgecock. Sp. Sci. tnstrum. ► v. I ► P. 530
1975.
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SPACECRAFT CCPMON NAME- NIBS 2
ALTERNATE NAMES- HEOS-A2. 05814

NSSDC ID- 72-015A

LAUNCH DATE- 01/31172 	 WEIGHT- 106. KG
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- THOR

SPONSORING COLNTA ► /AGENCY
INTERNATIONAL	 ESA

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 	 EPOCH DATE- 0031/72
ORBIT PERIOD- 7477. MIN	 INCLINATION-	 90.21 DEG
PERIAPSIS-	 397. KM ALT	 APOAPSIS- 245098. KA ALT

PERSONNEL
PM - J.	 VANDENKERCKHOVE	 ESA-ESTEC
PS - B.G. TAYLOR	 ESA-ESTEC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
HERS. 2 was a spin-stabilized spacecraft with a highly

eccentric orbit whose apogee occurred at high latitude. Its
primary scientific mission was the investigation of
interplanetary space and the high-latitude magnetosphere and
its boundary in the region around the northerh neutral point.
HEOS 2 provided new data on the sources and acceleration
mechanisms of particles found in the trapped radiation belts
and in the polar precipitation regions and aurorat zones. 1t
also monitored solar activity and cosmic radiation. The
satellite carried a magnetometer and particle detectors which
covered a broad range. from thermal to cosmic-ray energies. The
satellite had three antennas to study extreme low frequency
(ELF) waves and carried a sensitive micrometeorite detector.
The spacecraft functioned normally until it reentered the
earth's atmosphere on August 5. 1974.

------- HEOS 2, ELLIOT -------

INVESTIGATION NAME FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER

NSSDC ID- 72-005A-01	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-81CO-OP, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - H.	 ELLI07	 IMPERIAL COLLEGE
OI - P.C. HEDGECOCK	 IMPERIAL COLLEGE

BRlr,,- DESCRIPTION
A three-axis fluxgate magnetometer was used to measure

ragnetic field components of up to 16 nT with a digital
resolution of 0.125 nT and from 16 nT to 150 nT with 1 of
resolution. Continuous field sampling occurred at a rate of
cne vector per 32 s. Faster rates were available in a limited
duty cycle when core buffer storage was used. Rot noise
measurements for one field component in a frequency band from I
to 5 Hz were also made. The instrument was similar to that
used	 for experiment 68-109A-02carried on HEOS 1.	 The
instrument worked normally until spacecraft reentry on August
5. 1974.

------- HEOS 2, ROSENBAUER -------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME SOLAR WIND MEASUREMENTS (230 EV-16 KEY)

NSSDC ID- 72-005A-06 	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE 4 )
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
SPACE PLASMAS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - H.P. ROSENBAUER	 MPI-AERONOMY

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A quadispherical electrostatic analyzer with 11 channel

rultipliers was used to study the velocity distribution
function of the positive solar wind ^ons. Energy per unit
charge was measured in 28 channels spread Logarithmically
between 230 eV and 16 keV. A romplete spectrum was determined
every 4 mir. Detailed information on the direction of incident
particles was obtained with 11 channels in elevation and 16
channels in azimuth. A second sensor was used for measurements
within the sagnetosphere.	 Measurements were performed in 13
energy channels covering the range 100 eV to 50 keV for both
protons	 and	 electrons.	 Angular measurements were also
performed.

^`ti
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SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- IMP-A
ALTERNATE NAMES- EXPLORER 18, IMP 1

0069, S 74

NSSDC 30- 63-046A

LAUNCHDATE- 11/27/($	 WEIGHT- 138. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES	 NASA-OSSA

ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 09/08165
ORBIT PERIOD- 5606 .. MIN	 INCLINATION-	 35.2 DEG
PERIAPSIS-	 4395. KM ALT	 APOAPSIS- 192003. KM ALT

PERSONNEL
PM - P.	 HUTLER(RETIRED)	 NASA-GSFC
PS - F.B. MCDONALD	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Explorer 18 (IMP 1) was a solar-cell and chemical-battery

Powered spacecraft instrumented for interplanetary and distant
ragnetospheric stucies of energetic particles. cosmic rays,
magnetic fields. and plasmas, initial s pacecraft parameters
included a local time of apogee of 1020 h, a spin rate of 22
rpm, and a spin direction of 115 deg right ascension and -25
deg declination. Each normal telemetry se quence of 81.9 s
duration consisted of 795 data bits. After every third normal
sequence there was an 81.9-s interval of rubidium vapor
ragnetometer analog data transrission. The spacecraft
Performed normally until May 30. 1964. then intermittently
until May 10. 1965, when it was abandoned. The principal
periods of data coverage were November 27, 1964 to May 30,
1964) September 17, 1964 tc Jaruary 7. 1965: and February 21.
1965 to March 25. 1965: howevero only the first of these
periods was very useful.

------- IMP-A, ANDERSON----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- ION CHAMBER AND GM COUNTERS

NSSDC ID- 63-046A-05	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - K.P. ANDERSON	 U OF CALIF, BERKELEY

BRIEF DESCRIPTION.
The instrumentation for this experiment, designed to

measure fluxes of geomagneticalty trapped particles, consisted
of a 7.6-cm-diameter, Neher-type ionization chamber and two
Anton 223 Geiger-MLetter (GM) tubes. The ion chamber responaco
to electrons and protons with E>1 and E>17 MeV, respectively.
Both GM tubes were mounted parallel to the spacecraft spin
axis.. One GM tube detected electrons. with E>45 keV, scattered.
off a gold foil. T y e acceptance cone for these electrons has a
61-deg full-angle, and its axis of symmetry made an angle of
59.5 deg with the spacecraft spin axis. This 6M tube responded
ornidirectionaLly to electrons and protons with E>6 anc E>b2
MeV, re-iectively,^ The second GM tube had no direct access it
the sprt,+ envirorment and responded omnidirectionally to
background electrons and protons with E>6 and E>52 MeV,
respectively. Pulses from the ion chamber were accumulated far
326.08 s and read out once every 327.68 s. Counts from the
first GM tube were :accumulated for 39.36 s and read out six
times every 327.68 s. Counts from the second GM tube were
accumulated for 39.36 s and read out five tires every 327.68 s.
This experiment performed normally from Launch through May 10,
1965.. 	 For further details, see Anderson et al.. J. Geophys.
Res., V. 70. p. 1039. 1965. 	 NSSDC has all the useful data that
now exist.

-------.IMP-A, BRIDGE ---------------------------------------.---

INVESTIGATIONNAME- FARADAY CUP

NSSDC ID- 63-046A-C7	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-6, SCIENCE.

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
INTERFLANETARY PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS

PERSONNEL
PI - H.S. BRIDGE	 MASS INST OF TECH

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A five-etemert. split-collector Faraday cup was used to

measuresolar wino particles in the following sequence:
positive ions frcx 45 to 105 eV, positive ions from 95 to 235
eV, positive ions tram 220 to 640 eV, .positive ions from 560 to
1800 eV. electrons. from 65 to 210 eV, and positive ions from
1700 to 5400 eV. The s p lit plane of the collector was in the
spin	 equatorial	 plane	 of the spacecraft.	 Measuremerts

consisted of 22 instantaneous current samples, each separated
by 0.16 s (spanning more than one satellite rotation). These
measurements represented the sum of the current to the split
collector. the maximum difference in current encountered during
spacecraft rotation, and an identification of which half of the
collector was maximum. The entire sequence required 2.b min
and was repeated every 5.5 min. The entrance cone for this
Faraday cup had a half-angle of about 80 deg. Interference was
encounteredfrom refracted particles (with the most pronounced
rtfect at about TO deg incidence to cup normal), from secondary
electrons, and from ultraviolet radiation. for further
details, see E. F. Lyan, "Explorer-18 plasma measurements•" The
Solar wind, edited by Mackin and heugebaurr, Pergamon Press.
1966.

------- IMP-A, MCDONALD---------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC RAYS

ASSOC 1D- 63-046A-04	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
COSMIC RAYS

FERSONNEL
PI - F.B. MCDONALD	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIFTION
This experiment consisted of two detector systems. The

first was a 0:/Ox vs E telescope with thin and thick Csl
scintillators	 (one	 each) and an anticoincidence plastic
scintillation counter.	 The telescope axis was normal to the
spacecraft spin axis. Counts of particles penetrating the thin
CsI scintiltator and stopping in the thick Csl scintiLlator
were accumulated during one .89.36-s interval every 5.4E min.
The relative contribution to the taunt rate of various species
(electrons between 3 and 12 MeV, ions with charge s 1 or 2.
atomic mass = 1, 2. 3 or 4. and energy between 18.7 and 91.6
MeV/ructeon) and energy spectral information were determined by
512-channeL pulse-height analysis performed simultaneously an
the output cf both Cs1 scintittators six times every 5.46 wain.
The second detector system consisted of two Gei ger-MueLler tube
telescopes oriented parallel to and perpendicular to the
spacecraft spin axis. Each telescope consisted of two colinear
GM tubes. The parallel and perpendicular telescopes measurede
respectively, (1) the sum of counts due to p rotons above 70 MeV
and electrons above 6.5 MeV and (2) the sum of counts due to
protons above 65 Mev and electrons above 6 MeV. Counts
registered	 in any one of the four GM tubes were also
accumulated.	 These omnidirectional counts. were due to protons
above 50 MtV plus electrons above 4 MeV. The parallel,
perpendicular. and omnidirectional count rates were obtained
for one 4C-s aceumutation interval during successive normal.
81.9-s telemetry sequences. Thus. any one count rate was
measured for 40 s once each 5.46 min. Both detector systems
worked well from launch until May 26, 1964. For further
oetsils, see FcDonald et al., J. Geophys. Res., V. 67, p. 2119.
1962. or Balasubrahmanyan et al., J. Geophys. Res.. v. 70, p.
2005. 1965.

------- IMP-A. NESS--------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- FLU%GATE MAGNETOMETER

NSSDC 10- 63-046A-02 	 INVESTIFATIVE PROGkAK
CODE tE-8, SCIENCE.

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC. PHYSICS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - N.F. NESS	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Each of two uniaxial ftuxgate magnetometers, having

dynamic ranges of plus or minus 40 nT, samplea the magnetic
field 3D limes within each of six 4.8-s intervals every 5.46
min. Detector sensitivities were plus or minus 0.25 nT, and
digitization uncertainty was plus or minus 0.40 nT. A rubidium.
vapor magnetometer was used to calibrate the instruments but
did not procure any independently useful data sets. The
instruments functioned normally throughout the useful life of
the satellite and provided usable data through May 30, 1964.
See Ness et al., J. Geophys. Res.. w. 69, pp. 3531-3569. 1964.
Hourly averaged interplanetary data also exist as part of data
sets in the NSSDC supplementary data Fite. NSSDC has ALL the
useful data that exist from this investigation.

------- IMP-A. SERBU-------------------------------------------

JNVES.T.IGAT10N NAME- RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER

NSSDC ID- 63-046A-01	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION. DISCI:9LINE(S.)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

URIC lNAL Pk,GC- hew
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PERSONNEL
Pi - G.P. SEROU	 NASA-GSFC
01 - E.J. MAIER	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The retarding potential analyzer was a three-element

planar Faraday cup. It was mounted normal to the spacecraft
spin axis and had an effective Look angle of 5 sr. Coarse and
fine resolution redes were prograrmed for both ions and
electrons. These modes consisted of 15 steps each for
retarding voltages of 0 to 28 V and 0 to 100 V. The entire ion
bro electron segLence was reptattc crce every 10.92 min# and
each 15-step spectral analysis required 5.4 s.The experieent
operated for about 20 h after launch, until a failure of a
mechanical programmer switch terminated operations. The data
wereadversely affected by secondary electrons and no longer
exist. For further details. see G. F. Serbu# "Results from the
IMP-1 retarding potential analyzer*" Space Research V. 1965.

------- IMP-A, SIMPSON-- ------ '.--------.--------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC-RAY RANGE VS ENERGY LOSS

NSSDC ID	 63-046A-03	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8. SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
COSMIC RAYS

rtXSONNEL
PI - J.A. SIMPSON	 U Of CHICAGO
01 - C,Y. FAN	 U OF ARIZONA
O1 - G.	 GLOECKLER	 U OF MARYLAND

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A charged-particle, solid-state telescope was used to

measure the range and energy loss of galactic and enter cosmic
rays. The experiment was designed to study particle energies
(energy per nucleon intervals approximately proportional to Z
squared/A)	 andcharge spectra (1C=6). 	 The detector was
oriented normal to the spacecraft spin axis. The detector
accumulators for Bath energy interval were teleaeter*d six
times every5.46 min. Each accumulation period was about 40 s
(the initial spacecraft spin period was about 2 s). The output
from. two 128-charrel, pulse-height anatyzers was obtained for
one incident particle every 41 s and read out along with the
detector accumulations. A malfunction limited alpha studies to
particles with E>3C MeV.. 	 for further details. see fan et al.,
J. Geophys. Res... V. 70, p. 3515. 1965.

------ IMP-A, WOLFE -------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR WIND PROTONS

NSSDC 1D	 63-046A-06	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
P1 - J.H. WOLFE	 NASA-ARC
01. - R.W.	 SILVA	 TRW SYSTEMS GROUP

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A quadrispherical electrostatic analyzer with a current

collector and an electrometer aeplifier was used to dctect and
analyze the positive ion component of the incident plases and
to study its gross flow characteristics. Protons were analyzed
in 14 energy channels between 0.025 and 16 keV. The instrument
was mourted or the satellite equatorial plane and had a view
angle of 15 deg in this plane and of 90 deg inthe plane
containing the s p in axis. The satellite's equatorial plane was
divided into three contiguous sectors (111.8 deg, 111.8 deg.
and 136.4 deg) by use of an optical aspect sensor. The peak
flux in one sector was recorded at one analyzer plate potential
per revolution of the satellite (no information about the
position within the sector it which the peak flux occurred was
retained). After 14 revolutions, all energy channels had been
scanned, and the process was repeated for the nest setter. A
com p tete scan in energy and secI r was repeated every 5.46 min.
tic data were ahtairec for the brief. pericos when the satellite
was in the magnetosphere. The instrument operated well until
April 1964	 when it started operating	 intermittently. Its
operation	 continued	 to degrade thereafter.	 For further
details.	 see J. H. Wolfe at al., J. Geophys. Res., v.71, c.
1319, 1'966. NSSDC has all the useful data that now exist.

.iffffffffaffffffffff affffRf IMP-B^fffff if flf fffiff • ► f fffff ^fff

SPOhSDRING CCLNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES	 NASA-OSSA

ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 10115/65
ORBIT PERIOD- 2080. MIN 	 INCLINATION-	 33.7 DEG
PERIAPSIS-	 917. KM AL7	 APOAPSIS- 94268. KM ALT

PERSONNEL
PM - P.	 BUTLER(RETIRED)	 NASA-GSFC
P$ - T.B. MCDONALD 	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Explorer 21 (IMP 2) was a solar-celt and chemical-battery

powered spacecraft instrumented for interplanetary and di rl ant
eagnetospheric studies of energetic particIa P cosmic rrys,
magnetic fields, and plasmas. Each normal telemetry sequence
of 81.9 s in duration consisted of 795 data bits. After @Very
third normal sequence there was an 81.9-s interval of rubidium
vapor magnetometer anslog data transmission. Initial
s pacecraft parameters included a local time of apogee at noon#
a spin rate of 14.6 rpm, and a spin direction of 41.4-deg right
ascension and 47.4-deg declination. The significant deviation
of the spin rate and direction from the planned values and the
achievement of an apogee of less than half the planned value
adversely affected data usefulness. Otherwise, spacecraft
systems perlcrmed welly with nearly complete data transmission
for the Iirst 4 months and /or the sixth month after launch.
Data transmission was intermittent for other tints, and the
final transmission occurred on October 13# 1965.

------- IMP-B# ANDERSON ----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATICA NAME- ION CHAMBER. AND GM COUNTERS

NSSDC ID- 64-06OA-05. 	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8# SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MA6NETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
P1 - K.A. ANDERSON	 U OF CALIF, BERKELEY

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This	 experiment,	 designed	 to	 measure	 fluxes of

geomagnetically	 trapped	 particles,	 consisted	 of a
7.6-cr-diameter, Neher-type ionization chamber and two Anton
223 Geiger-Mueller (GM) tubes. The ion chamber responded to
electron: ono protons with energies greater than 1 and 17 MeV#
respectively.	 Both GM tubes were mounted parallel to the
spacecraft spin axis. GM tube A detected electrons greater
than 45 keV scattered off a gold foil. The acceptance cone for
these electrons had a full-angle of 61 deg. and its axis of
symmetry made an angle of 59.5 deg with the spacecraft spin
axis. GM tube A responded oenidirectidnally to electrons and
protons with energies greater than 6 and 52 MeV. respectively.
GM tube B looked directly into space through a hot* in the
spacecraft skin.	 The acceptance cone for GM tube 8 had a
ful(-angle of 38 deg, and its axis of symmetry was parallel to
the spacecraft spin axis. Omnidirectionalty, GM tube 8
responded to electrons and protons with energies greater than 6
and 52 MeV, respectively. Directionally, GM tube 8 responded
to electrons and protons with energies greater then 40 and 500
keV, respectively. Pulses from the ion chamber were
accumulated for 326.68 s and read out once every 327.68 s.
Ccunts from GM tube A were accumulated for 39.36 s and read out
six tines every 327.68 s. Counts from GM tube 8 were
accumulated for 39.36 s and read out five times every 327.68 S.
For further details, see Lin and Anderson, J. Geophys. Res., V.
71, P. 1827# 1966.	 NSSDC has all the useful data that now
exist.

------- IMF-B# BRIDGE------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- FARADAY CUP

NSSDC TO- 64-06OA-07	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE. EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS

PERSONNEL
PI - H.S. BRIDGE	 MASS INST Of TECH
01 - J.H. BINSACK	 MASS INST Of TECH

BRIEF DESCRIFTION
The five-element Faraday cup on Explorer 21 measured

electrons between 130 and 265 tV and ionV in the following five
energy windows: 40 to 90, 95 to 230. 260 to 650, 700 to 2000.
and 1700 to 540C eV. for each 5.46-min interval, 22 usable,
instantaneous current samples were recorded for each energy
window. separated by 0.16 s each. Two collector plates were
used to yield information about the angular variation out of
the satellite s 7)in plane. The sum and difference of the
currents on the two plates and the direction with maximum
current were telemetered. The effect of secondary electrons
has not been eliminated and could be very significant within
the earth's plasmasphere.

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- IMP-D
ALTERNATE NAMES- IMP 2, EXPLORER 21

S 74A, 00889

NSSDC 10- 64-060A

LAUNCH DATE- 10/04/E4	 WEIGHT- 135.. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA

ORIGINAL PAOc F
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IMP-H, NESS --------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER

NSSDC ID- 64-06CA-C2	 INVESTIGATIVE PA06RAP
CODE EE-8, S6TENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - N.F. NESS	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Each of two unismial fluxgate magnetometers, having

dynamic ranges of plus or minus 4C rT, sampled the magnetic
field 30 times within each of six 4.0-s intervals every 5.46
min.	 Detector ^,.snsitIvIties were plus or minus 0.25 nT, and
digitization uncertainty was plus or minus 0.40 nT. A rutiaium
vapor	 magnetometer	 was	 used to calibrate the ftuxgate
magnetometers but tic not produce an independently useful data
set.	 The magretometers functioned normally throughout the
useful Life of the satellite. Fcr further details, see
Fairfield and Ness, J. Geophys. Res., v. 72, p. 2379, 1967.
NSSDC has alt the data that now exist.

------- IMP-U. SERHU -------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER

NSSDC ID- 64-06OA-C1 	 INVEST16ATI.VE PROGRAM
CODE EE-B, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS

PERSONNEL
PI - G.P. $ERUU	 NASA-GSFC
01 - E.J. MAIER	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The retarding potential analyzer was a four-elemert

Faraday cup. It was mounted normal sc the spacecraft spin axis
and had an effectiwe look angle of 5 sr. The experiment
-rotated for 5.2 s in each of four nodes once ever y 646 s. I.r
two modes. 15-step spectra for ions were determined for
retarding potentials in the ranges of minus 5 V to plus 15 V
and minus. 5 V to plus 45 V , In the other two modes, similar
irformation for electrons was obtaired by changing the signs cf
the potentials. The instuument experienced secondary electron
contamination but returned essentially continuous data until
April 5. 1965. For further details, see G. P. Serbu, J.
Geophys. Res., V. 71. P. 3755, 1966, NSSOC has all the data
that now exist.

------- IMP-D, SIMPSON-----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC-RAY RANGE VS ENERGY LOSS

NSSDC TO- 64-f64A"(S	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-E, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
COSMIC RAYS

PERSONNEL
Pt - J.A. SIMPSON	 U OF CHICAGO
OI - C.Y. FAN	 U OF ARIZONA
OI - G.	 GLOLCKLER	 L OF MARYLAND

BRIEF DESCRIPTION.
A charged-particle, solid-state telescope was used to

measure range arc energ y loss ct galactic and. solar cosmic
rays. The experiment was designed to study particle energies
(energy per nucleon intervals approximately proportional to 1
scuared/A, for protons 0.9 to 190 Pe V, 6.5 to 19 MeV, 19 to 9E
MeV. and 90 to 19E. MeV) and charge spectra (1<=6). The
detector was oriented normal to the spacecraft s p in axis. The
detector accumulators for each energy interval were telem tered
six times every 5.4E min. Each accumulation period was otcut
4C s long (initial spacecraft spin period was about 4.1 s).
The output from two 128-channel, culse-height analyzers was
obtained for one incident particle every 41 s and lead out
along with the petector accumutatiens. useful cats were
obtained fro* launch until. April 9, 1965. Data coverage was
intermittent throu g hout the lice cf the spacecraft due to
frecuent spacecraft shutoffs bno sporadic failure of some
detectors. For more details, see Fan et at., J. Geophys. Res.,
v. 70. p. 3515, 1965, or G. blaeekler. J. Geophys. Res.., v. 70,
p. 5333, 1965.

------- IMP-H, WOLFE -----------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR WIND PROTONS

NSSDC 10- 64 . 06CA-06	 INVESTIGATIVE PNObRAM
CODE EE-8. SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE($)
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS

PERSONNEL
P1 - J.N. WOLFE	 NASA-ARC

!RIEF DESCRIPTION
A quadritphorfcal electrostatic analyzer with a current

collector and an electrometer amplifier was intended to detect
and analyze the positive ton component of the incident plasma
and to study its gross flow characteristics. The planned
monitoring of the interplanetary medium was not accomplished
because the apogee that the satellite achieved was lower than
expected..	 Frotons were analyzed in 12 energy channels between
0.7 and 8 KeV. The instrument was mounted on the satellite
equatorial Plane and had a View angte of 15 deg in this plane
and nl 9t cog in the plane containing the spin axis. The
satellite equatorial plane was divided into three contiguous
sectors (61 deg. 95 deg, and 204 deg) by use of an optical
aspect sensor. The peak flux In one sector was recorded at one
analyzer plate potential per revolution of the satellite (no
information as to the position within the sector in which the
Peak flux occurred was retained).. After 12 revolutions, 6lt
the energy channels had been scanned,. and the process was
repeated for the next sector. A complete scan in energy and
sector Was repeated every 5.46 min, uocause the instrument was
not capable of observing magnetosFheric plasma, no data were
obtained	 for	 the	 time when the satellite was in the
magnetospnere.	 The data may be useful in identifying the
magnetopause and bow shock. for further details. see J. if.
Wolfe et at.. `Preliminary results from the Ames Research
Center plasma Prote observations of the motor wind geomagnetic.
field region on IMP 11 and 060 1," Space Research VI. London,
Macmillan B Co. Ltd., 1966. NSSDC has all the useful data that
now exist.

ra.+u uuaua•uxux^a4^aa• IMY - C xxxxax uxx+iaamaamx.mxxx.a.0

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- IMP-C
ALTERNATE NAMES- EXPLORER 28. IMP 3

S 748. 013148

NSSDC 10- 6R-C42A

LAUNCH DATE-, (5129165	 WEIGHT- 126. Kb
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES	 NASA-OSSA

ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 06PO3161
ORBIT PERIOD- 8341.9 KIN	 INCLINATION-	 53.6 DEG
PERIAPSIS- 32290. KM ALT	 APOAPSIS- 227456. KM ALT

PERSONNEL
PM - P.	 BUTLER(RETIRED)	 NASA-GSFC
PS - T.B. MCDONALD	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Explorer 28 (IMP 3) was a sr.lar-cell and chemical-battery

powered spacecraft instrumen!*o for interplanetary and distant
eagnetospheric studies of energetic particles, cosmic rays,
magnetic fields, and plasmas. Initial spacecraft parameters
included a local time of apogee of 2020 h, a spin rate of 23.7
rpm, and a spin direction of 64.9-deg right ascension and
-10.9-oeg declination. Each normal telemetry sequence was bl.9
s in duration and consisted of 795 data bits. After every
third normal telemetry se quence there was an FI .9-s interval of
rutiofum vapor magnetometer analog da ta transmission.
Performance was essentially normal until late A p ril 1967, then
intermittent until May 12, 1967, after which no further data
were acquired.

------- IMP-C, ANDERSON----------

I.NVE^.TIGATICN NAPE- ION CHAMBER AND CP COUNTERS

NSSDC 1D- 65-042A-05	 INVESTSGA'TIVE PROGRAM
COBR EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE($)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETO$PHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - K.A. ANDERSON	 a Or CALIF. BERKELEY
Ol - G.N. PITT	 U OF CALIF, BERKELEY

BRIEF DESCRIPTION.
This	 experiment,	 designed	 to	 measure	 fluxes of

gecmagnetically	 trapped	 particles.	 consisted	 of a
7.6-cm-diameter. Neher-type ionization chamber and two Anton
223 Geiger-Mueller (GM) tubes. The ion chamber .responded to
electrons and protons with energies greater than I and 17 MeV.
respectively. Both GM tubes were mounteo parallel to the
spacecraft spin axis.	 GM tube A detected electrons greater
than 45 keV scattered off a gold foil. The acceptance cone for
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these electrons had a full-angle of 61 deg, and its spin axis
of symmetry made an angle of 59.5 den with the spacecr,it spin
axis. GM tube A responded ornidirettionatly to electrors arc
protons with energies greater than 6 and 52 MeV, respOctivelY.
ON tube i) looked directly into space through a halt in the
sracecraft skir.	 The seceptarce ccre for ON tube U had a
full-angle of 38 dogs and its axis of symmetry was paralket to
the spacecraft spin axis. OP0 1.1rcctionally. GM tube U
responded to electrons and protons with energies greater than 6
and 52 MeV, respectively. Direc+icraltyr CA M tube 0 responded
tpj electrons and protons with energies grease; than 40 and 500
key s respectively. Pulses trot the ion chamber were
accumulated for 326.0E s and read out once ever y 327.60 s.
Counts from GM tube A were accumulated for 39.36 s ano read Cut
six times every 327.68 s. Counts from GM tube 0 were
accumulated far 39.36 s and read out five times every 327.68 s.
This experiment performed normally from launch through May Its
1967, the dateof the last useful data transmission. NSSDC has
alt the useful data that now exist.

------- IMP-C, URIDGE ------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA, FARADAY CUP

NSSDC ID- 65-042A-07	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS

PERSONNEL
PI	 - H.S.	 BRIDGE MASS	 INST	 OF TECH

BRIEF	 DESCRIPTION
The	 Taraaay	 cup	 was	 a	 multi-elea.ent	 split collector

irstruwent	 intended	 to make	 differential	 energy spectrum
measurements	 of
	

Interplanetary	 and	 magnetospheric ions and
electrons.	 The e.pariment iaitec	 at	 launch.

-"----- .IMP-Cs NESS--------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME-	 FLUM(jATE MAGNETOMETER

NSSDC	 ID-	 65-042A-C2 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8,	 SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION	 DISCIPLINECS)
PARTICLES AND	 FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHENIC PHYSICS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
P1 - N.F. NESS	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Each of two uniaxiaL fluxgate magnetometers had a dynamic

range of plus or mirus 40 nT and a serlitivity of plus or minus
C.25 nT. One fluxgate magnetometer failed at launch, but the
other performeo rormally, sarpling tfe magnetic field 30 times
within	 each	 of	 six	 4.8-s	 intervals every 5.46min.
Uncertainties	 in cata were plus or minus 1.0 nT. useful data
were transmitted until May 11, 1967. A rubidium vapor
magnetometer was ircluded it the experiment package. tut it
produced no useful cats. The instrumentation and analysis were
similar to those of Explorers 18 and 21, described in J.
Geophys. Res., V. 69. p . 3531. 1964, and in J. Ceophys. Res..
v. 72, P. 2379, 1967. NSSDC has all the useful data that exist
from this investi g ation. Hourly averaged interplanetary data
also exist as part of data sets in the NSSDC supplementary data
file.

------- IMP-Cs SERBU-------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER

NSSDC to- 65-042A-01	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
MAGNE70SPHERIC PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS

PERSONNEL
P1 -G.P. 3ERBU	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The retarding .potential analyzer was a four-element

Faraday cup. It was mounted normal to the spacecraft spin axis
and had an effective Look angle of 5 sr. The experiment
operated for 5.2 s in each of six ecdes once every 648 s. Ir
two modes. 15-step spectra for ions were determined for
retarding potentials in the ranges -5 V to +5 V and -5 V to +-45
V.	 In two other access similar irlcrraticr for electrons was
obtained by changing the signs of the potentials. The
remaining two modes were net current modes with zero potential
applied to all elements for 15 measurements. The instrument
experienced secordary electrar ecetaeiration, but operateo
without degradation during the spacecraft lifetime. For
further details. see G. P. Serbu, "Thermal plasma measurements
within the magnetcsphere.- Space Research VII. 1966.. NSSDC has
aLL the useful data that now exist.

ORIGINAL PAGC. i^
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1NVESTIGATICA NAME- COSMIC-NAY MANGY Vi 1NERGY LOSS

NSSDC ID- 65-042A-03	 INVES116ATIVE PROGRAM
COOL EE-`r SCIENCE

INVES `11GATION DISCIPLINE(6)
COSMIC RAYS

PERSONNEL
PI - J.A. SIMPSON	 U of CHICAGO
01- C.Y. FAN	 U OF ARIZONA
01 - G.	 GLOECKLER	 U Of MARYLAND

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A charged.particle# solid-stale telescope was used to

measure range and energy toss of galactic and solar cosmic
rays. The experiment was designed to study particle energies
(energy per nucleon intervals approximately proportional to I
squared /A) for p rotons 2.6 to 190 •eV. 13.3 to 26 McVs 26 to
94 MeV. and 94 to 190 MeV) and charge s pectra (1<m6). The
detector was oriented normal to the spacecraft spin axis. The
detector accumulators for each energy interval were telemetered
$is timesevery 5.46 min. Each accumulation was about 40 a
long (initIbt spacecraft spin period was about 3.3 s). The
output from two 12h-thannets pulse-height analyzers was
cbtained for one incident particle every 41 s and was read out
along with the detector accumulators. The experiment performed
normally until April 21, 1966, after which several problems
with the instrumentation developedr causing spikes in the count
rate data, especially in the lowest energy channel. The date
of transmission of the last useful in/oration was April 29.
1967.

------- IMF-C. wOLFE -------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR WIND PROTONS

NSSDC ID- 65-042A-06 	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8. SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS

PERSONNEL
PI - J.N. WOLFE	 NASA-ARC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A quadrispherical electrostatic analyzer with a current

collector and an electrometer amplifier was intended to detect
and analyze the positive ion component of the incident plasma
and to study its gross flow characteristics as a function of
radial distance from the earth. The instrument failed at
launch and thus produced no useful data.

...+a.u^uu•rr•uua..a.aa IMP-Duxu.••.r•a.0 •a.uar,.•a•..a

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- IMP-D
ALTERNATE NAMES- EXPLORER 33, AIMP I

02258, ANCHORED IMP I

NSSDC 1D- 66-058A

LAUNCH DATE- (7101/66	 WEIGHT- 212. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA.

SPONSORING CCLNTRV/AGENCY
UNITED STATES	 NASA-OSSA

ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 07101/71
ORBIT PERIOD- 38792. MIN 	 INCLINATION-	 24.4 DEG
PERIAPSIS- 265680. KM ALT	 APOAPSIS- 480763. KM ALT

FERSONNEL
PM - P.G. hmnC-vTfE	 NASA-GSFC
PS - N.F. NESS	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Explorer 33 was a spin-stabilized (spin axis parallel to

the ecliptic plane, spin period varying between 2..2 and 3.6 s)
spacecraft frstrumented for studies of interplanetary plasmas
energetic charged particles (electrons, protons, and alphas),
magnetic fields, and solar X rays at lunar distances. The
spacecraft failed to achieve lunar orbit but did achieve
mission Objectives. The initial apogee occurred at about 1600
h local tise. Over the first 3-yr period. perigee varied
between 6 and 44.earth radii. Apogee varied between 70 and 135
earth radii, and the inclination with respect to the equator of
the earth varied between 7 and 60 deg. Periods of principal
data coverage (.essentially 1001) are July 1, 1966 (launch), to
January 14. 1970: February 21, 1970- to March 6, 1970: July 31,
1970. to September 14, 1970: January 15. 1971- to February 28,
1971: March 23, 1971. to May 31. 1971: and August 23. 1971. to
September 15. 1971. No data were obtained after September 21,
1971.



. ------- IMP-D, ANDEA50N----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- ION CHAMBER AND GM COUNTERS

NSSDC ID- 46-058A-C4	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINECS)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS

PERSONNEL

	

PI - X.A. ANDERSON	 a Or CALIF, BERKELEY

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This	 experiment consisted of a 10.2-cm, Nther-type

ionization chamber and two Lionel type 205 HT Geiger-Muetter
(GM) tubes. The ion chamber responded omnidirectionally to
electrons above 0.7 NOW and protons above 12 MrV. both GM
tubes were mounted perpendicular to the spacecraft spin axis.
6M tube A detected electrons above 45 keV which were scatteeea
eft a gold foil. The acce p tance cone for these electrons had a
full-angle of 61 deg and axis of symmetry which his
perpendicular to the spacecraft spin axis. GM tube U responded
to electrons and protons above 22 and 300 keV, respectively, in
an accep tance cant of 45-deg full-argte with axis of symmetry
perpendicular to the spacecraft spin axis.	 Both GM tubes
responded omnidirectionally to electrons and protons of
energies above 2. 1 and 35 MtVP respectively. Pulses from the
ion 14aaber and ectrta from oath GP tube were accumulated icr
39.72 t and read out every 40.96 s. The time between the first
two ion-chamber pulses in an accumulation p eriod was also
telemetered.	 The ion chamber operated normally from launch
ttrcugh September 2• 1966. from September 2, 1966# the icr
chamber opvrated at a lower threshold voltage. for further
details, see Lin, Solar Physics, v. 12, p. 266# 1970. NSSDC
has all the useful data that now exist.

-*.----- IMP-D, BRIDGE ------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA PROBE

NSSDC ID- 66-0584-C6.	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE -8P SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
SPACE FLASMAS

PERSONNEL

	

PI - H.S. BRIDGE	 MASS INST Of TECH

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A solir-collector Faraday cup mcurteo on the spacecraft

Me
mortar 

was 
used to study the directional intensity of solar

ion ions and electrons. the following 25-s sequence was
executed three times for ions and crce for electrons each 328
S. Twenty-seven directional current sample's from the two
collectors were taken in the energy per charge (E/g ) winder
from 80 to 2850 eV. The currents in the two collectors were
then sampled in eight E/0 windows between 50 and 5400 eV at the
azimuth at which peak current appeared in the previous 27
measurements. Due to telemetry limitations, only the following
data were returnee to earth every 328 s: for ions. the sums of
currents measured on the two collector plates twice and the
difference once, and for electrons. the suns once. 	 The
experiment worked well from launch until the final spacecraft
data transmission.	 for further details, see Lyon et at., J.
Geophys. Res., w. 72, p. 6113, 1967.

------- IMF-D. 5CREU- --

INVESTIGATION NAME- tOY-ENEPGY INTEGRAL SPECTRUM
MEASUREMENT EXPERIMENT

NSSDC ID- 46-058A-02	 INVESTI6ATIVE PROGRAM
COOL EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISC'IPLINE($)
1NTtOPLANETANY PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS

PERSONNEL
P1 - G.P. SERBU	 NASA-GSFC
01 - E.J. MAIER	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A wide-apertureo multi-grid potential analyzer was used

to observe the intensity of the electron and ion components of
the low-energy plasma in interplanetary space and near earth.
Integral spectra were obtained for both ions and electrons in
the energy rarges from 0 to 45 eV (15 steps) and C to 15 eV (15
steps). Complete spectra for protons and electrons were
obtained every 80 s. The experiment Operated until June 29r
1967. Data no longer exist.

------- IMP-D, SONETT --------------------------------- ---.. -

INVESTIGATICh NAME- AMES MAGNETIC FIELDS

NSSDC 10- 66- 05BA-03	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTICLES AND fIELDS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - C.P. SONETT	 U Of ARIZONA
01 - J.N. WOLFE	 NASA-ARC
Cl - R. ► . SILVA	 TRY SYSTEMS GROUP
01 - Y.J. KERYIN	 NASA-ARC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The AMC$ magnetometer experiment consisted of a

boom-mounted triaxial fluxgate magn g t gatter and an electronics
package. The sensors were orthogonally mounted with one sensor
oriented along the spin axis of the spacecraft. A motor
interchanged a sensor in the spin ptane with the sensor along
the	 spin axis every 24 h, allowing inflight zero-level
determination.	 The instrument package included a circuit for
spin-demodutating the outputs from the sensors in the spin
plane. The noise threshold was about 0.2 nT. The instrument
had three ranges cowering plus or minus 20. 60, and 200 nT full
scale for each vector component. The digitization accuracy for
each range was 1% of the entire range covered. The magnetic
field vector was measured instantaneously, and the instrument
range ww changed after each measurement. A period of 2.05 s
elapsed between adjacent measurements and 6.14 s between
measurements using the same range. For further details, see
Mihalov at a1. # J. Geophys. Res.. V. 73. p. 943, 1968.. NSSDC
has ill the useful data that now exist.

------- IMP-D, VAN ALLEN-------

INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRON AND PROTON DETECTORS

NSSDC ID- 66-05BA-05	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

------- !MP-0, NESS---------

INVESTIGATION NAME- GSFC MAGNETOMETER

NSSDC ID- 66- 058A-CI

	

	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
Pi - N.F. NESS	 NASA-GSFC
01 - K.Y. BEHANNON	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The instrumentation for this experiment consisted c) a

boom-mounted triaxial fluxgate magnetometer. Each of the three
sensors had a range of minus to plus 64 nT and a digitization
resolution of •inLs to plus 0.25 nT. Zero-level drift was
checked by periodic reorientation of the sensors. Spacecraft
fields at the sensors were not greater than the digitization
urcertainty.	 One vector measurement was obtained each 5.12 s.
The bandpass of	 the isagnetcmeter was 0 to 5 Hz, with a 20-dB
per decade decrease for higher frequencies. The detector
functioned veil between launch and October 10, 1968, when the
cc power converter failed. Ne useful data were obtained after
that date.	 for further details, see Bohannon, J. Geophys.
Res., V. 73, p. 907. 1968. NSSDC has all the useful data that
now exist from this investigation. Hourly averaged
interplanetary data also exist as part of data sets in the
NSSDC supplementary data file.

ORIGINAL 
PNtCOF POOR QUALITY

INVESTIEATION DISCIPLINES)
SOLAR PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS

FERSONNEL
PI - J.A. VAN ALLEN	 U OF IOWA

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Three EON type 621.3 Geiger-Mueller (GM) tubes (GMI. GM2,

and GM3) and a silicon solid-state detector (SSD) provided
measurements of solar Krays (Geiger tubes only, between 2 and
12A)	 and of solar, galactic, and magnetospheric charged
particles. The Geiger-Muelter tubes measured electrons of
energies greater than 45 to 50 keV and protons of energies
greater than 730 to 830 keV. The SSD output was discriminated
at four thresholds: (1) PN1, which detected protons between .31
and 10 MeV and alphas between. .59 and 225 McVP (2) PN2o which
detected protons between .50 and 4 MeV and alphas between .78
and 98 MeV, (3) PN3, which detected protons between .82 and 1.9
MeV and alphas between 1.13 and 46 MeV. and (4) PN4, which
detected alphas between 2.1 and li Rev. GM1 and the SSD were
oriented parstLel to the spin axis. and GM3 was oriented
antiparallet to the spin axis. Data from GM1 and PN1 were
divided into data from quadrants oriented with respect to the
sun (sectors 1, 11, 1I1, and IV were centered 180,.270. 0 and
90 deg from the svm# respectively). Data were read out in
either 82	 or 164"s intervals. High temperatures adversely
affected the SSD particle data during the periods from
September 16 to January 1.4 and from March 16 to July 14 of each
year foltdwirg September 16. 1966. However, the alpha particle
data are believed to be unaffected. On rare occasions (less
than 10), a GM tube would. produce a high, spurious count rate
for a period of several hours. This effect app arently was
produced only during periods of extremely high particle and
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X-ra y fluxes. Acctmslator fatturts cccurreo on JULY 21* 1967.
and September 24. 1967- For further detsils * see Van Allen and
Ness. J. Geophys. Res. * v. 72 * p . 935. 1967.
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SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- IMP-6
ALTERNATE NAMES- EXPLORER 35. AIMP 2

AIFP-E* QM4

N$SD; lu- 67-070A

LAUNCH OATE 01119167WEIGHT- 230. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL. UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA

SPONSORING COUNTRYIAGENCT
UNITED STATES	 NASA-OSSA

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- SELENOCENtRiC	 EPOCH DATE- 00/00/67
ORBIT PERIOD- 692.3 MIN	 INCLINATION-	 146.3 DEG
PERIAPSIS-	 746. KM ALT	 APOAPSIS-	 7744. KM ALT

PERSONNEL
PM	 P.G. MARCOTTE	 NASA-GSFC
PS - N.F. NESS	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Ex p lorer 35 was a spin-stabilized s pacecraft instrumented

for interp lanetary studies * at lunar distances * of the
irterplanetary plasear magnetic fielc, energetic particles * and
solar X rays. It was launched into an elliptical lunar orbit.
The spin axis direction was nearly p erpendicular to the
ecli p tic p lane* and the spin rate was 25.6 rpm. Mission
objectives were achieved. 	 After successful eperation fcr 6
years, the spacecraft was turned off on June 24. 1973.

------- IMP-E# ALEXANDER---------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- MICROMETEORITE FLUX

NSSDC ID- 67-07OA-05	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-4, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISGIPLINE(S)
INTERPLANETARJ DUST

PERSONNEL
PI - W.M. ALEXANDER	 BAYLOR U
OI - J.L. BOHN	 TEMPLE U

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure the ionization*

roeentum, speed, one direction of sicroreteorites, using thin
film charged detectors, induction devices. and microphores.
Data from this investigation no Longer exist.

------- IMP-E, ANDERSON`---------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE

NSSDC ID- 67-07CA-C2	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-6, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE($)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS

PERSONNEL
PI - K.A. ANDERSON	 U OF CALIF. BERKELEY
01 - G.H. PITT	 U OF CALIF. BERKELEY

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This	 experiment	 consisted	 of	 a 12-cm Neher-type

ionization chamber and two Lionel type 205 HT Geiger-MUetler
(GM) tubes. The ion chamber responded omnidirectionally to
electrons above 0.7 MeV and protons above 12 MeV. Both GM
tubes were mounted parallel to the spacecraft spin axfs. GM
tube	 1 detected electrons above 45 keV that were scattered -,If
a gold foil. The acceptance cone for thest electrons -,,ad a
7(-deg full-angle and an axis of symmetry that was 20 deg off
the spacecraft spir axis. GM tube 2 responded to electrors arc
protons. above 22 and 300 keV. respectively, in an acceptance
cane of 70-deg futl-angLe centered at the spacecraft spin axis.
Both GM tubes responded omn:`directionally to electrons and
protons of energies above 2.5 mn3 5C MeV. respectively. Pulses
from the ion chamber and counts from each GM tube were
accumulated for 39.72 s and read out every 40.96 s. In
acdition, the time between the first ion chamber pulses in an
accumulation Period was also telemetered. This experiment
performed well initially. for further details. see Anderson*
J. Geophys. Res. * V. 74 * p. 95. 1969. NSSDC has alt the useful
data that now exist.

-- -- IMP-E*URIDGE ---------.--

INVESTIGATION NAME PLASMA PROBE

ORIGINAL ^A 
OF POOR QUALITY

ASSOC 10- 67-07DA-06 	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-Or SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE W
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
►/ - M.S. BRIDGE	 MASS INST OF TECH

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A aultlerid* split-collector Faraday cup mounted on the

equator of the spacecraft was used to study the directional
intensity of solar wind positive ions and electrons with
particutar emphasis on the interaction of the solar wind with
the moon. Twenty-seven integral current samples (requiring
about 4.3 s) wore taken in an energy- per-charge window from 80
to 2050 eV. Then the current was sampled in might differential
energy-per-charge windows between 50 and 5400 eY at the azimuth
where the peak current a ppeared in the previous series of
integral measurements. These measurements (integral and
differential) took about 25 s. Both the *us and difference of
collector currents ware obtained for positive ions. Onty the
sum was obtained for electrons. A complete net of measurements
itwo collector plate sums and one difference for protons* and
one collector plate sum for electrons) required 320 s. The
experiment worked well from launch until its failure In July
1968.	 For further detailsr see Lyon at al.* J. Geophys. Res.r
v. 72. p. 6113* 1967.

------- 1MR E. NESS--------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- GSFC MAGNETOMETER

NSSDC ID- 67-ITIA-04	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE($)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
PLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD

FERSONNEL
PI - N.F. NESS	 NASA-GSFC
01 - K.W. BEHANNON	 NASA-GSfC

BRIEF DESCRIF71ON
The experiment consisted of a boom-mounted trioxial

fluxgate magnetometer. Each sensor had dual ranges of minus le
plus 24 nT and 64 nT * with digitization resolutions of minus to
plus 0.694 nT and 0.25 nT. res pectivel y. Zero tevel drift was
checked by periodic reorientation of the sensors until May 20*
1969f when the fli pper mechanism failed. Past this point * data
analysis was more difficult as the zero level drift of the
senior P.ralleL to the spacecraft spin axis was not readily
determined. Spacecraft interference was test than 0.125 nT.
Cne vector 'measurement was obtained each 5.12 s. The bandpass
of the magnetometer was 0 to 5 Hz. with a 20-dD par decade
decrease for higher frequencies. Excep t for the flipper
failure * the experiment tunctionee normally from launch to
s p acecraft turnoff (June 24. 1973). For further details. see
Ness at al.. J.Geophys. Res.* V. 72. P. 5769. 1969. NSSDC has
all the useful data that exist from this investigation. Hourly
averaged interplanetary data also exist as part of data sets in
the NSSDC supplementary data file.

------- IMP-E, SERBU ------------- ------------- ----------------

INVESTIGA710N NAME- L06-ENERGY INTEGRAL SPECTRUM.
MEASUREMENT EXPERIMENT

NSSDC ID- 67-07CA-07 	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8r SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SPACE PLASMAS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - G.P. SERBU	 NASA-GSFC
01 - E.J. VAIER	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF OESCRIPTIO!;
A planrr multi-grid sensor programmed as a retarding

potential a•;alyzer was used to observe the intensity of the
electron and ion components of the low energy plasma near the
moon. Integral spectra were obtained for both ions and
electrons in the energy range from .1 to 500 eV. A complete
spectrum was obtained every 80 s. Data from this investigation
no longer exist.

------- IMP-E. SONETT ------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- AMES MAGNETIC FIELDS

NSSDC ID- 67-07OA-03	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVCS'7GATION DISCIPLINE($)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
PLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD
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PERSONNEL
P1 - C.P. SONEII	 U Of AkIIONA
al - J.H. WOLFE	 NASA-ARC
01 - R.U. SILVA	 iRY SYSTEMS GROUP
01	 O.J. XERWIN	 NASA-ARC

ORIEf DEIIM1111ON
The	 Aar$	 sa gnetootter	 ex p eriment	 tdnsisted	 of a

boom-mounted triaAfat fluxgatt magnetometer and an electronics
Package, The seniors were orthogonally mounted# with one
sensor oriented alcrq the sptr axis rf the spacecraft. A meter
inlarehanged asensor in the s p in plane with the tenor along
the spin axis every 24 h, allo y ing Inttight calibration. the
irstrumvet p ackage includedA circuit for deeodulat!nV the
out puts from the sensors fn t.ht spin plant. the noise
threshold wos about 0.2 nT. The initruient had three rarges
covering plus or ai:.us 20P 60. And 200 nt full scale toe Lath
vector component. The oigitiaation accuracy for each range vas
it of the entire range Covered. The magnetic tfetd vector was
measured instantaneously, and the irstrumitnt range was changed
After each aeasurement. A period of 2.05 s elapsed between
ad j acent measurements and a gericc of 6.14 c elapsed betveer
measurements using the same range. The Instru ntnt performance
was normal. for further details# Yee Mihalov et at., J.
Geophys. Res., V. 73, P. 943. 1968. hS50C has Alt the useful
data that now exist.

------- TOP-E. VAN ALLEN -------------------- •------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- ELCCYRON AND PROTON OETECIORS

NSSDC To- 67-07CA-C1	 INVESIIGATivt PROWNAM
CODE EE-6, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DiSCIP.LINE($)
SOLAR FHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS

PERSONNEL
PI - J.A. VAN ALLEN	 U Of IOWA

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Three EON type 6213 Geiger-Muelter (GM) tubes (GMt# GM2#

and GMS) and a silicon sotio-state detector (SSD) prcvtoto
measurements of solar A rays (GMT only. between 2 and 12 A) and
charged particles Ir the vicinity of the moon. G41 And 603
measured electrons of energies ilreater than 0 to 50 keV and
protons of energy greater th4r 74C tc $20 kev. while GM2 ups
shielded by a cap with approximately 1 Cram per sq cm (limiting
Its response to protons of energies greater than about 55 MeV).
the SSD output was discriminated at four thresholds: (1) PN1,
which detected nrctcns between ,32 and 6.3 MeV, (2) PN2, which
detected protons between .48 and 3.0 MeV, (3) PN4, which
detected alphas between 2 and 10.2 MeV, and (4) PN3# which was
sensitive to partietet of 2 greater tiar 3, including carton 12
between .58 and 9.5 HeV Per nucleon. nitrogen 14 between .514
and 13.9 MeV per nucleon, and oxygen 16 between .466 and 18.11.
MeV per nucleon. GMS and $So were oriented perpendicular to
fee spacecraft s p ir axis, GM2 was oriented p sratlel tc the spir
Axis, and GM3 was oriented antiparallet to the s p in axis. Data
from GMT. PN1, And PN4 mere divided into data from quadrants
oriented with respect to the sun (sectors 1, 11, 11.1, and IV
were centered 180, 270, C, and 90 deg awa y free the sur#
respectively). Data were read out every 82 or 164 s, and the
ex periment performance was normal. for more details, see Van
Alter ano Ness, J. Geophys. Res.. r, 74, p. 71, 1969, but rite
the revised SSD entrOY levels.

aaaaxaaaau a aa.0 aaaaaa4aa• INF'-Faaaaaa.a.4.a•.ae^a. uaa...x...a

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- IMP-F
ALTERNATE NAMES- EsFLCRER 34, .IMP 4

C2d17

NSSDC ID- 67-051A

LAUNCH DATE- 05/24/67	 WElbHT- 163. KG
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES	 NASA-OSSA

ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBITTYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 02/15/69
ORBIT PERIOD- 6218.3 MIN	 INCLINAT10h-	 68,5 DEG
PERIAPS15.-	 2031. KM ALT	 APOAPSIS- 209242. KM ALT

PERSONNEL
PR - P.	 BUTLER(RETIRED)	 NASA-uSfC
PS - F.H. MCDONALD	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This spacecraft was placed into a high-inclination,

highly eccentric earth orbit. Tte apo g ee peirt was tecatec
near the ecliptic plane and had an initial local time of about
1900 h. The spacecraft was spin-stabilited and had an initial
spin period of 2.6 s.	 The spir vector was approximatety
Perpendicular to the ectiptic p lane. Like the earlier IMPS,
this	 spacecraft was instrumented to study interplanetary
magnetic	 fields,energetic	 particLes, and plasma.	 The
spacecraft optical aspect system failed on March 4. 1V69.
otherwise,	 useful	 data were acouired until just before

spacecraft retntryr which occurred On MAY 3# 1969.

....... IPP-F, ANDIRSOh . . .....................................w,

INVESTIGATION NAME* ION CHAMBER

hSSDC to- 67 . OSIA-02	 INVECfl(AT1VE PROGRAM
CODE EE-b, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTICLES AND F1kLD5
MAGNETU$P1441C PHYSICS

ftRSOWL
PT - K.A. ANDERSON	 U Of CALIF# BERKELEY
01 - G.H. PITT	 U Of CALIF, BERKELEY

PRItf MCRIP11ON
The instroorritation for this ex p eriment consisted of a

4 . in.. Neher-type ionisation chamber and two Lionel type 20S HT
Gri grr-muei,ter ON) tubes. The ton chamber responded
cmnidirectionalty to electrons above C.7 MeVand protons above
12 MeV. Uoth GM tubes were mounted parallel to the spacecraft
spin axis. GM tube A detected electrons above 45 kev that were
scatters from a gold loft. The acce p tance cone for these
electrons had a 70-deg full-angle and an axis at s yametP y that
was ail deg Of the s pacecraft spin axis. uM tube 0 responded
to electrons and protons above 22 and 300 iAeV, respectively * in
an acce p tance cone of 70-deg futi • angte Centered at the spin
direction. Ho th GM t?rbes responded omniairectfonally to
electrons And protons of ener gies above 2.5 and 50 MeV,
respectively. Pulses from the Ion chamber and counts from each
GM tube were accumulated for 9.92 s and read out every 10.24 s.
The time between the first two ion chamber pulses in an
accumulation period was also tetemetered. This experiment
performed normally from launch through Se p tember 6, 1967# when
GM tube A failed. On November 5, 1967. GM tube P tailed and
the ex p eri m ent was terminated. For further details, see Lin#
Salar Physics# v. 12. p. 266. 1970, NSSDC has all the useful
data that now exist.

- --- IMP-F, ROSTRUM -----------------------------------------

IhVES116AIICh NAME- SOLAR PROTON MONITORING EAPERIMENI

NSSDC to- 67-051A-07	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE LE-h, SCIENCE

INVt'.TIGATION DISCIPLINE(.)
COSMIC RAYS

FERSONNEL
P1 - C.O. UOSTROM	 APPLIED PHYSICS LAU
01 - D.J. WILLIAMS	 APPLIED PHYSICS LAU
Cl - O.E. HAGGE(NLA)	 NASA-GSFC
01	 F.H. NCDONALD	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The solar p roton monitorinq experiment used four separate

detectors. each of which used une or more solid-state sensors.
Three detectcrs measured the omnidirectional fluxes of protons
and al p ha particles with tnerg7 per nucleon values ab ove t0,
30, and 60 MeV. Alpha particle contributions to the total
count rates were generally less that 10%. These drttctoro were
also sensitive to electrons above approximately 0.7, 2P and B
Mew, respectively.	 The 10-MeV chinnet was sam p led for two
19.2-s intervals every 163.8 s and the 30- and 60-MeV channels
for one 19.2-5 interval every 163.8 S. Resultant hourly
averogeo fluxes have been published in Solar-Geophysieat Data
(NCAA. Boulder) on a rapid basis. The fourth detector had a
60-de4 full took an0ie normal to the spacecraft spin axis and
measured fluxes of 1- to 10-MeV protons for two 19.2-s
intervals every 163.8 s. Data were obtsined from the first
three detectcrs between launch and Pay 3# ) F49. Data from the
10urth detector were obtained hetwern launch and Jqne 12, 1968.
NSSDC has All the useful data that now exist.

------` 10F-F, HRUVN-------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAKE- LOW-ENLn(SY SOLID-STATE TELESCOPE

NSSDC 10- 67-051A-01	 INVESTI.GATIVE PROGRAM
COPE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS.
MAGNETOSPHERiC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - W.L. BROWN	 BELL TELEPHONELAO
01 - G.L. MILLER	 BELL TELEPHONE LAD
01 - C.S. ROBERTS	 BELL TELEPHONE LAB

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A four-etement solid-state telescope with an acceptance

cone halt-sogla of 20 deg was mounted normal to the si.acecrait
spin antis. During each 2.73-min interval, 9.h2-s accumulations
.ere obtained in each of 16 distinct counting modes. These
modes involved protons in live energy intervals covering C.6 to
18 MeV, atrha particles in four irtervals covering 1.7 to 80
MeV, and etectrons, aeuterons. tritons, and helium-3 nuclei in
the intervals 0.3 to 3, 5 to 20, 5.5 to 25, and 11 to 72 MeV,
respectively.	 OnLoard calibration checks were performed every
6 h.	 The experiment performed normally from Launch to the

ORIGINAL PAGE (z
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s p acetraft reentry dater May 3, 1969, for further details, 1r;#
I. I* ratIIs J. Geo ph ys. Res., v. 74, p. 2851, 1969, and
references contained therein.

------- IMP-F, HAPRI SON .........................................

INVESTIGATION NAME- SPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER

NSSDC 10- 67-OSIA-06	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE Cc-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCiPLINE(S)
SPACE PLASMAS
MAGNETGSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
Pt - F.B. HARRISON(NLA) 	 TRW SYSTEMS GROUP

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment used a spherical electrostatic anslyzer

with an electron multiplier to study the directional
p roperties, absolute intensity, time variations, and energy
spectrum of p rotcrs, electrons, and alpha particles in the

ener gy ranpe below 10 keV. At launch, it was questionable
whether the door cn the experiment had opened. within a week
land before the question of the door had been resolved), she
experiment failed. Nc useful data rare obtained.

....... IMP-F, MCCRACKEN ---------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY

NSSDC ID- 67-051A-05	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-h, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
COSMIC RAYS

PERSONNEL
P1	 K.G. MCCRACKEN	 CSIRO
01 - U.N. RAO	 ISRO SATELLITE CENTER
OI - I.E. UARILEY	 DOE fiEADQUARTERS

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to study solar particle

anisotropy and its variation with time. A telescope,
conaf,tO ng of three aligned detectors -- (A) soli) state, (U)
plastic scintil(ator, and (C) Cal scintiltator-- and a plastic
scintiltator anticoincidence shield (0), were used to measure
Prdtcns from 9.6 tc 7.0 MeV -- doLrtl In (A) tut not in ME
and from 35 To 110 MeV -- coincident counts in (8), measuring
dE/dx, and (C), measuring total energy, but not in (D).
Pulse-height analysis yielded six-point spectra within each of
these two energy intervals. Protons frce 7 to 55 MeV -- courts
in	 (A)	 ar,d	 (u)-- were also recorded without spectral
information. In addition, a prepertional counter provided
directions) measurements of X ra y s with ener g ies above 2 keV
and etectrd]is above 70 keV. Counts in each particle-counting
mode were ^.pbtained in each of si;411 octants ir. the ectiptic

plane.	 X-ray counts were obtF(dhea in the solar octant. A
complete set of CCLnt rates an. spectral data was obtairea
every 61.9 s.	 For a more detailed description, see Solar

Physics, v. 17, p . 218, 1971.

------- IMP ,,F, MCOONALD ---- -----------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ALPHA DETECTOR

NSSDC 10- 67-OSIA-09	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE($)
COSMIC RAYS

PERSONNEL
PI - F.O. MCDONALD	 NASA-GSFC
01 - G.H. LUDwIG	 NOAA-ERL

HRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment used a dE(dx versus E telescope with one

thin and two thick surface barrier, solid-state detectors and
an anticoincidence plastic scintiltator counter. The two thick
detectors acted together as one detector. The telescope axis
was perpendicular tc the spacecraft spin axis. Counts of
particles penetratin g the thin detector and stopping in a thick
detector were accumulated for two 4.46-9 intervals every 2.73

min.	 The relative contributions to the count rate of protons
and	 al ph a particles with energies between 4.2 and 19..1
MeV/nucleon and energy spectral information were determined by

1024-cha nnel pulse-height analysis. which was performed
simultaneously on the output of the solid-state detectors eight
times every 2.73 min. Prcters stcrpirg it the thin detector
(and particles penetrating it) were measured by passing the
output	 signal	 through	 an	 eight-Level energy threshold
discriminator.	 The eight cdrresrcrdin q protor energies ran
from 1.1 to about 4 MeV.	 Data from any one level were
transmitted once every 2.73 min. The anticoincidence
scintilLator failed in March 1968. This resulted in somewhat
higher background court rates, which rendered isotopic (hut rat
charge) separation more difficult. Except as already noted,
the exp eriment performed well from launch until May 3, 1969
(spacecraft reentry sate).

ORIGINAL

OF POOH QUALITY

....... IMP-F, MCDONALO ......................................

INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC-RAY ENERGY VS ENERGY LOT$
j

NSSDC ID- 67-15RA-16	 INVESTIGATIVE KOGRAM
CODE EE-Bs SCIENCE

INVESTICATION DISCIPLINE($)
COSMIC RAYS

PERSONNEL
PI - F.R. PCOONALD	 NASA-GGFC
01 - G.N. LUDWIG	 NOAA-ERL

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This ex periment used a dE/dx vs E telescope w(ih thin and

thick Cal scintitlators tone each) and on anticoincidence
plastic scintillation counter. The telescope axis was pmrsttel
to the spacecraft spin axis. Counts of particles penetrating
the thin tsl scintiltator and stopping in the thick Gal
scintiltator were accumulated for a 4.48-5 interval twice every
2.73 sin. The relative contribution to the count rate of
various species (electrons between 2.7 and 21.5 MeVo nuclei
with charge 1 and 2, atomic mass 1. 2, 3, and 4, and energy
between	 18.7	 and 81.6 MrV/nucleon) and energy spectral
information were determined by 1024-chonnel quite-height
analysis p erformed simultaneously on the output of both Cal
scintitlators 16 times every 2.73 ain. Counts of electrons
between 0.3 and 0.9 MeV stopping in the thin scintiltator were
also obtained once each 2.73 min. Except as noted above, the
experiment Ftrformed watt from launch until May 3, 1969
(spacecraft reentry date).

....... iMP-f, NESS---------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER

NSSDC 10- 67-05LA-11	 INVESTIGATIVE -POGRAR
CODE EE-0, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE($)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETGSPHERIC PHYSICS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
F1 - N.f. NESS	 NASA-6SfC
01	 D.N. FAIRFIELD	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIFTION
This experiment used a triaxial ftuxgate magnetometer.

Each sensor had d_al ranges of minus to plus 32 nT and 126 nT
and digitization errors of minus to plus 0.16 and 0.64 nT,
respectively.	 The operating range could be changed by ground
command. The sensor parallel to the spin axis was on a 1.8-m
boom and was ftipped every 3.9 d to check the zero level. The
other two sensors were on a separate boom. Vector measurements
were returned each 2.56 s. An onboard autocorrelation computer
was included. Autocorrelation data based on 240 samplings were
returned on alternate components each 20.45 s. The experiment
worked well throughout the life of the spacecraft. However,
failure of the spacecraft optical aspect system or March 4,
1969. rendered impossible the determination of the magnetic
field direction over the last 2 months of data acquisition.
For further details, see Fairfield, J. Geophys. Res., v. 74, p.
3541, 1969. NSSDC has OIL the useful data that now exist from
this investigation.	 Hourly averaged inter p lanetary data also
exist as part of data sets in the NSSOC supplementary data
tile.
------- IMP-F, OGILVIE -----------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER

NSSDC ID- 61-05LA-08	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

.INVESTIGATION PISCIPLINE(S)
SPACE PLASMAS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - K.N. OGILVIE	 NASA-GSFC
OI - T.D. WILKERSON. 	 U OF MARYLAND

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
An electrostatic analyzer and an E-cross-e welocity

selector normal to the spacecraft spin axis were used to
separately determine proton and alpha particle spectra in the
solar wind.	 for each species, measurements in the energy per
charge	 range	 31C	 to 5100 eV were made at 14 points
Logarithmically equispaced in energy. During individual
spacecraft rotations, counts were obtained in each of sixteen
22.5-deg sectors for a given species and energy. The sum of
these counts, the sum of the squares of these counts, and the
sector number of maximum countingwere telemetered to earth.
After successive 61.44-s spectral determinations for protons
and alpha particles, 15 consecutive readings for protons at
1408 eV were obtained.	 A period of 3.07 min separated two
spectra of the same species. The instrument operated normally
until January30, 1968. At that time, it was turned off as
spacecraft apogee had moved into the magnetotail. Later,
attempts to reactivate the sensor failed. NSSDC has all the
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useful data that now exist.

....... IMP-Fw SIMPSON .........................................

INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC-RAY PROTON (R VS DE/OX)

NSSDC ID- 67-051A-C3 	 INVESTIGATIVE PR61;RAM
CODE EE-bx SCIENCE

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES	 NASA-OSSA

CRPIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 06116171
ORBIT PWSP - 41140.9 MIN	 INCLINATION-	 8s.1 VEC
PERIAPSISc	 3920. KM ALI	 APOAPSIS- 172912. KM ALT

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE45)
COSMIC RAYS

PERSONNEL
PI - J.A. SIMPSON	 U or CHICAGO

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The ex periment was designed tc Peasure separattly the

contributions of	 solar nuclei and of galactic nuclei (24a14)
using	 a	 solid-state	 cosmic ray telescope designed for
erergy-loss	 vs rargeor total 4rergy teasureeents. 	 the
particle energy pea nucleon intervals were approximately
proportional to I squared/A. for exaa p te, protons had intervals
of 0.8 to 9.6 Mev, 9.6 to 18.81 Pave 29.5 to 94.2 Move and 94.2
to 170 MeV and above. The detector viewirg angle was
Perpendicular to the satellite spin axis. A second, smaller,
solid-state telesco p e mounted parallel to the spacecraft spin
axis was used tc cstect electrons it the ranges 60 to I.0 keV
and 175 to 390 ktV. The electron drttetor was designed to
provide informatior concerning the shape and intensiky of the
magnetosphericelectron spectra. The detector accumulators for
each energy interval ►ere telemeterec tour times every 2C.4b s.
Each accumulation was 4.8 s tong (spacecraft initial spin
period was about 2.6 s). The output from three 256-channel
nuclear- particle telescope pulse-height analyzers was obtained
every 5.12 s and was telex eterec along with the detector
accumulators. The 03 element of the first telescope began to
be intermittently noisy November 16, 1967, necessitating a more
complex analysisIc maintain data. 4W utAess. After Septemter
1968, no useful dara above 30 MeV/nucleon were obtained.
Otherwise, this telescope functioned until s p acecraft reentry.
The electron telescope provided useful data for only the first
six days after tavrch. The instrueert arc its performance are
discussed in detail in Garcia-Munoz, et al., Astro p hys. J., v..
184, pp. 967 .994, 1973.

-	 - IMP-F, VAN ALLEN----

INVESTIGATION NAME- LOw-ENERGT PROTON AND ELECTRON
DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER (LEPEDEA)

NSSDC 1D- 67-OSIA-04	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-it, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
SPACE PLASMAS
MAGN'EtOSPHERtt PHYSICS
1NERFLANETART PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - J.A. VAN ALLEN	 U OF IOWA
01 - L.A. FRANK	 U OF IOWA

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This	 exreriaert was cesi9rec to separately measure

low-energy	 electron	 and	 proton	 Intensities inside the
magnetosphere	 and	 in	 the	 interplanetary	 region.	 The
instrumentation system consisted of a cylindrical electrostatic
analyzer (LEPEDEA or low-energ) proton and electron
differential energy analyzer) and a Hendix continuous channel
multiplier (channettron) array, and, in addition, an Anton 213
GM tube desigred tc survey the irten g Ftltt of electrons with
energies >40 keV in the outer magnetosphere. The electrostatic
analyzer wascapable of measuring the angular distributions and
differential energy spectra of proton (25 rV to 47 keV) and
electron (33 eV tc -7 keV) irtersities, separately, wit)ir Id
continuous energy intervals. 	 The analyzer accumulators were
read out four times every 20.48 s. Each accuautation was about
480 ms tong (spacecraft spin period was initially 2.6 s). A
co m plete scan of the spectrum for tour directicns in a plane
perpendicular to the spacecraft s p in axis required 307.2 s for
each 	 energy	 interval.	 The detector responses for four
approximately 60-deq segments of the angular distribution were
slavedto the spacecraft telemetry system. The viewirg
dIrectIon of the segments gas calculated from the spacecraft
optical aspect inforration. the Instruments performed normally
from launch until the satellite decayed on May 3, 1969. For
further details. see Franke J. Gecphys. Res., v: 75, p. 707,
1970.

^a.uauae^••uxxa^x..+eaa.. IMP-G • ^^ aa ^ aata uau ^ .e ^ u.....r a•

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- IMP-6
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-691K, IMP 5

EXPLORER 41, 03990

NSSDC to- 69-053A

LAUNCH DATE- 06/21/69WEIGHT- 175. KG
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA

PERSONNEL
PM - P.	 BUTLEA(RETIRED)	 NASA-GSIC
PS - F.B. MCOONALD	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Explorer 41 (IMP-G) was a p in-stabilized spacecraft

p laced into a high-inclinationo highly elliptic orbit to
measure energetic particles, magnetic fields, and plasma in
cislunar space. The line Of apsides and the satellite spin
vector were within a few degrees of being parallel and normalp
respectively, to the ecli p tic plant. Initial local time of
apogee was stout 1300 h. Initial satellite spin rate was 27.5
r pm. The bas i c telemetry se q uence was 20,48 s. The spacecraft
functioned wary wail from launch until it decayed from orbit on
December 23, 1972. Data transmissionwas nearly 100% for the
tnacecraft life except for the interval from Novetber lb, 19710
to February 1. 1972, when data ac q uisition was limited to the
vicinity of the taanetotait neutral sheet,

---- •- IMP-G, ANDERSON- ----------------- -	 -------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- ION CHAMBER

NSSDC 10- 69-053A-02	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVES116ATION DISCIPLINE($)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNE70SPHERIC PNVSICS

PERSONNEL
Pt - K.A. ANDERSON	 U Or CALIF, BERKELEY
OI - G.M. PITT	 U OF CALIF, BERKELEY
01 - R.F. LID	 U Of CALIF, BERKELEY

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment vas designed to measure energetic charged

particle populations in and beyond the earth's outer
magnetosphere and the dynamic processts thatinfluence these
populations.	 The instrumentation consisted of a 4-in-diameter
Neher-type integrating ionization chamber and three pairs of GH
tubes.	 The ionization chamber responded omnidirettionalky to
electrons above 700 krV, protons shove 12 MeV, and A rays above
20 keV. Each pair of 6M tubes 'lad one member normal to, and
the other parallel to, the- spacecraft spin axis. All but one
tube had 70-de q full-width acceptance cones. The members of
one pair of GM tubes responded to electrons above 110 keV and
protons above 1.5 MeV.. The second p air of GM tubes responded
to electronsabove 45 keV $tattered from gold fails.. The third
tube, normal to the spin axis, resporded to electrons above 1ko
keV, protons above 2.3 MeV, and % rays from 3 to 2C keV (0.1%
efficiency). The other member of the third set Of GK tubes
responded :tc electrons above lb keV and protons above 2EC keV.
Putsts from the ionization chamber and counts from each of the
GM tubes were accumutated for 9.92 s and read out four times
each 40.96 s. The experiment performed normally from launch
until the spacecraft decayed from orbit on December 23, 1972,
except that the ionization chamber operated intermittently
throughout the mission. NSSDC has all the useful data that now
exist.

------- IMP-G, BOSIROM -----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR PROTON MONITORING EXPERIMENT

NSSDC TO- 69-053A-07	 INVESTIGATIVE PR06R.AM
CODE EE-80 SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION OISCIP.LINEIS)
CO514IC RAYS

PERSONNEL
Pi - C.O. BOSTROM	 APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
OL - D.J. WILLIAMS	 APPLIED PHYSICS LAb
0I - A.E. HAGGECNLA)	 NASA-WC
01 - F.B. MCDONALD	 NASA-GSFC.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The solar proton monitoring experiment utilized four

se parate detectors, each of which used one or more solid-state
sensors. three detectors measured the omnidirectional fluxes
of protons and alpha particles with energy per nucleon values
above10, 30, and 60 MeV. Al p ha particle contributions to the
total count rates were generally less than 1C%. These
detectors were also sensitive to electrons above approximately
0.7, 2.0, and 8.0 MeV, respectively. The 10-MeV channel was
sampled for two 19.2-$ intervals every 163.8s and the 30- and
60-MeV	 charrets for one 19.2-s interval every 163.6 s.
Resultant hourly averaged fluxes have been published in
Solar-Geophysical Data (NOAH, Boulder) on a rapid basis. The
fourth detector had a 60-deg. full took angle normal to the
s pacecraft s p in axis. Each of two discrimination levels was
sampled icr two 19.2-s intervals every 163.a s. Fluxes of I-
to 30-MeVtnucteon protons and alpha particles were measured in
the lower and upper discrimination states, respectively. All
detectors functioned normally from launch until the spacecraft

ORIGINAL P.A.M.- tom'
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solid-otote detectors rdat looked along the spacecraft spin
axis and that were identical eltapt for differences in the
towerin y	toil thicknesses.	 Both detectors res ponded to
electrons Ili 01-10 200- ► eV rookie. One responded to protons
between 83 keV and k M@V and the other to PIOSO w between 200
It and 2 MeV, S pectral information wit gatherad by subjecting
the out put si g nals from oath detector to •INhi-trwel @,,troy
threshold distrioitiatioo. 	 g ala from each of the eight tevols
and each of the two detectors wore transmitted Once p ath 0.46
min.	 Except tot a 2-wtek period in March IV70 when the
televcout	 date were noisy• alt f il e detectors functioned
normal ty.

....... IMF-Ge MCOCNALD ................

INVESIIOATIQN NAME- COSMIC-NAY ENERGY VS LNtR0 LOSS

NSSDC 10- 69 .053A-10	 INVESIIGAI1VC PROGRAM
CODE Et-NO SCIENCE

INVEST14AIlON O)SCiI'LINC(S)
COSMIC RATS

PERSONNEL
PI - F.D. MCOONALD	 NASA-GS(C
01 - 4.1 , . LUDWIG	 NQAA-CRL

NRILF PCSCRIi'IION
11111 exParimont kited a dC/dx Vo I telescope with thin and

thick Csi ocintiltators (One each) and an anticoincidente
plastic scintillation counter, The telescope axis was parallel
is the s pacecraft spin We, Counts of particles penetrating
the thin CAI	 sctntitlator slid stopping	 in the thick CAI
scintiltator ware accumulated for two 4.46-s intervals each
2.73 min. The relative contribution to the Mount rate of
variouA %pet to% (electrons between 2.7 and 21.5 M@V, twelei
bath char de A 1 or 2, atomic mail - 1. 2e, ar or 4. and energy
between	 18.7	 and tit .6 Mov/nucleon) and •nervy ►pact rat
Inlatmatioli	 were	 determined by 1024-channel pulse-height
aosky%Is performed simultaneously on Iht output of both Col
scintittators 16 times every 2.73 min. In adtittion* counts of
electrons between 0.3 and Q.9 MeV stut:ptr{) fn the thin
scinIIttator were also Obtained once each 2.73 min, the
experiment functioned well,

------- IMr-Gr NESS--------------------------------------------

INVEST1071ON NAME- TRIAIi1AL FLIIIIGATC MAGNETOMETEk

NSSDC 10- 69 . 053A-11	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODC EC-80 SCIENCE

INVE51t4AT1ON DISCIPLINE(S)
PARIICLCS AND f1EL0S
MAGNFTOSPIICNIC pliVSICS
IN7GRPLANETA g V PHYSICS

PCRSONNCL
P5 - N.r, NESS	 NASA-45(t
01 - 0.11. (Alk(ICLb	 NASA-GSFC

URIC( OCSCNIPTION
A boom-mounted triaxial Ituxvatt magnetometer measured

magnetic fields In flit, interplanetary medium# in the
matinrtoshoathr and in the geomagnetic toil, the magnetometer
had dynamic ranges of plu g or minus 4O nT and Rims or minus 200
fir with res pective sensitivit1*1 of plus or minus 0.2 or and
plus or minus 1,0 nT. Automatic onboard range Selection was
inctuded. healuremtnt of the energy s pectra of magnetic field
Iluctuaticns wss accomplished through A computation of the
autocorrelaticti function in at) onboard di g itsi processor. The
ex periment functioned normally from launch until the spacecraft
decayed Ircm orbit (Jun? 21, 1969 to Doktober 23. 1972). NSSDC
ties att the useful data that exist from this investigation.
Hourly averaged ihtertrlane4ary data also exist as pert of data
sets in fhr NSSDC supplrmrntary data like.

....... IMP-6, 06ILViC---..

INVESf14AT1Ch NAME- LLECiHOSTATIC ANALYZER

NSSDC 10- 69-05SA-oh	 INVLSTiGATiVE PROGRAM
CObL EC -5, SCICNCt

1NVCSIIGATION DlStIPLINC(S)
SPACE PLASMAS
INiCHOLANEiARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - K.W. QG'ILVIC	 NASA -GSIC
01 - I.D.' 	 ntIIKCRSON	 a OT MARYLAND

hRIET bESCRIPTION
An etectrottatit onAly:er and on E- crosY =u velocity

selector .normal to the s p acecraft spin &Atx were usod to
xe paratety determine p roton and alpha particle s pectra Ili the
solar wind.	 For each species# measurements In the energy per
charg e	 rsn g t	 SID	 to $100 eV were made at 14 paints
logArithmisatly rouilpoted in energy. hurino individual
s p acecraft rotation%, counts wort obtained in each of sixteen
224-dro Stewart for a given species and energy, The tum of
these counts, the $us of the stivarrs of these counts* end the
sector numbrr of maximum counting were IeleAirtered to earth,
After successive 61.44-s snektrat drterminattons forprotanl

a9

^^-*WAOW

decayed from orbit (from June 21, 1969. 115 December 23. 1972).
NSSDC hats all the Lltfut data that rc ► exist.

....... IMP-4, gAQWN ...........................................

INVESTIGATION SAME- LOw-ENCRGY SO4,10 • STATE 7LLLSCOPE

NSSDC 10- 69 .0h3A-QI	 INVCSIiGAIIVC I1004RAII
CODE tE-0e, selifict

1NVEStIGAT)ON DISCIPL1N( M
PARTICLES AND fl(LDS
MAGNEICSPHtIllt IIHY$IC$

PERSONNEL
i'3 - W.L. BROWN	 bCLL TELtPNONt LAN
01 - C.S. 4711CNTS	 DELL IrLCPN6NE LAn
of - G.G. i11LtER	 DELL TELEPHONE LAU

BRIEF OEStki1111ON
in this tsperimentr a four-element solid-state telescope

with Ottaterptarts tore half arole ct 20 deg was counted earsal
to the spacecraft spin axis. During each 2.73-min interval?
9.02-s actumutatiors were obtained in each at 16 distinct
count Iny modes.	 thr.st modes inVOIvrd p rotons in ten energy
Intervals covering 0.5 to 20 MeV, alpha p artictos in std
Intervals covering 4 to 70 MeV* and elvetranso douttronsh
tritonso and helium-3 nvctel in the intervals 0.3 to 3. 5 to
2C, 5.0 to .^0? arms 10 72 erVr res p ectively. Onbgare
calibration checks wen performed every u h, the asperiment
1)rr10eatd normally until January 30, 1970o when a GS(C power
SUPPLY isI(urt IlaIled the useft.t date Qathereu to protons
between 00 and S M eV # alpho #)articles between 4 and 18 MeV.
and electrons beiwtin 0.3 and 3 MtV. No iurtl.er eAperiment
degrddatidn octurrtc until the spacecraft decayed from orbit on
Orcemher 23# 1912. this instrument ► ae essentially the same as
that flown by file Nell Loh Oraur. an Cxptdr@r 34, and is
described further in J, Geophys. He%,r v. 74. p . 20510 1969, by
Longrrutti arid %tie rcferancox contafrod therein.

------ IMP-14, 4114 ............................................

iNVCSTI4A(ION NAME- CIIANNELTNON ELrCTRDN OETtCtQR

NSSDC I0- 69 . 003A-12	 INVtST140TtVC PROGRAM
CODE EC-Re, SCICNCC

1NVESTIGAi10N DISCIPLINE(S)
I'ARTICLCS AND FIELDS
MA411CICSPIICRIC PHYSICS

f'r4SONNEL
Pl - H.P. LIN	 u or CALIfo UERKCLEV

bHltr DESCRIPTION
The instrumentation for this experiment conalsted of A

PArAllat-dote etectric-tirtd onalyorr and two funnel-shapto
Channel auI LIT) l tore .the Perot lvi-plate analyler was used as a
(11%crlmi tin tory aWeIco. One at the cIfan tit t multipliers
responded tot olectrons with energies between 2.0 And 7.5 kev?
And the other rosnondrd to electrons with energits hetween 7.5
ard. 12,6 keV. flit scceRta n et caret Icr Ilia chwnnet muttirtiers
liad Putt-Angtes Of onproximately ad deg with oxrs of symmetry
AO deg off the sFoeteraft Split ball, Due to high background
count	 rotes# only dote of tow duality were Obtained. Useful
dote 110 larger exist.

- - - - -- INI 1-4? M COONALP .........................................

INVESTIGATION NAMr- LOw-CNCRGV PROIDN AND AL pNA DETECTON

NSSDC t0- 69 . 053A-09	 INVES110TiVE PROURAF
Coot EE-Re, SCirNCE

iNVEST14ATION DISCIPLINE(S)
Cosmic RAYS

PERSONNEL
l i t - r.li, MCDONALD	 NASA-GSrC
01 - (.it. Lub ► 14	 NOAA-ERL

0911:1' DESCRIPTION
This experimert Mood a OE/dx vs C trlestope with one thin

Ard two thick lurlatr-tau ter# Oolid-state, detectors and on
onticoincidrnte plastic scirtlllatcr counter, Ihr two thick
Datattors Acted icgether As one detector. The telesco p e axis
was Per pendicular to the spacecraft spin Axis. Counts of
Particles Penetratiry the thir detector and storming In a thick
illteclor wereaccurutatod for A 4.48-s interval once each 2.73
min for each of t.id counting moors (counting modes are delineo
with rasped io the energy de ptixited in the thin dL/dx
detector), 6000 srcaration of prctcrs ora alpha partittes was
Achieved by this rode d lit iticttoil, The relative contributior,
to each count rate of protons and alpha particles with enerufet
oetwean	 41.2	 arch	 1911	 MeV/nuttron and entroy Spectral
Information	 were	 determined by 1021-channel pulse-heitlht
analysis	 performed	 simultaneously On the output of the
solid-state detectors four flats every 20S min for each of the
IwO thre sooid mod to.	 Protons ttcrpiro Ir the thin detector
(And parItc(es penetrating it) 	 4t to measurad by glass Ino the
out put	 signal	 through	 an	 riuhl^Level energy tIfreshald
oiscriminotor.	 Tilt eight ccrresterdfev protor tnergits ran
atom 0.6 tit about 4 NOV.	 Data Iram any one Level wrrr
tranxmittrd	 once	 tuery 2,73 min.	 There were also two

0 '11VALOF 
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and alpha partictes. 15 consecutive readings for protons at
14C8 eV were obtained.	 A period of 3.07 min separated two
spectra	 of	 the	 some species.	 The instrument operated
intermittently.	 Data no longer resist and were not considered
useful.

------- IMP-G. SIMPSON ------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC-RAY PROTON (R V$ DE/DX)

NSSDC 10- 69-05SA-93

	

	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8. SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
COSMIC RAYS

PERSONNEL
PI - J.A. SINPSCN	 U OF CHICAGO

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experisert was designed to measureseparately the

contributions of solar nuclei and galactic nuclei (Z4 4) using
a combination solid-state and Cerenkov counter cosmic ray
telesco pe.The detector was designed for energy loss vs range
or total energy measurements I c r protons (differential
measurements between 0.8 to 119 MeV and an integral measurement
between 119 meV and 1 6eV).	 Similar differential energy
measurements of He and higher Z nuclei were made between 3
MeV/nucleon and I GeV/nucleon.	 Tie detector was oriented
perpendicular to the satellite s p in axis. The detector
accumulators were telemetered four times every 20.48 s. Each
accumulation was 4.8 s long (spacecraft initial spin period was
about	 2.2	 s).	 The output from the three 256-channel
pulse-height analyzers was obtained every 5.12 s and was
telemetered along with the detector accumulators. The
instrument and its performance are discussed in detail in
Garcia-Munoz et al.. Astrophys. J., v. la4. pp. 967-994. 1973.
The 03 element of the telescope became noisy on September 29.
1969, and the condition continued Lrtil the spacecraft emerges
from first shadow on January 5. 1970. Otherwise the experiment
performed normally until the spacecraft decayed from orbit on
December 23. 1972.

----- IMP-G. VAN ALLEN ---------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ELECTRON
DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER (LEPEDEA)

NSSDC ID- 69-053A-04

	

	 INVESTIGATIVE PROURAM
CODE EE-B, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SPACE FLASMAS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - J.A. VAN ALLEN	 U OF IOWA
OI	 L.A. FRANK	 U OF IOWA

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experimento which was similar to the University of

.Iowa experiment cr Explorer 34f was designed to measure
separately low-energy electron and proton intensities inside
the magnetosphere and in the interplanetary region. 	 The
detector	 system corsisted of	 a cylinarical electrostatic
analyzer (LEPEDEA detector) and Bendix continuous channel
multiplier (chanreII on) array.	 ar0 an Anton 213 GM tube
designed to survey the intensities of electrons with E>AO keV
in the outer magnetosphere. The electrostatic analyzer was
capable of measuring the angular distributions and differential
energy spectra of proton and electron intensities, separately.
within 15 contigucLs energy intervals over the energy ranges 25
eV to 47 keV and 33 eV to 57 keV. The analyzer accumulators
were read out four times every 20.48 s. Each accumulation was
about 480 ms lorg (spacecraft spin period was initially 2.2 s).
A complete scan of the spectrum for four directions in a plane
perpendicular to the spacecraft spin axis required 307.2 s.
for each energy interval, the detector response for tour
approximatety 60-deg swaths cf	 tte angular distributicnwas
telemetered.	 The instruments performed normally until the
spacecraft decayed from orbit on December 23. 1972.

rraata•••rarra•a•aartttartat iMP-Ha•+•rar^.^r•r.ra^•itura+•Irr

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- IMP-H
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-713Ae EXPLORER 47

IMP 7, 06197

NSSDC ID- 72-073A

LAUNCH DATE- G9/23/72 	 WEIGHT- 39.0. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES	 NASA-OSSA

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 09125172
ORBIT PERM- 17702. MIN	 INCLINAT10h-	 17.2 DEG
PERIAPSIS- 201599. KM ALT	 APOAPSIS- 235639. KM ALT

FEPSONNEL
f.w, - W.R. LIMBERIS(NLA)	 NASA-GSFC
Pb' - J.H. KING	 NASA-GSFC
PS - F.B. MCDONALD	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
IMP-H continued the study begun by earlier IMP spacecraft

0f the interplanetary and magnetotait regions from a nearly
circular orbit. near 37 earth radii. This 16-sided drum-shaped
spacecraft was 157 cm high and 135 to in diameter. It was
designed to measure energetic Particles, plasma. and electric
and magnetic fields. The spin axis was normal to the ecliptic
planer and the spin period was 1.3 s. The spacecraft was
powered by solar cells and a chemical battery. Scientific data
were telemetered at 1600 bps (with a secondary 400-bps rate
available). The spacecraft was turned off on October 31. 197h.

---	 IMP-H. NAME--------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR PLASMA ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER

NSSDC ID- 72-073A-10	 INVEST16AilVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
SPACE PLASMAS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - S.J. UAME	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAD
01 - J.R. ASBRIDGE	 1.05 ALAMOS NAT LAD

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A hemispherical electrostatic analyzer was used to study

thw directional intensity of positive ions and electrons in the
solar wind, magnetosheath, and magnetotail. tons as heavy as
exygen were resolved when the solar wind temperature was low.
Energy analysis was accomplished by charging the plates to
known voltage levels and allowing them to dischar g e with known
RC time constants. In the solar winde positive ions from 200
eV to 5 keV (15% spacing. 3% resolution) and electrons from 5
eV to t keV (30% spacing. 15% resolution) were studied. In the
magnetosheatho positive ions fro m 900 eV to 5 keV (15% spacing.
32 resoluticr) and from 200 eV to 2 keV (30% spacing. 15%
resolution) and electrons from 5 eV to 1 keV (301 spacing. 15Z
resolution) were studied. In the magnetotail. positive ions
from 260 eV to 20 keV (30% s pacing. 158 resolution) and
electrons ircm 5 eV to I keV (30% spacing. 15% resolution) and
from 100 eV t0 20 keV (2b%  resolution) were studied.

------- TMP-H. BRIDGE------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR PLASMA FARADAY CUP

NSSDC 10- 72-073A-02	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-9. SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - H.S. BRIDGE	 MASS INST OF TECH
Of - A.J. LAZARUS 	 MASS INST OF TECH
01 - J.H. BINSACK	 MASS INSY OF TECH
CI - F.F.. LYON	 MASS INST OF TECH

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A modulated split-collector Faraday cup, which was

per pend icular to the spacecraft spin axis, was used to study
the directional intensity of positive ions and electrons in the
solar wind# transition region# and magnetotail. Electrons were
measured in eightlogarithmically equispaced channels between
17 eV and 7 keV. Positive ions were measured in eight channels
between 50 eV and 7 keV. A spectrum was obtained every eight
sparecraft revolutions. Angular information was obtained in
either 15 e q ually spaced intervals during a 360-deg revolution
cl the satellite or in 15 angular segments centered more
closely about the spacecraft-sun line.

-'------ 1MP-Hr CLINE -------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- STUDY OF COSMIC-RAY, SOLAR. AND
MAGNFTOSPHERIC ELECTRONS

NSSDC ID	 72.073A-13	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
COSMIC RATS
PARTICLES AND FIFLOS
GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY

ORIGINAL pA- [^;
OF POOR QUALITY
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PERSONNEL
PI - T.L. CLINE	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment studied galactic and solar electrons and

positrons in the kinetic energy range 50 krV to 2 MeV.
Information on protons between 0.5 and 4.0 MeV was also
obtained. A coltieated stilbene crystal scintiltator looking
perpendicular to the spacecraft spin axis served as the
urinci pal detector. A similar fully shielded crystal served to
determine the contribution to the p rinci pal detector count rate
of electrons and protons generayd within the principal
detector by gammarays and neutrins, respectively. A fully
shielded Cal crystal served as a gamins-ray spectrometer and was
used	 in coincioerct with the FrirciFal detector to distinguish
electrons from positrons. 	 Count rates from each detector
obtained in eight angular sectors per revolution were
teleretered. In sa W "ion, the amplitude and sha p e of the pulse
generated in the principal detector by the first steppirg
particle in each appropriate telemetr y frame was studied.
Pulse am p litude and shape yielded energy (10% resolution) and
particle species iricrmation.

------- IMP-H. FRANK -------------------------------------^

1NVESTIGAilON NAME- MEASUREMENT Of LOW-ENERGY PRUTONS AND
ELECTRONS

NSSDC 1D- 72-073A-(4	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
SPACE. PLASMAS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
P1 - L.A. FRANK	 U OF IOWA

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experimert measured the erergy spectra of low-energy

electrons and protons in the geocentric range 30 to 40 earth
radii to further understand geomagretic stormse aurorao tail
end neutral sheet. and other magnetospheric phenomena. The
detector was a dual-channel curved- p late electrostatic analyzer
(LEPEDEA - low-energy proton and electron differential energy
analyzer.~ with 16 energy intervals between 5 eV and 50 keV. It
had an angular field of vier cf 9 deg by 25 deg in fcur
directions perpendicular to the spacecraft s p in axis. The
detector was operated in one of two modes: (1) one providing
good angular resd.Luticn. (16 directicns for each particle energy
band) once each 272 s. and (2) one providing good temporal
resolution in Which the entire energy range in four directions
was measured every 68 s. 	 for further details, see Frank. L. A.
et al., J. Geophys. Res.. V. b2, p. 129, 1977.

------- IMP-H, GLOECKLER --------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- IONS AND ELECTRONS IN THE ENERGY RANGE
0.1 TO 2 MEV

NSSDC ID S 	72-073A-C3	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAP
CODE EE-h, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
COSMIC RAYS

PERSONNEL
PI - G.	 GLOECKLER	 U Of MARYLAND
01 - C.Y. FAN	 U OF ARIZONA
OI - D.K. HOVESTADT	 MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to determine the composition

and energy spectra of low-energy particles associated with
solar activity ant interplanetary processes. The detectors
used were (1) an electrostatic analyzer (to select particles cf
the designated energy per charge) combined with an array of
windowless solid-state detectors (to measure the energy loss)
and surrounded by an anticeircicerce shie(dirg, and (2) a
particle telescope consisting of a silicon surface-barrier
detector and a flat two-chamber proportional counter enclosed
in an anticoincidence scintiltator cup. The experiment
measured particle erergies from 0.1 to 2 MeV per charge in 12
bands and uniquely identified positrons and electrons as well
as nuclei with charges of 2 from 1 to 8 (and charge group
re soluticn	 for	 2	 between 9 arc 28).	 Two 1000-charrel
putse-height analyzers, one for each element of the telescope,
were included in the experiment paylcad. The telescope failed
or November 25, 1972, when the window on the proportional
counter weakened and burst due to exresure to UV raoiaticn.

------- IMP-H,.KRIMIGIS -----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- CHARGED PARTICLE MEASUREMENTS EXPERIMENT

NSSDC ID- 72-073A-08	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE LE-8. SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
COSMIC RAYS

PERSONNEL
P1 - S.M. KRIMIGIS	 APPLIED PHYSICS LAO
01 - T.P. ARMSTRONG	 U Of KANSAS
01 - J.A. VAN ALLEN	 U Of IOWA

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Three solid-state detectors in an anticoincidento plastic

scintiltator observed electrons between 0.2 and 2.5 MeVo
protons between 9.3 and 500 Nov, alpha particles between 2.0
and 200 MeV, heavy particles with atomic numbers ranging from 2
to S with erergies greater than 8 PeV, heavy particles with Z
values ranging between 6 and 8 with energies greater than 32
MeV, and integral protons and alphas of energies greater than
50 Pe g /nuclecn, all with dynamic ranges of 1 to 1E+6 particles
per tag cm a sr). Five thin-window Geiger-Mueller tubes
cbserved electrons of energy greater than 15 keV, protons of
energy greater than 250 keV, and X rays with wavelengths
between 2 and 10 A. all with a dynamic range of 10 to 1E+8
particles per (so cm s sr). Particles and X rays (primarily of
solar	 origin)	 were studied. but the dynamic range and
resolution cf the instrument permitted cosmic rays and
magnetota #1 particles to be observed. Additional data can be
obtained from the P1. For further details. see Armstrong. T.
F. and S. M. Krimigis, J. Geophys. Res., v. 61. p. 677. 1976.

----.--- IMP-H, NESS--------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC FIELDS EXPERIMENT

NSSDC ID- 72-073A-01	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINEiS)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

VERSONNEL
PI - N.F. NESS	 NASA-GSFC
01 - C.S. SCEARCE	 NASA-GSFC
OI - J.B. SEEK	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment consisted of a boom-mounted triaxial

fluxgate magnetometer designed to studythe interplanetary and
geomagnetic tail magnetic fields. 	 Each sensor had three
dynamic ranges:	 plus or minus 12, plus or minus 36. and plus
or minus 1C8 nT.	 With the aid of a bit compaction scheme
(delta modulation). 25 vector measurements were made and
tetemetered per second.	 Full-word vectors were telemeter:d
with 320-ms resolution.	 The instrument functioned normally
from turn-on (September 23. 1972) to December 28, 1972, when
the flipper mechanism failed.	 This rendered somewhat more
difficult the determination of zero-Level drift in the
spin-axis sersor. The instrument continued in this state until
April 4, 1973. when instrument malfunction caused a series of
spacecraft under-voltage turnoffs. 	 Data were not obtained
after this time.	 Hourly averaged interplanetary date also
exist as part of data g ets in the NSSDC supplementary data
file.	 Additional data are presently being retained by the P1.

------- IMP-H, OGILVIE -----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR WIND ION COMPOSITION

NSSDC. 1D- 72-073A-12	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
MAGNETOSPHERYC PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

FERSONNEL
PI - K.W. OGILVIE	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
An electrostatic analyzer and Wien-type velocity selector

were used to gain exploratory data on heavy ion composition in
the solar wind. The bulk velocities of 4 He++, 4 He+, 3 He++.
and C (isotopes indistinguishable) 	 ions in all ionization
states were separateiy studied. During 30 successive
spacecraft spin periods, ions of a given species were studied
in 30 logarithmically equispaced bulk velocity channels from
200 to 600 kmis. A complete set of measurements required about
10 min and consisted of 30 one-step sequences for 4 He++ ions
and five 30-step sequences for each of the three other species.
This was an experimental detector, and the data were .considered
not useful.

ORIGINAL PAGE-' 6
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------- IMP . 1i 1 $CAN( ...........................................

INVESTIG A TION NAME- PLASMA WAVE

NSSDC ID- 72 . 0734 . 11	 INYESTiGAiIVL PROGRAM
CODE EE-M# SCIENCE

thVESIt4ATION 015CIPLINE(S)
MAUNEiO3PHERIC PIIy5ICS
PAR1ICLE5 AND I'MOS
1NIER(LANEIARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - I.L. $CANT	 TRW SYSILMS 4ROIW
01 - 4.M. CROOK	 GAINk$ M. CROOK ASS4t
01 - I.M. GREEN	 iRW SYSiENS bROUP
01 - R.W. rREOERICKS	 IRw SYSTEM$ 4ROUP

ORIEf DESCRIPTION
Electric field com pohrttlt p ► rpenditular to tilt spacecraft

srin as Is and the magnetic field com ponent paraltrt to that
Axis were measursc Ly an elettrlc oipatt antenna and a search
coil •agnetomtter. 00th sensors wrre -OUntrd On a 3,05-m bOON.
Data were obtainer	 in right frequency Channels from 10 tar 40
%to is 	 In either the normal mode or the "sna pshot mode. Two
charrets, centerea at 67 and 600 H y , hsd 10-00 fall-off Iairts
Of 17	 and 150 Ht. and 210 anti 010 Ili, resfectivrl y . The
remaining six channels were narrow-Oondvidth channels Centered
at 1,3, 2,3r 5.4, 10.5, 30, arc It kit:. 1, the normal n ode#
the antenna was first sam p led in a giver% fre quenc y channel nary
flows during a given measurement I^rriod (eomrarablw to the
spacecraft spin period). During the first period.# the search
coin was sampteo tang Iimet it fir cams fre q uency channel.
Nest* the am enna was sam p led In tilt next Irtquency channel,
followed by the	 search coil In that channel. Thr freguency
channels	 were ircremented# Ono thr sam p led sensors were
alternated until a Putt set of unto was ob a Inod in 16
measurement Perieal	 (approximately 20 s).	 in tilt snapshot
mode, only eltetric fielli data were transmitted* as follows.
The anterra was first sampled in a jiver ir ►auency chann at wary
times during a given measurement period. In the next urriod#
the antenna was saxpltu In two steurncrs of right eregurrcy
channels.	 'ihls two-p eriod measurement was executed eight
tires,	 each fire irerementirg the Irequtrcy chahret rtudied it
every other period by Otte,	 Thus, a full set of data again
required 16 measurement periods.	 In additions an analog mades
samulina tilt antenna and search toll from tG to 100 Ili, was
used	 lu conjurciier with tilt specIat rurpose ons109 telemetry
test	 that was to be conducted. Unfortunately# this telemetry
systrm did no( work well, and no usable data were obtained in
this	 mode	 of	 operation.	 Ior the diHlta( modes, some
irterference was rxprrirnced fro g tit asyemrtric plasma shrOth
associated with the solar cell arra y s. This idterference
limited the sensitivity of the magrelic field measurements And
introduced comptrxity Into analysis of the elretrit field
n rasuremwnts. Data	 from IMP-1 Are rttemernded by the PI Ic kit
used whenrvrr possible.

....... 10P-11r SIMPSON .........................................

INVESLlbA110N NAME- SOLAR FLARE HIGH-11LOW-E AND LOW-I
ISOTOPE

14550C to- 72 . 013A-07	 INVESiIGATIVC PROGRAM
CODE CC-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
COS MIC RAYS

PERSONNEL
PI - J.A. 5IMPSON	 U Of CHICAGO
01 - M.	 GARCIA-411 01	 U OF CHICAGO

MU DESCRIPTION
This experiment used two	 telescopes to ixrAsure the

comptsition	 gnil
	

t,rergy spectra C 	 solar	 land aa14CIIcI
Particles Above about C.5 MCVlnuclron. 	 the main telescope
consisted of live cdlinrAr eltmerts (three solid stole, Cre
Csl, and one Ctrenkov sapphire) surroundtd by a plastic
antieoincidence shield.the trtescot:e had a 60-drg futl-anglr
acceptance cone	 with	 Its axis	 arrrcAimotety normal to time
spacecraft spin axis oermitling d-sectored information on
s:articIt arrival cirection. four vlemcetts of the main
telescope were pulse-height analyerd, ano tow- and high-gain
cedes coutd be sttcctrg by ectearo tC Fermit resclution of the
elements 11 through Ni or of the electrons and tilt isotopes of It
and He ana Light ruttei.	 A selection-priority schemr was
included to permit sampLinO of less Abutidant particle species
urarr rormal Ara solar-flare tereitions. the tow-Unergy
t► (escbpe- w as essentially a two-etrmentr shielded, solid-stAte
detector with a 70-de g full-angle acceptance cone. The first
element was pulse-height analysed, and dAto were retorded by
setters.

-----	 IMP-11, STONE .... . ...................................

l xy0S114ATION NAME- ELECTRONS A40 KIDROGEh AND HELIUM
ISOTOPES

NSSDC to- 12 . 07SA-06	 iNVL$11GA11V1L PROGRAM
CODI tE-M# SCIENCE

INVES114 W ON DISCIPLINL(S)
YARIICU S AND FIELDS
COSMIC RAYS

PERSONNEL
PI - E . C. STONE	 CALir INST Or TECH
01 - R. , MIT	 CALIF INSI 01 TLCH

0RIEI DLSCRI M ON
This	 tortrIMelit	 WAA do%19 lit It t0 measure solar and

OILattiL eirttfOnS, positrons and nutlti, ant} to stpafaty
isotopes from h ycrogen through oaygen.	 Tilt energy ranges
coyertd were 0.16 to 5 MrV (electrons) ♦ 0.16 to 2 Mry
(positrons)# and about	 1 to 40 MtVlnucleon for nuclei. the
insA rumvill was A telescope contlttinq 7f It colinear. fully
depleted,	 silicon surfact-barrier detectors inside a plastic
lit tilt IIlator antitoincldence shlttu. four of tilt to p fire
tensors Nert annular while the remainder were solid disks.
This iie^aAitrmrnt pave narrow geometry (anticoincidence in
annular sensors) and wide ntometr y modes with halt-angle
acce p tance tents of about 24 and 36 deq. The telesco p e axis
was perpondicular to the s p acecraft spin axis. Data returned
consisted g i e-sectorrd and spin-irtegrated count rates for a
diifrrenf	 c:iincidrncelanticoincidente m oles and 2 parameter
puler-htfyht	 analyses	 for 32 particles every 20.411 t.	 Ilit
cointidenre mode Chosen for pulse-hrighl analysis in any 0.64 s
)nterval was fixed uy a five-levet priority s y ster. file
principal contributors to each cointidener mode rate were (1)
0.16- to 3 .MrV electrons and I- to 43-Mevinuctron nuclei# (2)
I- to b-rev electrons and j 3- to 43-Mevinucleon nuclei, (3)
neutrots an4l gamma rays. (4) 0.2- to 1-MrV electrons. (5) 1- to
3-MrV elect,-ens. (6) 1.2- to I .J-Mrvlouttoon nucltl, (1) 4- to
13-MrV/nuclron nwctrf# and (ti) rltittrons above 3 MeV and nuclei
above 30 MrVlruttean. Additional data tan lie obtained from tilt
oi l .

....... 1Ml-1, WILLIAM5 ........................................

INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC ELECT R ONS AND PROTON$

NSSDC Its- 72 . 073A-Db	 INVE51ILA11VE PROGRAF
CODE EE-N, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISC1i'L1NC(5)
PARTICLES AND IILL04
cosmic RAY$

PERSONNEL
PI - D.J. wILLIASS	 API'LILU PHYSICS LAO
01 - C.O. 00STROM	 APPLIED PHYSICS LAD
III - J.N. TRAINOR	 NASA-IMC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
the pu rouse t of this Invest Isla tton were (I) t0 stuny the

propagation characteristics of solar cosmic rays through the
Interplanetary medium aver the energy ranges indicated below.
(2) to study rtectron and proton fluxes throughout	 the
tiwomAgnet')t tall and near the flanks of the magnetosphere, and
(3) to study the entry of solar cosmic rays into the
maflnetospherr.	 the	 instrumentation	 tons i$too	 of a
three-etemert	 telescope	 employing	 fully	 depleted
surface-barrier solid-Slate detectors ana a magnet to deflrtt
electrons.	 iwo sidrmountrd detectors were used to measure the
deflected ri ectraos.	 The experiment was designed to measure:
(1) proton fluxes from 30 keV to >8,6 MrV in six ranges: (2)
electron flvsts from 30 keV to >A^D Nov in three ranges: (3)
charged particles with f>15 k0; (4) al p ha partictes >0.5 MeV.
>1.6 MeV, 2.2 to b.a Felt, and b.N to 39 MrV; and (5) char,ieo
particles of 2>2 and t>5 Nov. A drscrintion of thr instrument
is g iven by D. J. Williams its NOAA Technical Rtpart (RL 393-SE4
40# October 1977.

Aga. a ar A n raxx..axAaA.wrrrA+i l"tP-t.r..rrrra.^..arAAr^...rxr.A..

SPACECRAFT tCSMON NAME- I0I1-1
ALTERNATE NAME$- CXPL URER 43, IMP G

05043

NSSOC io- 71-0194

LA(INCH DATE- 03/13171 	 wLI011T- 635. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, 41 ,111E0 STATES
LAUNCH VEbICLE- DELTA

SPONSORING COUNTRY{AGENCY
UNITED STATES	 NASA-CS$A

INITIAL Mill PARAMEIERS
OROIT TYPE- CCOCCNTRIC	 EPOCH RATE- 03/14171
LRHI.T .PERICD- "626. MIN	 INCLINATION-	 231.7 DEG
PER14P M -	 242. KM ALT	 APOAPSIS- 196574. KM ALT

PERSONNEL
Pr - 6,	 OUILER(R11,11RE0)	 NASA-GSFC
PS - I.I). HCOONALD	 NASA-4 SIC

ORIGINAL PAGE ES
OF POOR QUALITY
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114ICT DESCR1P1101
INN-1 continkea the study# ht6un by eartiet iNP% * of the

initroisnetary and outer magnttospherit roolons by mtksuring
oner0etic partfttes. ptosma# are ttettric and eathtlic fields.
A radio Ottronasy exactl ment was also included ill the
ipatecraft pa y load. The 111-skied spatttralt was )49!.12 to high
by135.6s cm low aiaseter. tilt spactcraft s pin aria was norayt
to theecliittit planer and tls spin rate was 5 rpm, ihr
initial apogte point lay near the dorih-sun ttot. The
Wor-tel( and che n ital-iratter y Powtretl spacecraft carried it
trensmitttrs. One ccrtinuoutty trarstit(Ro PE R trtouer eats at
a 1600-bps informallon bit rate. the second transmitter was
uteri for transmission of VL1 datA Ina far ranging Informal loll.
ihrot ort Ito Dan at pairs of di pole antennas were used for the
electric flt104 0optr loon to- #ed cre ai these p airs was also
used tot the raato astronomy ex tlerimtnt. live meshar$ of the
anienna .pate atonic the sNACtcroll spin .axis extended 2.V me the
ett g ert of the pate uitd in both ttt electric (iota solo radio
astronom y txpetisents txtended s5.i me Alto the members of the
third pals wore s(islitty unbalanced# extendin g 24.4 and €.7.6 me
retpectivs.ty. All four !Lemont% perpendicutar to the spin axis
were to have aoitrdod 45.5 a. lie spacetraft reveltre.il the
tatth + s atmosphtto Octaber 2# IVT4# after a highly tutctssiut
mission.

....... IMP-1, AIM ON 	 .................................

INVESiIhAII pN NAM(* ELLCIRQ$VATIC IIELDS

NS40C to- 71-o1vA . la	 1NVESIIUATIYI PROvNAN
CODE LE-r# SC1LNCt

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINC(S)
IONOSPIJERtS AND RADIO PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND 1`1105

PfR50NNtL
Pi - T.1. A6uS0N	 NA4A-6Sf(
0  . J.P. HLPPNER 	 NASA -PSI(

ORIEf OESCAIPTION
Two dipole anttrnas were mounted orthogonally to tilt spin

plane at	 the sp acecraft uhito a third dipate antenna wax
a"em p ted	 long the spacecraft stir acts. 	 Antenna element

i.npths were - As 21.6 -, t x. 24.3 me -V anti it. 45.5 mI -1 And
of	 (sptn 0x11)# 20 to 	 ltttt roil oIors measured tilt anslou
potent Jot olI trrent`a lie J.rrn the t%vornt* in e p th pair a1
ar, lknnas	 simwltart444ty	 rvt py	 p .I.	 s.	 11114	 potentiol
(It tiV, roil cc% were SAM" tOki 019ItAtt y through A 11-bit
dnalodldigital converter every 0- lo k. lice dl, kensitJvity was
JrD xicravoltk per Oliver.

...... IMP-1# ANDERSON........ .................................

INVESTIGATION NAME- MEDIUM-ENCRUY SOLAR PROTONS ANO
EIECIAONS

NSSDC t0- 71-01`)A-tN	 INVESTiuAlivt PROURAM
UPI IC-8. SCItNtt

1NVES114AIION DISCIPLINE W
PARTICLES AND 111,LOS
COSMIC RAYS

PIRSONNEL
Pt - R.A. ANDERSON	 U Of EALIf# OCRKIM

tIRILF WMIPTION
This experiment# which was used to study the accrtrrstion

of electron. At the ken and their elettion into interplarelAry
space* coW sled of lour dtstttors. lea of thtat were 60 tube#
with viewing directions of 170 Iota with respect	 to the
xratterait W i, Axis.	 Ono tube retponove to tttctrons With
tncrgits greater than 211 krV that wtra Ito e k scattered off a gOld
felt, Iltr 20-kev tltclran its%A were atcumutAtrd and ,wad Out
every 19.;4 s.. the other UM tulle direttty oltstrved oteetrons
and protons with Ore ruIts Greater than tit anti ?.50 kev,
ttspectivVty,	 t-hts t y l'ie of data was a't£amuiated andread out
every 5.1. s.	 The I Iii rd detil ttort A tttestopr consisting of
titret sex icontiurtcrsx hA0 a view irg airecllon at 110 deg with
resl!ecI	 IQ the s p attcrtitt spin Axis. Ibis detector respandtd
to atettront and ptotens in the energy intervals 14 to 450 keV
anti 0.04 to k MtV # respectivel y . Electron datafrom this
atI tot Or Were attkilLtAtto in Itur tortiulmuk ioOarithMIVAIIY
equispocoo dntray chaonots to p 5.12 ! and road out at tilt end
of each time intarvst. to audition# a 64-chsnnok# pu(sr-height
analysis was Prriarmtd on the oettttor Counts# And tilts
inforeation was tttemetered every 1.43,h4 a. I , rcton data true
this detettal` was acrumulatrd and Ivan Ott( every 20.48 s. the
t pktrth detector tonilikod at two trAtcanductora wtth a viewing
otrettlar FrrptnolcuLa. 'r 	 to Ilit	 ittcocr0.it 'Alain axis.	 this

drttttor respundtd to ettctrank with enorgiri bttwren 47 and
350 kev that were backSCAttrrad Ott a ,Told Jolt. Counts Of 47-
to	 si q -keY electrons and 80- to 850 «keVtItctronl, were
Ac tuxu l A t4 tt 1n taut of 16 art 4 fit wIonvUtar IttICrsx
rt%OrItivrtr# durtna xuttrsiive 20#4Itys Intervals# And they
wire react out at the end of oath intcrvat. The OAPtttt«enl
functioned ooraatly.	 NS;ROC has all of the 4ValtAttt ;iato.

OOORIGINAL 
PAGE 1$

R QUALITY

... .. INr -t # NANO............................................

INVESTIGATION NAME- MEASURCAtNt Of SOLAR PLASMA

NSSOC IO- 11-019A-11	 iNVESIlGAT((VE psofif'AM
CODE tO-di StitHCO

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE($)
PARIICLES AND fltNbS
Si`ACt PLASMAS
INMI'LANETARV PHYSICS

stNSONNEL
1'1	 S.J. NAM(	 LOSALAMOS SCI LAN
O1 « J.R. ASNRIOht	 LOS ALAMOS Sti LAO

"RIE1 OLSC4ll4110N
A Ae•isphe^1ca1 rtectrostotic atlatYser was used 10 ratend

descriptions of the poetic It (electron and positive loll)
p o pulations in the solar wind# ma0netosheath. and aagnttotAil.
tneruy spectral analysis was otcomptished by thergtng the
ptatts tr known vottoof levsts and allowing vise n to discharge
with	 known	 AC	 list constants.	 the Anal y ser had four
eommandobte ends&. 

The 
first moor was kits lolled for the

measurement of solar wind protons And alpha Particles. During
tight tPocetraft revolutions, 32-level energy spectra were
gp tatneu in aIuht anquIar ranges centered oil sun. The
ener g y tevets extended from 106 eV to A kev.. The second mod(
was designed lot the measurement of solar wind heavy ions..
this cyst ► was Itte same as the first exttpt that the energy pet
charge Trvr.ls were limited to V00 eV is M ARV, and the
tffitlenty of count J11.1 heavy Will was increased rotative to
Craton& Ann al pha particles, the third moat was dtti g ned tar
the measurement ofsolar wind slid msuneta ► heath electrons anti
aagnetas tied th positive ions. This was a comhlnallon cytte in
which	 electron	 and	 positive	 ion sprt ► ral swoops were
Alternated.	 During a Cycle of nine spacecraft efyolutionsr
aight tt wet ran spectra •old eiphl positive loo sTits wore
chtAinoa.	 The tambtntd data for electrons In This aade
consisted at 16- level energy spacers taken In a2 twenty spaced
angular ranges.	 the spectra sxtetleed from 4 to late m y . The
data for pO41tive fans consisted of 332 «level spectra taken In
the same 22 angular eanget, list entrgy per charge %FwetrA
extended from 100 eV to 4 kvV. The tovirth moils was deslgned
for magnetotafl electrons and pukitiva ions. Clectrons and
Paslttvt	 lark y ore studied with 16-Ievtt tpecIto In S0
evenl y-s p aced angular ranges for 401h rtrttronk and positive
tars.	 Ilse torr0y per chary ranges vi-re 6 +rV to 24 kev 1gr
electrons and 140 eV to 34 kev Ior ansIIIwe I link .

....... I1411 -1, OOSTROM ......................«..	 .............

INVCS11UA110N NAML- SOLAR PROION NhNI14KIN6 EiPtRiMLNi

NSSDC t0- 7I-DIVA-01	 1NVtSlIbATIVE 1440GRAM
COOP SE-B# SCItNCt.

INVESTI W IDN OISt1PL1NE(S)
COSMIC RAYS

PtRSONNCI
PI - C.C. (IOSTROM	 APPLIED PNYS1cs LAO
01 - O.J. WILLIAM$	 ApPLILD PHYSICS LAO
01 - A.S. OLALL	 APPLIED PIIVSICSLAO

URItf DESCN111IION
The solar proton mOtlitorinp experiment tonsisted Of live

separate datoctors# tacit using One or wort satin-ttott detector
tltmonts, threedetectors. esth with a 2- p i-&r field of view
ano o 5,12-s etttiaulatfon list# meaxurtd protons With tntroies
greater than 10# 60# Ann 60 MOV. Resultant hourly averaged
IluAek wort publfshrd on a rapid basis tot (Solar-6eophYSical
Rata. `	lhb. fourth detector, a iva-tltment t14tett-ope. measured
dirtctiwist fluxes of p rotons In tht vntrOy intervals from 0.1
to 0.60 'J.5 to 2.0# and L.O to T.S Ntv And titrectionat (luxes
of alnha p articles in the tnrroy Interval, ivae A l to 20 Nov.
Tilt fifth detector measured dirctti0nal fleas& 0 electrons
above 10 koll. for tilt last two dettetors# tounte were obtolned
In 45-009 stctors at tilt t p octcreft s pun. Onboard totibr4tion
capability for she first tour titteetars was included.

....... Join .)s CLINE---..«« « - ...........--..... ..........

1hvES1IUAT10A NAPE- S'tUDY Of 90$ml( RAY# SOLAR# AND
MA6NCTUSPNCRIC StE"'0'TRONs

NSNOC Ill- 11 .019A-10	 INVESMIATIVO PROGRAM
ML CE-h# SCiChct

iNVESTIUATtON DISCIPLINEfS1
PARTICLTS A40, tULDS

PERSONNtG
P'l - I.L. .eklht	 NASA-tWt
41. - N.A. OAUNSILIN	 UhkNowti

ORIef 0WAt)`1"ToN
This r,xprriwtnt was drslgntd to stud y otitActit and itkor

vtttlrani aril pall ilrona ill the kinetit enefgy rang y 1CO krY to
:10 Mev,	 .Informal, ion alt proton. between 0.0 and. 4.0. Nov was
a(io ootoinee.	 A toltimottd etillitne crytiol itintlltotar,
(Odkt n!X Pe Cptndltulkr la the apatecraft. sn in axti was. the
trioci pAt dtteclor.	 A similar, full y khtolded crlel(al sarvtd
to dcterminr the tontrihutiun to the p rincipot driettor taunt
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rate of electrons and protons generated within the principat
detector by gamma rays and neutrons. respectively. A fully
shielded Csl crystal served as A gamma-ray spectrometer and was
used	 in coincieerct With the principal detector to dlstirguish
electrons from positrons.	 Count	 rates from each detector
obtained	 in	 eight	 angular sectors per revolution were
ttirmetered.	 In addition, the amplitude and shape of the pulse
ornerated in the principal detector by the first stcppi.g
hart is Lit	 in each appropriate telemetry	 frame were studied.
Pulse am p litude and shape yielded energy (10% resolution) and
particle	 species	 irformatior.	 initial ex p erimert peridrmarce
was	 normal.	 An	 experiment	 malfunction prevented the
ac quisition of useful data between the 7th and 12th weeks after
tauneh. Marginal operation of part of the apparatus made it
difficult to Cs.-- . -tr. positrer to electron ratios. Otherwise,
the instrument perfcreance was normal until September 26, 1972•
when the ex periment could not be turned on after a 4-h
spacecraft turndtf.

------- IMP-1. ERICKSON-------------------

AAVESTIGAIION NAME- INTERPLANETARY LONG WAVELENGTH RADIO
ASTRONOMY EXPERIMENT, TIME RESOLUTION

NSSDC 10- 71-OIYA-15	 INVESTIGATIVE PR04HAM
CODE EI-7

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
ASTRONOMY

PERSONNEL
PI - w.C. ERICKSON	 U OF MARYLAND
01 - R.G. STONE	 NASA-GSFC

GRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to study the radio spectra

of	 the galaxyt the sun. one Jupiter with relatively high tine
resolution.	 Two stepped-frequency radiometers, attached to a
single 91-m dipole antenna	 (also used in the electric field
experiments), steppes through the frequency range of 30 kHz to
2 MHz	 in 32 steps.	 NSSDC has all the useful data that now
exist.

----	 IMP-1. FRANK------------------11-------------------`----

INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW-ENERGY PROTONS ANL ELECTRONS

NSSDC ID- 71-019A-05	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-H, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SPACE PLASMAS
MAGNETCSFHERIC PHYSICS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PCRSONNEL
P1 - L.A. FRANK	 U OF IOWA

ER1EF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designeo to conduct comprehensive

observations of the differential energy spectra, angular
distributions, spatial distributions and temporal variations ct
electrons and protons over the geocentric radial distance range
from 1.03 to 30 earth radii. 	 Two arrays of curved-plate
cylindrical electrostatic analyzers and continuous channel
nultipLiers were	 Lsed for this purpose. One analyzer, the
LEPEDEA (low-energy proton and electron differential energy
aralyzer)p was to neasure the energy spectra and anyulrr
aIstri out ion of protons and electrons separately in the energy
range 24 eV tc _C keV (16 erergy irtervals for protors arc
electrons separately). The other analyzer, the LEPDEA (Low
energy proton differential energy analyzer) measured the energy
spectra arc angular cistrioution of protects in the energy rarge
1.7 to 550 eV (eight energy intervals). The analyzers Were
mounted perpendicular to the spacecraft spin axis. An EON type
213 GM counter, whose collimated field of view of 15-deg half
argLe was orientec approxitately parallel tothat cf the
LEFEDEA, was used to measure the intensity of electrons of
ener gies greater than 45 keV and protons of energies greater
thar 570 keV arc to proviee cack5rounc measurements for the
LEPDEA. One continuous channel electron multiplier failed on
August 13, 1974, so that no useful electron data were collected
for the last 7 reeks of the spacecraft Life. Otherwise, the
experimert functicrtc normally ever tte spacecraft lifetime.

------- IMP-1, GURNE77 -----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTROSI TIC .AVES AND RADIO
NOISE	 IOWA

NSSDC ID- 71-019A-C3	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EF-b, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY

PERSONNEL
P) - D. A . GURNETT	 U Of IOWA
01 - P.J. KELLOGG	 U OF MINNESOTA
01 - T.L. A46SON	 NASA-45FC
OI - J.P. HEPPNER	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Three orthogonal loop antennas and the three orthogonal

(nearly balanced) dipoles gained simultaneous L end U field
data in 16 logarithmically equispaced narrow channels from f10
Pz to 260 kHz. These detectors were also usedin the do
electric field (71-019A-02) experiment. The spectral frequency
resolution was stout 30%. Each E-B channel was sampled every
5.12 s. A short back-up dipole antenna (about 1 m tip to tip)
was also used to detect very short wavelength plasma phenomena.
Analog U or E data from 0 to 30 kHz in three segments were also
tetemetered cn the special purpose 4-W analog channel. This
experiment was designed to be used in conjunction With the
low-energy proton and electron differential energy analyzer
(LEPEDEA). Some data are presently retained by the PI.

------- IMP-I. HADDOCK -----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- INTERPLANETARY LONG-WAVELENGTH RADIO
ASTRONOMY EXPERIMENT, FLUX RESOLUTION

NSSDC 1D- 71-OLYA-13	 INVESTIGATIVE PNOGNAK
CODE L1-7

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
A5TRONGMY

PERSONNEL
PI - F.T. HADDOCK	 U OF MICHIGAN
01 - W.C. ERICKSON	 u Or MARYLAND
01 - R.G. STONE	 NASA-GSFC

GRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this experiment was to study the spectra

of the galaxy, the sun, and Jupiter with high flux resolution
(about 1X). A radiometer, operating in either a stepping mode
(eight frequencies) or at a single frequency, was connected to
a 91- m dipole antonna, which was also used in the electric
field experiments. The frequency range covered was 0.05 to 3.5
MHz. NSSDC has all the useful data that now exist.

------- IMP-1, KELLOGG-----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTROSTATIC WAVES. AND RADIO
NOISE -- MINN

NSSDC To- 71-019A-12	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-d. SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
IONOSPHERES. AND RADIO PHYSICS
PARTICLE: AND FIELDS

PERSONNEL
PI - P.J. KELLOGG	 U Jr MINNESOTA
01. - D.A. GURNETT	 U OF IOWA
01 - T.L. AGGSON	 NASA-GSFC
01 - J.P. HEPPNER	 NASA-GSFC

GRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to determine the

polarization, direction of propagation, flux, and direction of
the wave normal surface for plasma waves. The time-averaged
correlation at one cnanneL fre q uency from any combination of
the six anterna elements could be simultaneously calculated by
six onboard analog computers. There were 64 logarithmically
equispaced frequency channels centered from 23 Hz to 200 kHz
with a 15% bandwidth at 3 de. Averaging time was 2.5 s at the
high bit rate. The combinations of elements and the sequence
of	 frequencies to be measured were controlled either by an
onboard computer or from the ground.

------- IMP-1, NESS-------------.---.-------------------

INVE5TIuATICA NAME MEASUREKENT OF MAGNETIC FIELDS

NSSDC 1D- 71-019A-01	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-K, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - N.F. NESS	 NASA-4StC
CI - J.B. SEEK	 NASA-GSFC
01. - D.H. FAIRFIELD	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure accurately the

vector magnetic field in the interplanetary medium and in the
earth's magnetosphere, magnetotaiil, and magnetosheath. The
detector was a boom-mounted triaxial fluxgate magnetometer with
four	 ranges:	 minus to plus 16, 43. 144, and 432 nT,
respectively.	 Corresponding sensitivities were plus or minus
0.06, 0.19.,	 0.56, and 1.69 nT, respectively. Automatic range
selection	 carability was included.	 A flipping mechanism
permitted inftight calibration of the three sensor zero levels.
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The vector sampling rate was 12.5 samples per second. The
experiment functicrec normally through the spacecraft life.
for further details, see D. H. Fairfield, J. Geophys. Res., v.
79. p. 1368. 1974. Hourly averagec interplanetary data also
exist as part of data sets in the NSSDC supplementary data
file.

------- IMP-1, 06ILVIE -----------------------------------------

IAVEST1tiATION NAME- MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR PLASMA

NSSDC 1D- 71-019A-04	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIFLINE(S)
SPACE PLASMAS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
INTERPLAhETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - K.w. OGILVIE	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment consisted of two oppositely directed

plasma detectorso both of which were normal to the spacecraft
$Fin axis. An electrostatic analyzer measured protons and
alpha particles with deflection voltages between 170 and 640C
V. An electrostatic analyzer and velocity selector measured
only alpha particles with deflection voltages between 640 and
7200 V. During successive spacecraft revolutions, each cf the
two electrostatic analyzer deflection voltages was advanced
through one of 20 logarithmically equispaced steps in the above
stated	 intervals.	 Comp lete spectra were thus obtained in 240
S. Experiment performance was normal for the first month. A
short circuit in the high-voltage portion caused the experiment
to fail. NSSDC has all of the useful data that exist.

------- IMP-I, SIMPSON -----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- NUCLEAR COMPOSITION Of COSMIC AND SOLAR
PARTICLE RADIATION$

NSSDC 1D- 71-019A-09	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
COSMIC RAYS

PERSONNEL
P1 - J.A. SIMPSON	 U OF CHICAGO
01 - M.	 GARCIA-MUNOZ	 U OF CHICAGO
01 - S.	 VERMA	 LOUISIANA STATE U
01 - J.	 HSIEH	 U OF ARIZONA
OI - G.M. MASON	 U OF CHICAGO

bRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure the spectra and

cempcsition of solar and galactic cosmic rays and of
magnetotail particles, to serve as a prototype of instruments
to be flown on the ceep space probes Pioneers 10 and 11, and to
provide reference I-AJ data for comparison with the Pioneer
data in gradient studies. The experiment consisted of a
composition telescope (which .failed approximately 10 days after
launch), a second telescope (from which virtually all the
useful data of this experiment were obtained)# an electron
current detector (electrons above 1.8 MeV plus protons above 21
MeV),. and a fission cell (protons above 120 MeV). 	 The Latter
two instruments were specifically included as prototypes of
Pioneer	 instrumerts designed to measure very high fluxes cf
Jovian tranped particles. As such they were not optimized for
measurements of the	 relatively	 Lou fluxes	 in the earth's
radiation belt.	 The successful telescope consisted of six
colinear	 sensors (five lithium-drifted silicon sensors and cre
CSI (T L) scintillator) and an anticoincicence scintillator.
This telescope had a look direction that was normal to the
spacecraft spin axis and had an angular aperture between 48 arc
64 deq (depending on coincidence mode considered). Coincidence
mode rates (5.12 s. accumulations, corresponding to protons in
the ranges C.5 to 1.0.6. 10.6 to 19.6, 29.3 to 66.7 and above
66.7 MeV) were attained each 10.24 5. Putse-heigtit analysis
(one event every 20.46 s) was used with these rates to study
charge composition (up to Z of 8), isotopic composition ( for Z
of 1 and 2), and electron fluxes. The spacecraft onboard
com p uter was used to permit same Of the objectives assigned to
the composition telescope to be achieved through the smaller
successful	 telescope.	 Except	 for the fait ureof the

composition	 telescope,	 the experiment worked as plarrec

throughout the s pacecraft life.

.*u..*ru r•**u a**.*•*•*** IMP-J*******..... *u*.****s.*.*

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- IMP-J
ALTERNATE NAMES-PL-723A, IMF D

EXPLORER 50, 6893

NSSDC ID- 73-078A

LAUNCH DATE- 10126173	 WEIGHT 571. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA

ORIGINAL PAUL
OF POOR QUALITY

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
uhlIED STATES	 NASA-OSSA

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 	 EPOCH DATE- 10/29/73
ORBIT PERICD- 17286. MIN	 INCLINATION-	 28.7 DEG
PERIAPSIS- 141224. KM ALT	 APOAPSIS- 288940. KM ALT

PERSONNEL
PI - J.F. CORRIGAN	 NASA-GSFC
PM - W.R	 LIMBERIS(NLA)	 NASA-GSFC
PS - J.H. KING	 NASA-GSFC
PS - F.B. MACDONALD	 NASA-GSFC

SPIEF DESCRIPTION
IMP b (Explorer 50), the last satellite of the IMP

series, was a drum-shaped spacecraft# 135.6 cm across and 157.4
cm high# instrumented for interplanetary and magnetotail
studies of cosmic rayse energetic solar particleso plasma. and
electric and magnetic fields. Its initial orbit was more
elliptical than intended, with apogee and perigee distances of
about 45 and 25 earth radii. Its eccentricitydecreased after
Launch. The spacecraft spin axis was normal to the ecliptic
plane, and the spin rate was 23 r pm. The data telemetry rate
was 1600 bps. The objectives of the extended IMP-8 operations
(after 1981) were (1) to provide solar wind parameters as input
for magnetospheric studies and as a 1-AU baseline for deep
space studies, (2) to add 30. 40 RE IMP data to simultaneous
1SEE 1. 2, and 3 data for studies of magnetospheric boundary
and tail phenomena, and of the phenomena upstream of the bow
shock, and (3) to continue solar cycle variation studies with a
single set of well-calibrated and understood instruments.

------- IMP-J. AGGSON ------------------------ '-----------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTROSTATIC FIELDS

NSSDC ID- 73- 078A-11	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - T.L. AGGSON	 NASA-GSFC
Ol - J.P. HEPPNEA	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The irstrument was designed to measure ambient electric

fields in the solar wind and the earth's magnetosheath up to I
kHz in frequency. The sensor consisted of a pair of 70-m wire
antennas	 (140m' tip-to-tip), which were held rigid by
centrifugal	 force due to satellite spin (about 24 rpm). The
wires were	 insulated from the plasma, except for the i r short.
outer secticrs, to remove the active probe area from the
spacecraft sheath.	 The antenna served as a double floating
probe. and measurements were obtained every 114 spacecraft
revolution (about 0.75 s).	 ULF and VLF measurements were
obtained using seven 601 bandwidth fitters with center
frequencies logarithmically spaced from 1 Hz to 1 kha. These
frequency channels had an intrinsic sensitivity of 1.0E-5 V/m,
and a peak range of 1.0E-2 V/m. 	 However, the effective
low-frequency filter threshold was determined by interference
due	 to	 harmonics of the spacecraft spinning within an
asymmetric sheath. The other major limitation was also due to
sheath effect. Whenever the electron plasma density was less
than about It particles/cu cm, the sheath overlapped the active
antenna portions and precluded meaningful measurements of
ambient conditions.

------- IMP-J, GAME--------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR PLASMA ELECTRO S TA T IC ANALYZER

NSSDC ID- 73-07BA-10	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM.
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS

PERSONNEL
PI - S.J. GAME	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
of - J.R. ASORIDGE	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB

BRIEF DESCRIPTION.
A	 hemispherical electrostatic analyzer measured the

directional intensity of positive ions and electrons in the
solar wind, magnetosheath, and magnetotail. Ions as heavy as
oxygen were resolved when the solar wind temperature was low.
Energy analysis was accomplished by charging the plates to
known voltage levels and allowing them to discharge with known
RC time constants.. In the solar wind, positive ions from 200
eV to 5 keV (151 spacing, 31 resolution) and electrons from 5
eV to 1 keV (301 spacing, 151 resolution) were studied. In the
eagretosheath. positive ions from 2CC eV to 5 keV (151 spacing,
31 resolution) and from 200 eV to 20 keV (301 spacing. 151
percent resolution) and electrons from 5 eV to 1 keV (301
spacing, 15% resolution) were studied. In the magnetotaiL#
positive ions from 200 eV to 20 keV (30% spacing, 151
resolution). and electrons from 5 eV to I.k.eV (302 spacing. 151

i
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resolution) and from 100 eV to 2C kr y (15% resolution) were
studied.

IMP-J, BRIDGE--•-----------I ............................

INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR PLASMA FARADAY CUP

NSSDC ID- 73-07hA-C2 	 INVESTIGATIVE PROURAM
CODE EE-b, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE($)
SPACE FLASMAS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
P1 - H.S. BRIDGE	 MASS INST OF TECH
01 - A,J. LAZARUS	 MASS INST Of TECH
01	 J;,H. BINSACK	 MASS INST OF TECH
01 - E.f. LYON	 MASS INST OF TECh

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A modulated split-coltector Faraday cupo perpendicular to

the spacecraft stir exis, was useo to study the directional
Intensity of positive ions and electrons in the solar wind,
transition region# and magnetotail. Electrons were studied in
eight logarithmically equispaced energy channels between 17 eV
and 7 keV. Positive ions were studied in eight channels
between 50 eV and 7 keV. A s p ectrum was obtained every eight
spacecraft revolutions. Angular Information was obtained in
either 15 equally spaced intervals curing a 360-deg revolution
of the satellite or in 15 angular segments centered acre
closely about the spacecraft-sun line.

------- IMP-J, FRANK------

INVESTIGATION NAME- MEASUREMENT Of Lbw-ENERGY PROTONS AND
ELECTRONS

NSSDC ID- 73-073A-C4	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-P, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATIOA DISCIPLINE(SI
SPACE PLASMAS
MAGNE70SPHERIC PHYSICS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - L.A. FRANK.	 U OF IOWA

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experimert was designee to measure the energy

spectra of low-energy electrons and protons in the geocentric
range of 3J to 40 earth radii to give further data on
geomagnetic storms, aurora, tail and neutral sheet, and other
aagnetospheric pfercaena. The Detector was a dual-chanrel,
curved-p late electrostatic analyzer (LEPEDEA - low energy
proton and electren differential energy analyzer) with 16
erergy irtervals tttween 5 eV anc 50 keV. 	 It had an angular
field of view of 9 deg by 25 deg. The detector could be
operated in one of two modes.,	(1) one providing good angular
resolution (16 directions for each particle energy band) once
each 272 s, are (2) the other providing good teeperal
resolution in Which the entire energy range in four directions
was measured every 69 s. For further details see L. A. Frank
et al., J. Geoprys. Res.. v. 81, P. 5859, 1976.

------- IMP-J, GLOECKLER ---------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- SCLID-STATE DETECTORS

NSSDC 1D- 73-07SA-03	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
COSMIC RAYS

PERSONNEL
PI - G.	 GLOECKLER	 U OF MARYLAND
01 - C.Y. FAN	 U OF ARIZONA
01. - D.K. HOVESTADT	 MPI-EXTRATERR PAYS

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to determine the composition

and energy spectra of tow-energy particles observed during
sctar flares anc 27-0 recurrent events. The detectors used
included (1) an electrostatic analyzer (to select particles cf
the desired energy per charge) ccmbined with an array of
windowless solid-state detectors (to measure the energy loss)
and	 surrounoee	 ty an anticcircicerce shield. and (2) a
thin-window	 proportional	 countero	 solid-state	 particle
telescope. The experiment measurec particle energies from 0.1
to 10 w ell per charge in 12 bands and uniquely identified
positrons and electrons as well as nuclei with charges ct Z
from 1 to P (no charge resolution for Z greater than 8). Two
1000-channel pulse-height analyzers, one for each detector,
Were included it the experiment payload.
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------- IMP-J, GURNETT -----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTROSTATIC WAVES AND RADIO NOISE

NSSDC ID- 73 .078A-12	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-B, SCIENCE

INVLST15ATION DISCIPLINE($)
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETUSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - D.A. GURNETT	 U Of IOWA
01	 T.L. AGGSON	 NASA-GSFC
01 - G... PFEIFFER	 U Of IOWA

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A wide-band receiver was rased to observe high-resolution

frequency-time spectra# and a six-channel narrow-band receiver
with a wariobte center fre q uency was used to observe wave
characteristics.	 The receivers operated from three antenna
systems. The f i rst system contained a pair of tong dipole
antennas (oreo extendable to about 124 m, normal to the
spacecraft spin axis and the other antenna• extendable to 4bout
6.1 m, along the spin axis). The second system contained a
tcoe-mountea triad of orthogonal loop antennas. The third
system consisted of a boom-mounted 0.51-m spin-axis dipole.
The magnetic and electric field intensities and frequency
spectra. potaritationo and direction of arrival of naturally
occurring ratio noise in the magnetosphere were observed.
Phenomena studied were the time-space distributions origin#
Propagation, dispersion, and other characteristics of radio
Poise occurrirq across and on either side of the magnetospheric
boundary region. The fre q uency range for electric fietas was
0.3 Ha to 200 kHz, and for magnetic fields it was 20 Hz to 200
kHr.

------- IMP-J, KRIPIUIS ----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- CHARGED PARTICLE MEASUREMENTS
EXPERIMENT

NSSDC ID- 13-0.7BA-08	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-a, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
SOLAR PHYSICS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PivYSIC.S

PERSONNEL
PI - S.M. KRIMIGIS	 APPLIED PHYSICS LAN
01 - T.P. ARMSTRONG	 U OF KANSAS
01 - J.A. VAN ALLEN	 U OF low$

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Three solid-state detectors in an anticoincidence plastic

scintiLlater observed electrons between 0.2 and 2.5 MeV:
protons between 0.3 and 500 MeV: alpha particles between 2.0
and 200 Mev: heavy particles with I values ranging from 2 to 5
With energies greater than b MeV: heavy particles with I values
ranging between 6 and 8 with energies greater than 32 MeV; and
integral prctons and alphas of energies greater than 50
MeV/nucleon, all with dynamic ranges of I to JE16 particles per
(sq cm s sr). five thin-window Geiger-Mueller tubes observed
electrons of energy greater than 15 keV, protons of energy
greater than 250 keV. and X rays with wavelengths between 2 and
10 Ae all with a dynamic range of 10 to LE*S (per so cm s sr).
Particles aro X rays, primarily of solar origin, were studied,
but the dynamic range and resolution of the instrument also
permitted observation of cosmic rays and magnetotaii particles.
For further details, see 7. P. Armstrong et at.. J Geophys.
Res., v. 83, P. 5198, 1978.

------- IMP-J, MCDONALD ----------------------------------------

INVESTIGA710h NAME- SOLAR AND COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES

NSSDC ID- 73 . 078A-09	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8,,. SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
COSMIC RAYS

PERSONNEL
PI. - F.B. MCDONALD	 NASA-GSFC
01. - B.J. TEEGARDEN	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The GSFC cosmic-ray experiment was designed to measure

energy spectrao com position. and angular distributions of solar
and galactic electrons, protons, and heavier nuclei up to Z=30.
Three distinct detector systems were used. The first system
consisted of a pair of solid-state telescopes that measured
Integral fluxes of mlectrons above 150, 350, and 700 keV and of
protons above .05, .1.5. .50, .70, 1.0, 1.2. 2.0, 2.5, 5.0, 15,
and 25 MeV. Except for the .05-MeV proton mode, all counting
modes had uni q ue species identification. The second detector
system was a solid-state dE(dx vs E telescope that Looked
perpendicular to the s p in axis. This telescope measured 1=1 to
16 nuclei with energies between 4 and 20 MeV/nucleon. Counts
of particles in the C.5- to 4-PeV/nucleon rar+ge, with no charge
resolutiono were obtained as counts in the dE/ox sensor but not
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it the E sensor. The third detector system rat a three-elemert
tetescope whose axis made an angle of 39 deg with res pect to
the spin axis. The middle element was a Cal %cintiltator,
while the other twC eteaerts were solid-state sensors. The
instrument responded to electrons between 2 and 12 meV and to
Z 0 1 to 30 nuclei In the energy range 20 to 500 MeV/nucleon.
For p articles below HC MeV, this instrument acted as a dE/dx vs
E detector.	 Abcvt 80 Mev, it actec as a bidirectional trifle
dC/dx vs E detector. flux directionality information was
obtained by dividing certain portions of the data fro# each
oettetor into eight angular sectors. For further details, see
B. J. Teegarden at al., Astrophys. J., v, 202. P. 815, 1975.

------- IMP-J, NESS--------------------------------------------

INVCSTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC FIELD EXPERIMENT

NSSDC 10- 73-078A-01	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-h. SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INTERFLANCIARY PHYSICS.
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - N.F. NESS	 NASA-GSFC
OI - C.S. SCEARCE	 NASA-GSFC
01 - J.H. SEEK	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment consisted of a boom-moLnteo triaxial

fluxgate magnetcaelef designed to stud y the interplanetary and
geomagnetic tail magnetic fields. Each sensor had three
dynamic ranges of plus or minus 12, p4us or minus 36, and plus
or minus 1C3 nT. With the aid of a bit com paction scheme
(delta modulation). there were 25 vector measurements made and
teleretered per seccrd. The experiment operated normally from
Launch until	 mid-1975.	 On July 11, 1975, becaLSe of a rarge
indicator problem, the experiment operation was frozen into the
36-nT range.	 The digitization accuracy in this range is about
rlus or minus C.! nT. On Parch 23, 1978 the sensor flipper
failed.	 After that timer alternative methods of 2-axis sensor
zero-level determination were required.

------- IMP-J, SIMPSCN -----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR FLARE II1GH-I/LOW-E AND LOW -L
ISOTOPE

NSSDC ID- 73-078A-C7 	 INVESTIGATIVE PRObRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
Cosmic RAYS

PERSONNEL
PI - J.A.	 SIMPSCN	 U. Of CHICAGO
01 - M.	 GARCIA-MUNOZ	 U OF CHICAGO

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment. used two telescopes to measure the

composition	 and	 ereryy spectra cf solar land galactic)
particles above about 0.5 MeV/nucleon. 	 The main telescope
consisted of five collinear elements (three solid state, one
Ctl,, and one sapphire Cerenkov) surrounded by a plastic
anticoincidence shield. The telescope had a 60-deg, futl-angle
acceptance cone with its axis approximately normal to the
spacecraft spin axis, permitting 8-sectored information on
particle arrival effect ior. FcLr elements of the rair
telescope were pulse-height analyzed, and lore and high-gain
modes could be selected by command to permit resolution of the
elerents H through Ni or of electrons and the isotopes of H and
He and light nuclei. A selection- p riority scheme was Included
to permit sampling of less abundant particle species under
normal and sofar-flare conditions. The low-energy telescope
was essentially a two-element shieldee solid-state detector
with a 70-deg full-angle acceptance cone, The first element
was pulse-height analyzed, and data .ere recorded by sectors..

-----.-- IMP-J, STONE -------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRONS AND HYDROGEN AND HELIUM
ISOTOPES

NSSDC ID- 73-078A-06	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
COSMIC RAYS

PERSONNEL
P1 - E.C. STONE	 CALIF 1NST OF TECH
01 - R.E. VOUT	 CALIF INST OF TECH

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This ex periment was designed to measure the differential.

ereryy spectra of the isotopes of ))dregen through oxygen frcr
2 to 40 MeV/nucleon, and of electrons from 0.2 to 5 MeV. The
instrument Consisted of a stack of 11 tufty depleted silicon
solid-state detectors surrounded by a plastic scintillator
articcincidence cr.p. The outer two solid-state detectors were
annular,permitting measurements in troth narrow-geometry
(typical geometrical factor was 0,2 so cm-sr) and wide-geometry
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(typical geometric factor was 1.5 sq cm-ar) coincidence modes.
Anisotropy data (45-deg angular and 20-s temporal resolution)
wore obtained. for further details. see R. A. M#Waldt and E.
C. Stone, Astrophys. J.s v 205r p . 9:, 1916.

------- IMP-J, WILLIAMS ----------------------------------------

INVESIIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS

NSSDC ID- 73-018A-05	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-0, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
coSMlc RAYS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - D.J. WILLIAMS	 APPLIED PHYSICS 'LAB
01 - C.O. BOSTROM	 APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
01 - J.N. TRAINOR	 NASA-GSFC

ERIEF DESCRIPTION
The purposes of (his investi,drion were (1) to study the

Propagation characteristics or solar cosmic rays through the
interplanetary medium over the energy ranges indicated below.
(2)to study electron and proton fluxes throughout the
geomagnetic fait and near the (tanks of the magnetosphere, and
(3)	 to study the entry of solar cosmic rays into the
magnetosphere.	 The	 instru#entation	 consisted	 of a
three-etement telescope employing fully depleted
surface-barrier solid-state detectors and a magnet to deflect
electrons. Two side-mounted detectors ware used to measure the
deflected electrons. Two additional detectors in separate
erunts were used to measure charged particles above 15 keV (F),
1, greater than or equal to 2 above 0.6 NOV (61) ano above 1.0
14V (G2)r and P greater than or equal to 3 above 2.0.01eV (G3).
the telescope measured protons in three ranges between 2.1 and
25 MeV (14, 15. 16)) Z greater than or equal to 1 in three
ranges between 0.05 and 2.1 MeV (Ile 12, l3): alpha particles
between 8,4 and 35.0 M#V in two ranges Tlil, 112): Z greater
than or equal to2 between 2.2 and 8.4 MeV (110): and a
background channel (19). Deflected electrons were measured in
two ranges between 30 and 200 keV We lb). A complete
description of the instrument was given by D. J. Williams in
NOAA Technical Report ERL 393-SEL 40, October 1977.

see::eaatesserseaedrw.aaaaaaa ISEE 1::::::u •smeseu ureeeeuree

SPACECRAFT CCPPON NAME- ISEL I
ALTERNATE NAMES- IMP-K. 10422

MOTHER, INTNL SUN EARTH ENPL-A
ISEE-A

NSSDC ID- 77-102A

LAUNCH DATE- 10/22177 	 WEIGHT- 340.2 KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA

SPONSORING COUNTRY /AGENCY
UNITED STATES	 NASA-OSSA

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT	 TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 10/23177
ORBIT PERIOD- 3446.4 MIN INCLINATION-	 28.7 DEG
PERiAPS1$ 281. KM ALT APOAPSIS-	 138120. KM ALT

FERSONNEL
PM	 - J.P. CORRIGAN NASA-GSfC
PM	 - J.J. MADDEN NASA-GSFC
PS	 - K.w. OGILVIE NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Emplorer-tlass mother s pacecraft, ISEE 1, was part of

the mother/aaughter/heliocentric mission which includedthe
ISEE 1, ISEE 2. and ISEE 3 spacecraft. The purposes of the
mission were(1) to investigate solar/terrestrial relationships
at the outermost boundaries of the earth's Magnetosphere, (2)
to examine in detail the structure of the solar wind near the
earth and the shock wave that forms the interface between the
solar wind and earth, and (3) to continue the investigation of
cosmic rays and solar flares in the interplanetary region near
1 AU. The mission thus extended the investigations of previous
IMP spacecraft. The mother/daughter portion of the mission
consisted of twli spacecraft with a station-keeping capability
in a highly acentric earth orbit with apogee at 23 earth
radii.	 The spacecraft maintained a :malt separation distance,
and	 made simultaneous coordinated measurements to permit:
separation of spat fat From temporal irregularities in the
near-earth	 solar	 wind,	 the bow shock, and inside the
magnetosphere, The spin rate was set at 19.75 rpme differing
slightly from that of the ISEE 2 spacecraft. For instrument
descriptions written by the investigators, see IEEE Trans. on
Geosci. Etectron., v. GE-16, n. 3, July 1978.
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----	 /SEE 1, ANDERSON ---------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAHE- ELECTRONS AND PROTONS

NSSDC ID- 77-102A-10 	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8/CO-OP, SCIENCE

and its location in the temporal history were also stored in
memory. All stored Information was then road out at a very tow
Lit rate during the succeeding several hours. Three trigger
signals were used based an total counts In 4 ms. 32 ms, ant 256
ms. Six m ee0ries were used, three before and three after the
triigrr signal, yielding storage of 1/64, Ilk, and 1 rein of
oat& each to provide detailed risr-time information.

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINECS)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - K.A. ANDERSON U OF CALIF, BERKELEY
01 - C.L. MENG APPLIED PHYSICS	 LAN
01 - F.V. CORONI11 U Of CALIF,	 LA
01 - J.M. UOSUUED CESR
9I - R. PELLAi CTR FOR THEORETIC PHYS
Ol - 6 . PARKS U OF WASHINGTON
01 - R 	 . L I N U Of CALIF,	 BERKELEY
01 - H. REME CESR

BRIEF DESCRIPTIUh
This experiment was designed to determine, by usirg

identical instrumentation (see 77-TC2B) on the nother/daughter
spacecraft, the spatial extent, propagation velocity, and
temporal behavior of a wide variety of particle phenomena.
Electrons were measured at 2 and 6 keV and in two bands; 8 to
2C0 keV and 3' to 20C kev. Protons were measured at 2 and E
keV and in three bards: 8 to 200 keV, 30 to 200 keV, and 2C0
to 3b0 keV. The3n keV threshold could be commanded to 15 or
6T keV. Identical instrumentation on each spacecraft consisted
of a pair of surface-barrier seaiecrouctor-detector telescopes
(one with a foil and one without a toil) and four fixed-voltage
cylindrical electrestatic analyzers (two for electrons and two
for protons). Channel multipliers were used as detectors with
the fixed-voltage aralyzers. The telescopes had a viewing core
with a 40-deg half-angte, oriented at about 20 de g to the spin
axis.

------- ISLE 1, UAME-------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- FAST PLASMA AND SOLAR WIND IONS

NSSDC ID- 77-102A-01	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8/CO -OP. SCIENCE

INVESTICATION DISCIPLINE(S)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS.
SPACE PLASMAS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI -	 S.J. NAME LOS ALAMOS NAT LAO
OI - H. MIGGENRIEDER MPI-EKTRATERR PAYS
OI - K. SCHINDLER RUHR-II	 BCCHUM
01 - J.R. ASBRIDGE LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
OI - H.R. ROSENBAUER MPI-AERONOMY
O1 - H. VOLK MPI-NUCLEAR	 PHYS
01 -	 B.D. MONTGOMERY LOS ALAKCS NAT .LAB
01 - G. PASCHMANN MPI-EATRATERR PHYS
01 - w.C. FELDMAN LOS.ALANCS NAT LAB
OT -	 E.W. HONES,	 JR. LOS	 ALAMOS NAT LAB

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed,	 in conjunction with a

similar irstrument (77-102U-CI) provided by G. Faschmann of Ilan
Planck Institute	 for flight on the daughter spacecraft, tc
study the plasma velocity distribution and its spatial and
temporal variations in the solar wind, bow shack,
magnetosheath, magre topause, magnetctail, and magnetosphere.
Protons from 5C eV to 40 keV and electrons from 5 eV to 20 keV
were measured in one, two, and three dimensions by three 90-deg
spherical	 electrestatic analyzers.	 The experiment,	 which
utilized	 channeltron	 electron	 multipliers as detectors,
operated	 in twc ranges, with energy resolution ter the several
steps in each range at 10% of the center energy level.

--- --- ISLE 1, CLINE---------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- GAMMA-RAY BURSTS

NSSDC ID- 77-302A-1.4	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EC-a/CC-OP, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
X-RAY ASTRONOMY
GAPMA-RAY ASTRONOMY

PERSONNEL
PI - T.L. CLINE	 NASA-GSTC
01 - D.K. HCVESTADT	 Mill-EKTRATERR PHYS
01 - B.J. TEEGARDEN	 NASA-GSFC
OI -G.	 ULOECKLER	 U OF NARTLAND

PRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was desigred tc recogrize and record trt

time history of gamma-ray bursts. Two sensors were used: a
4-cm-diameter, CST scintillator system and a. 6-sq-cm,
solid-state (Cc Te) array. An intensity increase in either of
the sensors couto cause a trigger signal two eccur, freezirg the
circulating memory of the immediate past counting-rate history
and tilling another memory with the counting rates for 1 min
fcllcwinq the tricger signal. The time of the trigger sigral

- ----- I$FE 1, FRANK------

INVESTIGATION NAME- HOT PLASMA

NSSDC to- 71-102A-03	 )NVESTIuAiIV[ PROirkAM
CODE EE-8/CO-01 1 , SCIENCE

INVESTIUAiION DISCIPLINE(S)
MAGNEIOSPHERtC PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS
INTEHrLANEIARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
P1 - L.A.	 FRANK	 U Of IOWA
01 - V.M. VASVLIUNAS	 NFL-AERONOMY
01 - C.F. KENNEL	 U Of CALIF, LA

ERIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to study, by means of

identical	 instrumentation on the mother/daughter spacecrafto
the spatial and temporal variations of the solar Wind ano
eagnetosheath electrons and ions. Protons and electrons in the
energy range from 1 eV to 4b keV were measured in 64 contiguous
energy bands with an energy resolution (delta E/E) of 0.16. A
uuadrispherical low-energy proton and electron differential
energy analyzer (LLPEDEA), employing seven continuous channel
electron multipliers in each of its two (one for protons and
one for electrons) electrostatic analyzers was flown an both
the mother and the daughter spacecraft. All but 29 of the
4-n;-sr solid angle was covered for p article velocity vectors.
A GM tube was also included, with a conical field of view of
4t-deq futl-angle, perpendicular to the spin axis. This
detector was sensitive to electrons with F> q $ keV, and to
protons with E>600 keV.

------- ISLE 1, GURNETT----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA WAVES

NSSDC ID- 77-102A-07	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-M/CO-OP, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINECS)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

FE9SONNEL
P1 - D.A. GURNETT	 U Of IOWA
01 - F.L. SCARF	 TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
OI - R.w. FREDERICKS	 TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
OI - E.J. SMITH	 NA5A-JPL

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This ex p eriment,	 in conjunction with a similar (hut

simpler) experiment (77-1028-05) on ISLE 2, was designed to
measure wave p henomena occurring within the magnetosphere and
solar wind. Three electric dipole antennas (215 me 73.5 ms and
C.61m) and a triaxial search-coit antenna were used. The
instrumentaticn consisted of fcLr main eleeents: (1) a
narrow-band sweep-trequency receiver with 32 fre q uency ste p s in
each of four bands from 100 Hz to 400 kHz,a complete sweep
required 32 s: (2) a high-time-resolution spectrum analyzer
with 20 channels from 5.62 112 to 311 kHz for electric field and
14 identical channels from 5.62 Hz to 10 kHz for magnetic field
irtermaticn, the electric and magnetic channels were sampled
simultaneously; (3) a wave-normal analyzer to provide
components fcr computing the wave normal and the PoYnting flux,
this analyzer had a. 10 Hz bandwidth, and covered 32 frequencies
tree 100 Liz tc 5 kHz; and (4) a wide-band receiver to condition
electric and magnetic waveforms for transmission to the ground
via the special-purpose analog transmitter. this receiver also
prcvided the signals for long-baseline-interferometer
measurements between ISEE I and ISLE 2. There were two basic
frequency charnels: 10 Hz to I kHz and 65C nz to 10 or 4G k1iz.
In	 addition,	 the frequency .range could be shifted by a
trequency- carvers ion scheme to any of eight ranges up to 2 MHz.

------- ISLE 1, HARVEY------

1NVESTIGATI0 NAME- PLASMA DENSITY

NSSDC ID	 77-102A-0F	 INVESTIGATIVE PRO6kAM
CODE EE-3/CO-OP, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS

ORIGINAL. PAGE Ls
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PERSONNEL
PI - C.C.. HARVEY	 PARI4 OBSERVATORY
01 - M.	 PETIT	 CNET
01 - J.R. MCAFEE	 NOAA-ERL
01 - D.	 JONES	 BRITISH ANTARCTIC SLOW
01 - J.M. ETCHETO	 CNET
01 -R.J.L.GRARD	 ESA-ESTEC
01 - N.E. GENDRIh	 CNET

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experimert measured the plasma electron density near

the mother satellite and also the total electron content
between the mother too the daughter spacecraft. The experimert
consisted of two distinct parts. The mother spacecraft carried
on experiment (the sounder) to detect resonances of the ambient
plasma. After an antenna had been momentarily excited at one
of the characteristic frequencies of the plasma it which it was
Immersed, a pronounced "ringing." was observed. These
resonances occurreo at the plasma frequencyo the upper hybrid
resonance, the cyclotron frequency and its harmonics# and the
measuremert of their frequencies permitted the determination cf
several plasma parameters# including the electron density. in
this experiment# the transmitter was designed to step through
128	 sub-bands,	 coverin g	the	 characteristic	 resonance
frecuencies of the plasma, from 0.3 to 50.9 kHz, and from C to
353 kHz. The integrated density between the mother and the
daughter was obtained from a second experiment (the propagation
experiment) that measured the phase delay introduced by the
ambient	 plasma onto a wave of frequency about 683 kHz
transmitted from the mother and received on the daughter
(experiment -06). The phase was compared against a
phase-coherent signal transmitted from the mcther tc the
daughter by modulation onto a carrier of frequency high enough
to be unaffected by the ambient plasma (272.5 MHz). Due to
perturbations to other experiments, active operation was on a
Limited duty cycle.

------- ISEE 1, HELLIWELL --------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- VLF WAVE PROPAGATION

NSSDC ID- 77-102A-13	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8/CO-OP, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
MAGNETCSPHERIC PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INTERFLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - R.A. HELLIWELL	 STANFORD U
01 - T.F. (TELL	 STANFORD U

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was intended to provide data to study

interactions between ciscrete VLF waves and energetic particles
in the magnetosphere.	 The VLF waves were produced by a
grourd -based transmitter. Injecticr cf the waves beyord the
ionosphere was assured by transmitter location in a region
where the magnetic lines of force are open: in this case, the
Siple station, Antarctica. The injected signal and any
stimulated VLF emissions were reccrced through a loop arterra
by a 1- to 32-kHz broadband receiver on the satellite. The
observed parameters were the intensities of received radio
frecuency waves as a function of time.

------- ISEE 1, HEPPNER ----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- DC ELECTRIC FIELD

NSSDC ID- 77-102A-11 	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8/CO-OP, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
MA6NETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI	 - J.P. HEPPNER NASA-GSFC
OI	 -	 T.L. AGGSOh NASA-GSFC
OI	 - N.C. MAYNARD NASA-GSFC
01.	 -	 D.A. GURNETT U OF	 IOWA
01	 - D.P. CAUFFMAN LOCKHEED PALO ALTO

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This	 experiment	 was intended to study quasistatic

electric fields and low-frequency plasma .waves in the
plasmaspbere, magnetosphere, magnetcsheath, and solar wind.
The double-probe ftoating-botential technique was ap p lied using
Long-wire antenna prooes with an effective electric field
baseline of 179 m. The do differential voltage was measured 8
or 32 times per s, depending on bit rate. In addition, the cc
field was measured at selected azimuthal angles relative to the
sun and the magnetic field, and the peak value of delta V and
its azimuthal angles were measured. Low-frequency waves wise
measured	 in b frecuenc y bands as fellows: 0.19 to 0.6, E.6 to
1.9. 1.9 to 6, 6 to 13, 19 to 60, 60 to 190, 190 to 600, and
600 to 1900 Hz.	 The do-mode measurements had a two-step,

variable- g ain amplifier controlled from the ground. The
resolution: in the highest gair state was 0.5E-6 Via. The at
measurement electronics consisted cf two amplifier sections.
One amplifier was used for tow-frequency channels, and one far
high-frequency charrels.	 rain Tires for each amplifier were
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independently	 controllable	 from	 the	 ground.	 In the
highest-gain mode, each analyzer chanHet had a sensitivit y of
0.04E-6 Via tans).	 The experiment soutd be run in either a
sun-sensor synchronized or a free state as controlled from the
ground.	 in addition, the ac portion could be run In on
averaging nodeo, or an alternating averaging and
peak-amplitude-detection mode keyed to the telemetry readout
sequence.

------- ISEE :s NnVESTAOT-------

INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW-ENERGY COSMIC Rr1YS

NSSOC ID- 77 . 102A-05	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CGDE EE-8/CO-OP# SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE($)
COSMIC RATS
PARTICLES AND f1ELD$
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - D.K. HOVESTADT MPI-EXTRATERR PHIS

01 - J.J. O r GALLAGHER U OF MARYLAND
01 - M. $CHOLER MPI-LXTRATERR PHIS
Ol - L.A. FISK U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
01 -	 C.Y. FAN U OF ARIZONA
O1 - 6. GLOECKLER U Of MARYLAND

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This instrument, carried on both ISEE L and ISEE 3e Was

designed to measure solar, interplanetaryr and magnetospheric
energetic ions in numerous bands within the energy range 2
keV/charge to 8o MeV/nucleon, and electrons in four contiguous
bands from 75 to 1300 keV. At the lower energies, charge
states of heavy ions in the high-speed ( t 500 km/s) solar wind
were determined.	 In the range 0.3 to 80 Mew/nucleon, the
energy spectra, anisotropies, and composition of energetic ions
were determined.	 In the limited range 0.4 to E MeY/nucleon•
simultaneous determination of ionic and nuclear charge was
possible.	 The instrument consisted of three different sensor
systems.	 ULECA (ultralow-energy charge analyzer) was an
electrostatic analyzer with solid state detectors. its energy
range	 was	 approximately	 3	 to 560 keV/charge.	 ULEWAT
(ultralow-energy wide-angle telescope) wasa double dE/ds vs E#
thin-window,	 flow-through	 proportional counter/solid-state
detector telescope covering the range 0.2 to 60 NeV/nucleon
(Fe).	 ULEZEQ (ultralow-energy Z, E, and Q; was a combination
of on electrostatic analyzer and a dE/dx vu E system with a
thin-window	 proportional counter and a position-sensitive
solid-state	 detector.	 The	 energy range was 0.4 to 6
MeV/nucleon. Data could be obtained in 45-deg sectors.

------- ISEE 1, MOIER ------------------------------------------

INVESTIGAT1oN NAME- QUASI-57A71C ELECTRIC FIELDS

NSSDC ID- 77-102A-06	 INVESTICATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8/CO-OP, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
MAGNE70SPHERIC PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS

PERSONNEL
PI - F.S. MOZER	 U OF CALIF, BERKELEY
01 - M.C. KELLEY	 CORNELL U

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The	 dtjective	 of	 this	 ex p eriment	 was to study

quasi-static and lo:ufrequency electric fields in the
plasmasphere, magnetosphere, magnetoshemth, and solar wind.
Measurements were made of the potential difference between a
pair of 8-ce diameter vitreous carbon spheres which were
separated by 73.5 a and mounted on the ends of wire booms in
the satellite spin plane. To attempt to overcome the
spacecraft sheath (.a potential problem which plagues all
electric field detectors), an electron gun 4or changing the
spacecraft potential was included and alt exposed spacecraft
surfaces were made electrically conducting. The instrument was
designed to be sensitive to fields from 0.1 to 209 nV/m in the
frequency bane of 0 to 12 Hz. The experiment also measured the
electric field component of waves at frequencies below 1000 Hz.

------- ISEE 1, OG.ILVIE----------------------------------------

INVES71GA71ON NAME- FAST ELECTRONS

NSSDC ID- 77-1C2A-02	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-81C.0-OP, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
MAGNETCSPHERIC PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS

PERSONNEL
PI - K.Y. OGILVIE	 NASA-GSFC
OI - J.D. SCUDDER	 NASA-GSFC
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BklEf DESCRIPTION
This tAperinrt studied she trarsrort coefficients et

turbulence In t he totilsionitss plasma re p resented by the
interplanetary	 medium and magnetosheath, tor-energy solar
electron	 •vents# sod bow-shack-associated ele p trons.	 Iwo
triaxial systems of 1.17-deg cylindrical electrostatic snatyiers
were	 used to sake three-dimrnsicral measurements of the
electron distributial'i function. there were three modes Of
crerstione with the followin g nceinal energy ranges; sctar
wind. T to 5CO eVv ma gnetosheath. i0 eV to 2 krV/ and
magnetotail and scler. 105eV to 7.05 keV.	 The energy
resolution (delta [4) was 0.01. The entire set of six
simultaneous spectrometer seasureverts was taken white the
satellite rotateri throu gh 60 deg . Each spectrometer consisted
of a curved-plate analyzer and two channettron detectors.

------- ISLE 1, RUSSELL-------------

INVESTIGATION NAKE- ILUXGATE MAGNETOMETER

NSSDC 10- 77-102A-04	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-81CO-OS1 - SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
MAGNETOSPOERIC PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - C.T. RUSSELL	 U Of cAltf# LA
OI - R.L. MCPHERRON	 UOF CALIF. LA
01 - P.C. HEDGECOCK	 IMPERIAL COLLEGE
01	 E.W. GREENSTAOT	 TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
u  - M.G. KIVELSON	 U Of CALIF, LA

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
In this tiiax:a ffvxgate mayneloleter, three ring-core

sensors in an orthogonal triad xere enclosed in a ftipFer
mechanism at theend of the magnetometer boom. The electronics
unit was on the main body of the spacecraft at the foot of the
boom. The magnetometer nad two operating ranges of plus or
rinus 6192 of Inc Alas or rinuf 256 nT it each vector
component.	 The data were digitized and averaged within the
instrument to provide increased resolution and to provide
Nyquist littering.	 There were two modes for the transmission
et the averaged esta. Ir the eCuble-precision meet cf
operation. 16-bit samples of data wmre transmitted. This
provided a maximum resolution of plus or minus 1/4 nT or 1/128
nI in the low-sensitivity and high-sensitivity ran ges. In the
single-precision acge, any B consecutive bits of the abeve 16
bits were selectee by ground command for transmission and the
telemetry bandwidths of the magnetometer were doubled. This
bandwidth	 varied	 from 2 Hz ter the low-telemetry-rate,
doubte-precision	 experiment	 mode	 to	 32	 Ha	 for	 the
high-teleretry-rateo single-Frecisicn experiment mode.

------- ISEE 1, SHARP ------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- ION COMPUSITION

NSSDC ID- 77-1C2A-12	 INVESTIGATIVE PR06RAP
CODE EE-3/CO-OP. SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE($)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
SPACE FLASMAS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - R.D. SHARP LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
OI - G. HAERENDEL MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
0I -	 H.R.. ROSENBALER ► PI-ALROhOMY
01 - R.G. JOHNSON. LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
01 - E.G. SHELLEY LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
OI - J. GE1SS U OF OERNE
01 -	 P.X. EEERHAROT U Of HERhE
OI - H. BALSEGER UOf BERNE
01 - C.R. CHAPPELL NASA-MSFC
01 -	 A. GHIELFETTI U OF	 BERNE
OI - D.T. YOUNG LOS ALA1405 NAT LAB

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this investigation was to determine the

icr composition are energy spectra ct the plasma within the
magnetosphere, magnetosheath,and solar wind* and to determine
the angular distribution of the plasma in the eagnetosheath.
Ar energetic ion sass spectrometer was flown that had an
electrostatic	 energy	 analyzer	 followed	 by	 a combined
cylindrical electrostatic/magnetic mass analyzer, A
combination of electron multiptiers was used as the detector.
The energy-per-urit-charge range tessured was from 9 t^ 17
keV/D. The mass-per-unit-charge range measured extendeo. from )
tc 150 u/g.

------- ISEE 1. •ILLIAM$ -----------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS

NSSDC ID- 77 .102A-09	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CCDE EE-d/CO-OPe SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
MAGNEYOSPHE41C PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS

PERSONNEL
PI	 - D.J. WILLIAMS APPLIED PHYSICS LAD
of	 - C.U. OUSIROM APPLIED PHYSICS LAG
01 - U, W/LKEN MPI-AERONOMY
Of	 -	 T.A. FRITI NOAH-ERL
01	 - G.H. WIObtKkNI U Of	 KILL
01	 - E. KEPPLER "Pi-ALRONUMY

PRIEF DESCRIFTION
This experiment vas designeu to identify and to study

plasma instabilities responsible for acceleration, source and
loss mechanisms, and boundary And interface phenomena
throu g hout the Orbital rang e of the ;other/daughter satellites.
A proton telescope and an electron $prctrometrr were flown on
each s pacecraft to ressure detailed energy spectrum and angular
distributions. These detectors used silicon surface-barrirr,
totally depleted solid-state devices of various thicknesses,
areas, and confi)urations. Protons in 8 or 16 channels between
20 keV and 1.2 MeV, and electrons in 8 or 16 channels between
2C keV and 1 MeV, were measured. k separate solid-state
detector system measured the energy spectra and pitch-angle
distributions of alpha particles and heyvy ions in the energy
range abowe 125 keV per nucleon.

eax^waaNraaiaxx uxa uxu a•• ISEE	 ...,

SPACECRAFT CCFMON NAME- ISEE 2
ALTERNATE NAMES- IMP-K PRIME, 1ME-D

10423. ISEE-11
DAUGHTER

NSSDC 10- 77-1028

LAUNCH DATE- 10/22/77 	 WEIGHT- 165.78 KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- bELTA

SPONSORING CCLhTRY/AGENCY
INTERNATIONAL	 ESA
UNITED STATES	 NASA-OSSA

INITIAL ORBIT PARAP.ETERS
ORBITTYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 10/23/77
ORBIT PERIOD- 3454.1 MIN	 INCLINATION-	 28.7 DEG
PERIAPSIS-	 2bO. KM ALT	 APOAPSIS- 138317. KM ALT

PERSONNEL
PM - A.	 HAVKYARD	 ESA-ES79C
PS - A.	 PEDERSEN	 ESA-CSTEC
PS - A.C. DURNEY(NLA)	 ESA-ESTEC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Explorer-class daughter spacecraft, ISE E 2, was part

of the mother/daughter/hetiocentric mission (ISEE 1, 2, and 3).
The purposes of the mission were (1) to inwestigate
solar-terrestrial relationships at the outermost boundaries of
the earth's magnetos phere. (2) to examine in detail the
structure of the solar wind near earth and the shock wave that
forms the interface between the solar wind and earth. and (3)
to continue the investigation of cosmic rays and solar flares
in the interplanetary region near 1 AU. The mission thus
extended the investigations of prew(ous IMP spacecraft. The
mother/daughter portion of the mission consisted of two
spacecraft with a station-keeping Capability in a highly
eccentric earth orbit with apogee of 23 earth radii. The two
spacecraft maintained a small separation distance, and made
simultaneous coordinated measurements to permit separation of
spatial from temporal irregularities in the near-earth solar
wind, the bow shock, and inside the ma gnetosphere. The spin
rate of the ISEE 2 spacecraft was fixed at 19.b rpmo differing
slightly from that of the ISEE 1 spacecraft. For instrument
descriptions written by the investigators, see IEEE Trans. on
Geosci. Electron.. W. GE-16, n. 3, July 1978.

------- ISEE 2, ANDERSON----------------------`-------

INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRONS AND PROTONS

NSSDC ID- 77-1028-08 	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8.1CO-CP, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DiSC1PLINE(S)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS

PERSONNEL
P1.- X.A. ANDERSON U OF CALIF.	 BERKELEY
OI -	 C.I. MENG APPLIED PHYSICS	 LAB
01 -	 J.M. BOSGULD CESR
01 - R. PELLAT CTR FOR	 THEORETIC PHYS
01 -	 F.V. COROhITI U OF CALIF,	 LA
OI - H. REME CESR
01 - R.P. LIN U Of CALIF,	 BERKELEY
01 - G.K. PARKS U OF WASHINGTON
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to determiner ty using

identical instrumentation on the mother/daughter spacecraft#
the spatial extent, propagation velocity* and temporal behavior
of a wide variety of particle ctencasna. Electrons were
.measured at 2 and 6 keV and in two bands: 8 to 200 keV and SO
to 200 keV, hro10r.s were measured at 2 and 6 K*W and in three
bands: 8 to 2CC keV, 30 to 210 keV. and 200 to 580 4eV. The
3C^keV threshold cc4lc be comeanded IC 15 or 60 keV. Idertical
instrumentation on each s pacecraft consisted of a pair of
surface-barrier# semiconductor-detector telescopes Cone with a
foil	 an*	 one	 without	 a foil) and four fixed-voltage
electrostatic	 analyzers	 Ciro for electrons &A ,	two fcr
protons).	 Channel ruttipliers were used as detectors with the
filed-voltage analyzers. The telesco pes had a viewin g cone
with a 40-de g tall-angle, oriented at about 20 deg to the srir
axis.

------- 1SEC 2, EGIDI ----------------------- •------- - ----------

INVESTIGATION NAML SOLAR WIND IONS

NSSDC lb- 77-1020-C2	 INVESTIGATIVE P004HAP
CODE EE-8/CO-DP W SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPL)NE(S)
MAGNETCSPHERIC PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI	 - A. E61DI CNR, SPACE PLASMA LAS
01 - G. MORENO CNR, SPACE PLASMA LAD
01 - P. CERULLI CNR, SPACE PLASMA LAB
01 - V. FORMISANO CNR, SPACE PLASMA LAB
01 - S.C. CAN7ARANO CNR, SPACE PLASMA LAB

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This instrument was designed to measure the angular

distributions and energy spectra of positive ions in the solar
wino. The main region of interest was outward from and
Including the magretopause (greater char 5 eartt racii). Twc
hemispherical electrostatic analyzers were used to cover the
energy range )CO eY to SO keV/0 in up to 64 energy channels.
There were two operating modes: one for high-time resolution
and one for high-energy resaluticr. Erergy levels were kept
constant through a cox p lete s pacec r s f t revolution.

------- ISEE 2, FRANK------------------------------------------

INVESTIUATION NAME- HOT PLASMA

NSSDC ID- 77-102B-03	 INVESTIGATIVE PROuRAM
CODE EE-h/CO-OP, SCIENCE

INVES.T.IGATION DISCIPLINES)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
SPACE FLASMAS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - L.A. FRANK	 U Of IOWA
OI - V.M. VASYLIUNAS	 MPI-AERONOMY
01 - C.f. KENNEL	 U Of CALIF. LA

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to study. by means of

identical instrumentation on the mother/daughter spacecraft,
the spatial and tecporat variaticrs of the solar rind and
magnetosheath electrons and ions. Protons and electrons in the
energy range from 1 eV to 45 keV were measured in 64 contiguous
energy bands with an energy resolution (delta E/C) of 0.16. A
quadrispherical le g -energy proton and electror differential
energy analyzer (LEPEDEA), employing seven continuous-channel
electron multipliers in each of its two (one for p rotons and
are for electrors) electrostatic analyzers was flown on both
the mother and the daughter spacecraft. All but 21 of the 4
pi-sr solid angle was covered for particle-velocity vectors. A
GM tube was also inctuded, with a conical field of view of
4C-deg full-angle, perpendicular tc the so I" #. l is. This
Detector was sensitive to electrons with ,tr gO^ oeVr and to
protons with E>6QC keV.

-----.-- ISEE 2. GURNETT----------------------- 	 -----------

INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA WAVES

NSSDC ID- 77-1028 . 05	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-B/CO-OP, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS.
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - D.A. GURNETT	 U of IOWA
01 - F.L. SCARF	 TRW SY57EMS GROUP
01 - E.J. SMITH	 NASA-JPL
O1 - R.W. FREDERICKS	 TRW 'SYSTEMS GROUP

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
in this experiment, a single-axis search colt

magnetometer with at high pe ►meabitity core and two electric
field dipoles (30 a tip-to-tip and 0.61 a) measured wave
phenomena occurrin g Within the nagnetosphare and eater wind In
coniunction with a similar experiment (77-102A-117) flown on the
mother spacecraft.	 The antennas were %taunted perpenditularly
to the spin axis. The instrumentation was composed of two
eleaentst (1) a high-time-resolution spectrum analvaer With 16
frequenc y channels (Identical to those on ISEE 1) from 5.62 Me
to 31.1 kNe where att channels were sampled 1 or 4 times per s1
depending on bit ralri and 12) a Wide-bond receiver tD
condition electric •nd magnetic wvetoras for transmission to
the ground vim the special-purpose anstog transmitter,. There
were two basic frequency channels, from 10 me to I kHz ano from
65C He to 10 kHz. in addition# the frequency ran ge could be
shilted by a frequenty-conversion scheme to any of eight ranges
op to 2.0 MHz.

------- ISEE 2, HARVEY -------------------------------------- --^

INVESTIGATION NAME- RADIO PROPAGATION

NSSDC -ID- 77-1026-06	 INVESTIGATIVE PR06RAN
CODE EE-81CO-OP# SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS

PERSONNEL
P1	 C.C. HARVEY	 PARIS OBSERVATORY
01 - R.E. GENDRIN	 CNET
01 - J.R. MCAFEE	 NOAA-ERL
01 - M.	 PETIT	 CNET
01 - D.	 JONES	 BRITISH ANTARCTIC SURV
01 - J.M. ETCHETO	 CNET
01 - R.J.L.GRARD	 ESA-ESTEC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The total electron content between the mother and

daughter was obtained by measuring the phase delay introduced
by the ambient plasma onto a wave of frequency about 683 kHz.
transmitted from the mother (experiment -OBI and received on
The (laughter. The phase was compared a9ainst • phase-coherent
signal transmitted from the mother to the daughter by
modulation onto a carrier of frequency high enough (272.5 MNZ)
to be unaffected by the ambient plasma.

------- ISEE 2, PASCHMANN------

INVESTIGATION NAME- FAST PLASMA

NSSDC ID- 77-1028-01	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8/CO-OP, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
P1 - G. PASCHMANN MPI-EKTRATERR PHYS
01 -	 a1.C. FELDMAN LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
01. -	 E .6. HONES,	 JR. LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
01 - K. SCHINDLER ROHR-U BOCHUM
01 - H. MIGGENRIEDER MPI-EX7RATERR PHYS
OI -	 S.J. SAME LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
01 - H. VOLK MPI-NUCLEAR PHYS
01 - M.R. ROSENDAUER MPI-AERONOMY
01 - M.D. MONTGOMERY LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
01 -	 J.N. ASBRIDGE LOS	 ALAMOS MAT LAO

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to study plasma velocity

distributions and their spatial and temporal variations in the
solar	 wind,	 bow shock, magnetosheathe magnetopausee and
magnetotail	 (within the magnetosphere). 	 One-, two-, and
three-dimensicnal velocity distributions for positive ions and
electrons	 were	 measured	 using	 two	 90-deg	 spherical
electrostatic analyzers with channeItron electron multipliers
as detectors. In conjunction with similar instrumentation
K77-102A-01) provided by S. J. Pame/LANL for the mother
s pacecraft, protons from 50 eV to 40 keV (and electrons from 5
eV to 20 keV) were measured with 10% energy resolution in two
ranges each.

------- ISEE 2, RUSSELL----

INVESTIGATION NAME- FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER

NSSDC ID- 77-1028-04	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-6/CO-OP, SCIENCE

1NVESTICAIION DISCIPLINES)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
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PERSONNEL
PI - C.T. RUSSkLL	 U Of CALIF. LA
01 - R.L. MCPHERRON	 U Of CALIF, LA
01 - P.C. HEDGECOCK	 IMPERIAL COLLEGE
0A - E.W. GREENSTAOT	 TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
01 - M.G. KIVELSON 	 U OF CALIF. LA

ORICF DESCRIPTION
In this triaathl fluf g ste tacretameter, ihree eirg-tort

sensors in an orthogonal triad were enclosed in a flipper
mechanism at the ono of the magnetomettr boom. The electronics
urit was on the main body of the spacecraft at the foot of the
boom..	 The magnetometer had two cTerating ranges of plus cr
minus 8192 n 	 ane plus or minus 256 nt in each vector
component.	 The data were digitized and averaged within the
irstrument to prOVice increased resolution and to prOVide
Nyouist filtering.	 There were two modes for the transmission
of the averaged data. In the double-precision mode of
operation, 16-bit samples of data were transmitted. This
provided a maximum resolutler of plus er minus 1/4 nT or 0128
nT in the low-sensitivity and 'ziioh-sensitivity ranges.

------- ISCE 2, wILL1AM$ ---------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAOE- ENERGEIIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS

NSSDC 10- 77-1020-0	 1NVES110 11VE rROuRAP
CODE EE-S/CO-OP, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE($)
MAGNETCSFHERIC PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS

PERSONNEL
PI	 - D.J. rILLIAPS APPLIED	 PHYSICS	 LAD
01	 -	 T.A. FRITI NOAA-ERL
OI	 - C.O. UOSTROM APPLIED PHYSICS LAD
of	 -	 E. KEPPLER MPI-AERONOMY
01	 -8, WILKEN MPI.-AERONOMY
01	 - G.H. W18HERENI U OF KIEL

ERIEF DESCRIPTION
This experieert was desigrec tc identify anew to study

I.lasma instabilities responsible for acceleration, source and
Loss mechanisms, and boundary and interface phenomena
ttreughout the orbital range of the mother/daughter satellites.
A proton telescope and an electron spectrometer were ftCWP or
each spacecraft to measure detailed energy spectra and angular
distributions.	 These detectors used silicon-
totally cepleteo solid-state devices of various thicknesses,
areas. and configurations. Protons in 5 directions and 12
erergy channels between 26 keV and 2 MeV and electrons in 5
directions and 12 energy channels between 20 keV and 300 keV
(to 1.2 keV fcr 9C ceg) were measured. Data were accumulated
in ul. to 32 sectors per spin.

•.^u•^.tux•.•.^.•.,..a,att ISEE 3400*. .... u^...u ♦ ...u ► •.•^

SPACECRAFT COMHON NAME- ISEE 3
ALTERNATE NAMES- SIP PROBE., IME-H

HELIOCENTRIC, INTNL SUN EARTH EXPL-C
ISEE-C

NSSDC ID- 7R-C79A

LAUNCH DATE- C6/12178	 WEIGHT- 469, KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES	 NASA-OSSA

INITIAL OR61T PARAPETERS
ORBIT YYPE- HELIOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE-.11/25/78
ORBIT PERIOD-	 365. DAYS	 INCLINATION-	 0. DEG
FERIAPSIS-	 C.99 AU RAD	 APOAPSIS-	 0.99 AU FAD

PERSONNEL
PM - J.P. CORRIGAN	 NASA-GSFC
PM - J.J. MADDEN	 NASA -GSFC
PS - T.T. VOh RCSENVIh6E	 RASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Explorer-class heliocentric spacecraft. ISEE S, was

part of the mother/daughter/heliocentric mission (ISEE 1, 2,
and. 3).	 The purposes of the mission were (1) to investigate
solar/terrestrial	 relationships at the outermost boundaries of
the earth's magretcsphere, (2) to examine in detail the
structure of the solar wind near the earth and the shock vavt
that forms the interface oetween the solar wind and earth, and
(3) to continue the investigation of cosmic rays and solar
flares in the interplanetary regicr near I AU. The missicr
thus extended the investi.)ations of p revious 114P spacecraft.
The launch of three coordinated spacecraft in this mission
permitted the separation of spatial and temporal effects.. This
heliocentric spacecraft had a spin axis normal tC the ecliptic
plane and a spin rate of about 20 rpm. it was p laced into an
elliptical halo orbit about the libration point (L1) 235 earth
radii on the sir side of the eartr, where it cuntinuously
monitored changes in the near-earth interplanetary medium.
Because both the mother and daughter spacecraft had eccentric
geocentric ortits, it was hoped that this mission would measure
the cause/effect retationshi p s between the ircident solar

,:Eases	 and thema,lnet4sphere.	 finally, the httiottntrlt
spacecraft also provided a near-tarth bate for making
cosmic-ray and other planetary measurements for comparison with
coincident measure ments from deep-space Probes. for instrument
descriptions written by the investi g ators. set IEEE Trans, on
GvAsci• Electron,, v. 6E-1b, n o 3, July 197h.

....... [SEE 3, ANDERSON ---------------------------------------

INVESTIGATiON NAME- INTERPLANETARY AND SOLAR ELECTRONS

NSSDC TO- 70-07YA-09	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-$ICO-UP, SCIENCE

INVE5T16ATtON DISCIPLINEISI
PARTICLES AND FILLOS
COSMIC RAYS
1NIERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - K.A. ANDERSON	 U OF CALIF, BERKELEY
01 - H.P. LIN	 u OFCALIF, StNKELLY
7I - A.F. SMIIli	 HIGH ALTITUDE 0115
01 - S,R. KANE	 U Of CALIF, UtHKELLY

FRtEF DESCRIPTION
This	 experiment was designeo to study spectra and

arisotropies of interplanetary and solar electrons (2 to iCOC
keV) in the transition energy range between sui . ar wind and
tow-energy cosmic rays. The electrons were measured by a pair
of passively cooled, surface-barrier, semiconouctor-detector
telescopes (approximately 15 keV to arproximately I M eV) and by
a hemispherical plate electrostatic analyzer with
channel-mu ► tiptier detectors (2-16 keV). Counting rates were
sectored into angular sectors about either the magnetic field
or the sun direction. The telesco pe vie ► ded E or 16 sectors
and the analyzer yietdeo 16 sectors.

------- ISEE 3, ANDERSON-------------------

1NVEST16ATION NAME- k- AND GAMMA-RAY BURSTS

hSSDC ID- 78 . 079A-14	 1NVESTILAIIVE PROGRAM
CODF EE-8/CU-OP, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE($)
X-RAY ASTRONOMY
GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY
SOLARPHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - K.A. ANDERSON	 U Of CALIF, BERKELEY
01 - S.R. KANE	 U OF CALIF. BERKELEY
01 - w.D. EVANS	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
01 - R.W. KLEBESAS.ft,	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAU

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This	 experiment was designed to provide continuous

coverage of solar-flare X rays and transient cosmic gamma-ray
bursts.	 Detectors were a xenon-tilted proportional counter
(5-14 keV in 6 channels) and a Nal scintillator (12-1250 keV in
12 channels).	 There were four operating modest	 normal,
flare-1, flare-2, and gamma-burst. In the normal mode, the
time resolution was 0.5 to 4 s, depending on the channel. In
the gamma-burst mode, the best time resolution was 0.25 to 125
ms and used stored data.

------- ISEE 3, GAME -----------------

INVESTIGATICh NAME- SOLAR sIND PLASPA

NSSDC ID- 78-079A-01	 INVESTIGATIVE PROhRAM
CODE EE-S/CO-OP, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE($)
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS

PERSONNEL
PI - S.J. BA.ME LOS ALAMOS NAT LAU
01 -	 J.R. ASBRIDGE LOS ALAMOS NAT LAh
01 -	 E.k. HONES,	 JR. LOS ALAMOS NAT LAU
•11 - M.D. MONTGUMERY LOS ALAMOS. NAT LA4
01 - W.C. FELDMAN LOS ALAMOS NAT LAU

BRIEF DESCRIFFION
this experiment was designed to make an integratr-, study

of the natureo origin, and evolution of structure in the
interplanetary medium. Also, the thermal state of the
interplanetary plasma was studied. unperturbed by the earth's
bow shock.	 lon velocity distributions were measured by a
135-deg spherical electrostatic analyzer in both two and three
dimensions,.	 Step energy resolution for each ener)y windoa was
4.2%.	 Electronvelocity distributions were measured by a
90-deg spherical electrostatic analyzero also in two and three
dimensions. The energy window 1,er step *or electrons was 10%.
Channeltron electron multipliers were used as detectors for
each of the analyzers. Solar wind electrons .ere measured in
15 contiguous channels from 8.5 tl, 114C eV. A special
rhotoelectron range of 1.6 to 220 ev could be commanded.
Various mixtures of data for 2-D and 5-0 distribution functions
couto be selected. Ions were measured in 32 channels from 237
eV per charge to 10.7 keV per charge. Various modes wPre
available for basic sweep, search, and tracking of the peak of
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....... 1SIC 3, 11CCKMAN . ...............c.r.w....................

INYCSTIGATION NAME- 111411-W116Y COSMIC NAM

NSSOC 1o . 78*07VA*0 	 INVI'S1I4AIIV1 PROGRAM
COOL EE-h/CO.OP. SCIENCE

INV9$116A7IA N DISC.iPLINL(S)
COSMIC AArS

PERSONNEL
1`1 - 11.11. HICKMAN	 LAWkLNCC UERKELCY LAif
OC - 0.1. t.NE1NER	 U Or CALlr1 ptHK(U V

ORIEr OCSCRIPTION
Tit I% exprrA man t was designed to tietrrmine tit* isotopic

Abundance in the Primary cosmic rayd for hydrogen through
nickel.,	 the instrument uteri a 10-dement solid-state particle
tetestdpe colitistin0 of 	 tithium-tfrifted	 sitICCrt defectors,
tnrruy	 ratigas	 measured	 ran	 fromAppr"xlaatety 20 to
approximately 540 McVlnufleon. The itIretIton of Incident
nuclei was obtairto from a six-piave drift chum w with «•deg
rrtoLution.

------- 1Sti At linvESTADY ... .••••..•• ....•• .....................

tNV1,S1IuATION NAMA- low-CNCRHY COSMIC RAYS

N$SOt to- 714 -079A-0	 INVESTIGA(1VC PROGRAM
COOS CC-SlCO-OP , SCIENCE

iNV11$1luAlION pISCIPLINC(S)
COSMIC RAYS

I 1 t ASONNEL
PI D.K. 11OVCSIADT MPS-tKIRATERR PAYS
tit «	 J.J. 0 I uALLA4hER U Of MARYLAND
01 C.Y. TAN U Or ARIZONA
01 U. GLOECKLCA U Or MARYLAND
01 * M. 1010lCR Mill-EATRAI'ERR PAYS
OA L.A, FISK U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

bRIEr DCSCNiPTION
chit instrument (ROCS)# tarrietf on ISEC; l and isrC 3, was

nesiuned to mras4re solar# tnttrrlsretaryr anti maonelosrheric
roer g etit tuns In numerous bands within the energy ranor 0
koVtcharur to 'b0 MrVlnuclean, and electrons in four contiguous
bandit from 7m to 1300 ke y . At the lawor energies, charge
states of hruvylent in the high-IEeed 05e0 limit) 40tar will"
wrr y drterinined.	 in ihr range 0.3 to 80 MeV/nucleon# Alta
,nervy tbertra, anitotrooioxo and composition of ooergttic Ion%
were dr(vreinrd.	 in the limittd rang y 0.4 to A Mtvinuctronv
Simultaneous determination at ionic and nuclear charor wall
Possible.	 The	 InttYUment conoixled of three .)ilterent 100Sar
xy%trms,	 IILCC1	 (ultralow-rnordy rharga anatyzrrI woo An
xlectrnstatic Mnalyrer with solid-state 0400 01'%. 	 Its enorRY
rang,	 vas	 Approximl.trty	 3	 10 560 kovichnrge.	 ULPWAT
tuttralow-tneruy vide-Angle teltscot.e) was a OLIdx vs E,
Ut1n-wAo1fbwr	 (tow-through	 UropoelionAl taunter/solid-mtotr
detector tetettO p e Coverin g the range 0.0 to NO MrVIAUCIrOA
(it).	 ULEIro (ultralow-energy I, G. and a) WAS a comhinatIon
of on oloetrostatit an y trier poll a dC/dx versus C s y stem with A
thin-winhsew	 prororttonal counter and a 1100AtIOn-senxiIIwe
solid-state	 detector,	 ihr	 enetgy rang y us% 0.4 10 R
McVlnitcI eon . Data coutll be obtained lit 	 sectors.

...	 ISIC 30 AMOS— .« .........................««,........

INVtSTIOA11ON NAMf.- 1NCRbEIIC PROTONS

NSSOC to- 7t1 . 07VA-Ch	 INVESTItAtIVE PROIIRAM
CODE EC-81GO . 41i , SfILNCE

INVCST16A11ON D1$CIPLINFIS)
COSMIC RAYS
INIERPLANEIANY PHYSICS
PARTICLES ANO riuos

PERSONNEL
Pi - K.J. IIYNDS IMPERIAL COLLEGE
01 - j . VAN ROOIJtN UOF	 utNrCiit
01 - J 	 , VAN	 611.5 it 01	 UTRt:NT
01 « R,M, VAN n(N NICUWLNf10F if	 Of	 UIRI.C111

at - K.P. WL 10EL ESA-CS1CC
01 -	 I.N, SANDERSON E$A-CSlLC
All - V, DgMlN40 ESA-CSIBC
01 - O.C. I i AfC E:$A_tSICC
Q - A, (JALteti IMPERIAL Cd CM
01 -	 C. CC	 JAGIN ti or umcm
01 it. ELLIOT IMPERIAL COLLFUL

ti kiff DYSCR1111IOh
Till% ex p eriment (nrh) was uesigned to study taw-roergy

tntar	 proton	 atcttrrallon	 and propou .iien processes in
Interplanetary 1pacr.	 1hr tnotrument p e p ou re, 4 the or no
aF,vctrum 	 in	 n	 c Ito onols, and A. )• 	 3-dimrrhsi on* I 	 angular
diktritiutido of protons In the rnrrgy rang y u.Q35 to 1.6 MrV
With A basic Liao rosolutior of It $,	 count's of Oath charred
were	 groupoo into tight A5-deg f.rctors.	 The instrument
tons toted of three lurnticat tOlcscui:es mounted At 301 601 Anti

dot) rtlotivr to the 2pActcraft sp in Axis, rack containing
two surface-barrier drtrttors, it MechanioAt collimator. "Oil

"broom" Magnet to sweep •way electrons.

........ ISEC 3a MEM ..............,...."...............".

INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC-NAY ELECTRONS AND NUCLEI

%$SOC 10- 70 . 079A*OL	 1NWCST14A1tWE PNOGNIAM
COOL CC*11ICO .OP0 SCIENCC

.,
INWCSTIOATION DIGCIPL1NKU )

COSMIC PAYS

PERSONNEL

	

Pt * P.	 "Mill	 U or CHICAGO

	

01 " P.	 tVCNSON	 to of CHICAGO

ARIL( OCSCRIP110h
this experiment was desigioll to study particle

propagation within shY sate, system and the p ropertios of the
interp lanetar y medium.Thy fallowin g %pact* ► were rwsolvad3
(1) 019CIronA (allle rest ltal spectrum tram to to 401 Moil)) (R)
outiml from protons to the Iron grou p (diffrrrntirl apectrb and
relative abundances from 30 11) 15.000 MeV/nutteon)I and (3)
helium through sulfur. A chargod-porliite telescope was usmd
to *akr these Mrasuremenls. It consisted 99 three salad"state
deteciOrlr	 k	 gat Crrenkov covntrrr a Cs1 scintillation
drtetlorr two plastic scinliitollon tounters# and a quarts
Cerankov taunter,	 The dosiun Of the titkescape was hatiod an
that owed in ex periment 611-014A-09 for 060 5.

....... ME 3, OGILVIE.r.......... ........................................

INVCSI1401011 NAME- SOLAR WIND ION COMPOSITION

NSSOC TO- 7e-OTVA*11 	 INV(S MAI1VE PROGRAM
CODE CL-4140-OPr SCIENCE

INVESTIUATION OISCIPLINL(S)
tNICRPLANCIANY PHYSICS
SIACt PLASMAS

1111SONNLL
PI	 - K.M. U44LVIL NASA-GSIC
01	 - J, GETS$ U tit	 DERNE
I)I	 -	 M.It. ACUNA NASA-GSfC
01	 - M.A. C011LAN U Or MARYLANO
01	 D.L. LIND NASA-45C

HRIEf DESCRiI`TION
this	 0xneHarm	 calls 1:400	 of	 a	 boa 1AI,iiarICal

alectrOStatlo rntrit y anaLysar and to W 10 11 vitt0clty filter
40"1tourxd As a Mass S pectrometer to determine the charge slate
anti isotopic conati g ut toil of tha ► oLor wind. The instrument
had An energy-per-unit-.charge rang,of O.RA to 11,7 ke g pat
chargr, a m00%-per-Anil -charg* range at 1.5 to 5,1; u per
Shorur, and a Velocity range of 300 to 600 ► milk.

..-.. - IStE .r SCARf ........

14041 16AT10N NAME- PLASMA WAVES

NSSOC 10- 76-07YA 1 07	 iNVES114A11VL PROGRAM
CODE EC-NICO-OP, SCIENCE

INVE$11GA11014 D I S C 1PLINf(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
SPACE PLASMAS
INTLRPLANCTARY PHYSICS

PORSONNI;L
Pt - (.L. SCARF	 19W $Y STEM$ Wile
01- D.A. GUNNED	 U or IOWA
at - r.J, SMITH	 NASA-JPL
Ot - R.W. FREDERICKS	 IRW SYSYLMS GROUP

IIRILF OCSCRIPTION
1101 exnrrimrrnt walldrsigtled to provide date 1Or

plasma-wave studies undertakt11 t0 gain a hotter understanding
of the wave - partirAr Anteractinn Ant plasma instuhitii.iesp
which t0$,if t1 flit eguivatent catltsion 1lheno11 ona that produce
apparant fluid-like hehav(r,r in the solar wind near I All .

itelectric dl potrs and a boom-mountau Me g notic se*rch coil urre
used to measure magnetic Ant ottettit field wave levels from 17
Ica to I kHt ih tight channels and electric field levels from 17
tit to Ito ktla in 16 ch000itk*a. In addiiion, a third spectrum
nnntyaer with lhrro hands hetweell 0.316 and h.b Ito wall
for Taaturrment of tbtl maunrtIt field. into unit used the
%,arch rail, but was las ted within the eloctronitt unit of
eAhrrimont Yh-079A-00.

------- ISLE 1, SM11N ..............	 ........................

INVESI1GA1I0 NAME- MAGNETIC I'MOS

N$SDC TO- 711-019A-00	 INNES MAUVE PR04PAM
CODE 00-11ICO «011 , SCIENCE

INVE M CATION DISCIPLINE(&)
INIERPLANETARY PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND r1CLOS

OIWGINAL PAGE uy
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PERSONNEL
PI	 - E.J. SMITH NASA-JPL
01	 - L. DAVIS, 44. CALIF	 INST Of 'TECH
01	 - G.L. SISCOE U Of CALIF. LA
01 - D.E. JONES BRIGNAM YOUNG U
91	 - 8.7. TSURUTANI NASA-JPL

PRIEr DESCRIPTION
The lost rumertatIon for this experiment consisted of a

boom-mounted triaxiat vector heli p m magnetometer, Measurements
were made of the steady magnetic field and its low-frequency
variations. Eight field amplitude ranges (minus 40 plus If T4,
42, 144, 640, 44CO, 22.000. and 140,000 n7) vec:e available.
The instrument ranged up and d00%n automatically or could be
commanded into a a petlfic range. The field equivalent noise
power spectral eensity was 2E-4 tot s quared per Hertz
(independent of :re4t:-ncy), or 0.01 nT ra g in the pasaband 0 10
0.5 Hz. A 8i%gle-axis spectrum e;ialyzer measured ituctuations
Parallel. to the S pacecraft spin axis In three frequency bands
center, ax 0.33. ;1.2, and 8.8 Ha.

------- ISEE 3. STEINBERG --------------------------- -----------

INVESTIGATION NAME- RADIO MAPPING

NSSDC ID	 I3-019A-10	 INVESiIGATIVC PROGRAM
CODE EE-H/40-OP, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION .DIStIOW NE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
RADIO FHYSiCS
SOLAR PHYSICS

PcP,SOFAt' ::L
PI J.L. srEtwuERG PARIS 08SERVAIORV
01 P, COUTURIER PARIS OBSERVATORY
01	 - P. KNOLL PARIS 08$ERVA70NY
01 - J. FAINHERG NASA-GSfC
Oi	 - R.G. STONE NASA-GSF'C
OI	 - S.R. MOS'IER hATL SCIENCE	 FOUND

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was dnsigned to measure the direction

(two angles) of type-111 solar bursts at 24 fri4uenties stepped
from 30 kHz to 2 MHz. Relying On solar rotation, one could
obtain a 3-0 map of the magnetic lines of force which guide the
electrons that prcduce type-Ill solar bursts. These results
could be determined fr8a 10 toter radii to T AG, in or out ct
the ecliptic. The instrument consisted primarily of two dipole
antennas and a four-channel radiometer, with bandwidths of 3
kHz and 10 kHz. the frequency sequence had 72 stecs and
required 108 s. Self-calibration occurred ever y 18 h.

------- ISEE ,5r STONE --------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- HIGH-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS

NSSDC 10- 78-079A-12	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-5/CO-OP, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
COSMIC RAYS.

PERSONNEL
P1	 E.C. STONE	 CALIF INST OF TECH
Ol - R.E. VOGT	 CALIF iNST OF TECH

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experWent was designed to study the isotopic

constitution of scalar matter and galactic cosmic-ray sources,
the processes of nvtleosynthesis it the sun and in the galaxy,
and	 astrophysical	 particle	 acceleration processes.	 The
following species were resolved: lithium through nickel (I
from 3 through 28 and A from 6 thrcuvh 64) in the energy range
from 5 to 250 MrV/nucleon. The mass resolution was < 0.3 u for
L<3D.

------- ISEE 3, TEEGANDEN --------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- GAMMA-RAY .BURSTS.

NSSDC 10- 78-079A-15 	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CQDE EE-8/CC-OP, SCIENCE

INVES'TIGA'TION DISCIPLINE(S)
x-RAY ASTRONOMY
GAISMA-RAY ASTRONOMY

PERSONNEL
PI - O.J. TEEGARDEN	 NASA-GSfC'
01 -.D.K. HOVESTADi	 MPI-EKTRATERR PHYS
01 - T.L. CLINE	 NASA -bSFC
01 - G.	 GLOECKLER.	 U OF MARY-,AND

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed t..e recognize and record the

time history of gamma-ray bursts, and to provide
high-resolution spectra of gamma-ray burst photons between 0.05
and 6.5 MeV. Three detectors were used. Detector I was a 4-cm
diameter by 3-ca-thick gereaniva crystal, radfativtty cocked
to operate at approximately 101 deg K. Energy resolution was <
3.5 keV at 1 MeV. A 4096-channel ADC digitized the signals for
input to thn Oamma-burst digitat instrumentation, which was in
the Low-energy cosmic-ray experiment, 78-079A-03. Detector 2

consisted of the Csl and surroundinJ detectors in the
cosmic-ray electrons and nuclei experiment, 78-679A-06, Both
temporal and spectral information were obtained from this
detector. Detector 3 consisted of the smelter cesium iodide
crystal in experiment 76-079A -03. two time-history memories of
2000 12-bit words were used, and received information from any
of the three detectors by command. The stored values were time
Intervals nwer which a fixed number (1-10) of counts was
aecurutated. The time-interwal clack frequency was selectable
from I to h kna. Spectral information from hither detector I
or 2 YAS stored In a third memory of 3072 16-bit words. Twelve
bits wer, used for puts ,-height data and tour bits for time.
The counting rate input to the time history memories Caused A
trigger signal to occur if the rate exceeded a commendable
value.	 when this occurred. all Three memories were allowed to
fill.	 These memories could be dumped at a very tow bit rater
either automaticalty or by command.

--- --- .ISEE 3r VON ROSENVINGE---------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- MEDIUM ENERGY COSMIC RAY

NSSDC 10- 78-079A -04	INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8/CO-OP, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
COSMIC RAYS

PERSONNEL
II I - T.T. VON ROSENVINGE	 NASA-GSF%
01 - L.A. FISK	 U Of NEW HAMPSHIRE
01 - F,U. MCDONALD	 NASA-GSrC
01 - J.H. TRAINOR	 NASA-6SfC
01 - M,A. VAN HOLLEBEKE	 U OF MARYLAND

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to study the composition of

solar cosmic rays from hydrogen through iron and the elemental
abundance Of i)aldctic cosmic rays. Three cosmic-ray
telescopes., Plr, a p roportional counter for measurement of
electrons and^ raysr comprised the instrumentation. Muclei
with I between Iand 30 were measured in various energy windows
In the range 1 to 500 M,V/nucleon. Unit mass resolution was
obtained for isotopes with I equal to 1, 2, and 3 to 7 in the
energy ranges 4 to 70, 1 to 70, and 30 to 140 MeV/nucleon,
respectively. Electrons were measured in the energy range
approximately 2 to 10 MeV. Anisotropy information was obtained
for the electrons and nuclei with I cuual to 1 to 26.

•rrr•r•r••x•u4•ur•••au ► ar OGO l+ue••ururrrrr•.ur•r.••r•u•

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- OGO 1
ALTERNATE NAMES- EOGO 1, 040-A

00874.	 5 49

NSSDC	 ID- 64-054A

LAUNCH
	

DATE-	 09/05164 WEIGHT- 487. KG
LAUNCH	 SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED	 STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS

SPONSORING	 COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED	 STATES NASA-GSSA

INITIAL	 ORBIT	 PARAMETERS
ORBIT	 TYPE-	 GEOCENTRIC EPOCH	 DATE-	 09/07/64
ORBIT PERIOD-	 3839. MIN INCLINATION-	 31.2 DEG
PERIAPSIS-	 281.	 KM ALT APOAPSIS-	 149385. KM ALT

FERSONNCL
PM	 - M.E.	 SCULL(NLA) NASA-GSfC
PS	 - G.H.	 LUDWIG(NLA) NASA-GSfC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The purpose of the Duo 1. spacecraft, the first of a

series. of six Orbiting Geophysical Observatories, was to
conduct diversified geophysical experiments to obtain a better
understanding of the earth as a planet and to dewelop and
operate a standardized obseriatory-type satellite. 060 ),
consisted of a main body that was parallelepipedal in form, two
solar panels, each with a solar-oriented experiment package
(SOEP), two orbital p lane experiment packages. (OPEP) and six
appendages EP-1 through EP -6 supporting the boom experiment.
packages. Cne face of the main body was designed to point
toward the earth (4I axis), and the line connecting the two
solar panels (K axis) was intended to be perpendicular to the
earth-sun-spacecraft plane. The solar panels were able to
rotate about the K axis. The OPEPS were mounted on and could
rotate about an axis which was parallel to the I axis and
attached to the main body. Due to a boom deployment failure
shortly after orbital injection, the spacecraft was put into a
permanent spin mode of 5 rpm about the I axis. This spin axis
remained fixed with a declination of about -10 deg and right
ascension of about 40 deg at launch. The initial local time of
apogee- was 22100 h. 060 1 tarried 20 experiments. Twelve of
these were particle studies and two were magnetic field
studies. In addition, there was one ex periment for each of the
tollowing	 types	 of	 studies:	 interplanetary dust, VLF,
Lyman-alpha,	 gegenschein,	 atmospheric	 mass,	 and	 radio
astronomy. Real-time data were transmitted at 1, h, or 64 kbs
depending on the distance of the spacecraft from the earth.
Playback data were tape recorded at 1 fobs anu transmitted at 64
kbs.	 Two	 wideband	 transmitterso one feedinq into an
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omnidirectional	 antenna	 and	 the	 other	 feeding into a
directional antenna, were used to transmit data. A
s p ecial-purpose telemetr y system, feeding into either antennae
Vas also used to transmit widetand data in reel time only.
Tracking was accom p lished by using radio beacons and a range
and range-rate S-band transponder. Because of the boom
deployment failure, the best o perating mode for the data
handling system was the use of one Cf the wideband transmitters
and the directional antenna.	 All data received from the
omnidirectional antenna were noisy. During September 1964-
acceptable data were received cver 7C% of the orbital path. BY
June 1969- data ac q uisition was limited to IOX cf the orbital
Path. The spacecraft was placed in a standby status November
25, 1969, and all support was terminated November 1, 1971. By
A p ril 1970 the spacecraft perigee had increased to 46,000 km
and the inclination had increased to 58.6 deg.

------- OGO 1. ANDERSON-----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR COSMIC RAYS

NSSDC ID- 64-054A-12	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8. SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
COSMIC RAYS

PERSONNEL
PI - K.A. ANDERSON	 U Of CALIF. BERKELEY
01 - G.H. PITT	 U OF CALIF, BERKELEY

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This instrumentation consisted of a cesium iodide crystal

surrounded by a plastic anticoincidence shield and optically
coupled to a phctcmuLtiplier tube. The system also contained a
32-channel pulse-height analyzer. Although the principal
objective of this experiment was to measure 3- to 90-MaV solar
protons, the detector had no ability to discriminate between
different kinds of particles. The system was mourted in cne of
the two SOEPs and had a 38-deg acceptance cone angle. Inflight
calibration was provided. Counts in groups of four channels,
accumulated Over 31/32 of the telemetr y frame time (1.152,
0.144'. or 0.015 s), were read out during successive telemetry
frames.	 Some time before the experiment was turned on, the
anticoincidence	 system	 failed.	 This resulted	 in high
background rates cue to galactic cosmic rays. Thus, the data
were useful for studies of event morphology but not for
determination of absolute fluxes. Although the detector axis
was intended to point toward the tun, a malfunction in the OGO
1 attitude control system prevented this. 	 For further details,
see Kahler, S. W., et al., Solar Physics, 

V. 
2., P. 179. 1967.

NSSDC	 has	 all	 the	 useful data that exist	 from this
investigation.

------- 060 1, BOHN --------------------------------------------

INVESTiGATION NAME- INTERPLANETARY DUST PARTICLES

NSSDC ID- 64-054A-07	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-4, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
INTERPLANETARY DUST

PERSONNEL
PI - J.L. BOHN	 TEMPLE U
01 - u.M. ALEXANDER	 BAYLOR U

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure the velocity and

mass	 distributions of interplanetary dust particles with
diameters of the cider of 1. micrometer. The experiment
extended the mass distribution curve out to the radiation
pressure limit ane measured the fluctuations in the velocity
distribution, mass distribution, and spatial densities of
micrometer size dust particles. The instrumentation consisted
of	 four nearly identical meteoroid sensors located in a
container mounted on the end of the 1.P-m EP-3 boom. Each
sensor	 tube consistec of two thin films (1000-A thick aluminum
and aluminum oxide)# a grid, and a microphone. The sensors had
openings	 in the plus or minus X, plus Y, and minus I
directions. Penetration of the aluminum film by a
micrometeoroid procuced a plasma cloud that was collected by
the aluminum oxide film and started a.a-MHz clock. A plasma
cloud was also produced when the micrometeoroid struck the
microphone plate. The plasma cloud was collected by the grid,
which stopped the clock and provided a measurement cf the
particle's velocity. The resulting pulse height signal from
the grid provided information on the kinetic energy and/or
momentum of the particle. The plus Y sensor had an apparent
failure. Moreover, the directionality of the particles could
not be determined owing to the spin of OGO 1 and the low data
sampling rate. Theactual flux was. so much lower than expected
that only several micrometeoraia events were observed. More
details regardin g experiment design may he found in Alexander,
w. A., et al., Nature, v. 20E, p. 673, November 13, 1965. No
usefut data now txist from this experiment.
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------- OGO 1, BRIDGE------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA PROBE, FARADAY CUP

NSSDC 10- 64-054A-14	 INVESTIGATIVE PA06RAN
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION OISCIPLINE(S)
SPACE PLASMAS
INTERPLOETARY P14VSICS

FERSONNkL
PI - H.S. BRIDGE	 MASS INST Of TECH
01 - A.M. BONETTI	 INST Of PHYSICS
Ol - U.	 ROSSI	 MASS INST OF TECH
01 - A.J. LAZARUS	 MASS INST Of TECH
01 - F.	 SCHERB	 U OF WISCONSIN
01 - V.M. VASYLIUNAS	 MP1-AERONOMY

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Two multi-grid Faraday cups were used to study the

directional intensity of positive ions and electrons of the
solar wind, magnetoshRath, and magnetotail. One single
collector Faraday cup was used to study electrons in four
energy windows between 125 eV and 2 keV. Currents in all four
energy windows were measured every 9.2 s. One split-collector
Faraday cup was to be used tostudy positive ions, but due to
the unexpected spin-up of the satellite, the data collected
were useless and no longer exist.

------- OG, I, CLINE-------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME POSITRON SEAPCH AND GAMMA RAY SPECTRUM

NSSDC ID- 64- 054A-15	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE.

INVESTIGATION DISCEPLINE(S)
SOLAR PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
HIGH ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS
GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY

PERSONNEL
PI - T.L. CLINE.	 NASA-GSFC
01 - E.6. HONES, JR.	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to determine whether

Low-energy (C to 3 MeV) positrons are trapped temporarily or
permanently in the Van Allen radiation region and whether
low-energy solar and interplanetary positrons exist at the edge
of the earth's magnetic field. It was also designed to detect
g amma-ray bursts from the sun in the energy interval from 80
keV to 1 MeV. The experimental apparatus consisted of three
cesium iodide (CsI) crystals surrounded by a plastic
anticoincidence shield, with the output of the whole unit being
monitored by three photomuttipliers. It was primarily designed
to search for interplanetary positrons by measuring the spectra
of single or paired X rays produced by the stopping of a
posif.'dn. In another possible mode of data acquisition, single
A ras-were monitored in one of the Csl spectrometers with 4-pi
particle art coincidence, which was virtually X -ray transparent
above 80 1-V. Once every 18.5 seconds, integral intensity
measurements were made in each of the 16 energy levels equally
spaced hetweer 80 keV and 1 MeV, allowing for both temporal and
spectral analysis of the data. lnflight calibration of the
spectrometer was accomplished by monitoring the 511-keV
annihilation line. The experiment did not achieve the desired
objectives. but did obtain useful data. The basic difficulties
were electrical interference and secular degradation of the
photomultipliers' response. No important papers were produced
using the data. More details regarding experiment design may
be found in Cline, T. L.. et al., "A double gamma-ray
spectrometer to search for positrons in space." Inst. of Radio
Engr. ,	IRE Trans. on Nutt. Sci., v . NS-9, n. 3. pp. 37C-375,
June 1962. No data sets now exist from this investigation.

------- 060 1, HADDOCK------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- RADIO ASTRONOMY

NSSDC ID- 64- 054A-09	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EZ-1

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
SOLAR PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - F.T. HADDOCK	 U OF MICHIGAN

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure the dynamic radio

spectrum of solar radio noise bursts by observing frequency
drift rate, frequency oandwidth, duration of last-drift solar
bursts., cosmic noise intensity# ionospheric electron densities
(50 to 500 electrons/cc), atmospherics, auroral noise from the
earth tosatellite, and radio noise generated in the
terrestrial ionosphere and in interplanetary plasmas. The
experiment was also capable of observing radio bursts from the
planet	 Jupiter.	 The instrumentation consisted of a. 9-m
monopole	 antenna	 and	 a sweep frequency superheterodyne
receiver.	 The receiver had automatic repetitive tunin g from 2
to 4 MHz with a 2^-s sweep period. Automatic amplitude and
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fre quency calibration was provided by a crystal calibrator that
provided controlled amplitude pulses at 5JC-k lit intervals
across the 2- to 4-MHa band. The antenna was a rolled
beryllium copper strip that extended to about 9 m in a 1.27-cm
tubular configuration. It was stored in a flat shape on a drum
prior td the flight and was it, pfasto to be deployed by a
shunt-wound motor upon ground command after launch. However,
problems were experienced with the deployment of the antenna,
and* although a number of attempts were made, no indications of
full deployment were ever received. Even though the artenna
did not fully deploy, data were obtained because the experiment
was not affected by the spin of OGO 1. The data, however* were
of little value because of the antenna problem and the
high-noise enviroraent. 	 Data	 Ircm this experiaent no longer
exist.	 More details regarding experiment design may be found
In Haddock, r. T.,	 and R. G. Peltier, "Instrumentation for
radio	 astronomy measurements aboard the 040-1 and 040-3
spacecraft. Part 2=	 Technical," Final Report, University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, December 31, 1969 CiRf 016030).

------- OGO I, HELL1wCLL ---------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- wIDEOAND AND NARROW-HAND STEP
FREQUENCY VLF RECEIVERS

NSSDC ID-- 64-054A-Ci

	

	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-M, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNEiOSPHLRIC PHYSICS
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
P1 - R.A. HELLIwELL	 STANFORD U
01 - J.J. ANURAMi	 STANFORD U
OI. - L.N. BORDEN	 DEVLCO INC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experieert consisted of four VLf radio receivers to

be used for study of natural VLF noise occurrences at orbital
altitudes. The receiver systems consisted of an Inflatable
2.9-m loop antenna, a preamplifier stage at the end of a long
beam, and the receiver electronics packages in the main body of
the	 satellite.	 Three step-frequency receivers, covering
frequency ranges of 0.2 to 1.6 klit,. 1.6 to 12.5 kllz, and 12.5.
to 100 kNt, each observed a com p lete s pectrum of 256 siinot
strength values once .every 2.3., 16.4, or 147.2 s deperdinq upon
the selected Mode of operation. Observations from these three
receivers were tape recorded at 1 kbs or observed in real time
at 1, 8, or 64 kbs. 	 The tape was read out upon command at the
64 kbs rate.	 The other receiver was a broadband receiver
observing signals	 from 0.3 to 12.5 kHz.These data were not
tape recorded, but observed onl y in real time on the special
purpose telemetry channel. Data from the three receivers
(tatted PCM data) were recorded for over half the time in orbit
with high bit rate usually used when the satellite was near
perigee, and tow bit rate near apogee. Broadband resolution
depended upon the spectrum analyzer used to process the tape.
This Rayspon equipment could Provide up to 10-ms time
resolution and up to 30 lit frequency resolution. The broadband
data were available only for relatively short portions of the
$ateltite operating lifetime sirce ttey were received only when
the satellite was	 scheduled to transmit within range of a
telemetry station,	 This experiment operated nominally during
the	 active	 satellite	 lifetime.	 Satellite operation was
restricted to spring (approximately March, April, and May) and
(at(	 (approximately September, October, and November) due to
spacecraft power supply limitations. A May 1966, Stanford
Research Institute Instrument Report by L. H. Rarden et al.
(I R$ 001944), gives a complete description of this experiment.

------- OGO 1, HEPPNEk---------

INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC SURVEY USING TWO MAGNETOMETERS

NSSDC 1D- 64-054A-C2

	

	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAbNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
P1 - J.P. HEPPNER NASA-GSFC
01 - O.G. LEDLEY NASA-USrC
01. - M. SUGIURA NASA-GSFC
Of - R.M. CAMPOELL(NLA) NASA-GSFC
01 - T.L. SKILLMAN(NLA) NASA-GSFC

ORILF DESCRIPTION
060 1 was e q uipped with a three-axis, dual range,

fluxgat'e magnetometer for measurirg vector fields up to 30 aria
500 nT full-scale, and a tour-cell rubidium va por magnetometer
for measuring scalar fields of 3 to 14,000 nT with programmed
bias	 fields irccrpeeeted for vector measurements 	 in weak
fields. The instrument was intended to measure magnetospheric,
transition region, and interplanetary magnetic fields. The
sensors were to be located on 6.7-m booms. At launch two booms
tailed to deploy, and as a result the spacecraft vent into ar
uncontrolled spin. The rubidium vapor magnetometer was left in
a high-gradient field where it could not o p erate, and the
ftvxgate magnetometer was left in a pcsitidn where spacecraft

fields limited its accuracy to about 3 nT. In the 1 -kbs mode,
each f(uxgatc was sampled 1.7 times per second and a and 64
times faster in the other modes. Data from this experiment are
held by the P1.

------ OGC 1, KONRAD] -----------------------------------------

INVESTIGAtION NAME- TRAPPED RADIATION SCINTILLATION COUNTER

NSSDC l0- 64-054A-16	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CURE EZ-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE($)
PANTICLES AND FIELDS
MA6NET0SPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - A.	 KONRADI	 NASA-JSC
Of - L.R. DAV1S(RETIRED)	 NASA-GSFC
Of - R.A. HOFFMAN	 NASA-GSFC
01 - J.M. WILLIAMSON 	 NASA-GSFC

ORIEt DESCRIPTION
The objectives of this ex p eriment were (i) to study the

temporal and spatial variations of the trapped particle
intensities, p itch angle distributions, and energy spectra of
electrons	 (10 to 100 keV) and protons (120 to 4500 keV). and
(2) to determine p article lifetimes,isolate processes by which
trapped	 particles are lost, ant) define the sources gnu.
acceterating mechanisms of tra p ped Particir,s. The experiment,
Located	 in uPEP 2, consisted of 	 filter wheel, wheel stepping
motor,	 phosphor	 scintittator,	 photomultictier	 tube,
electrometer, and count rate meter. 	 The detector had two
entrance a pertures for particles. one aligned with the
photolube axis and one at VO deg to this axis. Both protons
and electrons could enter the aligned opening and reach the
phosphor. crly electrons could enter the 90-deg opening,
scatter off a gold disk, and reach the phosthor. The counting
rate in the aligned opening measured proton flux, and the
current therein measured the total energy flux of electrons,
protons, etc..	 The current in the 90-deg opening measured the
electron energy flux.	 Different thickness absorbers on the
wheel p rovided spectral information. The experiment worked
untit the absorber wheel stopped on December 2, 1964. Data
recorded after this date were unusable.

------- OGO 1. MANGE ------------------------------------ '------

INVESTIGATION NAME- U4000RONAL LYMAN-ALPHA SCATiERING

NSSDC ID- 64-050-10 	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE LE-d, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINC(S)
ATMOSFHERiC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - P.w. MANGE	 US NAVAL RESEARCH LAO

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this experiment was to measure the

intensityof hydrogen Lyman-alpha radiation (1216 A) scattered
by neutral hydrogen ut 5 to 20 earth radii. this wavelength is
the fundamental resonance Line of neutral atomic hydrogen, and
these intensity measurements, therefore, provided a measure of
the density of neutral hydrogen in the hydrogen geucorona. The
instrumentation consisted of four ion chambers mounted on the
antiearth door of OGO 1. Each ion chamber was filled with
nitric oxide gas and ban lithium fluoride windows. The ion
chambers were sensitive in the 1050- to 135C-A band. The
instrumentation faces the sun steadily for more than 4 months
before viewirg the sun-true sky, causing detector degradation.
The maximum intensities observed were Lower than those measured
by the 060 J ion chambers by a factor of more than 30. This
difference has been attributed primarily to the spurious
response of the damaged detectors to radiation belt particles.
The data obtained from the experiment were not a measure of the
Lyman-al p ha	 intensity because of 	 the detector dejradation.
Data from this investigation no longer exist.

06C1, SA6ALYN-----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- SPHERICAL ION AND ELECTRON TRAP

NSSDC ID- 64-054A-03	 INVLSTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE CE-b, SCILNCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SPACE PLASMAS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI	 R.C. SAGALYN	 USAFGEOPHYS LAB
OI - M.	 $MIDDY	 USAF 6EOPHYS LAB

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this experiment was to measure the flux,

temperature, and energy distribution of electrons and positive
ions having energies ranging from thermal up to 1000 eV, as a
function of position (altituae, L %bet(, etc.) and at time (due
to solar and magnetic activity). Two spherical electrostatic
sensors. used as omnidirectional Pta%ma probes, were mounted on
a short boom. One sensor uas designed for electron
measurements and Consisted . of two concentric spheres. The
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uvtot sphere ► as a grid that attcrec tilt aeblent rLettrons to
pass throu4b and tit cottrtted by the inner sphere. The second
sensor, whIth was designed to measure positive tans# t.Onsi%1#4
a1 three concentric sphere%# An a4ter aprrtUre krid* an torte
tattectin9 where# and m suppressor grid bet Wolin them.
Collector currents were measured with rlrclroa g itrs, LOgit
circuits controlled the se quence of the measurement operations#
%o That ottforert rotontials were afpticd betwtvn the srhetes
In proscribed patterns, A complete measurement tytlt. took 25,6
Ain. t4lenliatty* the experiment was de%t4hod to tyttt in
three major mc,irs of Operation to provide data On the this of
charged particles. the mean particle ttsper.iturts# and the
energy distributions of the etasmA patticles.	 the output
Currents from oath vonsor were calibrated once per experiment
Cycle. More grlitt% can be obtairet from Sagatyn, H. C.. ara
N. Smiddy# "kesutts of chargtu particle mtAswrtments in tilt
ener gy range u to 1000 otretrt,^ vatts# 040-A#" S pace kestorch

6# 1966. pats from t.h(% inVtstigatitr no longer exist.

....... ouo 1, SIMPSON .........................................

1NVE41lbATION NAME- COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA AND FLUXES

NSSOL to- 64-D50-IF	 INVESTIGATIVI, PROGRAM
CODE LE-h, SCIENCE

INVLS11hA11ON hISC1p1)NE(S)
GOSMlt RATS

1'IRSONNEL
PI - J,A. SIMPSON	 U Or CNICAUO
(it - C.Y.	 iAli	

it 	 AkIIONA

hRltt orichn,TioN
three	 tat ice-state partitle 	 trlrstopts were used Th

mrAt#re	 tile,	intersity and errrily eistrihutiOn 01 cosmic rays.
A dt lox v% 1. tetescnpr resaL9rd tilt nut tear compasit ion at
to%Nit ra y % in the ener,ly, range from 22 to 103 Mtvinuctton
(thdrgo retatuticr ranged throu,lr I^06, enersy Per nilcteer
intrrvrtts opt. k,oxINoIoty pr0t art IanAt to I Squared/A). A dEldx
vs range tele%crl.t (Proto n-o1P.h a lelestole) detected protons
and otph,t particles in the energy range from 1.4 to 33
MtVIAUt10on, Ar 'l d %indlr-rlrrtnt lew- trerur pecton telticcpe
(OPLP itirscope) was primarily iensitivo to protons in (he
tntrgy range from 1.4 to 3.7 MrV.	 The composition and

Proton-atpha	 W eircPrs	 were	 trirntou	 parallel to the
%pococ to I  I axis. pulse-heigllt InfOrmotioh was Obtained tram
the compotttfcn tree%ta p e usirsg ci+e 256-channel and two

5I^- chan tie l putse-height analyle rx . This allowed putsr-helllht
Analysis Of Iuarticles in four energ) intervals, for protons 0
to 11	 40V. 11 to 2?. MrV, .2 to 103 MrV# auu Ortatrr Ilion 105
Mev.	 Potee-hhldht information sent hatk from the proton-alpha
teleteoPr, Altovro Iulse-height araly%is of porttCitS It, two
rntr g y tonges, Protons 1.4 to 0.0 MrV and P-6 to 3S MrV. lilt%
transmissio n used One 256-C h 4noe L pulse-height AnalYarr white
count rate inlormaticr was sent tack from all three teloStopeS.
the time resolution ra ngrii from ahct,t one moosurrmtnt lot 0..02
x to about one measurement per 147 s deptndin g no the counting

None And the totemetr y bit rate. The spacecraft unintended

initial	 s pin pericd About	 the 1 axis was obeut It S.	 For

lurtnar oetAlts#	 set Comst gck. G. M,, of al,# Ali. J., V. I46,

P. 51, 1466.

------- Otio I, 6Mill ...........................................

INVESt16ATION NAME- TRiAXI A L SIARCII-COIL MAtwtomtick

NSSDC ID- 64-054A-Of	 INVESIIUATI.VE PROURAN
COOL EE-b, SCIENCE

INVESTIUATION. bISCIPLINL(S)
1 1 4k'11CIC5 AND rITIDS
NAUNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
i 3OLRPLANLTARY PuYSiCS

PIHSONNtL
PT- E.J. SMIln	 NAb.A-Jk'L
of - N.E. IIDLIFR	 a Of CALlr# to

nHIIC Dt^CRIPTI(k
Itit UU g I triakial Starch Colt Magi?e tamrtrr VAS dexistrea

to moasdre the madnrlic field ftuctuationt from 0.01 to f kHt.
Due to a s pit III Ctott matfunetion. the 00 sot Ott 

lie 
assumed A

spin-xlabili led moot, with a 1.'- 1 prrioo.	 This meant the
magnetometrr Output was modulated with an onpraximAttlY
tinusoidal signoL, prnVitlfng A measure Of the tit component of

the maWnrtIc tIoto pre p endicutor to the s p in Axis a% well As

thr Ac data.	 The taunetameter at%rmt•ly walk 	 a 6,1-m aloe,

and the etectro n ics were tit body of the s pacecraft. The
sensitivity wax le microvoltslnt-s. Ihr, low-Irrquency thannel
was Ram p ted five times rvor y 1.I3 s by the telemetry system

when the oath rate As 1 kip s, aoa IlrocorttorAlt y 'faster tar the

higher telemetry rates of 8 and h 4 Lhs. however# (file to the

%tatetratt s pin, til t, hlghest bit rate could not be used when
the	 satellite was More	 than I0. tartl+ radii away.	 iike urfer

Ire gJency cutoff	 (t0 Avoid JtlAsinl In the dAIA) wAS 2 If$ top
ttit 1- and N - kitstelemetry rates# And 130 dl for t ilt' 64-kips

rate. The hitlh- irthtlenc y channel rrovided S pectral Analysis

intormatlun for frrourneirS fees I to 1G kill In live xte[a.
Tile experiment gttratedsAtisfaC tart ly, Avorhgin,i about 4000 h
Oi ,iota Tick, year, More details regArdin,I cNptriment design may

be	 rou n d	 In fra.rtxenr A.. M.. A..,	 IEtE	 trans,	 on urosti.

(Littron., v. 6t-7, A,n, p,, pp. h1-74, April 1969.

.	 . 04C 1. TAYLOR♦ JR......................................

INVEST ► UATION NAME- VUSIIIVt ION CONPO M ION

NSSDC 10- 64 . 054A-06	 INVESlItiAlIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-f1# SCIENCE

INVtSM411QN 01SCIPtINC(S)
SPACL PLASMAS
MA6NETOSPIKRiC PHYSICS

I'ERSONNCL
PI - N.A. TAYLOR# JR.	 NASA-6SFC
O ► - N.W. SPtNCtR	 NASA-u$FC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The instrumentation for this tXptriment consisted of two

teraait rennttt radio-iroquenty NA%s spectrometers to mtasurt
thermal atmcephrric posi(ivr ion% in the range I to 45 u. iht
tow-range mails s peclromeler measured ions with mass-to-charge
ratio% (nlu) from I to 6 u# with a resolution at 0.5 U. the
high-rongr mass %pectrometer measured tuns with M/0 values from
7 to 411 u# with a resolution of 1 in 20 u, ton COntenirAtiOns
from 5 to I.OE6 ion%per cc could be mra%urrd, the time
required for a to opt tit %tan at the A. r, 	 was h4 s# wIt
corresponded to a Spatial resolution of about 500 km. the
suetrtstul olerAtion of	 the experiment irrovidrd the first
high-resotution,	

fit
	 direct measurements Of lilt CO%ltivt

for Campo s tion, tram an altitude Of lass than 1000 km 10
inter p lanetar y	space	 and	 be yond	 the	 boundar y a  the
magnetosphere. The instrumentation is described in Taylors 11.
A.# tt At.# "fo%hive ion composition to the magnetoionosphrre
chtainrd from the 060-A satellite#" J. GtOPI'Y%. Res.# V, 700 n.
93, P. 5769# DrCrmbcr 1965, Data sets Are no longer available
from this Investigation.

------- 060 Is VAN ALLEN ............... .. -------- ""--..-.. ------

IhVESI)6AIIC A NAME- TNAPPED RADIAiIOA AND N16H-(NtR(+Y
PROTONS

NSSDC ID- 64 . 054A-19	 INV[STIUAIFVE PROURAM
CODE CL-Re, SCIENCE

INVESTIUAIIDN DISCIPLINL M
p ART1CtF:S AND M LDS
MALNE10SPHERIC PIIYSICS

PLRSONNEL
P1 - J.A. VAN ALLLN	 U Of IOWA
01 - L.A. FRANK	 U of IOWA

PRILt OLSCRIFtION
lhis rsprrimrnt was designed to detect charged pirtitles

and measure DRrildire Ctianat in t r It Siliri of Outer belt electrons.
in OrAt r to underStAnu the Origin 0t the aelts and the
ftutfuAtions tit 	 tells. A detector comp0srn of 6M tuUts And
salid-State Function device% walk of measuring electrons
of rotrilto% greater thAn 40# 150# ono 1600 keV And protons of
entrgles greater than R.5# 3,5# and I6 MeV. More. details
re,iardinp exleriment deSlgn may Lie found fit Allen, J. A,#
And 1.. CrnsItt.t, JY.# To.# "Intlromtht report for a trapped
radiation rArerimeol far E60 (S-49)(OGO-IW State Univ. Of
town, lows City, January ".9, 1963 0PF 1113005).

------- 0GO to r1111'PLE•---..-w-------------..--... ------ ..-------

INVC 1101ION NAME- PLANAR 10 11 AND ILLC'TRON IRAP

NSSOC 10- 64 . 054A-04	 INVESTIGATIVE 10R069AM
CODr Cr-8e, SCIENCE

INVE4116ATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SPACE i'LASMAS
MAGNETOSPHtRIC PIIYSiCS

FCRSONNIL
PI - E.C. WHIPPLE	 U Or CA0 1. SAN hIEGO
OI - N.E. TROY# JR. 	 us NAVAL RESEARCH LAO

PRILF DLSCRII,l1pN
this experiment was flown to mrA% p re densities and energy

distributions of thermal tons And electrons aver tilt OLtitude
rangy #tom tie tow the I -maximum region of the ionosphere to
savoral earth radii. in Addition* tilt experiment yielaed same
data	 Contrrning	 Ion	 masts#	 fluxes and dirrct(ans at
ouosf-energttir part icles# •lilt tilt F'Otirity -tilt Of
The vehicle potential. Tile sensor was an elettran And ion trap
that tanslwted of four pArotlrl circular p lane grids in front
a  a talltctinu ptatt, The current to the collector was
moo%urea b y a vibrating reed rlectromrerr with on AW ORAtit
range change for each dttAtir of Current from I.OE-15 to 1.0E-6
A.	 The four mOdeS of rxperiment oprrAtion used were a
low-resolution and a high- re,satiltian mode tot bath ions and
electrons.: In each Node, A variaole potentiat was applied to
one geid in the trap* while the potertials on eac h of the tither
grid% And the coltettor were held constant. The average time
to Complete a None WAS between It and 11 %, And the, comptetr
cyclt of four modts Averaged less than 1 min. the measured
current and app Ltea varied voltage wore diaitirtd And stored (O
the experiment shit. registrr unlit real out to the spacetraft
tetttetry %y%tem. Further details retarding oxptrimrnt drz.ign
and operation ton 

it 
k, found In "A %atrtII10, tan-elettton

coltrttor,	 exprrimentot	 effects	 of	 grin	 tran%norencY#
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photoexission. and secondary emission," b y E. C. Whipple, J. W.
hIrman, and R. Ncss, E5$A Tech. Retort. ERL 99-AL1, December
19611 (TRF 002033). Data sets no ton0er exist from this
investigation.

------- 060 1. WINCKLEN ----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- ICNIZATION CHAMBER

NS5OC ID- 64-054A-20	 INVESTIuATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-R, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETDSPHERIC PHYSICS
COSMIC RAYS

PERSONNEL
PI - J.R. w1NCKLER	 U OF MINNESOTA
01 - S.N. KANE	 U OF CALIF, BERKELEY
01 - R.L. ARNOLDY	 U OF NCW HAMPSHIRE

NRIEf DESCRIPTION
this experiment, designed tc measure the ionization due

to energetic partictes, consisted of a 17.78-cm integrating
ionization chamber with a resetting drift-ty pe electrometer.
The system Was mCLrted on a 1.2- m Loom extendinq from the main
body of the spacecraft along the Y axis. The chamber responded
to electrons and protons with enetgies greater than 0.6 and 12
MeV, respectively, and to 10- to 50-keY X rays. The ionization
current was measurec by a vaculm tube electrometer whose
output, as a function of time, was an automatically resetting
sawtooth ramp voltage between 0 and 5 V. Data were telemetered
in three independent forms throu,jh three digital words and one
analog Word, each of which was telemetered once every 1.152 s
when the OGO system Was operating at I kbs. The samptinj rate
Linearly increased with the telemetry rate. More details
regarding experiment design may be found in Kane, S. R.,
"Ap p lication of	 ar integrating	 tyre ionization chamfer to
measurements of radiation in space." Ph.D. thesis, University
of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn., September 1967 (TRF B01017).
NSSDC has all the data that exist, except for data set
64-054A-20L.

------- OGO 1. •INCKLER ----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRON SPECTROMETER

NSSDC lo- 64-054A-21	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-M, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETCSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - J.R. wINCKLER	 U Of MINNESOTA
01 - K.A. PFITZEN	 MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS CCRP
01 - R.L. ARNOLDY	 U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this experiment uas to measure the

electron energy spectrum in the radiation belts for the energy
range from 50 keV to 4 MeV. The experiment consisted of a
five-channel etectrer Spectrometer containing an analyzing
electromagnet,	 a	 plastic	 scintillator	 crystal, a
photomultirtier	 tube,	 and. a pulse-height analyzer. 	 The
analyzing electromagnet was used to define the five energy
channels.	 The FLlse-height analyzer accepted only pulses
corres ponding to the particular energy channel, being sampled.
In	 this	 Way, the background our to bremsstrahLung and
penetrating particles was reduced because only those background
pulses in the narrow energy band being analyzed were counted.
This system was moLnteo in the main body of the spacecraft and
looked out in a direction 10 deg off the spacecraft Z axis,
with a 15-deg acceptance cone. Since 060 1 was sjin stabilized
(about its Z axis) snQrtl y after launch, the acceptance cone
was effectively increased to 35 deg. Directional measurements
of electrons were made in five contiguous, logarithmically
ecuispaced energy charnels between 5C arc 4000 keY.. Backgrevrc
particles were counted ny operating the Spectrometer without
the electromagnet.	 The system sampled the five spectral
intervals and five background intervals every 2.304 s when the
GGO . 1	 system was	 operating at	 1. kbs..	 The samplin g rate
increased linearly with the telemetry bit rate. Data from each
of the five channels were teleretered as one digital ward.
More details regarding . experiment design may be found in
Pfitzer, K. A.. "Ar experimertat stLCy of electron fluxes from
Se keV to 4 MeV in the inner radiation oelt," Ph.D. thesis,
University of Minresota, Minneapolis., Minn., August 1968 (TRF
EC1e50).. NSSDC has all the data sets that now exist from this
investigation, except the highest time resolution ion chamber
ramp data.

--	 --.JOG 1, -VLTE------

NSSDC ID- 64-054A-13	 IYVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SPACE PLASMAS
1141M LANET ARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - J.H. WOLFE	 NASA-ARC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to study the positive ion

component of the solar wind plasma. Three quadrisphericat
electrostatic analyzers. two looking into the orbital vtrnc ae:;
one solar oriented, sere to oe used to detect protons in 60
steps in the range 100 to I6,000 eV. Owing to the unintelided
spacecraft spin, little useful data were obtained. The sr,.nsors
could serve as a detector for the magnetopause and bow shock.
however. More details regarding experiment design may be found
In Beck. C. .., 11, et at., "'Solar rind measurement techniques.
Part 2: solar plasma energy t. pectrometers," Proceedings of 17th
National Aerospace Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio. pp.
82-94, May 10-12, 1965 (M 001227-0008).	 Data from this
investigation no longer exist.

------ OGO 1, WOLFF -------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- GEGENSCHEIN PHOTOMETRY

NSSDC TO- 64-054A-31	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EZ-7

INVESTIGATION D1SCIFLINL(S)
ZODIACAL L1G111

PERSONNEL
P1 - C.L. WOLFF(NLA)	 NASA-65FC
01 - K.L. HALLAM	 NASA-GSFC
C.1 - S.F. WYATT	 U OF ILLINOIS

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure the amount of

Solar	 light	 that	 is	 scattered by particles in space (dust,
etc.) in the neighborhood 0 •1 the anti-solar joint. This light
contribution to the night itky is called the gegenschein. The
basic data from this ex p eriment were to be pictures of the sky
at the antisclar point taken by a TV camera and telemetered to
earth as a 22 x 32 matrix. The experimental package was a
photoelectric camera which formed images of ^he sky in the
Visible and near-visible light. The data from this assembly
were transmitted back to earth, where they were reconstructed
into pictures. Each of these pictures covered about 100 Square
degrees of sky with a resolution of 0.5 degrees. The package
consisted of	 (1) d	 four-element f/1.5 objective lens, (2) a
filter wheel containing five filters that covered the range
from 3000 to 7000 A, (3) an 5-20 cathode deposited on a thin,
curved window of Corning 9741 ultraviolet-transmitting glass.
(4) an image dissector tube named the Star Tracker Fw 143U mace
by the ITT Corporation, and (5) an electronic unit that
amplified and counted the current pulses coming from the tube
due to the individual photons arriving at the photocathode.
The system was designed to operate at Low light levels. its
overall	 quantum	 efficiency	 was	 of	 the order of 5X.
Unfortunately, uron attaining orbit OGG 1 went into an
uncontrolledspin, and the experiment failed to achieve its
experimental objective.In addition. after three months in
orbit	 the filter wheel refuted to rotate due to an electrical
failure in the wheel drive circuit. Despite the failure to
achieve the initial goals of the experiment, an interesting
study was made determining the effects of the Van Allen belt
particle fluxes on the scientific package. These results were
published by C. L. Wolff in Applied Optics, Y. 5. n. 11, p.
1838,	 1966. Data from this iovesti•)dtion no longer exist.

u ....u.. x....A ux..0 u•.. a OGO 3...... u.x...•. 4u...........

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- OGO 3
ALTERNATE NAMES- OGO-B, EOGO 3.

02195. 5 49A

NSSDC 10- 66-049A

LAUNCH DATE- 06/07/66	 WE16111- 515. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL. UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE ATLAS

SPONSORING CCLNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES	 NA4A-OSSA

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORUIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 06/07/66
JRB17 PERIOD- 2913. MIN 	 INCLINATION-	 31.4 DEG
PERIAPSIS-	 275. KM ALT	 APOAPSIS- 122219. KM ALT

PERSONNEL
INVESTIG47ION GA M E- ELECTROSTATIC PLASMA ANALYSIS CPROTGNS 	 PM - :.E. SCULL(NLA) 	 NASA-GSfC

.1-lEKEV).	 PS - G.N. LUDWIG(NLA)	 NASA-GSfC
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The purpose of the OGO 3 spacecraft, the third of a

series of six Orbiting Geophysical Observatories. was t0
conduct many diversified geophysical experiments to obtain a
better understardirg of the earth as a planet. 060 3 consistec
of a main body that was parattelepipedst in forms two solar
panelso each with a solar-oriented experiment package (SOEP)o
and two orbital plane experiment packages (OPEP), one face of
the main body was cesigned to be earth pointing (I axis), and
the line connecting the two solar panels (1 axis) was intended
to be perpendicular to the earth-sun-spacecraft plane. The
solar panels were able to rotate about the X axis. The OPEPs
were mounted on, and could rotate about, an axis which was
parallel to the Z axis and attached to the main body. Due to a
failure in the attitude control subsystem , on July 23, 1966# the
spacecraft was put into a permanent spin node about the Z axis.
Both the orientation of the spin axis and the spin period were
variables the latter usually in the range 90 s to 125 s. At
Launch. the local tire of apogee was 2300 h. 0GC 3 carried 21
ex periments. Thirteen of these were particle studies, and two
were magnetic field studies. In addition. there was one each
of the following ty pes of ex p eriments: interplanetary dust,
VLF, Lyman-dLpha, gegenschein, atacspherIc composition, and
radio astronomy. Real-time data were transmitted at to 8o or
64 kbs depending or the distance from the spacecraft to earth.
Playback data were ta p e recorded at I kbs and transmitted at 64
kbs.	 Two	 addeband	 transmitters. one feecing into an
omnidlrectionat antenna and the other feeding into a
directional antennar were used to transmit data. A special
purpose telemetry systems . feeding irtc either antenna, was also
used to transmit wideband data in real time only. Tracking was
accomplished by using radio beacons and a range and range-rate
S-band	 transponder.	 Routine	 spacecraft	 operation was
discontinued on December 1. 1969, after which only data from
Heppner's experiment (E-11) was acquired. 	 All spacecraft.
support terminateo on February 29, 1972.	 By March 1971
spacecraft	 perigee	 had increased to 16,400 km and the
inclination had increased to 75.8 deg.

------- 060 3, ANDERSON ----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR COSMIC RAYS

NSSDC ID	 66-049A-01	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE -be SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
COSMIC RAYS

PERSONNEL
PI - K.A. ANDERSON	 U Of CALIF, BERKELEY
01 - G.N. PITT	 U OF CALIF, BERKELEY

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The instrumertation for this experiment consisted of a

cesium iodide crystal surrounded by a plastic anticoincidence
shield and optically couples to a photomultiptier tube. The
system also contained a 32-channel pulse-height analyzer.
Although the principal objective of this experiment was to
measure 3- to 90-MeV solar protons, the detector had no ability
to discriminate between different kinds of particles. The
system was mounted in one of the two SOEPs and had a 38-deg
acceptance cone angle. Inflight calibration was provided.
Ccunts in groups of four channels, accumulated over 31132 of
the telemetry frame time (1.152, 0.144, or 0.018 s), were read
out during successive telemetry frames. Thus. complete
spectral analysis re q uired eight frames. Although the detector
axis was intended tc point toward tre sun, a malfunction in the
OGO 3 attitude control system prevented this. Shortly before
Launch, it was determined that channel 1 failed to operate.
Shortly after launch, it was found that counts in channels 4n+1
(n	 1, 2r3, 4o So 6, 7) were incorrect (high). NSSDC has all
the useful data that exist from this investigation.

------- OGO 3, BOHN --------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- INTERPLANETARY DUST PARTICLES

NSSDC ID- 66-049A-21	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-4, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
INTERPLANETARY DUST

PERSONNEL
PI - J.L. BOHN	 TEMPLE U
01 - W.A'. ALEXANDER	 BAYLOR U

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this experiment was to measure over a

Long period of time the velocity and mass distributions of
interplanetary Just particles with diameters on the order ct 1
micrometer. The experiment extended the mass distribution
curve out to the radiation pressure limit and measured the
fluctuations it the velocity distritution, mass distribUtiono
and spatial densities of micrometer-size dust Farticles. The
instrumentation was very similar to that of the dust particle
experimentflown on 060 1 and consisted of a combination of
acoustical and iorization sensors. The basic detector was a
2:54-cm tube containing three sensor elements. 	 The first
element was a thin film (1500 A), the second was a metallic.
disk to whir l, a piezoelectric ceramic transducer was bonded.
ara the third was a metallic grid in front of the disk.
Penetration of t he front film by a micrometeoroid Produced a

plasmm cloud that was detected and activated a 2-01Hz clock. If
lineparticle then impacted on the metallic oisk, the impulse
was sensed by the ceramic transducer, the ionization produced
by this collision Was detected by the grid, which in turn
stopped the clock, providing measurement of the particle
velocity. the pulse-hei ght signal produced by the grid
provided ihfcimation on the kinetic energy and/or momentum of
the particle.	 The total exposed area was 15 s q co. The
ex periment incorporated automatic inflight continuous
calibration that enableda diItinctJon to be wade betreen
events, noises and normal signals. All events occurred at +n
altitude between 50,000 and 110,000 km. The data were obtained
from both real -time and tape storage/playback modes. Only the
real-time data, however, were considered reliable. Although
micrometeoroid directionality was difficult to determine owing
to the spin cf OGO 3 and the tow data sampling rate, good data
were obtained from the front film counters and the grid over an
extended period of time.	 Some further details regarding
experiment design may be found in Bohn, J. L., •060-3 dust
particle	 excerfment: data reduction and mnatyxiso" final
Report.	 Yemptx	 University. Philadelphia# Pa., 1971 (iMF
809663). data from this investigation no longer exist.

------ 060 S# CLINE------------	 ----'------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- POSITRON SEARCH AND GAMMA-RAY
SPECTROMETER

NSSDC 10- 66-049A-04	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM.
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
SOLAR PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
NIGH ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS
GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY

PERSONNEL
P1 - T.L. CLINE	 NASA-GSFC
OI - E.W. HONES, JR. 	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to determine whether

low-energy (0- to 3-140) positrons are trapped temporarily or
permanently in the Van Allen radiation region, and whether
low-energy, solar-interplanetary positrons exist at the edge of
the earth's magnetic field.	 It was also desi gned to detect
gamma-ray bursts from the sun in the energy interval from 80
keV to 1.0 MeV. The arrangement was virtually identical to
that flown on OGO 1, except that the photomultipliers used were
of an improved variety. The experimental apparatus consisted
of three cesium iodide (Cs1) crystals surrounded by a plastic
anti-coincidence shield. The entire unit's output was
monitored by three photomultipliers. It was primarily designed
to search for interplanetary positrons by measuring the spectra
of single or paired X rays produced by the stopping of a
positron. In another possible mode of data acquisition, single
gamma rays were monitored in one of the CsI spectrometers. with
4- p i particle anticoincidenceo which was virtually gamma-ray
transparent above ED keV. Once every 18.5 so integral
intensity measurements were made in each of the 16 energy
Levels equally s paced between 80 keV and 1 MeV, allowing for
both temporal and spectral analysis of the data. Inflight
calibration of the spectrometer was accomptished by monitoring
the 511-keV annihilation line.	 Data sets are no longer
available from this investigation.

------- OGO 3, EVANS-------

INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW ENERGY PROTON MEASUREMENT

NSSDC ID- 66.-049A-07	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION D.ISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND .FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - D.S. EVANS	 NOAA-ERL
OI - L.R. DAVIS(RETIRED)	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was aesigned to measure the intensity and

energy spectrum. of 5- to 100-kev protons. It employed
channeltron detectors, cylindrical electrostatic analyzers, and
a broom magnetic analyzer to reject electrons. It was designed
to replace the Geiger counter portion of the cosmic ray
isotopic abundance experiment (E-02) and utilized a power
supply	 and	 data accumulators from experiment E-02.	 An
unexpected	 and unexplained high background counting rate
resulted in no useful data being obtained.

------- OGO 3, FRANK----

INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW-FNERGY ELECTRONS AND PROTONS
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NSSDC ID- 66-044A-CA	 INVESTIGATIVE P804RAM
CODE EE-R, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE($)
SPACE PLASMAS
MAGNETOSFHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - L.A. FRANK	 U OF IOWA
01 - J.A. VAN ALLEN	 U OF IOWA

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experieerl. was designed tc measure the differential

energy spectra of protons and electrons over the energy range
50 eV to 49 keV (subdivided into 15 energy intervals) within
and in the vicinity of the earth's magnetosphere. The
instrumentation consisted of two cylindrical electrostatic
analyzers (Low Energy Proton and Electron Differential Energy
Analyzers or LEPEDEAs) and two Oendix .continuous channel
multi p liers (chanrettrons). The acCLMU Cation tine per chanrel
was about I s. Approximately 5 min were required to com p lete a
scan ofthe entire energy range. After the spacecraft attitude
control system failed on July 23, 1966, one of the LEPEDEAs was
oriented parallel	 t 	 the s pacecraft spin axis, and the other
was oriented perperdicular to the spin axis. (The spin period
varied from about 91 to 122 s.) more details regarding
experiment des 14r lay be found it frank, L. A., "Low-energy
proton and electron experiment for the Orbiting Geophysical
Observatories B are E," Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, State
Univ. of Iowa. Iowa City. Iowa. July 1965 (TRF 600609).

------- OGO 3, HADDOCK----------- 	 "--------------------------

INVESTIGATION. NAME RADIO ASTRONOMY

NSSDC ID- 66-049A-18	 INVESTIGA7IVfr PROGRAM
CODE E2-7

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SOLAR PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI " f.7. hADDOCK	 U OF MICHIGAN

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A sweep-fre g vercy receiver eeasured radio noise of flux

densities between 2.3E-9 and I.OE-15 W/Hz-sq m. The observed
bursts were attributed to a solar origin. Forty-five days
after launch, a malfunction occurred in the sweeping trigger
pulse. intermittertl y causing the sweep to change from a 4- to
2-MHz sweep once every 2 seconds to a 4- to 3-MHz sweep every
second. By October 10, 1966, the experiment operated in the
1-s sweep mode (4 to 3 MHz) only. More details regarding
experiment design may be found it Graedet, T. E., "Dynaric
spectra	 of 4-2 MHz solar bursts:	 results from Orbiting
Geophysical Observatory 3," Final Report, Part 1: Scientific:
Ph .D.	 Thesis, university of Michigan, Ann Artor, 1968 (TRF
803177).	 NSSDC has all	 the data that now exist from this
investigation.

------- OGO 3, HELLIWELL ---------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- VLF NOISE AND PROPAGATION

VSSOC ID- 66-049A-.17 	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

.INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - R.4. HELL.IWELL	 STANFORD U
OI - L.H. RORDEN	 DEVLCO INC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment measured. naturally occurring VLF noise

phenomena within the satellite orbit region, such as
terrestrial noise produced below 7C km, emissions from charged
particles trapped in the earth's magretic field, cosmic noise,
and proton and hetium whistlers. The instrumentation consisted
of a loop antenna and preamplifier at the end of a Long boom,
and the receiver electronics package. in the satellite main
body.	 The receiver system provided a wide frequency coverage.
from 0.2 to 100.0 kHz contiguous narrow-band measurements and
from 0.015 to 12.5 kHz broadband measurements. It had a
dynamic range of ato!.t 8C dB. The artenra bias capability was
Lost in July 1965, an:d for one month (Au gust 1949) the
spacecraft was shutdown due to a power Loss. Observations
were made for a total of 27,810 h during the active spacecraft
Lifetime of about	 3-1/2 years.	 The PI holds data sets it
digital, microfilm, and photographic forms. More details
t. egard irig experiment design may be found in Fitklin. B.. P.e el
al., "Instrumertatier for the Starforo university / Stanfcro
Research	 Institute	 VLFexperiment	 (B-17) on the 060-3
satellite,"	 Supplemental Report, Stanford Research Inst.,
California, May 1967 (TRF 801265).
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------- OGC 3, HEPPNER -----------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC SURVEY US1N4 TWb MAbAETOMETERS

NSSDC 10- 66-049A-11.	 INWESTIGA.TIVE f606RAN
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE($)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MkUNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

FERSOhNEL
P1 = J.P. HEPPNER	 NASA-GSFC
01 - H.G. LEDLEY	 NASA-GSFC
0I - R.M. CAMP8:LL(NLA)	 NASA-GSFC
01 - T.L. SKILLMAN(NLA) 	 NASA-uSFC
01 - M.	 SUGIURA	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIFTION
The p rimary ob)ective of this experiment was to study the

geomagnetic field and its interactions with the environment.
The detector system consisted of a boom-mounted, triaxiat, dual
an y e. ftuxgate magnetometer and two boom-mounted, dual cell,

o p tically	 pumped,	 self-oscillating,	 rubidium	 vapor
magnetometers. The triaxial fluxgate magnetometer provided
simultaneous measurements of the three magnetic field vector
components it two different ranges. plus or minus 30 nT and
plus or minus 300 nT. The sampling rates, which were derendent
on telemetry bit rate, for the 30-nT ranee were 1.7, 14. and
110 samples per second per axis. The samplinq rates for the
300-nT range were 0.85, 7, and 55 samples per second per axis..
The accuracy for the fluxgate magnetometer was plus or minus 2
nT in field intensities up to 3C nT and reached a maximum of 10
nT in field intensities of 306 nT (checked by means of inflight
comparison with the rubidium magnetometer). The rubidium vapor
magnetometers provided scalav measurements of the magnetic
field magnitude. However, a triaxial coil system was built
into the sphere surrounding the rubidium magnetometers to allow
vector measurements. On command every 300 s, each coil applied
a plus 10-nT field and then minus 10-nT field to the rubidium
magnetometers.	 Resultant changes in the scalar field being
measured made it possible to compute the field direction. This
value was used to monitor the output of the ftuxgAte
magnetometer as a check on zero drifts. The rubidium vapor
magnetometers had an accuracy of plus or minus 0.1 nl. For
relative charges in field magnitude the absolute accuracy for
high fields, including errors due to spacecraft offsets, was
within 2 nT. The instrument was not reliable for small fields
(about 10 nT). The ruhidium vapor magnetometer system had two
outputs. The first output phase modulated the 40-kHz
subcarrier on the OGO 3 special Purpose transmitter. The range
Of this output was from 5 to F5.7 nT. The second output
directly modulated the 060 3 special-purpose transmitter. The
range of this output was from 42.8 to 14,600 nT. The sampling
rate of	 the special-purpose telemetry data was arbitrary.
Usually a rate of 6.94 samples per second was used in ground
data processing. The fluxgate and rubidium sensors returned
nominal data until about July 23, 1966, when the spacecraft
attitude control system failed# causing spacecraft spin-up.
FLuxgate data taken after this date were of poor-to-useless
quality due to the difficulty in despinning these data. The
vector data from the rubidium instrument suffered from this
sameproblem, However, the field magnitudes obtained by the
rubidium magretomet ers remained useful, with about 501 data
coverage from July 1966 to August 196b. These data are held by
the PI. on microfilm.

------- CGC 3, KONRADI -----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- TRAPPED RADIATION SCINTILLATION COUNTER

NSSDC ID- 6E-049A-10	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-d, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHE4IC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - A.	 KONRAD]	 NASA-JSC
Ol - L.R. DAVIS(RETIRED)	 NASA-GSfC
OI. - R.A. HOFFMAN	 NASA-GSFC
01 - J.M. WILLIAMSON	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objectives of this experiment were (1) to study the

temporal and spatial variations of the trapped particle
intensities, pitch angle distributions, and energy spectra of
electrons (10. to 100 keV) and protons 0100 to 1000 keV) and (2)
to determine particle Lifetimes, processes by which trapped
particles are lost, and the sources and accelerating mechanisms
of tra pped particles. The ex periment, located in OPEP2,
consisted of a fitter wheel, wheel-stedping motor, phosphor
scintillator, photomuttiplier tube, electrometer, and count
rate meter. The detector had two entrance apertures for
particles, ore aligned with the phototube axis and one at 90
deg to this axis. Both protons and electrons could enter the
aligned opening and reach the phosphor. unLy electrons could
enter the 9C-deg opening, scatter off a gold disk, and reach
the phosphor. The counting rate with the ali g ned opening
measured p roton flux, and the current measured the total energy
flux of. electrons, protons, etc. The current with the 90-deg
O pening measured the electron energy flux. 0itterent thickness
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absorbers on the whgel provided s pectral information. The
experiment worked well until the absorber wheel stopped in
January 1467. The ASSOC has all the useful data that now exist
from this investigation.

------- 060 3. MANGE- ----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- GEOCORONAL LYMAN-ALPHA SCATTERING

NSSDC to- 66-04YA-19	 INVESTIGATIVE PR04RA4
CODE EL-d, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE M
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - P.Y. MANGE	 US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ibis exp eriment i,as designed to measure the intensity of

hydrogen Lyman-alpha radiation (1216 A) scattered by neutral
hydrogen at 5 to 19 earth radii. This wavelength is the
fundamental rescrarce line of neutral atomic hydrogen, and
these intensity measurements. therefore, provided a measure of
the density of neutral hydrogen in the hydrogen geocorona. The
instrumentation consisted of four ion chambers mounted on the
artiearth door of 0G0 3. Each fCn chamber was fllleo with
nitric oxide gas and had lithium fluoride windows. The ion
chambers were sensitive in the 1050- to 1350-A band. Data from
this investigation no longer exist.

------- 060 3, SAGALYN -----------------------------------------

IKVLST14ATION NAPE- SPHERICAL ION AND ELECTRON TRAP

NSSDC TO- 66-049A-13	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
SPACE PLASMAS
MAGNEIOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI	 R.C. SAUALYN	 USAF GEOPHYL LAH
01 - M.	 $MIDDY	 USAF 4EOPHY1 LAB

URIEF DESCRIPTION
Two independent sphi^rical 	 electrostatic analyzers were

used to measure the flux, energy distribution, temperature, and
density of ions and electrons from perigee at 700 km up to
spacecraft apogee. Electron and ion densities were measured in
the range I.00O to 1.OE6 per cc. The range of measurements of
thereat ion arc electron teeperatures was from 7CO to
a p proximately 100,000 deg K. The data obtained were used to
study the low-energy plasma properties of the magnetosphere
during quiet and disturbed solar periods. Each analyzer,
composed of a mesh g all surrounding a collector, ►as mounted on
a boom that extended 2.4 m from the vehicle surface. The
experiment had a basic cy;le timeof 25.6 min. Density,
satellite potential, and differential energy distribution were
measured repeatedly for approxisately 13 min during a cycle.
High-energy flux anc energy distribution were measured during
the remaining 13 min. 	 Inttight calibrations were applied to
the electrometers of both sensors once per cycle. The
measurements were Judged to be accurate to a pp roximately 301.
The experiment performance and scientific results obtained
during the first 3 months of o p eration were descrioed in
Sagalyn# R. C., arc M. Smiddye "Magnetosphere plasma properties
during a period of rising solar activity -OGO-Ill,- Space
Research VIII, North-Holland P ublishing Company, Amsterdam,
1968.	 The data from this investigation no longer exist.

------ .06 0 3.. SIMPSON-----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA AND FLUXES

NSSDC ID- 66-049A-C3	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
COSMIC RAYS

PERSONNEL
P1 - J.A. SIMPSON	 U. Of CHICAGO
OI - C.Y. TAt	 U OF ARIZONA
01 - P. 	 MEYER	 U OF CHICAGO

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Three	 solid-state particle telescopes were used to

measure the	 intensity and energy distribution of cosmic rays..
A dE/dx vs E telescope (composition telescope) resolved the
nuclear compositior of cosmic rays in the energy range from 3.0
to 100 MeY/nucleon (charge resolution range through 2=26,
erurgy per nucteer intervals a pp rcAiaately proportional to 2
squared/A), a dE/dx vs range telescope (proton-al p ha telescope)
detected protons ano alpha particles in the energy range from
1..6 to 33 MeV/nucleon, and a single-element, low-energy -proton
telescope (OiEP telescope) was priearily sensitive to protons
in the energy range from 1.4 to 3.7 MrV. The com position and
proton-alpha	 telescopes	 were	 oriented	 parallel to the
spacecraft I axis# whereas the OPEP telescope was oriented
perpendicular to the I axis. 	 Fulse-height irformation was
obtained from the composition telesco p e using one 256-channel
and two 512-channel pulse-height analyzers.	 This allowed

pulse-height analysis of particles in four energy intervaist
for protons 5 to 11 MOVa 11 to 22 NOV. 22 to 103 NOV. and
greater than 103 "eV. Pulse height information was sent back
fro n 	 the	 proton-alpha	 telescope	 using one 206-channet
putse-height snstyser. This allowed puts*-height analysis of
Particles in two energy ranges: for protons 1.6 to 0.6 MeV and
0.6 to 33 PeV. Count rate inform atipn was obtained from all
three telescdpea, The time resolution #snood from about an
measurement per 0.08 s t0 •bout one measurement per 14T s
depending on the counting mode •nd the telemetry Dit rate. the
unintended iritial spin period of the spacecraft varied from
about 91 to 122 s about the I axis.

------- 060 3. SMITH---------	 --	 ----	 -----------------

INVESTIGAT)ON NAME- TRIAXIAL SEARCH-COIL MAGNETOMETER

NSSDC ID- 66-049A-12	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCILNCE

INVEST16ATiON DISCIPLINE($)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
1NTERPLANEIARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - E.J. SMITH	 NASA-JPL
01 - R.F. HOLIER	 U Of CALIF. LA

bRIEF DESCRIPTION
In this experiment * magnetic field variations were

measured triaxialty from 0.01 to 800 Hz by a boom-mounted
search coil magnetometer with high- ptrmeabitity core. Two
digitally sampled and one analogbroadband channel mapped the
vector wave data. The two digital channels covered frequencies
from 0.01 to O.b He or 0.01 to 75 He, depending on telemetry
rate. The analog channel, transmitted via the FM
special-purpose telemetry * covered from I to 1000 Ha. Also
includes was a five-channel spectrum analyzer with center
frequencies at 10. 32. 100. 320. and 800 lit. These channels
overlapped at the -12 dB points„	 The time required for a

I
triaxial spectrum analysis varied with telemetry rate from 147

to18.4 s to 2.3 s for the 1. 8. and 64 kbs rates.
res p ecttvely.	 The	 instrument	 performed throughout the
operational life of the spatec ► att. but the usefulness of the
three broadband channels was greatly reduced by interference
from the digital s pectrum analyzer channels. More details
re gardin g experiment desi gn may be found in Frandsen. A. M. A..
et al., 'OGO search coil magnetometer experiments." IEEE Trans.
cn Geosci. Electron.. v. GE-T. n. 2. pp. 61-74. April 1969.

---.---.OGO 3, TAYLOR, JR --------------------------------------

1NVESTIGA71ON NAME- POSITIVE ION CONCENTRATION

NSSDC 1D- 66-049A-15	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGAT10N DISCIPLINE(S)
SPACE PLASMAS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - N.A.	 TAYLOR., JR..	 NASA-GSFC
01 -N.w. SPENCER	 NASA-GSfC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment wasflown to learn more about the global

nature of the thermal ions surrounding the earth. The
experiment contained two ceramic Bennett RF mass spectrometers
mounted in the orbital plane experiment package (OPEP).Each
tube contained 17 grids# a collector, ono an external guard
ring. Volta g es on the guard ring and on some of the grids were
set al fixed or controlled negative do voltage levels. when
positive ions of proper mass and velocity were resonant with
the rf voltage, passed the final positive grid and struck the
collector, these impinging positive ions caused a current flow
that was converted by an electrometer to a voltage directly
proportional	 to the current.	 The resultant voltage was
processed by the decade amplifier into analog data outputs for
each tube,	 one output for each decade of collector current
between 1.0E-11 and 1.0E-8 A.	 The low mass spectrometer
measured ions rich mass-to-charge ratios (M/w) from I to 6 u
with a resolution of 0.5 u.	 The high-mass spectrometer
measured M/w values from 7 to 45 u with a resolution of 1 in
20. A complete mass scan took 64 s.. The instruments had a
dynamic range from 5 ions per cc to I.OE6 ions per cc.. NSSDC
has all the useful data that exist from this investigation.

------- OGO 3, WHIPPLE -----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- PLANAR ION ELECTRON TRAP

ASSDC to- 6E-04YA-14	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
LODE EE-S. SCIENCE

)NVESIlbATION.DISCIPLINE($)
SPACE PLASMAS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

OF	
R QuaLiry
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PERSONNEL
P1 - E.C. wHLPPLE	 U Of CALIF. SAN 0110
01 - U.E. TROY, JR.	 US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB

bRIEf DESCRIPTION
This experiment wes clown it ebtain measurements needed

for a description of the distributions of Charged particles
near thermal energy from the perigee height of 280 km to an
apogee altitude of 122,COD km. SpecificAttyr the densitt and
energy distributiors of ions and electrons were aeasureu. The
data	 also	 specified the magnitude and polarity of the
spacecraft charge.	 The instrumentation consisted of a plasma
detector and an electrometer, scurteo together on the OPEP and
ancillary	etettronics	 that included logic and detecticr
circuits.	 The ptasmo sensor contained three parallel circular
grids and a collector. The aperture grid was 3.3 em in
diareter and the tuc interior grids rare 7.3 cm it diameter. A
gold-ptated magnesium collector was mounted behind the grids.
The detector she.tt p rovided a grcund plane flush with the
spacecraft	 skin,the experiment was operated in both
tow-resolution and high-resolution mcdes for electrors aro
ions.	 De p ending on the mode of operation, electrons or tons
having energies exeeedinq a s pecified energy level reached the
collector. The average time to cosplete an observationin sry
one mode was 15 s. The collector current was measured with a
vibrating reed electrometer which measured 1.0E-13 to I.uE-6 A.
fewer data were obtained from this experiment than from other
OGO 3 spacecraft experiments because the experimert operated Cr
a reducedschedule to minimize interference with the triaulat
search coil magnetometer experiment. Experiment description is
availaole in greater detail in whippte, E. C.. Jr., J. w.
Hirean, and R. Rcssr "A satellite ion-electror collector
experimental effects of drid trans p arency, photoemifsion. and
secondary emission." ESSA Tech. Report No. ERL 99-At I,
Deceeber 196? (TRf 832033)- Data sets no longer exist from
this investigation.

- -- OGO 3. wINCKLER-------

INVESTIGATION NAME ELECTRON SPECTROMETER

NSSOC I0- 66- 04YA -22	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-e, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION OISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNEIUSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - J.R. WINCKLER	 U OF MINKLSOTA
01 - N.L. ARNOLOY	 U Of NEW HAMPSHIRE
01 - K.A. PFITIER	 MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS CORP

bRIEf DESCRIPTION
The objective of	 this experiment Was to measure the

electron energy s p ectrum in the radiation belts for the range
from	 5C	 keV to 4 MeV.	 The experiment consisted of a
five-channel electrcr spectrareter containing an analyzing
electromagnet# 	 a	 plastic	 scintitlator	 Crystal, a
photomultiptier	 ttbe,	 and a pulse-height analyzer.	 The
analyzing electromagnet was used to define the five energy
charrels.	 The pulse-height analyzer accepted only the pulses
corresponding to the particular energy channel being sampled.
In this way, the background due to beemsstrahlung and
penetrating particles was reduced because only those background
pulses in the narrow energy band briny analyzed were counted.
Th's system was mounted in a direction 10 deg off the
st,1cecraft Z axis with a I5-deg acceptance cone. Since 060 3
was spin stabilized about its I axis shortly after launche the
acceptance	 core	 was	 effectively	 increased to 35 pea.
Directional	 measurements of electrons were made in five
contiguous, logarithmically equispaced energy channels oetween
5C and 4900 keV. Oackgrcuno particles were counted by
operating the spectrometer without the electromagnet. The
system sampled the live spectral intervals and live background
intervals every 2.3C4 s when the OGO 3 system was operating at
1 kbs. The samplirg rate increased linearly with the telemetry
bit rate. Data from each of the five channels were tetemetered
as one digital wcra.	 NSSDC has all the data that now exist.
froe this investigation.

------- OGO 3, WINCKLER ----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- IONIZATION CHAMBER

NSSDC ID- 66-049A-23	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION..OISCiPLI.NECS)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
COSMIC RAYS

PERSONNEL
PI - J.R, wINCKLER	 LOF MIhhESOTA
01	 R.L. ARNOLOY	 U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
01 - K.A. PFTTIER	 MCDON4ELL-DOUGLAS CORP

ORIGINAL PAGE 19
OF POOR QUALITY

OR1EF DESCRIPTION
This exp eriment was designed to •iresure the ionization

due to energetic particles. The instrumentatfa. consisted of a
11.78-cm-diameter inte0rotin q Ionization Chamber with a
resetting drift-type electrometer. The system was mounted an a
I2-m boom extending from the main batt y of the spacecraft along
the V axis. The chaeber responded to electrons and protons
with energies greater than 0.6 and 12 McVr respectively, and to
A rays in the range IO to 50 keV. The ionization current was
ee4surtd ay a vacuum tube electro m eter Lhose output, as a
function of timer was an automatically resetting sawtooth ramp
voltage betwten 0 and 5 V. Data were tetemetereo In three
Independent forms though three oigitat words anu one analog
word, each of which was tetemetered once every I.IS2 s when the
OGO 3 system was operating at I kbs. The ramplinW rate
linearly increased with the telemetry rate. N550C has alt the
data that exist from this investigation except for data set
66-049A-23M. More details regarding experiment design may be
found In Kane, S. R,, "Application of an integratinq type
ionization Chamber to measurements of radiation in $race,"
Ph.D. Thesis, university of MinnesOta, Minneapolis, September
1967 (TRf OCIC11).

------- OGC 3, 6OLFE ------- ....,..,,.............

INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTROSTATIC PLASMA ANALYSIS (PROTONS
.1.20KEV).

NSSDC ID-- 66-049A-G5	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIUATIUh OISCIPLINL(S)
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS

PERSONNEL
1-1 - J.N. WOLFt	 NASA-ANC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designeO to study the positive ion

component of the solar wind p lasma. Three nuadrisphericat
electrostatic analyzers, two looking into the orbits: plane and
the solar oriented, were used to detect p rotons in 3C steps In
thr range 100 to 1d,000 rV. Owing to the unintended spacecraft
spin. Little tsetul data were obtained. The onto could be used
to indicate the location of the magnetopouse and bow shack.
More details regarding experiment design may be found in Heck.
C. w., I1, et al.. "Solar wind measurement techniques. Part 2:
Solar plasma t;nergy spectrometers," in tr4£t eninds of 17th
National Aerospace Electronics Conferenc., Caylon, Ohio, pp.
8244, May 10 -12, 1 4 65 (TRf 001227-0000). The data from this
investigation no tnr.ger exist.

------- Oh0 3, WOLFF ------------------.-- ----------------------

INVESTIGATIdN NAME- GLUENSCHEIN PHOTOMETRY

NSSDC ID- 6F-049A-20	 INVE57IGATIVE PROtRAM
CODE EZ-7

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE W
ZODIACAL LIGHT"

PERSONNEL
P1 - C.L. WOLFF(NLA)	 NASA-GSrt
01 - K.L. HALLAM	 NASA-u$FC
OI - S.P. WYATT	 U tie ILLINOIS

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure the amount of

solar light that is scattered by particles in space (aunt,
etc.) in the neighborhood of the antisolar point. This light
contribution to the night sky is called the gegenschein. The
data from the experiment were to he pictures of the sky at the
antisolar point taken by a TV camera and tetemetered to earth
in the form of a matrix of pulse counts. The apparatus was
similar,	 exce p t	 in minor details,	 to that	 flown on OGO I
(64-051A-10.	 The experimental package was a photoelectric
camera which formed images of the sky in the visible and
near-infrared regions of the spectrum. 	 The data from this
assecbly were transmitted back to earth where they were
reconstructed into p ictures.	 Each of these pictures Covered
less than 100 square deg of the sky with a resolution or the
order of	 C.25 der.	 The package consisted of (1) on 911.5
Cbjective	 lers.,	 (2) a	 filter wheel containing three fitters
centered at 3000. 5000. and 7000 A with pasabands of 500 A, (3)
an S-20 cathode deposited on a thin, curved
ultraviolet-transmitting glass, (4) an image dissector named
the Star Tracker To 1430 made by the 11T Corporation, and (5)
an electronic unit that amplified and counted thecurrent
pulses coming from the tube due to the individual photons
arriving at tee photocathode. The experiment tailed to achieve
Its initial objective for the following reasons: (1) during the
first 6 weeks of orbit the antisolar point was within the Milky
way and could not be detected, (2) after the first 6 weeks of
.orbit the spacecraft was spun up, making it impossible to take
pictures, and (3) the signal-to-noise ratio was not so large as
expected, due to scattered sunlight from other parts of the
spatecraft. Despite the failure to achieve the original goals.
an interesting study on the optical environment about the
satellite was made. An upper limit to the brightness of the
daytime sky near the satellite was obtained and shown to be
thirty times less than the darkest daytime sky retorted by an
astronaut.	 Fowever, it wes pointed out that this backyrouno
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Light would interfere with observaticrs Of the solar torora and
todiacal light. These results were given by C. L. Wolff in the
November 24P 1967- issue of "science." Data from this
irvestigation no icrger exist.
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OGC RP ANDERSON------------------------ I---	 ----- -

INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC AADIATIOhli FROM SOLAR FLARES

NSSDC ID- 68 . 014A-04	 INVESTIGATIVE PR04RAN
CODE EE-94 SCIENC E

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- 060 5
ALTERNATE NAMES- 060-E. EGU 5

EUGO 5, 03138
S :9

NSSDC ID- 68-014A

LAUNCH DATE- 03/04168	 vEI4HT- 611. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS

SPONSORING COUN7RY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES	 NASA-OSSA

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- 6EOCENiRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 03/04/68
ORBIT PERIOD- 3796. MIN	 INCLINATION-	 33.1 DEG
PERIAPSIS-	 272. KM ALT	 APOAPSIS- 148228. KA ALT

PERSONNEL
PM - M.E. SCULL(NLA)	 NASA-GSFC
PS - J.P. HEPPNER	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objectives of the OGO 5 spacecraft, the fifth of a

series of six Orbiting GeophysicalObservatorieso were to
ccrdutt many diversified geophysical experiments for a better
understanding of the earth as a p lanet and to develo p and
operate a standardised observatory-type spacecraft. OGO 5
consisted of a main body that was par p tlelepipedal in forma two
solar panels, each with a solar-oriented experimert package
(SOEP), and two orbital plane experiment packages (OPEP). One
face of the main body was earth pointing (2-axis). and the Line
connecting the two solar panels (X-axis) was perpendicular to
the earth-sun-spaere rat t p late. The solar panels were able tc
rotate about the X-axis. The OFEPs were mounted on and could
rotate about an axis that was parallel to the I-axis that was
attached	 to the Pair body. At launch, the initial local fiat
of a pogee was OV44 h.	 060 5 carried 25 ex periments. 17 of
which were particle ituiies• and two were magnetic field
studies.	 In addition, there was one each of the following
ty pes of cxperiserts: radio astronomy. UV spectrut.
Lyman-al p ha, solar M ray, plasma waves, and electric field.
Real-time data were transmitted at 1. 8, and 64 kbs depending
or the distance (rem the spacecraft to the earth. Playback
data were tape recorded at I kbs and transmitted at 64 khs.
Two wide-band transritters, one freding into an omnidirectional
antenna and the other feeding into a directional antenna, were
used to	 transmit data.	 A special purpose telemetry system,
feeding	 into eitherantenna, was also used to transmit
wide-band data in real time only. Tracking was accomplished by
using	 radio beacers and a range and range-rate. S-band
transponder. The spacecraft attitude control tailed on August
6. 1971. after 41 months of normal operation. The spacecraft
was placed in a standby status on October 8, 1971. Four
experiments	 (Meyer.	 etamont.	 Ttcmas. and Simpson) were
reactivated for the period from June 1 to July 13. 1972o after
which all operational support terrinated. Spacecraft orbit
Parameters changed significantly over the spacecraft life. By
April 1911. spacecraft perigee had increased to 26.400 km and
inclination had increased to 54 deg.

------- OGO 5, A466CN-------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME ELECTRIC FIELD MEASUREMENT

NSSDC ID- 68-014A-26	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE -d, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INTERPL ANETARY PHYSICS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - Lt.. AGGSON	 NASA-GSFC
01 - N.C. MAYNARD	 NASA-GSFC
01 - J.P. HEPPNER	 NASA-GSFC

6R1EF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to observe electric fields

it the outer regions of the magnetosphere, in the transition
region- and in the solar wind. The experiment technique used
was that of double floating probes, the probes being the plus
and minusX-axis antennas.: Electric field measurements were
normal fro. launch Lntil. June 1968. ►.ten a preamplifier failed.
From that time until December 1968 some useful ac field data
were obtained. No data Were obtained after December 1968. No
useful data now exist from this experiment.

ORIGINAL PAGE CS
OF POOR QUALITY

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE($)
SOLAR PHYSICS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
Cosmic RAYS

PERSONNEL
P1 - K.A. ANDERSON	 U OF CALIF- BERKELEY
01 - S.A. KANE	 U Of CAL1 L BERKELEY
of - H.	 MARK	 NASA HEADQUARTERS

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to study the time dependence

and the spectrum of energetic X rays ► Protons# alpha particleso
and electrons emitted by the sun in association with solar
flares. Ike experiment used three separate detecting systems.
First- an ornidirettionat sodium iodide (thttt up activated)
scintillation counter measured solar X rays in eight energy
channels fros 9.6 to 19.2. 19,2 to 32P 32 to 48P AN t p 64. 64
to $0. 80 to 104. 104 to 128, and greater than 128 keV. There
data were sampled for 1.152 s once every 2.304 s. Second- a
Particle telescope composed of seven solid-state detectors (
D1. D2P D3, D4, D5, 06. D7. and an anticointidence shield)
measured protons in the six energy channels from 7 to 20. 20 to
45. 45 to b0. AO to 130. 130 to 200, and greater than 200 MeV.
These channels had a nonseparable al pha particle component.
Thelowest energy channtl was sampled once every 147 aP white
all other channels were sam p led once every n .216 s. The third
system consisted of a directional Geiger-Muetler tube magnetic
spectrometer that measured electrons in two channels. 22 to 27
and 50 to 90 keV. These data were sampled once every 147 s.
In order to reduce the possible contribution of magnetospheric
radiation tc the background counting rates of the detectors*
the experiment only operated at spacecraft altitudes above
80.000 km) i.e.. about 46 h or 672 of each orbit. The M-r&y
detector operated satisfactorily. The 07 detector element in
the proton alpha telescope was found to be very noity lust
trior to launch.	 It was therefore disabled electronically,
hence no data were available for p rotons or alpha particles
above 200 MeV/nucleon,	 The rest of this telescope performed
normally. The electron spectrometer performed normally from
launch anti( Se ptember 23. 1969, when the 22 to 27 keV thanfiet
became erratic and later stopped counting completely. The
other electron channel performed normally. More details
regarding experiment design may be found in Anderson, K. A.,
"Energetic radiations from solar flares." final Report. Mar.
1968-Aug, 1971. University of California. Berkeley. August 1971
(TRF 814923).	 NSSDC has all the useful data that exist from
this investigation.

--- -- 060 5. DARIN-------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- ULTRAVIOLET AIRGLOY

NSSDC ID- 68-014A-21 	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8P SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE($)
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - C.A. BARTH	 U OF COLORADO
01 - G.E. THOMAS	 U OF COLORADO
DI- J.B. PEAR CE	 SCIENCE APPL. INC
01 - E.f. MACKEY	 PACKARD-BELL CORP

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The UV Photometer experiment on OGO 5 eas flown to

measure the distribution of terrestrial air g low in the hydrogen
Line at 121E A and the atomic oxygen line at 1504 A.
Three-axis earth stabilization of the main spacecraft body
during normal operation permitted the photometer to vier the
airglow in the local zenith. The field of view wa+ 3 deg at
halt maximum. Radiation measurements between 1050 and 1600 A
were obtained with this two-channel photometer experiment.. 10'
channel data (from 1250 to 1800 A) were used to remove the
contribution of non-Lyman-alpha radiation from the 'A' channel
(1050 to 1800 A) data. Eachphotometer had its own amplifier
and high-vottage servo control system. The nigh voltage across
the photomultiptier tube was logarithmically proportional to
the UV source intensity.	 Inflight calibration checks and
autOMatiC drift corrections were incorporated in the flight
experiment. A lens cover, mounted at the edge of the
Photometer aperture and operated on ground co nand. not only
fulfilled tte original design objective of providing increased
protection of the photomultiptier surfaces from incident
sunlighto but on several occasions it enabled the experimenter
to identify spuriows signals such as those received when the
spacecraft passed through the radiation belt. Both channels
had a nominal sensitivity of 10 rayteighs. In this experiment#
the	 earth's.	 1216-A	 airglow	 was	 measured against the
extraterrestrial background radiation. Therefore, the spatial
variation	 of	 this	 Lyman-alpha background needed to be
determined to obtain a description of the altitude distribution
cf the 121E-A emission. To achieve this survey of. the
background roofation. the UGO 5 spacecraft was put into a
spinning mode when it was at distances beyond the geccoronst
scattering region,	 i.e.. at altitudes greater than 80.000 ka.

^a ^
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Time intervals in which the s pacerraft was spinning to obtain
background measurements included September 12 to 14 arc
December 15 to 17, 19694 A p ril I to 3 and Se p tember 1 to 6,
19704 rind March 18 to 22. 1971. NSSDC has alt the useful data
that exist from this investigation.

------- 060 5# HLAMONT -----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- GEOCORONAL LYMAN • ALPHA MEASUNEMENT

NSSDC 10- 68-014A-22	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-6/CO-OP, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL

	

PI - J.E. BLAMONT	 CNRS-SA

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this ex p eriment was to determine the

hydrogen (H) distribution in the geocorona and the geocorona's
temperature from the measurements of the intensity and line
shape of the esergirg Lyman-alpha radiation. In addition, the
experiment provided data on extraterrestrial sources of
Lyman-alpha# such as interstellar wind * comets, planets, and
rumerous stars. The sensor was a p hotometer With a field of
view (FOV) of 4C min of arc and a bandwidth of bu A centered at
L y man-at pha (1216 A). Specifically, a p lane mirror which could
rotate about a horizontal axis was used to move the FOY in
112-deg steps,	 Leavin g this tirrer. the radiation struck a
s pherical mirror that focused it onto a diaphragm.
Subsequently the isage of the diaphragm was focused an the
entrance window of a photomultiptier via a system consisting of
ar aspherical mirror and a plane Crating, A hydrogen cell,
filledwith H gas at a p ressure of 0.5 mm Hg and containinT two
magnesium fluoride windows, was placed in front of the
photomultipLier and p rovided the measurement of tine width.
Pulses produced by the p hotcaultiplier were courted for 0.432
s, a time s p an durin g which the plane mirror position did not
change.	 The number of pulses in this time interval was a
measurement of intensity, 	 A shutter was closed every third
tinute to measure the dark currert Level of the photometer.
The experiment was mounted in the OPEP Instrument scanning
caused the FOY axis to move inside a cone of 16-deg halt-an:)le,
with the local vertical as axis. Two modes of operation were
possible and the choice was made by ground command. In the
scanning mode the plane mirror would scan continuously; in the
stepping made this mirror would be placed in a specified
p osition. More experiment details and some data appear it
Oertaux, J. L., et at.. "Interpretation of 060 5 Lyman-aloha
measurements in the upper geocorona." J. Geophys. Res.. v. 78,
M. 1, p. 80, 1973.

--- -- OGO 5. CLINE.-------- -----------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- STUDY OF PROTONS. ELECTRONS, FOSITkONS,
AND GAMMA RAYS

NSSDC ID	 68- 014A-05	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM,.
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SOLAR PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND ;IELDS
HIGH ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS
GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY

PERSONNEL

	

PI - T.L. CLINE	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was intended primarily to study solar and

galactic electrons and positrons in the energy range from 2 to
9.5 Mev. it also measured solar electrons above several
hundred keV, solar x rays above 80 keV, and medium-energy
galactic	 and	 solar	 protons	 are alpha particles.	 The
boom-mounted instrument was a telescope consisting of dE/dx and
residual-E plastic scintillators surrounded by an
anticoincidence plastic scintiltator. between the residual-E
sensor and the ahticcincidence sensor was a cesium iodide (CSI)
scintiltator that observed gamma rays associated with electrons
and positrons stopping in the residual-C sensor. Analysis of
the Csl scintiltator output permitted differentiation between
electrons and positrons. Pulse height analysis of the dE/cx
and residual-E sensor outputs was performed, as was inflight
calibration. The experiment functioned normally fromlaunch to
September 14, 1969, after which no further useful data were
obtained. Data fro m this investigation no longer exist.

---.---- OGO 5, COLEMAN, JR -------------------------------------

INVESTI.6ATION NAME- PARTICLE WAVE STUDY

NSSDC 1D- 66-014A-13	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-b, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

ORIGINAL PAGi ES,

OF POOR QUALITY

PERSONNEL
PI - P.J. COLEMAN, JR.	 U Of CALIF* LA
Ol - T.A. FAR.LEY	 U OF CALIF. LA
01 - D.L. JUGGE	 U Uf SOUTHERN CALIF

GRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment consisted of six plastic scintiltator

detectors to measure the unidirectional flux of electrons in
tight energy intervals between 50 kev and 1.2 heV. Two of the
detectors pointed in o pposite directions while the remainder
pointed In various other directions. The ex periment was
designed to determine the magnetohydrocynamic properties of the
disturbances in the magnetosphere and beyond. It was conducted
in conjunction with the UCLA fluxgate Magnetometer experiment
(63-014A-14). A thermal problem adversely affected the data
quality for the second half of 1969. However+ prior to that
time and afterward# the experiment performed normally, by the
nature of the instrument, these electron data were contaminated
by anambiert energetic proton population. These data are
useful for simultaneous studies of the variation of flux with
pitch angle as determined by the UCLA fluxgate Magnetometer.

------- 060 5, COLEMAN# JR -------------------------- •----------

INVESTIGA710i NAME- UCLA TkIAXIAL FLUAGATE MAGNETOMETER

h$$DC 10- 6b-014A-14	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CLDE EE-8# SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAONETUSPHERIC PHYSICS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

FEHSONNEL
PI •• P.J. COLEMAN, JR.	 U Of CALIF, LA
01 - I.A. FARLEY	 U OF CALIF, LA
11 - D.L. JUDGE	 U Of SOUTHERN CALIF
01 - C.T. RUSSELL	 U Of CALIF, LA

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This ex periment consisted of a triaxiat ftuxgate

tagnetometsr mounted on a 6.1-m boom. The range of each sensor
was minus to plus 16 nT. with 0.125-0 digitization windows.
For a given ambient fieto, a known offset field couto be
applied to the sensor by a surrounding current-carrying coil.
In this way# ambient fields of minus to plus 64.000 nT per axis
were measurable with 0.125-nT digitization accuracy. The
sensor output siJnats were s:dfs e d through a filter that removed
frequency ccmponents higher than the sampling frequency. The
filtered signals were then sampled in real time at O.b7, 6.96•
or 55.5 vector measurements per second, depending on the
satellite bit rate, and at O.f7 vector measurements per second
in the tape recorded channel. As the instrument shifted 0t set
field ranges, tfie first sfx data points taken after the shift
were affected in an understood, and therefore correctable, way.
Also, the instrument housing was equipped with an electric
heater that introduced a correctable offset field when it came
on. Further, the zero offset on each sensor drifted slowly (on
timescates ccmpaPed to 6 hours) as a function of sensor
electronic tem perature.	 By using simultaneous fluxgate and
rubidium magnetometer data fro g the 6SFC experiment
(68-014A-15), this offset correction could be determined within
Plus or minus 3 nT over most of the spacecraft orbit.
Temperature plots are available from NSSDC. for orbits 38 and
thereafter. During tow-temperature times, offsets were as much
as 10 nT. More details regarding experiment design may be
found in Berjamin, C. R.. and R. C. Snare, "A. magnetic field
instrument for the 000-E spacecraft,- IEEE Trans, on NueL.
Sci., Y. NS-13, n. 6, pp. 333-340, December 1966.

------- 060 5, CROOK------------------

INVCSTIGATION NAME- PLASMA wAVE DETECTOR

NSSDC ID- 6r-014A-24	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
P1 - G.M. CROOK	 GAMES M. CROOK ASSOC
61 - F.L. SCARF	 TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
01 - R.W. FREDERICKS	 TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
ul - I.M. GREEN	 TRw SYSTEMS GROUP

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The ptasma •ave detector included five electric dipoles

and three orthogonal search-coil magnetometers mounted on a
6.7-m boom,	 The three 6,5-m orthogonal electric di poles were
normal to the planes of the magnetometers. Each of the
orthogonal com p onents of the dipole and ma g netometer was
sampled simultaneously for 9.2 s through 15% bandpass filters
in the }chewing sequence: 0.58, 1.3, 3.V, 7.35, 14.5. 30.0.
and 70.0 kHz for each dipole concurrent with 0.56, 0.56. 0.56,
0.56. 70.0, 70.0, and 70.0 kHz for each magnetometer. Repeat
time for this :sequence wbs 3.26 min. Onboard autocorreLation
was performed between each electric field and magnetic field
measurement.	 The renofining two boom-mounted dipoles were
collinear, differing only in length. Each dipole was monitored
through a 240-11:	 LOX fitter for	 2 s once every 9.2 s.	 In
addition to the digital data. 1- to 22-kHz electric field data
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taken from are coin dipole and yielding power SP40rua
infor.eation for that axis were continuously monitored by a
special purpose analog telemetr y system. Threshold sansiIIvily
of these seasuresents was 9elemetered with the digital data.
Intense emissions below ) kHz and above 22 kHz I o y still have
been detectable. The esperiaent operated normally, out much of
the d " t a returned after April 1968 Were of poor quality due to
a Iranseitter failure. 	 More dot a itsregarding exporieert
design may be found in Crook, 4, M., et at,, "The 060-5 plasma
wave detector	 instrumentation and in-flight operatiun. w IEEE
Trans. on ovosci. Electron., V. GE-7, n. 2, pp . 120 . 135. April
1969.	 '1550[ has ail	 the useful data that exist trot this
investigation.

....... 060 5, HAODCCK------

INVESi14AIlON NAME- 50 KH2 TO 3.5 MHE SOLAR RADIO ASTRONOMY
IN EIGHT STEPS

NSSDC To- 0-010-20	 INVESTI4ATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
SOLAR PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - F.T. HADDOCK	 U OF MICHIGAN

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experimert, used primarily to observe Ty pt-3 solar

radio bursts, consisted of a 9.12-m monopole antenna and a
step-frequency superheterodyne receiver tunable through the
eight frequencies of 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.35. 0.6C, 0.90, 1.80,
and 3.50 MHz in 9.2 s (1.152 a at each frequencyo regardless of
spacecraft telemetry rate). this experiment operated both
during real-time coverage and during tape-recorded coverage.
The experiment package was located in solar oriented experiment
package (SOEP) number It with the monopole antenna oriented
perpendicular to the earth-spacecraft-sun plane (+X direction).
The receiver bandwidth was 10 kHz (6-dU points), and the
irtermediste IreCLIrcy stage had an automatic gain control
yielding a dynamic range of 44 d0. The output at the detector
was filtered with a time constant of 0.21 S. A sotio-state
fcur-level noise generator was connected in place of the
antenna for inflight calibration every 9.85 min (36.9 s were
required for calibration).The receiver operatea in either of
two modes.	 During normal o p erationo the receiver was stepped
through the eight frequencies.	 In a nonstepping made, the
receiver was locked on only one of the available frequency
channels.	 The radiometer operated in the stepping node except
for the periods April 25 to June I8, 1968 (3.5 (ihz), September
1. to 14, 1961,	 (0.6 MHz), and December 15 to 17, 1969 (0.6
MHz). when the receiver was in the stepping mode, the eight
fre quency ste ps constituted a subeycle of 9.2-s intervals.
when the spacecraft was operating at the 1-kbs telemetry rate,
three data samples were taken during each fre quency step.
These data sam p les were taken for intervals of 3.31 or 4.37
Postdetector time constants.	 Once during. a main cycle (64
subcytles	 of 9.8; min each), a calibration cycle (TcLr
subcytles of eiqht frequency steps each) was run. Both
impulsive and nonimpulsive interference occurred, with the four
lowest fre quency channels usually being affected by some
impulsive intertertrce assumed because of other txperimerts
onboard the spacecraft. Nonimpulsive interference, manifested
as permanent noise levels higher than preflight receiver noise,
occurred in the case of the 1.40- and 0.35-MHz channels. The
system stability was checked a pproximately every 2 months fret
March 196b through December 19690 and the output lewets were
found to beessentially constant* with a few percent variation.
More details regardinq r.xperiment resign way be found in Mac
Rae, 0. D., "Instrumentation for radio astronomy measurements
aboard the 040-5 spacecraft." Report. University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, September 20, 196h (TRF 6C2270).

------- OGO 5, HEPPNER---------

IKVESTIGATIO.N :NAME- MAGNETIC SURVEY LSIKG 1.0 H.AbhETOPETERS
NSSDC ID- 68-014A-15	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
INTERFLANETARY PHYSICS

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The primaryobjective of this experiment was to study the

geomagnetic field and	 its interactions with the environment.
The	 detector	 system	 consisted	 of a tria n iaL iluxgate
magnetometer	 and	 two	 dual-cell,	 optically	 pumped,
self-oscittating, rubidium-87 vapor magnetometers. both
magnetometers were mounted on beans to minimize effects of
spacecraft fields. The triaxial fluxgate magnetometer provided
simultaneous measurements of the three magnetic field vector
components in the range 0 to plus or minus 4000 nT (over a
frequency range of C to 120 Hz).	 A 10-nT irtt:ight catioraticr

was ap p lied cn command as a check on sensitivit y changes. The
accuracy was p lus or minus 1 nT (checked by means of inflight
com parison with the rubidium ma gnetometers). The %#opting
rates were 1.7, 7. 55. and 111 samples per second per axis..
Thv ftux g stt sagnrtometer corked property. with no degradation,
throughout the act ive life of the s pacecraft. The rubidium
vapor magnetometers provided scalar measurements of the
magnetic field magnitude. However, a triamlat coil system was
built into the sphere surrounding the rubidium magnetometers to
allow vector measurements to be made. on command every 295 s,
each colt applied a r10-nT field. then a -10-0 ficia to the
rubidium magretometers. Resultant changes in the scalar livid
being measured made it possible to compute the field direction.
This was used to monitor tke output of the fluxgate
magnetometer as a check on aero drifts. The rubidium vapor
magnetometers had on absolute accuracy of plus or minus 4.5 itT.
The magnetometer system had three outputs. The first output
Phase-mooutated the 40-kOr subcarrier on the 060 5 special
purpose transeitter. The range of this output was 3 to 85.7 nT
over the frequency range 20 to 60C At. The second output
directly modulated the 060 special purpose transmitter. The
range of this output was 42.8 to 14400 nT over the frequency
range 300 to 100.000 Hz,	 The third output consisted of
mainframe digitised data. The range of this output was 3 to
50.000 nT oveT a frequency range of 20 to 350,000 Hz. The
sampling ratr of the mainframe rubidium data was 1.7 samples
per second, The sampling rate of the special purpose telemetry
data was arbitrary. Usually 6.94 sam p les per second Were used
in ground data processing. $11 Weeks atter ladnch. the
frequency counter failed, thereby causing loss of the mainframe
digitized data output of the rubidium magnetometer system. The
rubidium magnetometer system Was o perating whenewer data from
the special purpose telemetry were being recorded. However.
this telemetry system was operetta only 30Y of the time. A
problem that dewetoped mite time and had an effect on the
quality of the rubidium data was a lamp oscillation of one of
the two rubidium magnetometers. This led to turning oft the
malfunctioning rutiotum magnetometer in April 1968. with this
magnetometer off, the operation was normal but Caused the
rubidium system to. have larier null zones. As a result, some
of the data Are either of lower quality or absent. By the
nature	 of	 fluxgate	 magnetometers	 without	 dippers on
non-spinning spacecraft. a 1-nT drift could be expected in one
orbit. Thus, the accuracy of the fluxgate data after
correction was at best 1.5 to 3 nT. More details regarding
experiment design may be found in Ledley, B. G., "Magnetometers
for space measurements over a wide range of fitlo intensities."
Revue de Physique Appliquet, v. 5. pp. 164-168. February 1970.
N5SOC has all the data that exist from this investigation.

---- -- 060 5, KREPLIN ---------------------

INVESTIGATION. NAME- SOLAR X-RAY EMISSIONS

NSSDC ID- 6b-014A-23	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVES116ATION DISCIPLINES)
SOLAR PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
P1 - R.W. KREPLIN	 US NAVAL QESEARCH LAB
OI - T.A. CHUBB	 US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
01 - N.D. FRIEDMAN(RETIRED)	 US NAVAL RESEARCH LAO
01 - C.S. BOWYER	 U Of CALlf, BERKELEY

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment consisted of a proportional counter

connected to an eight-channel pulse-height analyzer. The
detector operated only at altitudes greater than 60.000 k n
within the spacecraft's highly eccentric orbit. The resulting
data cover about three-quarters of each 2.6-day orbit. The
detector package was continuously oriented toward the sun. The
proportional counter was tilled with a mixture of xenon (971)
and carbon dioxide (3X) at a pressure of 204 to Hg. The
window, with a diameter of 0.250 in. (0.635 cm). Consisted of
1C mil	 (C.C254 cm) of beryllium overlaid with T mil (0.00254
cm) of aluwinum. The pulse-height analyzer separated pulses
from the proportional counter into eight energy channels.
ranging initially from 2 to 20 keV. The energy levels of the
eight channels changed continuously after launcho stabilizing
at approximately 4 to 40 keV by July 1966. lnttight
calibration was Carried out twice during each orbit. using an
iron-55 source mounted on a movable arm. The detector was
provided with no means for rejecting particle counts. The
beryllium-window particle thresholds were 170 keV for electrons
and 5.5 MeV for protons. Nominal q uiet-time background count
rates were about one count per second due to penetrating cosmic
rays. Occasional particle interference due to the outer wan
Allen belt was observed, and the data are not usable during
energetic solar proton events. At the slowest spacecraft bit
rate (I kbs). a complete eight-channel readout was obtained
every 4.6 s, data having been accumulated for 2.295 s. These
values were decreased proportionately forspacecraft telemetry
rates of 8 and 64 kbs. NSSDC has alt the useful data that
exist from this investigation.

QF p^ L PA G,^ 13
R 

QUACI ry

PERSONNEL
PI - J.P. HCPPNLR NASA-GSFC
OI - d.G. LEOLEY NASA-GSFC
01 - M. SUGIURA NASA-GSFC
01 - T.L. SKiLLM4N(NLA) NASA-GSFC
01 - R.M. CAMPSELL(NLA) NASA-USFC
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------- Ow0 5. NEVER -------------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC-NAY ELECTRONS

N$SOC t0- 60 . 014A-C9

	

	 INVLSTIUAIIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
COSMIC RAYS

PERSONNEL
PI - P.	 MLYER	 u of CHICAGO
01 - C.T. FAN	 U OF ARIZONA
OT	 J.J. L'HEUNEtX	 U Or CHICAGO

HOW DESCRIPTION
this ex p eriment mtt;aured the flux and energy spectrum of

electrons with ener g ies between 15 and e5 MrV# and fluxes of
protons with ehergies tetween 9C aro 110 Pev are 113 and 169
Rev. The detector used was a particle tete*tOro Co mposed of a
scintillation counters a Vas Cerenkov counter. a solid state
aetectOP, and a cesium fodidt scintillation counter surrounded
by two p lastic scintitlators.	 The experiment was turred or
only when the saitttite's Mettwain parameter, Ls was Vreatrr
than 12. The experiment was fully operational when the
spacecraft was p ut In a stanat) status on October of 1971.
NSSDC has all the data that exist from this investigation. the
ex p eriment was reattivated from June 1 to July 13, 1972. 'lore
details regarding ex p eriment design any be found in L'Heureux,
J . , C. Y. Fans and P. Me yer. "the diet-time spectra of coswic
ray electrons at energies between 10 ono 200 heV Observed on
060-5s" hr, J.# v. 171* n. 20, pt.1# pp . 363-376,# January 15,
1972.

.----- 040 5, OoILVIE -----------------------------------------

IhVEST1uAlION NAME- THIASIAL ELECTRCN AKALYIER

NSSDC 1D- 6b -D1 4A -ll

	

	 INVESTIGATIVE PRObRkM
CODE EE-8# SCIENCE

IhVESIItAIIOh 01SCIPLIKEt5)
SPACE PLASMAS
MAGNEYOSPHERIC PHYSICS
INTERPLANETARY P0Yi1CS

PERSONNEL
PI - K.W. OGILVIC	 NASA-GSF{
01 - T.D. w1LNERSON	 U Of MARYLAND

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
In this experiment electrons Were Analysed by three

127-de g electrostatic analyzers with channeltron detectors.
TPey were nourteo	 in liked p osition with res p ect to the
s p acecraft body. Look directions of the mutuAlty orthogonal
detectors formed egt4t an g les to the earth-satettite line, and
always pointed away from the earth. Each anal y zer was stepped
simultantougly thr4Lv.i 14 energy wirdcws with tinter energies
of 10, 25, 45, 8D, 130, 210, 340, 550, 89J, 14000 2300, 3e00#
and 9900 rV ever y 23 a. Each window was samt,Led for 1.15 s,
arm the actual 14-step simultaneous sequence was completed in
18,85 s.	 Each detector hau a iC-deg acceptae'ce cone. A
ra ,l'oactive source Was used to calibrate each instrument in
flight, and cross-calibration was also achieved. the
Instrument was Operated only on tee Outward ho6nd portior of
Yat!i croft because of a spacecraftheat problem. begrodation
Ot the thanneltroes limited useful operation to only about 30
days, with increasingly poor data quality received toward the
end of the Operation period. Detector sensitivity startcd ai
stout 1.35 particlts per (so cm s sr kev), and extended over 5
orders of magnitude. core details regarding experiment design
way as found it Lino, D. L., and N. Mcltwraith, "Ptspes
electron detector using an op en electron multiplier," IEEE
Trans. on Nucl. Sci.. v. NS-13# n.l, pp . 511-511, February
1966.

------ 000 5, SAUALYN -------- .--------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA TEMPERATURE. DENSITY AND FLUX

NSSDC Ili- 66-014A.-C2

	

	 INVESTIGATIVE PR04RAR
CnDE EE-8, SC1Ei4CE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SPACE FLASPAS
MAGNEIOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - R.C. SAb LYN	 GSAr UEOFHYS LAB
01 - 1 1..	 SMIODY	 USAF GEOPHYS LAU

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This ex periment consisted of tuo s p herical retarding

potentiak probes, one each for etectrcn and iOn abstrvwtiors.
They were mountwo on 1-m booms extentxinq along the T-axis of
the spacecraft, Jeneratly opposite the spacecraft velocity
vector, there ware 7.5 -Ow sp herical mesh grids for both
sensors, a second internal grid for one of the sensors, and a
spherical coltector about 3 cm in diameter. Five modes of
operation proviaec current and voltage curves for each sensor.
From these curves are could caltutete density (1.OEO to 1-.OE6
particles/cc), tew p erature (7E2 to 1.CE5 deg K)r ono energy (25
to 	 2,000 keV)	 for both ions and electrons. 	 Spacecraft
potential, electrcr flux 0E5 to 5E11 electrons/so ca-s), are

proton flux (I.OE5 to 1,011 p rafon01s0 cm-s) could also bi-
eeasutea. A f&ilurt in the exptriment power supply 2 weeks
attKr launch Caustd severe orgradation and prevented the
acquisition of useful data.

------- 040 50 SENVU ................... ..........................

INVE5414AT101 NAME- LOW-ENERGY INTEGRAL SPECTRAL
MEASUREMENT

NSSDC TO- 64-014A-03	 INVESTIGATIVE PkOGNAP
CVOE LL-8# SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
$PACE F"LA5MAS
MAGNLIOSPHERTt PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - 4.F. SINUG	 NASA -t+SFt
ill - E.J. MAZER	 NASA -G$IC

HRIEt DESCRIPTION
A ptarar multi-grin sensor 1rOgrlmmed as 0 retarding

r0tentiaL analyzer WAS used to observe the direttionaf.
Intensity Of the etettran and ion Components of the low-energy
claim& in irterolanetary s pate &no near earth. St.ectra were
Obtained for both Ions and electrons in the energy range fro gs 0
to $00 tV. A complete srectrum was obtained every SG or 126 S.
the experiment Worked continuously from launch until the
s p acecraft Was turned off. The nature of the data art is such
that ti m e atiasing cou l d prove to be a timitation, Nawever,
hourly averages from this experiment published in J. Geolhys.
Re$.s V. 75, pp . 6102-6113# hovember 1970, do agree with other
measurements from the spacecraft. Data from this investigation
no 1 Ong er exist.

------- EGO F, ShARP ------- ....................................

INVESTIGATION NAME- LIGHT ION MASS PA4NE11C Sl'ICIROMMN

NSSDC ID- 60-014A-18	 INVESII4AiIVE PVOvHAM
LODE fE-d, SCifhCt

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SPACL PLA;IMAs
#'ARTICLES AYD FIELDS

PERSONNEL
P1	 G.V. SHARP	 NASA HEADQUARTERS
Ot - TJ. CAQWYHER(NLA)	 LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
01 - K..K. HARRIS	 LOCKNELD PALO ALTO

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This	 experiment	 was	 det.uned	 to	 determine	 the

contentratiar at light ion s p reie: in the topside ionosphere
and exos p here and to neasure these concentrations throughout
the p tasmos p here. The experiment was also designed to monitor
the /ocatiors of the plasmapause., magneto p ouse * and be. shock.
The	 instrument	 consisted	 of	 an	 automatic muttiranged
magnetic-focus ion mass spectrometer.	 the instrument was
ca pobte of measuring singly t:?nized atomic oxygen, hydrogen,
and helium concentrations. A cvepiete measurement of these
concentrations plus a calibration Was completed in 4.6 s. The
accuracy of the measured data was estimated to be 10%, The
instrument was mounted an the spacecraft so that The velocity
vector was essentially normal to the instrument a perture. The
instrument ac q uired useful data from launch until May 31, I9bV.
In early July 1 9 67 the instrument was turned off due to
aeVradation of the experiment sensinJ etemtnt. Mort details
regarding exreriment design may be found in Harris, K. K., And
G. W. Sharr, `OGO-5 lot% spectrometer # '* IEEE trans. on Geasti.
ttectron., v. GE-7, n. 2, p p . 93-98, April 1969. NSSDC has the
one data set generated from this investigation.

--	 060 5 , SIMPSON -------------	 -	 ..._--__,.

I NVESTIGATION NAME- Ldw-ENERGY HEAVY COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES

NSSDC ID- be-010-27	 INVESTIGATIVE PRObkAF
CODE EE-3, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DiSC1PLiNESS)
COSMIC RAYS

FERSONNEL
PI - J.A. SIMPSON	 U OF CHICAGO

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designee to detect particles in the

energy rangy 3 to 50 MeV/nuclear and to accomplish the
following, (1) examine the Shape of the ottlerential energy
spectrum. S2) extend the measurement of relative abundance of
the elements up through Iran, (3) search for nuclei at very
high charge (7 equals 5 to 50), anal (A) extend observations of
Very heavy nuclei from solar flare* to 2 heVlnuctron. The
teiescore	 (three	 cottlnear	 sensors	 surrounded	 by	 an
antic0inciderte cup) was used in conjunction with a 512-channel
and a 1024-channel analyzer. The experiment was considered
operational and transmitting data .hen the sLacecraft was
turned off in October 1971. The experiment was reactivated
between June I and July 13, 1972. For further details. see
Mogro-Campero, A., and J. A. Simpson# Ap. J., v.. 20C* p. 77b*
1975.
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------- 060 5. SMITH ............................................

INVESTIGATION NAME- TRIAMIAL SEARCH-COIL MAGNETOMETER

NSSDC ID- 68-014A-16 	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPIIERIC PHYSICS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PL - E.J. SMITH	 NASA-JPL
01	 R.E. HOLIER	 u OF CALIF. LA

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The UCLA-JPL Search Coil Magnetometer sampled ambient

title fluctuations from 0.01 to 1000 
He 

in two modes. The
triaxiat search coils mounted At the end of a 6.1-m bone
provided triaxiat waveform data in three bands, from 0.03 to
0,1 Hz, 0.1 to 0.3 Hz. and 0.3 He to cutoff, which depended on
sampling rate. fcr bit rates of 1, 6, or 64 kbs, the cutclf
was 0.9, 7, or 55 Hz. respectively, Signals from the triaxiat
search colts Were also sampled by seven comb filters with
center frequencies of 10, 22, 47, ICO, 216, 467, and 1000 He.
The time re quired fcr a complete triaxiat spectrus onslysis (21
uato values) was 8.06, 1.01, or 0.126 so also depending on tole
satellite	 flit	 rate.	 Interference occurred between the
seven- channel spectrum analyzer end the broadband channels,
seriously degradin g the broadband signals throughout the
operational life ct the experiment. The experiment operated
adequately throughout the mission. More details regarding
experiment design Ray be found in Frandsen, A. P. A., et al..
"OGO search coil magnetometer experiments." IEEE Trans. on
Geosci. Electrons v. GE-7, n. 2, pp. 61-74, April 1969.

------- 060 5, SNYDER---

INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA SPECTROMETER

NSSDC 10- 68-010-17	 INVESTIGATIVE PROURAP
CODE EE-R, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - C.W. SNYDER	 NASA-JPL
01 - M.M. NEUGERAUER 	 NASA-JPL
01 - J.L. LAWRENCE, JR.	 NASA-JPL

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Two pairs of detectors, one mounted on a solar panel

always facing the sun and one mounted on the spacecraft body
always facing radially away iron the earth, were used to
measure the ancient plasma in the vicinity of the spacecraft.
Positive ions and electrons could be measured by the 120-peg
curved-plate electrestatic analyzers, with a 5-deg contest
field of view in 128 energy-Der-charge channels Logarithmically
equispeced from 2.54 to 16,900 eV. Positive ions were also
measured by Faraday cups with a 2C-deg field of view in one
energy-per-charge channet from ACC eV to 11,000 eV. Each of
the two Faraday cup-electrostatic anal y zer combinations was
capable of making two plasma flux and angle of flow
measurements, and one proton densityo alpha particle density,
bulk speed# and temperature measurement about every 10 s at 8
kbs. During almost all the time the spacecraft was in the
solar windo only the solar-panet-mounted sensor pair was able
to make the usual solar wind plasma parameter measureeents.
This sensor pair was capable of being operated in three
different	 meAsureeent	 modes	 for positive ions and for
electrons. However, the one used most often was for positive
ions and was ca p able of the time resolution described above.
Electrons were measured arty occasionally. The electrostatic
analyzers suffered data degradation iron sensitivity scale
switching which CaLsed the loss of free I to 8 erergy chanrets
and from photoelectrons leaking into the detectorthrough a
slit in the eltctronics-detection assemblyp which resulted in
degradation of up to 20 channel%, centered about 348 eV+
correspording to solar wind velocities from 326 to 400 he/s.
Scale-snitching transients affected the alpha data most often.
Photoelectron contamination affected the location of the proton
peak flux most often. Due to these effects, errors appeared in
the calculated parareterc at temperature, bulk speed, and
density, but not angle flow and plasma flux. Plasma parameters
were calculated by a p ing an iterative calculation involving
correction of the Faraday cup density and angle by the proton
bulk s p eed, and correction of the curved-plate-defervined bulk
speed by the Faraday-cup-determined angle of flow. Plasma
parameters produced by production processing from this
instrument were generatid by dcirq a convected isotropic
Boltzmann fit to the data points using Hermite polynomials..
Results agreed favorably with least-souare-fitted calculations.
it should be added that the sources of error discussed here
were observed in solar wind measurements. Mare detaits
regarding experiment design may be found in Graham. R. A.. and
F. E. Vrscetus, "OGO-E plasma spectrometer," Instrument Society
of	 America. 13th National Aerospace Instrument SymFosiUs
Proceedings, San Diego, Calif., pp. 111-153, June 13-16. 1967
(TRF 003132)..	 NSSDC has alt the useful data that now exist
from this investigation.

------- OGO 5, VAN DE HULST----------
INWESTiGATIOA NAME- MEASUREMENT Of THE ABSOLUTE FLUK AND

ENERGY SPECTRUM Of ELECTRONS

NSSDC ID- 68-010-12	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-MICO-O ►, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION OISCIPLINELS)
Cosmic RATS

PERSONNEL
PI - N.C. VAN DE NU_LST	 HUYGENS LAO
01 - D.	 TANKA	 NETHERLANDS INSTITUTE
01 - M.N. LIND	 NETHERLANDS INSTITUTE

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment measured the absolute flux and energy

spectrum of energetic galactic cosmic ray electrons (0.5 to 10
GeV) which are believed to be the source of synchrotron
radiation whIsh causes the nonthermal galactic radio noise.
Protons (20 to 100 GeV) and gonna rays above $00 MrV were also
eeasured.	 The	 instrument consisted of three collinear
scintillators	 se parated	 by	 lead	 and	 aluminum	 slabso,
respectively, and placed on top of a high density lead-glass
Cerenkov	 counter.	 A	 surrounding	 plastic scintitlrator
Inticoincidence sensor was &too used. The experiment
functioned normally throughout the mission. See Rogowski, L.
K., It at.. IEEE Trans. on Nutt. Set., n. 1. P. 352, 1969, for
further details.

-----	 060 5, WEST, JR. ..-..----	 ----------------..-.. --

1NVESTIGATIOA NAME- [LECIRON AND PROTON SPECTROMETER

NSSDC ID' 68-014A-06 	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8. SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE W
:ARTICLES AND FIELDS
AAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - N.I. WEST. JR.	 LAWRENCE LIVERMORE LAB
01 - R.G. D'ARCY, JR.(NLA)	 BARTOL RESEARCH FOUND
01	 L.	 MANN	 LAWRENCE LIVERMORE LAB

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This txperiment was designed to measure the spectra.

fluxes. and directional properties o af electrons, protons, and
al p ha particles. Electrons were sensed by solid-state
detectors within each of two permanent-magnet spectrometers.
These spectrareters measured electrons in narrow energy windows
centered at 79, 158, 266, 479, 822, 1530• and 1820 keV.
Protons in six contiguous energy interv,ils (at 0.23. 0.57.
1.35r 5.6. 14, and 43 MeV), alpha particto4, it , three contiguous
intervals (at 5.9. 22.7, and 56.4 PeV). anu electrons above 4
MeV were separately measured by a four-sensoro solid-state
telescope. This telescope w6p physically located inside the
larger of the two electron spectrometer magnetv and in line
with the sp ectrometer entrance iperture. Protons between 100
and 150 keV were also measured by a single solid-state detector
adjacent to the telescope.	 The instruments were mounted on
OPEP 2 and had their apertures looking perpendicular to the
radius vector from the earth. 	 OPEP 2 was rotated back and
forth about this radius vector through 230 deg at 3 deg /s, thus
permitting	 t"le	 determination	 of	 particle	 directional
distributions. For a given species-energy channel, detector
accumulations were telemetered once each 4, 8. or 16 main
frames (one main frame - 1.152. 0.144. or 0.018 s for tele-etry
rates. of 1. 6. or 64 kbs) depending on the channel,, The
experiment worked normally as long as data were telemetered
from OGO S. Thus, nearly 100% coverage was obtained between
March 1968 and AuglJst 1971. For further details, see West at
al., J. Geophys. Res,. v. 78, p. 1064. 1973.
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SPACECRAFT COMROW NAME- PROGNO23
ALTERNATE NAMES- 63641

NSSDC ID- 73-089A

LAUNCH DATE- 02115/73 WEIGHT- KG
LAUNCH SITE- TYURATAM (BAIKONUR COSMCDAOME), U.S.S.R.
LAUNCH VEHICLE- A-2-E

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
U.S.S.R.	 IKI

INITIAL ORH1T PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 02/16173
ORBIT PERIOD	 5783. MIN	 INCLINATION-	 65. DEG
PERIAPSIS	 590. KM. ALT	 APOAPSIS- 200000. K6 ALT

PERSONNEL
PM -	 UNKNOWN	 UNKNOWN
PS -	 UNKNOWN	 UNKNOWN



BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The sp acecraft carried instruments to measure solar s

rays and gamma rays. pit sob# and energetic particles. The
complete payload description was not provided.

------- PR04NOI 3, LOGACHEV---

INVESTIG47ION NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS

NSSDC TO- 13 . 009A-C1	 INVESTIGATIVE PROURAM
SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
COSMIC RAYS

PERSONNEL
P1 - YU. I.LOGACHEV 	 MOSCOW STATE U

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This investigation utilised two semiconductor silicon

detectors and two gas counters/plastic scintiltatcrs to measure
energetic electron and proton fluxes perpendicular to the spin
axis. 'The silicon detectors had sensitive Layers 50
m icrometers and 1.6 lam thickr and aluminum foil windows of 5
ofercoeters and 0.83 am. The effective h ioton energy ranges
were 'I to 5 and 14 to 30 MeV. Alpha particles and heavier
nuclei which deposited sufficient energy in the crystals were
also counted. Electron eff i ciency was very low (lE-4) and the
cosmic-ray background rate for multiply charged nuclei was
small (about fE-2 counts/s).	 Thereforeo minor increases in
fluxes of solar origin could be observed. The fields of view
were cones ct approximately 60-nog full-angle. and the
geometric factors were approximatety 0.15 so cm-sr. Protons of
energy above 40 MeV and electrons above 2.5 MeV were detected
by the plastic scintillators surrounding the gas counters. The
flux of electrons with energies between 4C and 500 ke y was
determ ined irom the difference of counting rates of two type
SUI-9 gas counters. one of which had a magnetic filter in front
of the window which deflected electrons of energy below 500
key .	 Electrons of energy above 40 ke y , and protons of energy
above 0.6 MeV could Penetrate the counter windows.	 The
background taunting rate war reduced by the use of the
art(-coincidence scirtillators	 eurrcurding the counters. The
minimum electron flux detectable was I electron/(sg cm me 3).

aaaaaRaRaaau RaaaaaaaRU Raa+ S =CUBED A4.aRaaA as uaaRaaaaav aaR Ua

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- S-CUBED A
ALTERNATE NAMES SSS -A. EXPLORER 45

C5598

NSSDC to- 71-096A.

LAUNCHDATE- .11115/71	 WEIGHT- 114. KG
LAUNCH SITE- SAN MARCO PLATFORM, OFF COAST OF KENYA
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES	 NASA-OSSA

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMCIERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE  11/16/71
ORBIT PERIOD- 469.3 MIN	 INCLINATION-	 3.5 DEG
PERiAPSIS-	 224. KM ALT	 APOAPSIS- 27031. KM ALT

PERSONNEL
PM - G.V. LONGANECKER	 NASA-GSFC
PS	 R.A. HOFFMAN	 NASA^GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Explorer 45 was designees	to perform a wide variety of

investigations	 within	 the magnetosphere with regards to
particle	 fluxes,	 electric fields, and magnetic fields. 	 Its
primary	 scientific	 objectives	 were	 0)	 to Study the
characteristics ano origin of the earth's ring current and
development of the main-phase magnetic storms. and (2) to study
the relation between magnetic stcrms, substorts, and the
acceleration	 of	 charged	 particles	 within	 the	 inner
magnetosphere. To determine the major wave-particle
Irteractton mecharisrs. directionat measurements of protons,
electrons. and alpha particles were made over a wide energy
range. and do and ac electric and magnetic fields were
measured. EKpiorer it had the capability for complete inflight
central of the data format through the use of an cnboard set ct
stored program instructions. These instructions governed the
collection of data and were reprogrammable via ground command.
The command system handled 80 commands for controlling the
spacecraft and experiment functionso as well as for flight
program loads for the data processing system. The antenna
system consisted of four di pole antennas spaced 90 deg apart on
the surface of the spacecraft cover. the satellite contained
two transmitters, one for digital (PCM) data at 446 lips, and
the other for either the digital data or wideband analog data
from 30 Hz to 10 kHz from the ac electric fielo probes and from
one search coil sensor. The satellite power system consisted
of a rechargeable battery and an array of solar cells. The
s p in rate was about 7 rpm * and the spin axis toy in the
spacecraft orbital plane which was approximately the star as
the earth's equatorial plane. The initial local time of apogee
was about 21.8 It and the line of apsides moved around toward
the sun at an initial rate of 12 deg per month. The satellite

was operationally turned off on September 30. 1974, after
approximately 3 years of successful and productive Operation.
A coordir.sted series of pa p ers describing the satellite and the
experiments was contained in J. Geophys. Res., v. 70. n. 22.
August 1973.

------ S-CUBED A. CAHILL, JR.------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- WIK6ATt MAGNLTOMETERS

NSSDC ID- 71-096A-04	 INVEST16AIlVE 111104NAM
COPE EC-be SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAbNETOSPHER1C PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - L.J. CAHILL, JR.	 U OF MINNESOTA

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure the vector

magnetic field and fluctuations over the sracecralt's orbit.
This set of magnetometers consisted of a trioxial fluxgate
system. These, along with a commendable flipper mechanism to
check zero levels* were housed in the sphere at the end of the
single boos extending 7b to along the spin axis. This syrtee
measured the vector magnetic field from do to 10 Hz with a
sensitivity of less than 5 nT. The magnetic field was sampled
30 times each second. The experiment functioned normally until
the latter part of March 19T3 when a switch in the spacecraft
analog multiplexer began to fait. No useful data were obtained
alter that time.

------- S-CUOED A. CAHILL, JR -----------------------------------

INVESTIGJITION NAME- SEARCH COIL MAGNETOMETER

NSSDC 10- 71-096A-05	 INVES716ATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-R, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MA4NETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - L.J. CAHILL. JR.	 U OF MINNESOTA

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment consisted of two perpendicular search

coil magnetometers, each mounted on a 61-cm radial boom. The
plane of one magnetometer was perpendicular to the spacecraft.
spin axis, and the plane of 	 the other was parallel to the
spacecraft s p in amis. This system measured magnetic
fluctuations bett+een 1 and 3000 Ht. The search coif outputs
were routed to sets of filters. each of which was nominally
smapled once each second. The experiment functioned normally
until the latter part of March 1973 when a switch in the
spacecraft analog multi p lexer (which affects analog to digital
conversion) began to fail. After that time# the only reliable
data were analog broad-band data.

------- S-CUUED A. FRITZ ---------------------------------------

1NVESTIGATION NAME- SOLID-STATE PR07 p k-ALPHA PARTICLE
TELESCOPE

NSSDC ID- 71-096A-02 	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8e SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION D.ISCIPLIN110)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - T.A. FRITI	 NOAA-ERL

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment contained two telescopes, each consisting

of two surface barrier solid-state silicon detector elements.
The low-energy range telescope had detectors of thicknesses too
and 300 micrometers, and was mounted behind a 2.2-k6 broom
magnet to sweep out electrons with energies less than 300 key.
this telescope measured the flux of protons in six channels
covering the energy range 24.3 to 300 ke y . The heavy ion
telescope had detectors of thicknesses 3.4 and 100 micrometers.
This telescope Uniquely identified the presence of protons,
alpha particles (Z=2)o and two groups of heavier ions.
M ,Dt,B) and (C.N.0), plus ions with 2>-9. The heavy ion
telescope measured proton fluxes in six channels covering the
energy range 365 to 472 key , and the fluxes of alpha particles
in the energy ranges. ..1.16 to 1.74 ke

y
 and 1.74 to 3.15 kev. It

measured the fluxes of Lie Bee and U ions in the ranges 3.6 to
7.1 MeV, 6.1 to 9.7 McVe and 0.7 to 12.2 MeVo res pectivelyp and
the fluxes of C, N, and 0 ions in the ranges. 12.1 to 15.7 Move
15.6 to 19.2 MeV, and 19.1 to 22.7 MeV. respectively. And it
measured the flux of 2>-9 ions with energies > 20 MeV. In
addition, electrons of energy greater than 1.V0 ke y were
detected via the coincidence mode of the Loa-energy range
telescope. doth telescopes were Mounted at 90 deg to the
satellite spin axis, and hao full conical viewing angles of
about 11 deg. NSSDC has all the data from this investigation,
except the uncondensed tapes for the period from launch to May
1973.	 Further details regarding experiment parameters may be
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found in Longanecker. 6. W. and R. A. Hoffman. -S-cubed-A
spacecraft and experiment description." J. Geophys. Res.. u.
78. n. 22. p.4711. August 1973, and in Fritz* T. A.. "The SSS
Solid State Proton Experiment. Part 1: designs operation and
calibrations" (TRF 833771), ano in McKinnon. J. A.. and T. A.
Fritz. "SSS Solid State Proton Experiment. Part 11: mean energy
of a finite energy passband.'" NOAH Technical Memorandum ERL
5EL-44, Space Environment Laboratory. Boulder, Colorado, April
1976 (TRF U33795).

------- S-CUBED A. GURNETT -------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- AC ELECTRIC FIELD MEASUREMENT

NSSDC ID- 71-096A-O7	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETCSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - D.A. GURNETT	 U OF IOWA
01 - N.C. MAYNARD	 NASA-6SFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The electric dipole antenna consisted of two boom-mounted

graphite	 coated	 spheres.	 14	 ca	 in	 diaaeter, with a
center-to-center se paration of 5.08 m. Each sphere was
connected to a high-input-impedance (capacitance approximately
equal to 10 pro resistance approximately equal to 50 megohms),
urity-gain preamplifier mounted Or the boom about halfway
between the center of the sphere and the center of the
spacecraft.	 The axis of the antenna was perpendicular to the
spacecraft spin axis.	 The electronics for the electric field
experiment	 consisted	 of a step-fre quency analyzer and a
wideband	 receiver.	 The	 spectrum analyzer had fifteen
narrowband frequency channels with center frequencies
logarithmically spaced from 35 Hz tc 100 kHz and one widebare
frequency channel with a bandpass of about 100 Hz to IC kHz.
The four highest	 frequency narrowband filters of the step
frequency analyzer had bandwidths of plus or minus 7.5% of
their	 center	 fregLercies and the reaaining narrcwband. filters
had	 bandwidths of plus or minus 15.0% of their center
frequencies.	 The	 filter outputs were sequentially switched
into	 an	 60 dP logarithmic detector with a measurement
sensitivity of	 10 microvolts/m. The wideband receiver was ar
automatic gain control receiver with a bandwidth from 100 Hz to
10 kHz. The output of the wideband receiver modulatea a
special purpose telemetry transaitter. The widebane data was
recorded on the ground and then processed. by a spectrum
analyzer to produce high-resolution frequency-time
spectrograms.The wideband system was normally operated one
orbit out of three# but it could be operated continuously fcr
special periods.

------- S-CUBED A. HOFFMAN -------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- CHANNEL ELECTRON MULTIPLIERS WITH
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZERS

NSSDC ID- 71-096A-01	 INVE W I AT1VE PROGRAM
Cdbe:. EE-8. SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
P1. - R.A. HOFFMAN	 NASA-GSfC
Of - D.J. WILLIAMS	 APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
01 - J.F. ARENS	 NASA-GSfC
01 - L.R. DAVIS(RETIRED)	 NASA-GSfC
01	 D.S. EVANS	 NOAA-ERL
01 - A.	 KONRADI	 NASA-JSC
OI - J.. H.	 TRAINOR	 NASA-GSFC
01 - J.M. WILLIAMSON	 NASA-GSfC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment used cylindrical curved-plate

electrostatic analyzers in conjurction with channel electrcr
multipliers to study ion and electron directional intensities
in 6 or 16 contiguous energy intervals in the energy range 800
eV to 25 keV. Under normal operation, the voltage steps were
synchronized to either the half 	 roll or full roll of the
satellite..	 Dual detector systems were used to .extend the
dynamic	 range	 of	 the	 instrumert.	 A complete set of
measurements	 was obtained. every 64 s.	 This period was
repreoraeeable. There were two electrostatic analyzers which
looked alonq the s p in axis. Froth were capable of measuring
ions or electrons as selected by ground command. One measured
particles at 2 keV, the other at 5 keV. NSSDC has all the
useful data that exist from this investigation.

------- S-CUBED A. MAYNARD-----------------------

INVESTIGATION NAM(.- DC ELECTRIC FIELD MEASUREMENT
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NSSDC 10- 71-096A-06	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - N.C. MAYNARD	 NASA-GSfC
01 - D.A. GURNETT	 `. u OF IOWA

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The electric field antenna consisted of two

13.97-cm-diameter meta( spheres mounted on the ends of two
booms with a 5.08-m separation. Otterminatidn of the potential
difference between the spheres yielded electric fields with a
sensitivity of 0.1 m y /m.	 The rotation of the spacecraft
allowed a two-component do measurement to be made. Over most
of the orbit the do measurements were contaminated by
spacecraft photosheath-induced potentials and should not be
used for determinatiod of do electric fields. A calibration
plate on the spacecraft was used to change the spacecraft
potential. thus checking on sheath overlap errors. .In addition
to the do measurement, four rms spectrometer channels and a
broad-band channel sampled tow-frequency variations. The rms
spectrometer channels sampled low-frequency variations from 0.3

	

to 1. 1 to 3. 3 to 30. and 10 to 30 Hz. About 1300 orbits of	 y'
data were obtained. covering magnetic local times trom C800 to
2300 h through the noon sector. The instrument was used to
Locate the plasmapause because its amplifiers became saturated
by the fields within the spacecraft photosheath when the
electron density was below about 60 per cc.	 About 900
measurements	 wereobtained	 Of the plasmapause boundary
throughout the useful lifetime of the instrument.

------- S-CUBED A• WILLIAMS ------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLID-STATE DETECTORS

NSSDC ID- 71-696A-03	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8. SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

FERSONNEL
PI - D.J. WILLIAMS	 APPLIED PHYSICS LAB

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The	 solia-state	 electron	 detector was a magnetic

spectrometer with an 800-5 magneto and four 300-micrometer.
0.25-sq	 tmo	 rectangular,	 surface	 barrier,	 solid-state
detectors. Electron intensities were measures in the energy
ranges 35 to 70 keV. 75 to 125 keV. 120 to 240 keV. and 240 to
560 kev. After March 1973. due to a failure in the spacecraft
analog multiplexer, analog data were not available and the
actual energy levels could not be determined without. special
effort.	 NSSDC	 has	 all	 the	 reduced data from this
investigation. Some further details regarding the experiment
parameters may be found in Longanecker, G. W.. and R. A.
Hoffman. -S-cubed-A spacecraft and experiment. description," J.
Geophys. Res.. v. 78. n. 22. p p . 4711-4717• August 1973, and in
Barfield. J. N.. J. L. Ourch. and D. J. Williams. "SUbstorm
associated reconfiguration of the dusk side equatorial
magnetosphere - a possible mechanism for isolated plasma
.regions." J. Geophys. Res.. v. b0. n. to pp.. 47-55. January
1975.

•^xa^t ua^AA^Aa+F.w^•+e,Ara# ST P P78-2eree^ra*^are^^^^^^we.^tA•

SPACECRAFT CCMMON NAME- STP P78-2
ALTERNATE NAMES- SESP P78-2A, P76-2

SCATHA, 11256

NSSDC ID- 79-007A

LAUNCH DATE- 01/30/79	 WEIGHT- 343. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES	 DOD-USAF

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 04/29/79
ORBIT PERIOD- 1416.2 MIN 	 INCLINATION	 7.7 DEG
PERIAPSIS- .27553. KM ALT	 APOAPSIS- 43239. KM ALT

PERSONNEL
PM - R.B. KEHL	 USAF SPACE DIVISION

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Spacecraft Charging At High Altitudes (SCATHA). was a

satellite program for measuring the characteristics of the
plasmasheath charging p rocess. This program determined the
response of the satellite to the charging and evaluateo the
techniques to correct the problem. The spacecraft was
essentially a right circular cylinder, 1.7 m in diameter and
1.8 a high. It had a near-synchronous orbit and spun about the
cylinder axis at a rate of 1 rpm. The spin vector was normal
to the earth-sun line and in the equatorial plane of the earth.
There were three 3-m booms. a 2-mp and a 7-m boom, all for
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de p loyment of experiments.	 In addition. there was a ICC-m
ti p-to-tip electric field antenna.	 An electron gun arc a
positive ion (xenon) gun were inrlHdeoe to test the control of
thespacecraft potential.	 Telemetry capability was both PCM
aro FM, and data could be stored up to 12 hours using on-board
tape recorders.	 The planned mission lifetime of 1 year has
been surpassed.

------ - STP P78-2, AGGSON --------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRIC FIELD DETECTOR

NSSDC 1D- 79-OC7A-t5

	

	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SPACE TEST PROGRAM/CO-OP

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLIHE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
IONOSPHERES
SPACE PLASMAS
PAGNETCSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL

	

PI - T.L. AGGSON	 NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment (SC10) measured the absolute potential

between the satellite and the plasma using a 100-m tip-to-tip
dipole antenna. The antenna elements were copper-berytlium
stem extendable antennas and were 0.64-cm diameter tubes when
extended.	 Two 50-m elements plus the 1.7-m spacecraft body
made the total length 101.7 m.	 The antenna elements were
insulated except for 20 m at the ends. Thus, for arbiert
plasma coneitions. the conducting segments of the antenna were
positioned outside the sheath region. The experiment measured
do electric fields from 0.1 to 20 mVIm and ac fields in the
fre quency range free 3 to 200 Hz frcx 1 to 100 microvolts/r.

------- SIP P78-2, BLAKE---------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PROTON DETECTOR

NSSDC 10- 7Y-007A-1i

	

	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SPACE TEST PROGRAM

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE($)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI	 J.O. BLAKE	 AEROSPACE CURP

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment (SC2-6) aeasLred the +rotcn flux in the

energy rangefrom 20 to 1000 keV in six differential channels
plus integral fluxes for energies above 1 and 3 MeV.

------ SIP P78-2, FENNELL.---------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- SPACECRAFT SHEATH FIELDS DETECTOR

NSSDC ID- 79-007A-06

	

	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SPACE TEST PROGRAM

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
SPACE PLASMAS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL

	

PI -J.F. FENNELL	 AEROSPACE CORP

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment (:SC2-1, 2. and 3) consisted of three

miniature electrostatic. analyzers. Two of the analyzers were
separately encLosec within 17.8-cm-diameter spherical probes
mounted on diametically opposed 3-m booms. The third analyzer
was mounted behind the center band of the spacecraft. The
three analyzers had the same Look directions and entrance
angles so that, if there were 

to 
electric fields about the

spacecraft, all three analyzers would measure the same flux#
spectrums and angular distrbution of electrons and ions in the
energy range I to iCOC eV. An optical data-transmission system
was used to teleeeter digital data from the analyzers to the
spacecraft	 data-processing	 system to maintain .electrical
isolation at the analyzers. The experiment also measured the
floating potential of the spherical probes relative to the
spacecraft refererce point over a large dynamic range. The
spherical probes could be biased relative to the spacecraft
upon ground command. Potential and electric field measurements
at three positions in the plasma sheath were obtained.

------- SIP P78-2, HARDY ---------------------------------------

INVESTIGA710N :NAME- RAPID SCAN PARTICLE DETECTOR

NSSDC I.D- 79-007A.-12

	

	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SPACE TEST PROGRAM

.INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
SPACE PLASMAS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
Pi - D.A. HARDY	 USAF GEOPHYS LAB

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment (SC5) employed curved-plate electrostatic

analyzers and solid-state spectrometers to measure the flux of
electrons one ions. The experiment recorded a spectrum for
both electrons and ions once per second in two orthogonal
directions. the electron flux was measured in 16 energy ranges
spanning 50 eV to 1.1 MeV. The ion flux was measured in 16
energy ranges spanning 50 eV to 35 MeV. Any given energy
channel could be reed out with a time resolution of 240
microseconds.

------- SIP P76-2, JOHNSON -------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC ION SPECTROMETER

NSSDC 10- 79-007A-13 	 114VESY16ATIVE PROGRAM
SPACE TEST PROGRAM

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
SPACE PLASMAS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI	 - R.G.	 JOHNSON LOCKHEED PALO ALTO

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This	 experiment	 (SCE) measured	 the	 flux of	 ions	 in	 the

mass	 range from	 1 to	 15C u and	 in the energy range from 	 100 to
20.000	 eV.	 The	 sensor was an energetic ion mass	 spectrometer.

------- SIP P78-2, LEOLEY --------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR

NSSDC	 TD-	 79-0074-06 INVES71GAYIVE 1IR06HAM
SPACE	 TEST PROGRAM/CO-OP

INVESTIGATION	 DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES	 AND	 FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PLANETARY	 MAGNETIC	 FIELD

PERSONNEL.
P1 - B.G.	 LEDLEY NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment (SCI1) obtained triaxial measurements of

the geomagnetic field.	 A boom-mounted (7-m boom) tluxgate
ma gnetometer was used.	 Time resolution was 4 vectors per
second. Field resolution was a pp roximately 0.3 nT witn a
dynamic range of plus and minus approximately i50 nT per axis.
Sensor res ponue was from do to 70 Na.

------- SIP 1. 78-2, REAGAN ---------------------------------------

INVESTIGATICN N4Yt• - HIGH-ENERGY FARTICLE DETECTOR

NSSDC ID- 79-007A-15 	 INVESTIGATIVE PR06RAM
SPACE TEST PROGRAM

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AAD FIELDS
COSMIC RAYS
MAUNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL

	

PI - '.b. REAGAN	 LOCKHEED PALO ALTO

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment (SC3) measured the electron flux in the

C.3 to 2.1 MeV rangeo the proton flux in the 1 to 100 MeV
range, and alpha particles in the range from 6 to 60 MeV. A
high-energy particle spectrometer was used to determine flux
and pitch-angle distributions.

------- SIP P78-2, WHIPPLE -------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- UCSD CHARGED PARTICLE DETECTOR

NSSDC 1D- 79-007A-11	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SFACE TEST PROGRAM

INVESTIGATION DISCIFL.INE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
SPACE PLASMAS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
IONOSPHERES

PERSONNEL

	

PI - E.C. WHIPPLE	 U OF CAL1f, :SAN DICUO

BRIEF DESCRIFTION

	

Ibis experiment	 (SC9) measured the electron and ion
differential flux, energy, and pitch-angle uistrioution. This
particle detector measured energy spectra in 64 steps between I
and 70,000 eV. The acceptance angle of the telescope Was 5 aeg
half-angle.	 This same type instrument was flown on the ATS 5
and ATS 6 spacecraft.

ORIGINAL PACE IS
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"046040	 A  A• 4. a•a IEtSiAR tiiili•i iiaxia a ♦ l64-04-400,

SPAtLCRAfT tOMNON NAME- TELSiAR l
ALICRNATC NAMES- 196. ALPHA EPSILON It A 40

00340

NSSOC ID- 6F-UVA

tAUNCH RAT(- 07/1C p 62	 W1114111. 171. KC
LALINLH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH MIMI- DELTA

S PONSORING COUNTRYI1141ENCY
UNITED StATCS	 A141-ull.

INITIAL uRhit PARANCIIRS
ORUIi TYPE- 4tutCNTkit	 tl'OCH DATE- 07110162
ORDIT PTRIOh- 1 1,17.7 141hINCLINATION-	 44.11 DEC
IERIAPSIS-	 952. KM ALT	 Af`QAl'S1S-	 563., KM ALT

PEkSONNEL
1'11 - C.P. SM)T11# JR.0 lINED) 	 NASA-4Srt

P R ilr DESCR1P110N
Itlstar 1 * )>tt%Arity a COea4ritotlonr tAletIitr* carried

AI' txpertntnt drsi,ined to mrasurr the energetic proton and
electron distribution in the von Atten, Netts. The spatecraft
liir, rate, vcriro attordiny to rst1 YM.:)rspt-[13331 rpm, where i
WAI In hors tram lOnith. The st ir axis oriUinol Orientation
was rIUhI o%censldn 8I.g 6 deg and (let IInatton -65.!17 deg. it
varied	 slowly over life	 lifetime of	 the sflotecroft..	 for
roxaRElt# on NOVretar 9# I962r tte ri4ht ascension was 94.t0
deq# and the dDttinatiOn was -5I.91 dro. atfentific
tnformution was traoNmitted by tilt spacvcraft uodcon* which vas
ere Of two OnDtArd tronsmiltrrs, vlo a PCM1fM/A4 encoder. The
telemetry se qutnte required about I e 11i.	 the spacecraft
Olrrat 

oil 
normatly from taunch untit November 1962* whin the

ttimmAnli channel bewan to behave errAtically, tilt tAtattite rat
tt.rnrd "I, cent lP4O4%t y to cirrutVent till% p robtris. On Nciverter
4 lf # 1vhJ, the cOr'mand rhdnnet crated to rrKhond. On Ortember
200 the %atattitt was successfully reactivated* and
irtermittent dot. were atltalntd until rirt'rua'ry 210 1903* when
tilt transmitter talked.

.-..-«- 1CLSIAR 1, dllowN ......................«--------- ------

1NVESTI4ATIO`i NAh@- PRdTON A D ttttTKON RittgAT1Jt.

NSSOC ID- 6.-0.4A-01	 INVCSTIUATlVt PROGRAM
SCIthct

1NVESTI4ATION OISCiPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND flttDS
N A4NCTC11'Ii1111C IyHYSICS

PERSONNEL
P1 - w.L. URJWN	 IiLLL TELEPHONE LAD

ORIEr DESERIPIION
Ihrre	 p-o	 june.tion,	 sotid-state dIOdet seporttrty

mcA%urrd pro lions (1) dlroctionalty in nine ranges from e,.4 to
E5	 Mev	 with	 An	 at<Ottar"	 of	 «f)-dro half-angler l2)
omnidiretti p nalt y from .6 t4 S4 Nrvs and (3) omttidiraeticnAtly
greater then 50 MoV, A fourth p-n junc"t'toll diode measured
viectron% in four energ y rungts (180 to :800 2h5 to 4AO * 390 to
615* and 635 to 99C LrV) with an A p erture of «0-deg haft-Anolr.
tacit directional p roton eneruy channel was sampled ante every ;
mill, oath O1 The two omnidir Ott Icnat proton detoctors was
sampled once oar min, and oath of the. fOnr Otrttron energy
;hAnnets wolf 04mpive once every A *in, ACtusulalien list%
exterded the spacecraft 7iPin period. the instruments OPtraled
throughout	 the lifetime of the s pacecraft. NSSDt flos all the
data that now erist from this inv0sliaalion.

a!a*+a!!!a!!a!!a!!!al^a•,lai TGLSTAk ;aa.•.•a•^.aas!!^!!!!i!•!a

SPACEtRArt COMMUN NAME- T'tLSTAR 0
ALIERNATE NAMES- A 41# 009141

NSSOC to- 63-01.3A

LAUNCH OAlt- 05107/63 	 *C14111- 176. KG
LAIINCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VER Mt- DLLIA

SPONSORING COUN1RY/AULNCY
UNITED SIAM	 A141-01L

INIiIAL ARiIIT PARAMEIERS
1RRIT IVPt- GLOCENTRiC,	 EPOCH PATE- 05107163
ORDIT Pt,RIUO- 125.1 MIN	 INCLINATION-	 42.7 DEG
PERIAPSIS-	 974, KM ALT	 APDAPSIS- 10603. KM ALT

PERSONNEL
PN - C.P. SAIIII, JK.(RLTTRtD)	 NASA-GSIC

ORIGINAL RAGE I5
OF POOR QUALITY

"OtCr DESCRIPTION
lelstar o, jlrfmarity a communications satellftr* tarries

an ex prrim ►nl desi gned to measure the energetic oroton and
IItctPon distribution fit the VAn Altrn both . The spacecraft
s p in axis shortly after taunch was About' llo 4e0 to the ecliptic
plant. The initfat % p in rate Was IMO rpm# and it, varied ttowty
aver the lift of the spacecraft. fro ►tar 2 woo e4ientlatly
IifentItot	 to Ihr let%tar 1 %ateltito.	 It employed two
transmitters*	 and data were trltmetered via A PCM1tM1AM
entacer * the telemetry sequence re q uired about 1 min. ietstrr
. differed fro. toIKtor 1 If remploying p rovisions for
scientific Information to be tran5,ittru in real time via the
mltruwave telemetry system to that Iete01ter could be Obtained
after the .-yr timer had turned off the V10 beacen. On May 160
19600 At IA03 Ut0 during the sattttitr't 4736 orbit# the VNr
iransmItter was turned off.	 Att systems o p erated normatty
until that tiu!

.. - -. IELSTAK 2, HRORN........................................

IN M114ATION NAM(- PROTON AND CLECIRON RADIATION

NSSOC To- 63*0134-01 	 iNVES116411Vt I'NO6NAM
SCIENCE

INVLSl16Atlom 01mlluNt(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAONETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
I'$ - W.L. BROWN	 BELL IELEPNONL LAH

1191tr OLSCRIFIION
There	 p-n	 Iuntti all ,	 satid -state, diodes seporottly

mrASUr.d p rotons (1) dirrctionally in nine ranges from 2 to 30
NOV	 With	 an	 Apertuee	 0t	 25-dew	 hole-4 lip t00	 1.1
can 101 Peet lohatly from IS to 2h MrV, And (3) omnioirrttionaily
greater than tip MrV. A fourth P-1e, junction diode measured
electrons with four threshold ran4c% (greater than 7500 Vq0#
1:000 4110 140C teV) With Am A perturr Of 20-deu half-ontltt.
Each directional proton energy thAnnel WAS sampled onto every 3
till, each of tht two vailloirtctional proton detectors was
sampled once per min, and path of the electron energy channelD
W AS %AmPlee Ontr every 2 min, A ccuvutation times exceeded the
Ipocreraft spin period. The experiment. operated throughout the
spotetrstt	 1110. NStlDC has att. the useful uata that flow exist
from this investigation.

!a.! U aaa a!laxe4!!Aa*il A^aaai VELA 3A a aa aa•a iiaaiiaiiiiiia•iaei

SPACtCRAiT CCAMON NA 0C- VELA 3A
ALTERNAIC NAMES- VILA 3 (USAr)* VELA 5 (TRw)

01409

NS54C Ili- 65.058A

LAUNCH O11TC- 671$OiII:i 	 WEIGHT- 150. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNIl16 STALES
LAUNCH VCHIM- ATLAS

SPONSURIN4 COLNTRY/A4tNCV
UNTIED SIAM	 DOD-USAF

ORBIT PARAMETERS
OR1111 TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATt- 09/16/69
okolt P(RICD- h709.M NIN 	 INCLINATION-	 32.3 DEG
PERIAPSIS- 93291. KM ALi	 APUAPSIS- 124632, KM ALT

PERSONNEL
Pr -	 SAMSC	 USAT-LAS
PS - J.11. COON(NLA)	 LOS ALAMOS NAT' LAU

1111M OESCRIPIION
Vela2A was one of two polyhedral, sitirtiites comprising

the third in a series of sits Vela launches. )he orbit% of tilt
two sAtelt.ites on each Launch we pt basically circular At a
rAd111	 distant" of andut 11 earth rnili and spaced 180 deg
apart. the %atrltitrs were spin stAbititod at About 2 Fps and
had their spin axes inttined st about 60 deg to tilt ecliptic.
Data a cquisition was mainly rest time and avrraOrd 25X (1 out
Of rvtry If h) tovoraor per day. Data toverAUe was increostu
for special events.	 lht %Otrlltte a prrstrd well during the
Prr144 of MaJOr data covera ge,, i.r., from launch until the
A p ril 1961 taunch Of the Vela 4 sAtvltitrs. After this time#
data acquisition from the Veto 3 satellites became, intreASingly
spOrAdit.

------- VELA 3A* DAM:-----------------------------------------

iAVtSIiGAlION NAME- CLECTRUSiATIC, ANALYZER AND 411 TUiIES

NSSOC ID- 65-0564 . 04	 INVLSi1tAIIVt PR06RAM
NUCLEAR OCIECTION

INVtS1'I0AtIO!4 DISCIPLINC(d)
MAi;NCIOSpNtillepNYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS
INiCRPLANCTAR.Y PHYSICS



1'ER$ONNEL
P1 - S.J. PAAL	 LOS ALAMOS HAI LAIC

1°01EF DESCHtPT1ON
This rAperiatrt cdnslsttd of two 4eitler counters and it

htmispnericat rtettrottAtit anat) .trr. the lnslru aents Wert
designed to study the intrnsityo Ontrgy spectrum, and angular
distributions of solar wind and mad n otos pheric particles, The
4tigtr counters weasurrd electrons with tnergfr% greater than
45 krv.	 p art ictes Wert, accepted iram a cone of 35-dew
halt-ang le. one cownttr was mounted so that the axis of the
acce p tance cone was p erp endicular to the spin axis, the Other
counter had the field of view shifted 30 deg rotative to the
s p in axis. The, counters wore o perated onl y in real time (i.e.#
only 25% of the time), and a measurement was taken onto each
%e cord. the electrostatic anal)lrr was mounted on the
Ipacecralt equatorial plane and had A field of view of •trout 5
deg in spacecraft tongitudr and about 90 deu In spacecraft
latitude. In the real-time made, the electrostatic onatyrer
measured the ion or electron tp otarity was stittleu by ground
Command) flux in 64 lOgarithmitatle cpaCed energy-per-charge
channels covering the range 0.2 to IF keVI4. A Complete
64-paint rnerg) spectrum vas taktr ccntured to each Of the
tol 

low 
1na tit rectIons In the spacecraft equatorial plane and

rttative 
k  

the skatvcrafi-sun tinel -11, -5. 1. 7, lA, a4,
190. and 291 Oro	 (minus lions indicate angles to tike. left
(tast) of file set). This set Of af g testouiu be rotated (by
oround command) By 43Z de g for Vela 3A and-30 dril for Vela SN.
It, the rent-time moor. a Complete set of measurement: (611-palm
sptttra in each at et;lht directions) was taken overy ^.5h % and
reneatrti continuously. In the $lure adde# the arat y aer took a
14-point energ) spectrum atthe angles 1 and 1VO de ft every 512
t.	 the instruments Worked well over the Lrriod of major data
coverage of the spacecraft.

a ....aa.aaaaa aY aWaaaa. .aaaea VELA alt alaaaaaaaafuaA.aaaai\aa.•

SPACECRArl COMMON NAHL- VELA 3u
ALTERNATE NAMES- VEL A 3 (USAF)# VELA 6 (TRW)

.11159

NSSOC lo- b5-.15hd

LAUNCti DATE- 4.713016S	 wLlut1t- 150. K4
LAUNCH $III- CAI'l. CANAVLRAL, UNITED STATES
LAB 14CH VIuICLE- A I L A k

SPONSORIN4 COUNTRtIA1,INCY
UNITED $iATES	 400-04Ar

Mill PARAMETERS
OR011 TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 0911649
ONOIT PIRIOD- 47110 MiNINCLINATION-	 31.4 etc
PERIAPSIS- N1 9 11 9 , &M All 	 APQAP$IS- 1.111179. NN ALT

PLRSONNOL
PM -	 SASSO	 USAF-LAS
PS - J.N. CtIQN(NLA) 	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAO

O p lif DESCRIPTION
Vela 30 was err of two pot)ttural satellites comtrisirg

the third in a %tries ofsix Vela launches, thr drufts of the
two satellitrs on each launch were basically circular at a
radial	 distance Of *tout	 17 tartl radii and s paced IdO deg
Apart. The sAtcilitrs were spin xtahillied at about 2 rrs ano
had their split axes inclined At scout h0 Alto to 

flit 
ecliptic.

Data Ac q uisition was mainly real time and averaged 25% (1 out
0t every 4 h) coverage per day. Data Cavtrage WAS inCre AStd
for s pecial events.	 The satellite operated .elt during the
period of major data COVeralt, i.e.. from Lauitth until the
April 1967 launch of the Ve1A 4 satettites. After this time.,
data acquisition frC% the Vela S satelliteA became inorratlegly
sporadic.

W--- -- VELA 3u, UAME--	 --- ------------------------------

INVCStlbAT1ON NAME- LLCCTKOSTATlt ANALYZER AND GM TUBES

NSSDC to- 65-0581,-011 	 INVES.TIGAIIVL PROGRAM
NUCLEAR DEMI LON

INVESIIdAIION OISCIPLINE M
$PACE PLASMAS
MA4NE1'CSIMt.RIC PIiYSJCS
INTERPkANLTARV PiiTS1CS

PrRSONNEL
Pi - S.J. BAME	 LOS ALAMOS NAf LAO,

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experixt rt consistra of two 4ttger Counters and A

hkmi%. p herital etrCtrOblatit analystr.. The InstruArots wtre
designed to study the intensity, energy iuectrume and an.lttlar
di%irihutions of solar wind and -44nrtospheric partictrl. The
4t, icier courtiers ttalurto rtectrer% with ererpits greater ThAr
1 1, Nov.	 Part It l es +roe Acrepted	 Ito at a rant of	 3.1+°-Yr,a
half-Anole.	 one counter was mounttd so That the axis et the
accept an ce cone was p er pendicular to the stin axis. The other
Coxintrr had the	 find of view shitted 30 dr•1 relative to the
pins	 axis. the eourters wort~ operated only in real time ti.e.e

onl y IN% of the time), Anti a measurement was taken once each
ltcond..	 the ele c t.;%totic AAtalyler was a01,It tea a 	 tot
spacecraf y eauotoriot p lane an-i had a field of view of about g

Oro In s pacecraft tongltutte and about 90 oeu in spacecraft
latitude. 10 flit real-tire mode. the elrclrostafit onalyitr
Measured the ion or electron (polarity Was selected by ground
,ON 
is 

flu. in 64 logarithmically spaced energy-{rr-charge
channel% cowering the range 0.: to 14 krV1W.. A complrie
64-point energy spectrum was taken centered on rich of the
tolfowinq directions In the s patecrafl rilustdrtot p lane and
relative to the sraeetraIt-sun tine. -11. -5. 1t, 7. 111, e9,
IVO# and 2241 de.) (minus kith%indicat angles la the left
(vast) of tlit suit). This set of angles could be al atated (by
ground command) by 430 dog for Vrta 3A and -30 Oro iOr Vela ;tU.
In the real-time mode. a compote set of measurements (611-point
spectra in path of eight directions) was taken every X56 6 and
repeated continuously. In the start mode, the AnalyAtr took a
16-00int energy s pectrum at the an g les 1 and 190 deg every 512
S.	 The instruments worked well ovtr file period of major Bata
coverage of the spacecraft.

aeaaa uaa ► aaaaaaaaaaaaa a aaa VELA 5A•aaaaa.aaa...aa.aae a as+aA

S pACECRAiI CIMMON HAMC- VELA 5A
ALTERNATE; h0 kS- VILA V (Thw), 03954

NSSOC 10- 69-0460

LAdNCH DAiL- 051:3/69	 aEltllf- 2L9. K4
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENMER4 Aft,# UNITED h'ATES
LAUNCH VEIMtt- iIIAN It

SNONSURIN4 MNiRY1AUENCY
UNITED STATES	 DUo-uSAf

INITIAL URU)I PAxAwflckS
ORU11 ItPE- GEOCENTRIC	 tPdCH DATE- 051241f.V
ORVIT PERIOD- r703. MIN	 INCLINATION-	 U. 	 ;tLG
PCRIAPSIS- 110900. KM ALI	 APOANSIS- 112213. KM ALT

IERSONNEL
PM -	 $AM$d	 U$Ar+LAS
PS - R.W. KLEULSAOLL	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAP

HRILi OtSCHII'T ION
VetoaA was one of two 6t, in-stahl(iled, polyhedral

satettites that comprised the fiitIt launch in the Vela tr0grom.
the orbits of the two satettites an each launch were basically
Circular at about 17 earth radii, ind.ihed At ;z0 de q to the
eCtirtic, AiI4 sh.lced 130 dolt apartr thus Providing a monitoring
capability of	 opt.ostte stilts of the earth. The objectivrs at
the satellites were (1) to study solar and cosmic It rays,
txtrtme Ultraviotrt radiation (FUV), solar protons, solar windy
and ntuIrons, t2) to carry out research and development on
methods of detecting nuclear t,x^1osi0ns by means of
satrtlite-horn# instrumentation, and (3) t) Fravide solar flare
data in sukFOrt of monneu s pace missions. Vela bA, an improved
version of	 the eartitr veto Series %ilrltitvs# had better
Command capahititiese	 increased unto st ,lrage, imtroved power

qreulremonts. better thermal control Of optical sensors, and
greater experimentation we,i,lht. 	 Power supplies of 120 . were
provided	 by	 22#500	 solar crLts mounted on 2 q of the
spacecraft's 26 faces. 	 A rotation rote of 7$ rpm during
transfer	 orbits	 and 1	 r p m after final orbit	 insertion
ma Into ined nominal attitude controL. Ei,ht whir antennas anti
tour stub antenna arrays at op posite ends of the spacecraft
structure were used for ground command; and telemetry.

- ----- VELA 5A, CAME -----------------------------------------

1NVES1IGAIION NAME- SOLAk WIND

NSSDC ID- 60 -0460-O r,	INVE$T1uATIVE PR04RAM
NHCLEAR DETt.CTIQN

INVESTIGATION OI.SCIPLINE(S)
iNIERPLANETARY PHYSICS
MAt,NETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS

PERSONKIL
PI - $,J. DAME	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAP
01 - J.R. ASNR10bf.	 't OS ALAMOS NATlAu
04 - H,( . FELTtAUSER 	 401 ALAMOS NAT LAd

IIRitf OESCR'LP110N
Two et®ctrO$tatic analy>:er-rlrctrgn muttittier units were

used to study the interplanetary solar wind tincluding heavy
ions) and protons N nO electrons in the magnrtotai(.. energy
analysis was actom.plished by choralnq the plates to known
vottaile levels and altowing them to uiseharge with known KC
time constants. I'ArtItIts in a t-den by 100-deg. tan-shanrd
angular range Gore actrt.tcd for aiiai y $is curing a oecayinq
voltage C y tte.	 The 100--:ea dimension was parattrt to Utr
%pacrtrail stin axis for both uetectors. tine
anal y zer-multi p titr unit studied solar Winn electrons lit the
energy range tram 7.x ev to 1$.5 krV and sothr wrote T.ositive
ions	 (mairly	 t'rotons	 and	 a1i113	 portittrs)	 in	 an
to p rgy-rer=Char lie range tram 120 eV/,1 to 5 keV1u. 'Ihe other
unit Studted aaQnrtotail protons et, rttctrons between 20 ev .lion.
g 3 keV And solar winu heav y ions in the ener g y-per-tharne rimer
trot I kry /w to ^N.3 Levitt.

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY,
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------- VELA SA, CHAMUERS -------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NA1E- SOLAR X-RAY DETECTORS, 0.5 TO 3.0 A,
I TO 5 A. 1 TO 16 A, 44 TO 60 A

NSSDC 10- 69-0460-02	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
NUCLEAR DETECTION

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
X-RAY ASTRONOMY
SOLAR PHYSICS

PERSONNCL
PI - W.H. CHAMOCRS	 LOS ALAMCS NATLAO
01 - J.C. FUi.LER	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAO
01 - L.E. KUNZ	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
01 - P.C. F'EHLAU	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB

ORICr DESCRIPTION
This experimerl was designed to monitor the solar ambient

and flare-produced flux of X rays in the C.3- to 60-A
wavelength region.	 Two identical x-ray sensor units were
mounted at	 diametrically opposed apes positions on the
satellite.	 Each unit contained four detectors:	 three ion
chambers and a	 thallium-activated sodium	 iodide (NaICTI))
scintillation	 detector.	 Since	 each ion chamber had a
hemispherical,	 window,	 the	 combined output signals from
identical	 chambers in each sensor unit approximated the
response of	 an ideal detector with a 4- p i-sr field of view.
The ion chambers had the tot Lowing window materials, gas fills,
and wavelength responses.	 Chamber 1: 0.127 mm of beryllium,
0.9 aim at argon plus 0.1 ate oY heliuc, I to a A. Chanter 2:
6.35 micrometers of mylar overcoated with about an 8500-A layer
of aluminum, 0.5 aim of nitrogen, 1 to 16 A. Chamber 3: 6.35
micrometers of mylar, 0.5 atm of nitrogen, 1 to 16 A and 44 to
6C A. This combination of ion chambers allowed solar X-ray
flux measurements In the bands 1 to 6 A, 1 to 16 A, d to 16 A,
and 44 to 60 A to be obtained upon suitable analysis of the
data. The scintillation detector used for the 0.3- to 3-A
wavelength re g ion consisted of a Nal(TL) crystal optically
coupled to a PMT, the output of which fed a five-level,
integral, pulse-height analyzer. Unlike the ion chambers, the
two scintiltatior aetectors in the two sensor Ln;ts were rot
identical. The more sensitive detector had a 1.27-cm-diameter,
1-mm-thick crystal covered by a flat 0.25-mm-thick beryllium
window.	 The less sensitive detector (IE-2 erus/s q cm-s) had a
6.,13 6-mm-dii+aeter, 1-mm-thick crystal and a 2.03-mm-thick
beryllium dome window in addition to the flat 0.25-mr window
mounted on the face of the crystal. Bath ion chambers and
scintillation detectors were capable of observations with time
resolutions of 2 s. The average detection efficiencies for the
ion and scintillation detectors were of the order of 20% and
60X, respectively.

..	 ......-..x.0.... VELA SB••e..aa...a...*.4.......a.

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- VELA 5H
ALTERNATE NAMES- VELA 10 (TRW). 03955

VELA 511 (USAF)

NSSDC 1D- 69-046L

LAUNCH DATE- 05/23/69	wEtbli'r- 25.9. KG
LAUNCH SITE- VANDEhBERG AFB, UAITED. STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- TITAN 3C

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES	 DOD-USAF

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 05/25/69
ONBtT PERIOD- 6709. MIN	 INCLINATION-	 32.8 DEG
PERIAPSIS- 110920. KM ALT 	 APOAPSIS- 112283.. KM ALT

PERSONNEL
PM -	 SAMSO	 USAF-LAS
PS - R.w. KLEOESADEL 	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Vela 5b was one of two spin-stabilized, polyhedral

satellites that comprised the fifth Launch in the Vela program.
The orbits of the two satellites on each launch were basically
circular at about 17 earth radii, inclined at 60 deg to the
ecliptic, and spateo. 180 deg apart, thus providing a capability
of monitoring opposi t e sides of the earth. The objectives. of
the satellites were (1) to study solar and cosmic A rays,
extreme ultraviolet radiation (EUV), solar . protons,. solar wird,
and neutrons, (2) to carry out research and development on
methods of detectinu nuclear explosions by means of
satellite-borne irstrunentaticn, are (3) to provide solar Mare
data in support of tanned space missions. Veto 50, an improved
version of the earlier Veta series satellites, had better
command capabslities, increased data storanee improved power
requirements, better thermal. control of optical sersors, and
greater experimentation weight.. Power supplier. of 120 W were
provided	 by	 22,500	 solar cells mounted an 24 of the
spacecraft's 26 faces.	 A rotation rate of 78 rpm during
transfer orbits and 1 rrm after final. art: It insert icr
maintained nominal attitude contrat. Eight whip antennas and
four stub antenna arrays at o pposite ends of the spacecraft
structure were used fcr grourd cemeard and telemetry.

ORIGINAL PANE IS
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INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR WIND

NSSDC ID- 69-046E-05 	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
NUCLEAR DETECTION

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE($)
SPACE PLASMAS
MAGNEIOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
Pi - S.J. DAME	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAO
Ot - J.R. ASBRIDGE	 LOS ALAMOS NATLAO
01 - H.E. FELTHAUSER	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAO

BRIEF DCSCRIPTION
Two electrostatic analyter-electron multiplier units were

used to study the interp lanetary solar wind (including heavy
ions) and protons and electrons in the magnetotail. Energy
analysis was accomplished by charging the plates to known
volta g e levels and allowing them to discharge with known kC
time constants. Particles in a 6-deg by 100-deg, fan-shaped
angular range were acce p ted for analysis during a decaying
voltage cycle. The 100-deg dimension was parallel to the
s pacecraft spin axis for both detectors. One detector unit was
used to study magnetotail protons or electrons between 20 eV
and 33 keV and solar wind heavy ions in the energy-per-charge
range betweer 1 keV/D and 6.3 keV/4.The other detector unit-
which failed, was designed to study solar wind electrons in the
energy range from 7,5 eV to 18.5 kvV and solar wind positive
ions	 (mairly	 protons	 and	 alpha	 particles)	 in	 an
energy-per-charge range from 120 eV/0 to 5 krV/0.

------- VELA 50, CHAMBERS -------------------------------------

INVEStibATION NAME- SOLAR A-RAY DETECTORS, 0.5 70 3.0 A,
1 TO 8 A. 1 TO 16 A, 44 TO 60 A

NSSDC lb- 69-046E-02	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
NUCLEAR DETECTION

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
k-HAY ASTRONOMY
SOLAR PHYSICS

FERSOKAEL
PI - W.H. CHAMBERS 	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAO
01 - J.C. FULLER	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAO
01 - W.E. KUNZ	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAO

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to monitor the solar ambient

and flare-proauced flux of 	 X rays in the 0.3- to 60-A
wavelength region..	 Two identical X-ray sensor units were
mounted	 at	 diametrically opposed apex positions on the
satellite.	 Each unit contained four detectors: three ion
chambers and a thallium-activated sodium iodide (NalET M
scintillation	 detector.	 As	 each	 ion	 chamber	 had a
hemispherical	 window, 	 the	 combined output signals from
Identical chambers in each sensor unit approximated the
response of an ideal detector with a 4-pi-sr field of view.
The ion chambers had the following window materials, gas fills,
and wavelength responses. Chamber 1: 0.127 am of beryllium.
C.9 atm of argon plus 0.1 atm of helium, 1 to 8.A. Chamber 2:
6.35 micrometers of mylar overcoated with about an 8500-A layer
of aluminum, 0.5 atm of nitrogen, I to 16 A. Chamber 3: 6.35
micrometers of mylar, 0.5 ate of nitrogen, 1 to 16 A and 44 to
60 A. This combination of ion chambers allowed solar X-ray
flux measurements in the bands 1 to 8 A, 1 to 16 A, 8 to 16 A,
and 44 to 60 A to be obtained upon suitable analysis of the
data. The scintillation detector used for the 0.3 to 3-A
wavelength region consisted of a Nal(Tt) crystal optically
coupled to a PMT, the output of which led A five-level,
integral, pulse-height analyzer. Unlike the ion chambers, the
two scintillation detectors in the two sensor units here not
identical.	 The	 more	 sensitive	 detector	 had a
one-half-inch(1.27 cm)-diameter, 1-mm-thick crystal covered by
a flat f0-mii.(0.254 am)-thick beryllium window. 	 The less
sensitive	 detector	 CIE-2	 ergs/sq	 tm-s)	 had a
one-quarter-irdh(6.35 mm)-diameter, 1-mm-thick crystal and a
G.08-inch(2.032 mm)-thick beryllium dome window in addition to
the fiat 10-mit(0.254 mm) window mounted on the face of the
crystal. Oath ion chambers and scintillation detectors were
capable of observations with time resolutions of 2 s. The
average detective efficiencies for the ion Anil scintillation
detectors Were Of the order of 20% and 6tZ, respectively.

.a.. a. a. u.... ♦.. u.....^•:.^. VELA 6A++ . ^ ua •..^a..0 ^r•c..}a.4

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- VELA 6A
ALTERNATE NAMES- P1-702B, VELA 11 (TRW)

04366

NSSDC ID- 70-027A

LAUNCH DATE- C4/O81TC	 WEIGHT- 261. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- TITAN

73



SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
IJN17EO STATES	 DOD-USAF

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 LPOCH DATE- 04/09/70
ORBIT PERIOD- 6729. MIN	 INCLINATION-	 32.41 DEG
PERIAPSIS- 111210. KM ALT	 APOAPSIS- 112160. KM ALT

PERSONNEL
PM -	 SAMSO	 U$AF-LAS
PS	 R.Y. KLESESADEL	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAD

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Vela 6A was one of two spin-stabilizedo polyhedral

satellites that comprised the sixth launch in the Vela program.
The orbits of the two satellites on each launch sere basically
circular at about 17 earth radii, inclined at 60 deg to the
ecliptic, and spaced IRO deg apart, thus providing a capability
of ranitoring opposite sides of the earth. The objectives of
the satellites were (1) to study solar and cosmic X rays,
extreme ultraviolet radiation MY), solar protons, solar wind.
ana neutrons, (2) to carry out research and development on
methods of detecting nuclear ex p losions by means of
satellite-borne instrumentation, one (3) to provide solar flare
data in support of manned space missions. Vela 6A was an
irproved version of the earlier Vela series satellites havirg
better command capabilities, increased data storage, improved
power requirements, better thermal control of optical sensors,
and greater experimentation weight. Power supplies of 120 w
wereprovided by 22,500 solar cells mounted an 24 of the
spacecraft's 26 faces.	 A rotation rate of 78 rpm during
transfer orbits and 1 rpm after final orbit insertion
maintained nominal attitude control. Eight whip antennas and
four stub antenna arrays at opposite ends of the spacecraft
structure were used for ground g ormands and telemetry. The
launch of Vela 6A and 66, plus the two active Vela% still in
orbit	 (Vela 5A arc 58). corpleteo the objectives of the Vela
program.

------- VELA 6A, BAME -----------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME SOLAR WIND EXPERIMENT

NSSDC ID- 70-027A-05	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
NUCLEAR DETECTION

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
SPACE PLASMAS
MAGNETCSPHER I C PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI	 S.J. GAME	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
OI - J.R. ASBR.IDGE	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
01 - H.E. fELTHAUSER	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Two electrostatic analyzer-electrer multiplier units were

usea to study the interplanetary sclar wind (including heavy
ions) and protons and electrons in the magnetotail. Energy
analysis was acccrplished by char g ing the plates to kncwn
voltage levels and allowing them to discharge with known RC
time constants. Particles in a 6-deg by 100-deg, fan-Shaped
angular range were accepted for analysis during a decaying
voltage cycle.	 The 100-deg dimersien was parallel to the
spacecraft spin axis for both detectors. One
analyzer-multiplier unit studied solar wind electrons in the
erergy range free 7.5 eV to 18.5 keV and solar wino positive
ions (mainly protons and alpha particles) in an
energy-Der-charge range from 120 eV/0 to 5 keV/0. The other
unit studied magnetotail. protons or electrons between 20 eV and
33 keV and solar wiro heavy ions in the energy-per-charge rarge
from 1 keV/0 to 8.3 keV/O.

------- VELA 6A, CHAMBERS-------------------------------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR X-RAY DETECTORS, 0.5 TO 3.0 A, 1
TO 8 A,. 1 TO 16 A. 44 T0. 60 A

NSSDC ID- 70-027A-02 	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
NUCLEAR DETECTION

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
X-RAY ASTRONOMY
SOLAR PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - W.H. CHAMBERS	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
OI - J.C. FULLER	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAD
OI	 W.E. KUNZ	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
01 - P.E. FEHLAU	 LOS ALAMOS. NAT LAB

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to monitor the solar ambient

and ?tare-produced flux of X rays in the 0.3- to 60-A
wavelength region.	 Two identical X-ray sensor units were
mounted	 at	 diaeetricaliy opposes apex positions an the
satellite.	 Each unit contained four detectors: three ion
chambers and a thallium-activates sooium iodide (NaICTLI)
scintillationdetector. 	 As	 each	 ion	 chamber	 had a

hemis p herical	 window,	 the	 combined .output signals frox
identical chambers in each sensor unit approximated the
response of an ideal. detector with a 4-pi-sr field of view.
The ion chambers hoc the following window rateriats,.gas tilts,
and wavelength responses. Chamber 1: 0.127 mm of beryllium.

C.V atm of argon plus 0.1 ato of hetium, 1 to B A. Chamber 2.
6.35 micrometer of mytar overcoated with about a n b,500-A layer
of aluminum, 0.5 atm of nitrogen, 1 to 16 A. Chamber 3: 6.35
micrometer of mylar. 0.5 atm of nitrogen, 1 to 16 A and 44 t6
60 A. This combination of ion chambers allowed solar X-ray
flux measurements in the bands 1 to b A. 1 to 16 A, 8 to 16 A,
and 44 to 60 A to be obtained upon suitable analysis of the
data. The scintillation detector used for the C.3- to 3-A
wavelength region consisted of a hal(TO crystal optically
coupled to a PMT, the output of which fed a five-levelp
Integral, pulse-height analyzer. Unlike the ion chamberso the
two scintillation detectors in the two sensor units were not
identical. The more sensitive detector had a 1.27-cm-diameter,
1-mm-thick nrystal covered by a flat 0.25-mm-thick beryllium
window.	 The less sensitive detector (IE-2 ergs/sq Fm-s) had a
6.35-mm-diameter. 1-mm-thick crystal and a 2.03-mm-thick
beryllium dcee window in addition to the flat 0.25-mm window
mounted on the face of the crystal. Both ion chambers and
scintillation detectors were capable of observations with time
resolutions of 2 s. The average detection efficiencies for the
ion and scintillation detectors were of the order of 29% and
604, respectively.

•••ar•ta.••u•a•••t•utt•rtt VELA 6B••aa•u•u•••••uu•^•ua•

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- VELA 6b
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-702C. VELA 12 (TRW)

04368. VELA 60 (USAF)

NSSDC ID- 70-C27B

LAUNCH DATE- C4108/70 	 WEIGhT- 261. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- TITAN

SPONSORING CCLNTRYIAGENCY
UNITED STATES	 DOD-USAF

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 04/11/70
ORBIT FERICD- 6745. KIN	 INCLINATION-	 32.52 DEG
PERIAPSIS- 111500. KM ALT	 APOAPSIS- 1.12210. KM ALT

PERSONNEL
Pk -	 SAMSC	 USAF-LAS
PS - R.W. KLEBSADEL	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB

BR.I0 DESCRIPTION
Vela 6B Was one of two spin-stabilized, polyhedral

satellites that comprised the sixth launch in the Vela program.
The orbits of the two satellites on each Launch were basically
circular at about 17 earth radii, inclined at 60 deg to the
ecliptic. and spaced Ib0 deg apart, thus providing a capability
of monitoring opposite sides of the earth. The objectives of
the satellites were (1) to study solar and cosmic X rays,
extreme ultraviolet radiation (EUV), solar protons, solar wind,
and neutrons, (2) to carry out research and develop ment on
methods of detecting nuclear explosions by means of
satellite-borne instrumentation. and (3) to provide solar flare
data in support of manned space missions. Vela 66 was an
improved version of the earlier Vela series satellites having
better command capabilities, increased data storage, improved
power requirements, better thermal control of optical sensors,
and greater ex p erimentation weight. Power supplies of 120 w
were provided by 22.500 solar cells mounted on 24 of the
spacecraft's 26 faces.	 A rotation rate of 7b rpm during
transfer orbits ana 1 rpm after final orbit insertion
maintained ncminal attitude control. Eight whip antennas and
four stub antenna arrays at opposite ends of the spacecraft
structure were used for qround commands and telemetry. The
Launch of Vela 6A and 66, plus the two active Vetas still in
orbit	 (vela 5A and 50), completed the objectives of the vela
program.

------- VELA 6B, BAME----.--------------

INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR WIND EXPERIMENT

NSSDC IO- 70-0270-05	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
NUCLEAR DETECTION

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SPACE PLASMAS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - S.J. BAME	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
01 - J.R. ASBRIOGE	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
01 - H.E. FELTHAUSER	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB

BRIEF DESCRIFTION
Two electrostatic analyzer-electron multiplier units were

used to study the interplanetary solar wind (including heavy
ions). and protons and electrons in the magnetotail. Energy
analysis was accomplished by charging the plates to known
voltaoe Levels and allowing them to discharge with knnwn RC
time constants. Particles in a 6-deg by 100-deg, fan-shaped
angular range were accepted for analysis during a decaying
voltage cycle.	 The 100-deg dimersion was parallel to the
spacecraft spin axis for both. detectors. One
analyzer-multiplier unit studied solar wind electrons in the
energy range from 7.5 ev to 1b.5 keV and solar rind positive
ions	 (mainly	 protons	 and	 alpha	 particles)	 in	 an
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energy-per-eharAt rarge from 120 eV/Q to 5 keV/0. This unit
Operated well until its failure on February 20, 1973. The
other unit studied magnetotatl p rotons or electrons between 20
IV and 33 kev and sclar wind heavy ions in the
energ y -p er-charge range from 1 keVIO to 6.3 keV/O. This unit
operated well until its taituee on August 10, 1V72.

------- VELA 60, CHAMBERS--------	 ------	 -----------

INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR k-RAY DETECTORS, 0.5 TO 3.0 A,
1 TO b A, 1 TO 16 A, 44 TO 6u A

NSSOC ID- 70-0270-02	 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
NUCLEAR DETECTION

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINES)
X-RAY ASTRONOMY
SOLAR PHYSICS

PERSONNEL
PI - Y.H. CHAMBERS 	 LOS ALAMCS NAT LAO

	

CI - J.C. FULLER	 LOS ALAMOS NATLAB

	

01 - w.E.. KUNZ	 LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB

i1RIEF DESCRIPTION
This ex perimert was designed tc m-nitor the solar ambient

and flare-produced flux of A rays in the 0.3- to 60-11
:avelength region.	 Two identical X-ray senscr units were
mounted	 at	 diametrically opposed apes positions on the
satellite.	 Each snit contained tcur detectors; 	 three icn
chambers and a thatlium-activated sodium iodide (NaICTl3)
scintillation	 detector.	 As	 each	 ion	 chamber	 had a
hemispherical	 wirccr,	 the	 caxtired output signals from
identical chambers in each sensor unit approximated the
response of an ioeal detector with a 4-pi-sr field of view.
The ion chambers had the following window materials, gas fills,
and wavelength responses. Chaeher 1: 0.127 mm of beryllium,
0.9 atm of argon plus 0.1 atm of helium, 1 to 8 A. Chamber 2:
E.35 micrometers of rylar overcoated rith about an 9500-A layer
of aluminum, 0.5 atm of nitrogen, 1 to 16 A. Chamber 3: 6.35
micrometers of mylar, 0.5 atr of nitrogen, 1 to 16 A and 44 to
60 A.	 This combination of ion chambers allowed solar X-ray
flux measurements in the bands 1 to 8 A, 1 to 16 A, 8 to 16 A,
and 44	 to 60 A tc be obtained uper suitable analysis of the
data. The scintillation detector used for the 0.3- to 3-A
wavelength region consisted of a NaI0 U crystal opticrilly
coupled to a PMT, the output of which fed a tive-ievel,
integral, pulse-height analyzer. Urlike the ion chambers, the
two scintillation detectors in the two sensor units were not
identical.	 The	 core	 sensitive	 detector	 had a
one-half-inch(1.27 cm)-diameter, I-mm-thick crystal covered by
a flat 10-mil(0.2E4 mm)-thick beryllium mindcw.	 The less
sensitive	 detector	 (LE-2	 erqs/sq	 cm-s)	 had a
one-quarter-inch(6.35 mm)-diameter, 1-mm-thick crystal and a
6.08-inch(2.032 mm)-thick beryllium dome window in addition to
the flat	 10-sit(C.254 mm) winoor mcuntee on the face cf the
crystal. both ion chambers and scintillation detectors were
capable of observations with time resolutions of 2 s. The
average detective efficiencies for the ion and scintillation
detectors were cf the order of 20% arc 60%, respectively..

ORIGINAL RAGS [U
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PAGE
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1959 DELTA 1 SEE EXPLORER	 6

1961 UPSILON	 1 SEE EPE-A

1 9 62 ALPHA EPSILON 1 SEE	 TELSTAR	 1

1962 BETA GAMMA 1 SEE EPE-N

1962 BETA	 LAMBDA	 1 SEE EPE-

1976-059A UNITED	 STATES	 DOD-USAF	 06/26/16 GEOCENTRIC
NIGRIE ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTOR

1977-007A UNITED STATLS	 POP-USAF	 02/00/77 GEOCENTRIC
H1481E ENERGETIC PARTICLE bETEC1OR

A 40 SEE TELSTAR I

A 41 SEE TELSTAR	 2

ABLE 3 SEE EXPLORER	 6

AIMP 1 SEE IMP-b

;; M p 2 SEE IMP-E

A1MP-E SEE IMP-E

ANCHORED	 IMP	 1. SEE IMP-D

APOLLO 15	 SUBSAIELLITE UNITED	 STATES	 NASA-OMSF	 08104171 SELENOCENTRIt
ANDERSON LUNAR PARTICLE SHADOWS	 AND BOONDARY

LAYER
COLEMAN, JR. DIAXIAL	 FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER
SJOGREN S-BAND TRANSPONDER

APOLLO 150 SEE APOLLO	 15 SUBSATELLITE

APOLLO 16 SUBSATELLITE UNITED	 STATES	 NASA-OMSF	 C4/24/72 SELENOCENTRIC
ANDERSON LUNAR PARTICLE SHADOWS AND BOUNDARY

LAYER
COLEMAN, JR. GIAXI.AL	 FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER
SJOGREN S-BAND TRANSPONDER

APOLLO 16D SEE APOLLO	 16 SUBSATELLITE

ATS	 I UNITED	 STATES	 NASA-OSSA	 12/071.66 GEOCENTRIC
BROWN PARTICLE	 TELESCOPE
COLEMAN, JR. BIAXIAL	 FLUXGATE	 MAGNETuMETER.
FREEMAN SUPRATHERMAL	 ION DETECTOR
PAULIKAS OMNIDIRECTIONAL SPECTROMETER
SUOMI SPIN-SCAN CLOUDCOVER CAMERA 	 MCC)
JINCKLER ELECTRON SPECTROMETER

ATS 2 UNITED STATES	 NASA-OS5A	 04/06167 GEOCENTRIC
MCILrAIN OMNIDIRECTIONAL PROTON AND ELECTRON

DETECTORS
STONE RADIO ASTRONOMY

ATS 5 UNITED STATES	 NASA-OSS.A	 08112169 GEOCENTRIC
AGGSON ELECTRIC FIELDS MEASUREMENT
MCI.LWAIN OMNIDIRECTIONAL HIGH-ENERGY PARTICLE

DETECTOR
MCILWAIN BIDIRECTIONAL LOW-ENERGY PARTICLE

DETECTOR
MOIER TRi-DIRECTIONAL. MEDIUM-ENERGY PARTICLE

DETECTOR
SUGIURA MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR

ATS 6 UNITED STATES	 NASA-OSSA	 05/30/74 GEOCENTRIC
ARNOLDY LOW-ENERGY PR070N/ELEC7RON EXPERIMENT
COLEMAN,	 JR. MAGN'T.PETER EXPERIMENT
FR1.71 MWA :mvVENT OF LAW-ENERGY PROTONS
MASLEY $_%A4 '>SMIC RAYS AND GEOMAGNETICALLY

TRAPd ..O RADIATION
MCILWAIN AURORAL PARTICLES	 EXPERIMENT
PAULIKAS OMNIDIRECTIONA1, SPECTROMETER
SHE1IK GEOSYNCNRONOUS VERY HIGH RESOLUTION

RADIOMETER	 IGVHRRI
4INCKL£R PARTICLE ACCELERATION MECHANISMS AND

DYNAMICS OF THE OUTER TRAPPING REGION

ATS-A SEE ATS	 I

ATS-B SEE	 ATS	 1
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w	 ATS-E SEE ATS 5

ATS-F SEE ATS	 6

DAUGHTER SEE	 1SEE 2

EGO 5 SEE OGO 5

EOGO 1 SEE OGO I

k	 EOGO 3 SEE OGO 3

EOGO 5 SEE OGO 5

EPE-A UNITED	 STATES	 NASA-OSSA	 08/16/61 GEOCENTRIC 61-020A 17
CAHILL. JR. FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETERS 61-020A-02 18
DAVIS PROTON-ELECTRON SCINTILLATION DETECTOR 61-02DA-05 18

!	 MCOONALO COSMIC RAYS 61-02OA-04 18
VAN ALLEN CHARGED PARTICLES 61-02DA-03 18

EPE-B UNITEDSTATES	 NASA-OSSA	 10/02/62 GEOCENTRIC 62-051A 18
CAHILL. JR. FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETERS 62-051A-02 19
DAVIS PROTON-ELECTRON SCINTILLATION DETECTOR 62-051A-03 19
MCDONALD hLSMTC RAYS 62-051A-04 19
VAN ALLEN TRAPPED PARTICLE RADIATION 62-051A-03 19

EPE-C UNITED STATES	 NASA-OSSA	 10/27/62 GEOCENTRIC 62-059A 19
BROWN ELECTRON AND PROTON SOLID-STATE 62-059A-01 20

DETECTORS
DAVIS PROTON-ELECTRON SCINTILLATION DETECTOR 62-05PA-05 20
11CILWAIN DIRECTIONAL AND OMNIDIRECTIONAL 62-059A-02 20

ENERGETIC PROTONS AND	 ELECTRONS

EPE-D UNITED	 STATES	 NASA-OSSA	 12/21/64 GEOCENTRIC 64-086A 20
BROWN SOLID-STATE ELECTRON DETECTOR 64-086A-01 20
CAHILL, JR. FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETERS 64-086A-03 20
DAVIS PROTON-ELECTRON SCINTILLATION DETECTOR 64-086A-04 21
hCILWAIN OMNIDIRECTIONAL AND UNIDIRECTIONAL 64-086A-02 21

ELECTRON AND PROTON FLUXES

ERS	 13 UNITED STATES	 DDD-USAF	 07/17/64 GEOCENTRIC 1+4-040[ 21
VETTE CHARGED PARTICLE	 DETECTORS 64-040C-01 21

ERS	 17 UNITED	 STATES	 DOD-USAF	 07/20/65 GEOCENTRIC 65-058C 21
VETTE CHARGED PARTICLE DETECTORS 65-05SC-01 21	 -
VETTE X-RAY DETECTORS 65-058C-02 22
VETTE GAMMA-RAY DETECTOR 65-OBBC-03 22

ESA GEOS SEE ESA-GEOS	 1 R.

ESA-GEOS	 1 INTERNATIONAL	 ESA	 04/20/77 GEOCENTRIC C.OMMEN.. 77-029A 22
BEGHIN WAVE	 FIELD	 IMPEDANCE. 77-029A-11 22
GEISS LOW-ENERGY	 ION COMPOSITION 77-029A-03 23
GENDRIN MAGNETIC WAVE FIELDS 77-029A-06 23
HULTOVIST LOW-ENERGY ELECTRON AND PROTON PITCH 77-029A-04 23	 -

ANGLE.	 DISTRIBUTION
MARIANI TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER 77-029A-09 23
PEDERSEN DC	 FIELDS BY DOUBLE PROBE 77-029A-07 24
PETIT VLF PLASMA RESONANCES 77-029A-05 24
UNGSTRUP ELECTRIC	 WAVE FIELDS 77-029A-10 24
WILKEN ELECTRON AND PROTON PITCH ANGLE 77-021A-01 24	 i

DISTRIBUTION
WRENN THERMAL PLASMA FLOW 77-029A-02 24	 -

ESA-GEOS	 2 INTERNATIONAL	 ESA	 07/1078 GEOCENTRIC .78-071A 25
BEGHIN WAVE FIELD	 IMPEDANCE 78-071A-11 25
GEISS LOW-ENERGY ION COMPOSITION 78-071A-03 25
GENDRIN MAGNETIC WAVE FIELDS 78-071A-06 25
HULTOVIST LOW-ENERGY ELECTRON AND PROTON PITCH 78-071A-04 25

ANGLE	 DISTRIBUTION
MARIANI TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER 78-071A-09 26
PEDERSEN DC	 FIELDS BY	 DOUBLE PROBE 78-071A-07 26
PETIT VLF PLASMA RESONANCES 78-071A-05 26
UNGSTRUP ELECTRIC WAVE FIELDS 78-071A-10 26
WILKEN ELECTRON AND PROTON PITCH ANGLE 78-071A-01 26	 j

DISTRIBUTION
WRENN THERMAL PLASMA FLOW 78-0.71A-02 27

EXPLORER	 6 UNITED	 STATES	 NASA-OSSA	 OE/07/59 GEOCENTRIC 59-004A 27
UNITED STATES	 DOD-USAF

SIMPSO.N PROPORTIONAL COUNTER TELESCOPE 59-004A-01 27
SONETT SCINTILLATION COUNTER 59-004A-02 27
SONETT SEA.RCH-COIL MAGNETOMETER 59-004A-04 28
WINCKLER ION CHAMBER AND GM COUNTER 59-004A-03 28

n e-k(;LL9; 8I
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IMP-C

IMP-0

IMP-E

IMP-F

IMP-6

IMP-H

IMP-1

ANDERSON ION CHAMBER AND GM. COUNTERS 64-06CA-05 31
BRIDGE FARADAY CUP 64-069A-07 31
NESS FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER 64-06CA-02 32
SERBU RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALTIER 64-060A-01 32
SIMPSON COSMIC-RAY RANGE VS ENERGY LOSS 64-06OA-03 32
WOLFE SOLAR WIND PROTONS 64-06DA-06 32

UNITED STATES	 NASA-OSSA	 05129/65 GEOCENTRIC 65-042A 32
ANDERSON ION CHAMBER AND GM COUNTERS 65-042A-05 32
BRIDGE PLASMAP FARADAY CUP 65-042A-07 33
NESS FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER 65-042A-02 33
SERBU RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER 65-042A-01 33
SIMPSON COSMIC-RAY RANGE VS ENERGY LOSS 65-042A-03 33
WOLFE SOLAR WIND PROTONS 65-042A-06 33

UNITED STATES	 NASA-OSSA	 07/01/66 GEOCENTRIC 66-OSIA 33
ANDERSON ION CHAMBER AND GM COUNTERS 66-05BA-04 34
BRIDGE PLASMA PROBE 66-05BA-06 34
NESS GSFC MAGNETOMETER 66-05SA-91 34
SEROU LOW-ENERGY INTEGRAL SPECTRUM 66-05BA-02 34

MEASUREMENT £XPERIMENT
SONETT AMES MAGNETIC FIELDS 66-050A-03 34
VAN ALLEN ELECTRON AND PROTON DETECTORS 66-058A-05 34

UNITED STATES	 NASA-OSSA	 07/19/67 SELENOCENTRIC 67-070A 35
ALEXANDER MICROMEIEORITE FLUX 67-07CA-05 35
ANDERSON ENERGETIC PARTICLE 67-070A-02 35
BRIDGE PLASMA PROBE 67-07'OA-06 35
NESS GSFC MAGNETOMETER 67-07CA-04 35
SEROU LOW-ENERGY INTEGRAL SPECTRUM 67-070A-07 35

MEAM EMENT EXPERIMENT
SONETT AMES MAGNETIC FIELDS 67-07OA-03 35
VAN ALLEN ELECTRON AND PROTON DETECTORS 67-07DA-01 36

UNITED	 STATES	 NASA-055A	 05/24/67 GEOCENTRIC 67-051A 36	 -
ANDERSON ION CHAMBER 67-05LA-02 36
BOSTROM SOLAR PROTON MONITORING EXPERIMENT 67-OSIA-07 36
BROWN LOW-ENERGY SOLID-STATE TELESCOPE 67-051A-01 36
HARRISON SPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER 67-051A-06 37
MCCRACKEN COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY 67-051A-05 37
MCDONALD LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ALPHA DETECTOR 67-051A-09 37
MCDONALD COSMIC-RAY ENERGY VS ENERGY LOSS 67-051A-10 37
NESS I'RIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER 67-051A-11 37
06ILVIE ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER 67-051A-08 37
SIMPSON COSMIC-RAY	 PROTON	 CR VS	 DE/DX) 67-OSIA-03 38
VAN ALLEN LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ELECTRON 67-051A-04 38

DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER 	 (LEPEDEA)

UNITED	 STATES	 NASA-OSSA	 06/21/69 GEOCENTRIC 69-053A 38
ANDERSON ION CHAMBER 69-053A-02 36
BOSTROM SOLAR PROTON MONITORING EXPERIMENT 69-053A-07 38
BROWN LOW-ENERGY SOLID-STATE TELESCOPE 69-053A-01 39	 a

LIN CHANNELTRON ELECTRON DETECTOR 69-053A-12 39
MCDONALD LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ALPHA DETECTOR 69-053A-09 39
MCDONALD COSMIC-RAY ENERGY	 VS ENERGY LOSS 69-053A-10 39
NESS TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER 69-053A-11 39
OGILVIE ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER 69-053A-08 39
SIMPSON COSMIC-RAY PROTON	 (R VS WDX) 69-053A-03 40
VAN ALLEN LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ELECTRON 69-053A-04 40

DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER	 (LEPEDEA)

UNITED STATES	 NASA-OSSA	 09/23/72 GEOCENTRIC 72-073A 40
GAME SOLAR PLASMA ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER 72-073A-10 40
BRIDGE SOLAR. PLASMA. FARADAY	 CUP 72-073A-02 40
CLINE STUDY OF COSMIC-RAY.	 SOLAR,	 AND 72-073A-13 40

.	 MAGNETOSPHERIC ELECTRONS
FRANK MEASUREMENT OF LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AND 72-073A-04 41

ELECTRONS
GLOECKLER IONS AND ELECTRONS 	 IN THE ENERGY RANGE 72-073A-03 41

0.1 TO 2 MEV
KRIMIG.IS CHARGED PARTICLE MEASUREMENTS EXPERIMENT 72.-073A-08 41
:JESS MAGNETIC FIELDS	 EXPERIMENT 72-073A-01 41
OGILVIE SOLAR WIND ION COMPOSITION 72-073A-12 41
SCARF PLASMA WAVE 72-073A-11 42
SIMPSON SOLAR FLARE HIGH-Z/LOW-E AND LOW-Z 72-073A-07 42

ISOTOPE
STONE ELECTRONS AND HYDROGEN AND HELIUM 72-013A-06 42

ISOTOPES
WILLIAMS ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS 72-073A-05 42

UNITED STATES	 NASA-OSSA	 03/13/71 GEOCENTRIC 71-019A 42
AGGSON ELECTROSTATIC FIELDS 71-019A-02 43
ANDERSON MEDIUM-ENERGY SOLAR PROTONS 	 AND 71-019A-06 43

ELECTRONS
BAKE MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR PLASMA 71-019A-11 43
BOSTROM SOLAR PROTON MONITORING EXPERIMENT 71-019A-07 43
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CLINS STUDY Of COSMIC RAY, SOLARr AND 71-019A-10 43
MAGNETOSPHERIC. ELECTRONS

ERICKSO'l INTERPLANETARY LONG WAVELENGTH RADIO 71-019A-15 44
ASTRONCMY EXPERT	 tht,	 TIME RESOLUTION

FRANK LOW-ENERGY .PROTONS AND	 ELECTRONS 71-019A-05 44
GURNETT ELECTROSTATIC WAVES AND RADIO 71.019A-03 44

NOISE	 -- IOWA
MADDOCK INTERPLANETARY LONu-WAVELENGTH RADIO 71-0I9A-13 44

ASTRONOMY EXPERIMENTr 	 FLUX RESOLGIIOk
KELLOGG ELECTROSTATIC WAVES AND RAD10 71-019A-12 44

NOISE	 -- MINN
NESS MEASUREMENT	 Of MAGNETIC	 FIELDS 71-019A-01 44
OGILVIE MEASUREMENT Of SOLAR PLASMA 71-019A-04 45
SIMPSON NUCLEAR COMPOSITION Of COSMIC AND SOLAR 71-019A-09 45

PARTICLE	 RADIATIONS

IMP-1 UNITED	 STATES	 NASA-OSSA	 10/26/73 GEOCENTRIC 73-078A 45
AGGSON ELECTROSTATIC FIELDS 73-078A-11 45
RAMC SOLAR PLASMA ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER 73-078A-10 45
BRIDGE SOLAR PLASMA FARADAY CUP 73-07BA-02 46
FRANK MEASUREMENT OF LOw-ENERGY PROTONS ANO 73.078A-04 45

ELECTRONS
15LQECKLER SOLID-$IATE DETECTORS 73-078A-03 44
GURNETT EIECTROSTATIC WAVES AND RADIO NOISE 73-078A-12 46
KRIM161$ CHARGED PARTICLE MEASUREMENTS 73-078A-Ob 44

EXPERIMENT
MCDONALD SOLAR AND COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES 73-078A-09 46
NESS MAGNETIC FIELD EXPERIMENT 73-07RA-01 47
SIMPSON SOLAR	 FLARE 141OH-7/LOW-E AND LOW-2 73-076A-07 47

ISOTOPE
STONE ELECTRONS AND HYDROGEN AND HELIUM 73-076A-06 47

WILLIAMS ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONSISOTOPES 73.07EA-05 07

IMP-K SEE	 ISEE	 I

IMP-K PRIME SEE	 ISEE	 2

INJUN-F SEE	 HAWKEYE	 1.

INTNL SUN EARTH EXPL-A SEE	 I5EL	 1

INTNL SUN EARTH EXPL-C SEE	 ISEE 3

ISEE	 1 UNITED STATES	 NASA-O$SA	 10/22177 GEOCENTRIC 77-102A 47
ANDERSON ELECTRONS AND PROTONS 77-102A-10 4b
SAME FAST PLASMA AND SOLAR WIND	 IONS 77-102A-01 48
CLINE GAMMA-RAY OURSTS 77-102A-14 48
FRANK HOT PLASMA 77-102A-03 48
GURNETT PLASMA WAVES 77-102A-07 48
HARVEY PLASMA DENSITY 77-102A-O8 4b
HELLIWELL VLF	 WAVE PROPAGATION 77-102A-13 49
HEPPNER OC	 ELECTRIC FIELD 77-102,	 11 49
HOVESTAOT LOW-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS 77-102A-05 49
MOZER QUASI-STATIC ELECTRIC	 FIELDS 77-102A-06 49
OGILVIE FAST ELECTRONS 77-102A-02 49
RUSSELL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER 77-102A-04 50
SHARP ION	 COMPOSITION 77-102A-12 50
WILLIAMS ENERGETIC ELECTRONS 	 AND PROTONS 77-102A-09 50

ISEE	 2 INVERNATIONAL	 ESA	 10122/77 GEOCENTRIC 77-1020 50
UNITED STATES	 NASA-OSSA

ANDERSON ELECTRONS AND PROTONS 77-10220-08 50
E61DI SOLAR WIND	 IONS X77-1020-02 51
FRANK HOT PLASMA 77-1020-03 '+1
GURNETT PLASMA WAVES 77-1020-05 51
HARVEY RADIO PROPAGATION 77-1020-06 51
PA5CHMANN FAST PLASMA 77-1026-01 51
RUSSELL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER ,77-1U2B-04 51
WILLIAMS ENERGETIC	 ELECTRONS AND .PROTONS 77-1020-07 52

ISEE 3 UNITED	 STATES	 NASA-OSSA	 OF/12/78 HELIOCENTRIC 78-079A 52
ANDERSON INTERPLANETARY AND SOLAR ELECTRONS 78-079A-09 52
ANDERSON X- AND GAMMA —RAY BURSTS 7$-079A-14 52
BANE SOLAR WIND PLASMA 78-079A-01 52
HECKMAN NIGH-ENERGY COS^IIC	 RAY 78-079A-05 5A
N OVESTADT LOW-ENERGY	 COSMIC RAYS 78-079A-03 53
HYNDS ENERGETIC PROTONS 78-079A-08 53
MEYER COSMIC-RAY ELECTRONS AND NUCLEI 78-079A-06 53
OGILVIE SOLAR WINO ION COMPOSITION 78-079A-11 53
SCARF PLASMA	 WAVES 78-079A-07 53
SM1111 MAGNETIC FIELDS 7b-079A-02 53
STEINEERu RADII) MAPPING 78-0.79A-10 54
STONE H13H-FNERt:Y	 CUSNIC RAYS 78-079A-12 54
TEEuAROEN GAMMA-RAY BURSTS 7b-079A-1E 54
Vuh ROSENVINGE MEDIUM	 E tiER.Y	 CO,XIC NAY 78-079A-04 54

p^ / 	 B'
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ISEE-A SEE	 ISEE	 1

1SEE-O SEE	 ISEE	 2

ISEE-C SEE	 ISEE	 3

MOTHER SEE	 ISEE	 1

NEUTRAL POINT EXPLORER SEE HAWKEYE	 1

000 1 UNITED	 STATES	 NASA-OSSA	 09/05/64 GEOCENTRIC 64-054A 54
ANDERSON SOLAR COSMIC RAYS 64-054A-12 55
BOHN INTERPLANETARY OUST	 PARTICLES 64-054A-07 55
BRIDGE PLASMA PROBE, FARADAY CUP 6.4-054A-14 55
CLINE POSITRON SEARCH AND GAMMA RAY SPECTRUM 64-054A-15 55
.IAODOCY. RAD10 .ASTRONOMY 64-0544-09 55
11ELLIWELL WIDEOAND AND NARROW-BAND STEP 64-054A-OS 56

FREQUENCY VLF	 RECEIVERS
HCPPNER MAGNETIC SURVEY USING TWO MAGNETOMETERS 64-054A-02 56
KONRADI TRAPPED RADIATION SCINTILLATION COUNTER 64-054A-16 56.
MANGE GEOCORONAL LYMAN-ALPHA SCATTERING 64-054A-10 56
SAGALYN SPHERICAL	 1011 AND	 ELECTRON TRAP 64-054A-03 56
SIMPSON COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA AND	 FLUXES 64-054A-18 57
SMITH TRIAXIAL SEARCH-COIL MAGNETOMETER 64-054A-01 57
TAYLOR,	 JR. POSITIV.'	 ION	 COMPOSITION 64-054A-06 57
VAN ALLEN TRAPPEv RADIATION AND HIGH-ENERGY 64-054A-19 57

PROTONS
WHIPPLE PLANAR	 ION AND ELECTRON TRAP 64-054A-04 57
WINCKLER IONIZATION	 CHAMBER 54-054A-20 56
WINCKLER ELECTRON SPECTROMETER 64-054A-21 58
WOLFE ELECTROSTATIC PLASMA ANALYSIS	 (PROTONS 64-0544-13 58

.I-18KEV).
WOLFF GEGENSCHEIN PHOTOMETRY 64-054A-ii 58

060 3 UNITED	 STATES	 NASA-OSSA	 06/07/66 GEOCENTRIC 66.049A 56
ANDERSON SOLAR COSMIC RAYS 66-049A-01 59
BOHN INTERPLANETARY DUST	 PARTICLES 66-049A-21 59
CLINE POSITRON SEARCH AND GAMMA-RAY 66-049A-04 59

SPECTROMETER
EVANS LOW	 ENERGY PROION MEASUREMENT 66-049A-07 59
FRANK LOW-ENERGY ELECTRONS AND PROTONS 66-049A-08 60
HADDOCK RADIO ASTRONOMY 66-049A-18 60
HELLIWELL VLF	 NOISE AND PROPAGATION 66-049A-17 60
HEPPNER MAGNETIC SURVEY USING TWO MAGNETOMETERS 66-049A-11 60
KONRADI TRAPPED	 RADIATION	 SCINTILLATION	 COUNTER 66-049A-10 60
MANGE GEGCGR;;NAI LYb±N e ttelfp S CATTE.R.IN4i 66-049A-19 61
SAGALYN SPHERICAL ION ANC. ELECTRON TRAP 66-649A-13 61
SIMPSON COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA AND FLUXES 66-049A-03 61
SMITH TRIAXIAL SEARCH-COIL MAGNETOMETER 66-049A-1.2 61
TAYLOR,	 JR. POSITIVE	 ION CONCENTRATION 66-049A-15 61
WHIPPLE PLANAR ION ELECTRON TRAP 66-049A-14 61
WINCKLER ELECTRON SPECTROMETER 66-049A-22 62
WINCKLER IONIZATION CHAMBER 66-049A-23 62
WOLFE ELECTROSTATIC PLASMA ANALYSIS 	 (PROTONS 66-049A-05 62

.1-20KEV).
WOLFF GEGENSCHEIN PHOTOMETRY 66-049A-20 62

OGO 5 UNITED	 STATES	 NASA-OSSA	 03/04/68 GEOCENTRIC 68-014A 63
AGGSON ELECTRIC	 FIELD MEASUREMENT 68-014A-26 63
ANDERSON ENERGETIC RADIATIONS	 FROM SOLAR	 FLARES 68-0144-04 63
BARTH ULTRAVIOLET AIRGLOW 68-014A-21 63
BLAMONT GEOCORONAL LYMAN-ALPHA MEASUREMENT 68-014A-22 64
CLINE STUDY OF PROTONS,	 ELECTRONS, POSITRONS, 68-014A-05 64

AND GAMMA RAYS
COLEMAN,	 JR. PARTICLE wAVE	 STUDY 68-014A-13 64
COLEMAN, JR. U'lA TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER 68-014A-14 64
CROOK PLASMA WAVE DETECTOR 68-014A-24 64
HADDOCK 50 KHZ	 TO 3.5 MHZ SOLAR RADIO ASTRONOMY 68-014A-20 65.

IN	 EIGHT STEPS
HEPPNER MAGNETIC SURVEY USING TWO MAGNETOMETERS 68-014A-15 65
KREPLIN SOLAR X-RAY EMISSIONS 68-014A-23 65
MEYER COSMIC-RAY ELECTRONS 68-014A-09 66
OGILVIE TRIAXIAL ELECTRON ANALYZER 68-014A-11 66
SAGALYN PLASMA TEMPERATURE,	 DENSITY AND	 FLUX 68-014A-02 66
SEPOU LOW-ENERGY	 INTEGRAL SPECTRAL 68-014A-03 66

MEASUREMENT
SHARP LIGHT	 ION MASS MAGNETIC	 SPECTROMETER 68-014A-18 66
SIMPSON LOW-ENERGY HEAVY	 COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES 66-014A-27 66
SMITH TRIAXIAL SEARCH-COIL MAGNETOMETER 68-014A-16 67
SNYDfR PLASMA SPECTROMETER 68-014A-17 67
VAN DE HULST MEASUREMENT OF	 THE ABSOLUTE FLUX AND 68-014A-12 67

ENERGY SPECTRUM OF ELECTRONS
WEST,	 JR. ELECTRON AND PROTON SPECTROMETER f n-0144.-06 67

OGO-A SEE OGO 1
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060-0 SEE OGO 3

OGO-E SEE OGO 5

ORS	 3 SEE	 ENS	 17

ORS VA) SEE ERS	 17

P	 +	 F	 S SEE APOLLO IF W15ATELLITE

P76-2 SEE	 STP P7b-2

PROGNOZ	 3 U.S.S.R.	 IKI	 02115173 GEOCENTRIC 73-009A
LOGACHEV ENERGETIC	 PARTICLE	 DETECTORS 73-009A-01

S	 3 SEE EPE-A

S	 3A SEE	 EPE-0

S	 30 SEE EPE-t

S	 3C SEE EPE-D

S 49 SEE OGO	 I

S 49A SEE 060 3

S 59 SEE OGO 5

5 74 SEE	 IMP-A

S	 74A SEE	 1.MP•,H

S 740 SEE	 IMP-C

S-CUBED A UNITED	 STATES	 NASA-OSSA	 11115/71 GEOCENTRIC 71-096A
CAHILL,	 JR. FLUKGATE MAGNETOMETER`£ 71-096A-04
CAHILL,	 JR. SEARCH	 COIL MAGNETOMO: ,jR 71-096A-05
FRITZ SOLID-STATE PROTON-A L OHA PARTICLE 71-096A-02

TELESCOPE
GURNETT AC	 ELECTRIC	 FIELD MEASUREMENT 71-0966-07
HOFFMAN CHANNEL ELECTRON MULTIPLIERS WITH 71-096A-01

ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZERS
MAYNARD DC	 ELECTRIC	 FIELD MEASUREMENT 71-096A-06
WILLIAMS SOLID-STATE	 DETECTORS 71-096A-03

SCATHA SEE	 STP P78-2

SESP P78-2A SEE STP P78-2

SSS-A SEE	 S-CUBED A

STP P78-2 UNITED	 STATES	 DOD-USAF	 01/30079 GEOCENTRIC 79-007A
AGGSON ELECTRIC	 FIELD	 DETECTOR 79-007A-05
BLAKE ENERGETIC PROTON DETECTOR 79-007A-11
FENNELL SPACECRAFT	 SHEATH	 FIELDS DETECTOR 79-007A-06
HARDY RAPID SCAN PARTICLE DETECTOR 79-00.7A-12
JOHNSON ENERGETIC	 ION	 SPECTROMETER 79-007A-13
LEDLEY MAGNETIC	 FIELD MONITOR 79-007A-08
REAGAh HIGH-ENERGY	 PARTICLE DETECTOR 79-007A-15
WHIPPLE UCSO	 CKARGED PARTICLE	 DETECTOR 79-007A-ll

STP PROBE, SEE	 ISEE 3

TELSTAR	 1 UNITED	 STATES	 AT#T-UTL	 07/10162 GEOCENTRIC 62-029A
.BROWN PROTON AND ELECTRON RADIATION 62-029A-01

tELSTAR 2 UNITED	 STATES	 AT+T-OTL	 05/07/63 GEOCENTRIC 6.3-013A
BROWN PROTON	 AND	 ELECTRON RADIATION 63-013A-01

TRS 20) SEE	 ERS	 13

TRS6 SEE	 ERS	 13

USAF OPERATIONAL SAY-76 SEL	 1976-059A

USAF OPERATIONAL SAT-77 SEE	 2977.007A

VELA.	 3	 (USAF) SEE	 VELA	 3A

VELA	 3	 (USAF) SEE	 VELA	 3B

VELA	 3A UNITED	 STATES	 DOD-USAF	 07/2C/65 GEOCENTRIC. 65-058A
SAME ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER AND GM TUBES 65-058A-04
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VELA	 3U UNITED STATES	 DOD-USAF 07120/65 GEOCENTRIC 65-0588 72
DAME ELECTROSTATIC	 AN/^YIER	 AND GM TUBES 65-0588-04 72

VELA	 5	 (TRW) SEE	 VELA	 SA

VELA	 5A UNITED	 STATE;•	DOD-USAF 05/23169 GEOCENTRIC 69-0460 72
GAME SOLAR WIND 69-0460-05 72
CHAMUER5 SOLAR X-RAY DEIE^TORS+	 0.5	 10 3.0 A. 69-046D-02 73

1	 TO 8	 A.	 1	 TO	 16	 A.	 44	 TO 60 A

VELA	 58 UNITED	 STATES	 DOD-USAF 05/2?x/69 GEOCENTRIC 69-046E 13
DAME SOLAR WIND 69-046E-05 73
CHAMBERS SOLAR X-RAY	 DETECTORS,	 0.5	 TO 3.0 A. 69-046E-02 73

1	 TO 8 Ai	 1	 TO	 16	 A,	 44	 TO 60 A

VELA	 50	 (USAF) SEE	 VELA	 58

VELA	 6	 (TRW) SEE VELA	 SU

VELA	 6A UNITED	 STATES	 DOD-USAF 04/08/70 GEOCENTRIC 70-027A 73
BAME SOLAR WIND	 EXPERIMENT 73-027A-05 74
CHAMBERS SOLAR X-RAY DETECTORS,	 0.5 TO 3.0	 A.	 1 70-027A-02 74

TO	 8	 A.	 1	 TO	 16	 A.	 44	 TO 60 A.

VELA	 60 UNITED	 STATES	 DOD-USAF 04/08/70 GEOCENTRIC 70-0270 74
GAME SOLAR WIND EXPERIMENT 70-0278-05 74
tNAMOERS SOLAR	 X-RAY DETECTORS,	 0.5	 TO 3.0 Ae 70-0278-02 75

1	 TO 8 A.	 1 TO	 16 A.	 44 TO 60 A

VELA	 60	 (USAF) SEE VELA	 60

VELA	 9	 (TRW) SEE	 VELA	 5A.

VELA	 19	 (TRW) SEE VELA	 50

VELA	 11	 (TRW) SEE VELA	 6A

VELA	 12	 (TRW) SEE VELA	 60
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APPENDIX A - DEFINITIONS
r

Investigation Discipline - The subject to wh:, ch an investigation pertains.
The possible entries are limited, and the NSSDC
information files can be searched using this field.

Investigative Program -	 Code of the cognizant NASA Headquarters office, or
name of other sponsoring agency program. "CO-OP"
added to a code indicates a cooperative effort with
another agency or a foreign country.

NLA -	 No Longer Affiliated. Used in the spacecraft
personnel section and occasionally with
investigations to indicate that the person had
the specified affiliation at the time of his
participation in the project, but is no longer.
there.

NSSDC ID -	 An identification code used in the NSSDC
information system. In this system, each
successfully launched spacecraft and experiment is
assigned a code based on the launch sequence of the
spacecraft. Subsequent to 1962, this code (e.g.,
71-012A for the spacecraft Pioneer 10) corresponds
to the COSPAR international designation. The
experiment codes are based on the spacecraft code.
For example, the experiments carried aboard the
spacecraft 73-019A (Pioneer 11) are numbered
73-019A-01, 73-019A-02, etc. Each prelaunch
spacecraft and experiment is also assigned an NSSDC
ID code based on the name of the spacecraft. Prior
to launch, for example, the approved NASA launch,
Solar Mesosphere Explorer, was coded SME. The
experiments to be carried aboard this spacecraft
were coded SME -01, SME -02, etc. Once a
spacecraft is launched, its prelaunch designation
is cha.)ged to a postlaunch one; e.g., Pioneer-G,
which was launched April 6, 1973, was given the
NSSDC ID code of 73-019A, and the NSSDC spacecraft
common name of Pioneer 11.

OI -	 Other Investigator:.

PI -	 Principal Investigator.

PM -	 Project Manager.

PS -	 Project Scientist.

TL -	 Team Leader..

TM	 Team Member.

A-1



TRF -	 Technical Reference File. A computerized
space-investigation-oriented bibliographic
reference list maintained by NSSDC. Journal
publications and other documents are cited, and can
be retrieved by author name, title, or NSSDC ID of
relevant investigation. Used to keep track of
descriptive and documentation material, as well as
to produce bibliographies of certain spacecraft.
The TRF accession number begins with the letter B
and contains five digits; for example, 810851.
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